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ENTERTAINMENT & LEISURE CONSUMPTION 
IN ISTANBUL

This book attempts to make sense of Istanbul’s leisure 
consumption and entertainment from within a historical 
sociological perspective simultaneously learning from Braudel’s 
longue durée and from Rath & Kloosterman’s “embeddedness” 
of actors & processes.

From Byzantine carnivals, via Ottoman meyhâne as well as 
early Republican ballroom dances, up until 1970s gazino and 
pavyon and finally towards 2010s chic roof-top terraces with 
chillout-electronica in “Istanbul the Global City” or the “Cool 
Metropolis;” this book aims to connect the consumers to the 
producers and the cultural mediators to the governmental (as 
well as non-governmental) regulators of entertainment and 
leisure consumption.

It also identifies the mechanisms of socio-cultural and ethnic 
diversity as among the main parameters of the workings of 
these various actors within highly complex processes. 

Volkan Aytar
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1

CHAPTER

1
Scenes, Actors and Processes:

Studying Istanbul’s leisure
consumption and entertainment

“Marx once said; 
‘one must force the frozen circumstances to dance 

by singing them their own melody’. 
The frozen circumstances of  space only come alive 

when the melody of  time is played”
Nigel Thrift (1977:448)
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I

1 This avenue was formerly 
known in Ottoman Turkish as 

Cadde-i Kebir (Grand Avenue) 
and in French as Grande Rue 

de Pera.
2 Hayal Kahvesi literally means 

“Coffeehouse of the Fancy”
3 Apaçi refers to an urban per-
sonality. S/He is usually part of 
a group of youngsters originat-
ing from and mostly residing in 

what is called varoş (the poorer 
outskirts of the city) and who work 

in the city center (usually as bar-
bershop trainees or as artisans’ 
aides) or hang around there for 

entertainment purposes. They are 
usually popularly ridiculed. Note 

that while the current apaçi do not 
necessarily refer to this prehis-

tory, especially in the 1960s, with 
Hollywood’s Western movies 

getting popular in Turkey, some 
portions of the youth associated 
themselves with the plight of the 
‘red skins’ (kızılderililer implying, 

Native Americans) and thus called 
themselves Apaş -a word adapted 

from the French pronunciation 
of Apache. For further debates 

see, Tekelioğlu, Radikal İki, 
14/11/2010.

As you almost literally ‘swim’ amidst the sea of night-goers, you are 
struck by the diversity and multiplicity of the scenes and personalities 
on İstiklâl Caddesi (Independence -or Liberty- Avenue1) the axial 
pedestrian thoroughfare in Beyoğlu district, the current and historical 
entertainment heartland of not only Istanbul, but also entire Turkey -if 
not the geographical region of the country. Street musicians, dancers and 
puppeteers perform on this shiny avenue, connecting the central Taksim 
square to Tünel circle, each of which are transportation hubs and social 
meeting points on their own. 
 
Beer-guzzling aficionados of the style proceed to dark metal live music 
bar Dorock and pass next to sleek stockbrokers who are on their way to 
bouncer-gated rooftop lounge NuPera overlooking the Bosporus and the 
Golden Horn. At Krependeki İmroz, a classical meyhâne, the famous wine 
house/restaurant where the anise seed based, very strong spirit rakı is the 
staple item, Roma musicians circulate around tables to collect tips. Rock 
band members or House music DJs gulp down their energy drinks as 
they get ready to take stage at Hayal Kahvesi2  the legendary live music 
establishment with a quickly commercializing yet cult following. 

Lower class youngsters living in the peripheries and who get to be known 
under the strange epithet of apaçi3 (apache) constitute distinct groupings 
strolling around in this city core, with their strikingly peculiar looks, 
mannerisms and popularly ridiculed dancing styles. African and Jamaican 
expats and immigrants walk towards Nayah Reggae Club while the latter 
group has certainly a slimmer chance to be admitted there… Electronic/
house clubbers including Western expats are en route to The Hall (a cutting 
edge electronic music club opened up in the renovated barn of a rundown 
Armenian Church). As they walk, they rub shoulders with numerous sorts 
of families who are ostentatiously present almost at all times and usually 
go in and out of Benetton, Sütiş, Mado and the like. Some of those families 
are tourists of different nationalities -with a dramatic increase in Arab 
nationals recently. Some are liberal and secular citizens while others are 
conservative Muslims or recently migrated Kurds.

2
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4 Note that due to their refusal 
to use a positive-sounding short 
form, most of the political opposi-
tion and some media outlets use 
the alternative and far simpler ac-
ronym, “AKP” instead of “AK Parti” 
which could also be translated 
as the “Clean (or White) Party”. 
However, since AK Parti is the of-
ficial acronym with which the party 
was also registered in the records, 
this book refers to Erdoğan’s party 
with its official name and acronym. 

This pivotal and shiny pedestrian thoroughfare that strips for two 
kilometers is crosscut by many side streets housing a diverse assortment of 
cafés, bars, and clubs as well as numerous other leisure consumption and 
entertainment establishments. In these streets, it is not uncommon to see a 
Rock bar at almost an arm’s length from a Trance/House club. Transvestite 
‘dating’ and ‘networking’ hangouts -such as 1001 Discothèque- are not 
far away from Munzur Türkü Evi –literary ‘Ballad House’ or sometimes 
referred to as Türkü Bar’- playing live Anatolian folk-protest music to 
an urban yet provincially anchored clientele. At Umut Ocakbaşı the grill 
restaurant where you sit, eat and drink stove-side, Kurdish waiters run 
tirelessly to serve customers fresh-out-of-the-grill kebab and top emptied 
rakı glasses. The neighboring nargile (waterpipe) cafés never serve alcohol 
and are frequented by youngsters ranging from Marxist intellectual types 
to female university students with elegant headscarves –or without any.

Around İstiklâl, up on the eye level and right on the very streets, you 
also certainly feel the creeping and at times overwhelming shadow of 
commercialization and corporatization illustrated by the sprouting 
shopping malls with controversial architectural designs such as Demirören 
AVM and renovated old buildings turned into luxury residences, fine 
dining restaurants or yet another branch of Starbucks. The municipal 
garbage collectors and street cleaners work around the clock in regular 
intervals to keep the avenue clean and attractive. 

On huge billboards, the face of Beyoğlu’s young mayor elected from the 
ticket of Prime Minister Erdoğan’s AK Party (AK Parti, Adalet ve Kalkınma 
Partisi: Justice and Development Party4), smiles towards this everyday 
flood of hundreds of thousands. There, he announces that “Beyoğlu is 
now a Global Brand” and lists all his ‘innovative’ projects, including the 
highly controversial one to turn the ‘ugly’ inner city slum of Tarlabaşı, 
Kurdish and Roma dominated neighborhood just a few blocks to the 
north of İstiklâl Caddesi where a significant portion of the laborers of the 
district’s entertainment, dining and drinking establishments live, into the 
“next Champs-Élysées” (Demircan, 2009). This ostentatious avenue and its 
environs imply a focal locality whereby not only numerous groups come 
together for the purposes of leisure and entertainment, but also where the 
processes of diversity are crystallized. 

Asmalımescit section of İstiklâl -which is at the very southern edge- that 
was notorious only a decade and a half ago because of the ‘terrifying’ 

I
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I

5 For a critical account, see 
URL: http://tanpelin.blogspot.

com/2006_09_01_archive.html 
6 See URL: http://www.istanbul-

view.com/top-10-coffee-shops-in-
istanbul/

presence of transvestite sex workers, crack dealers and glue-sniffing street 
kids, is now lauded in daily newspapers and various blogs as “Istanbul’s 
SoHo”5, bustling with art galleries, salsa dance courses and clubs such as 
Cuba, ethno-crossover live music clubs such as Babylon and gourmet café 
Şimdi which is certified by guidebooks -and endorsed in this claim by 
many international clients- not only for serving a delicious cup of coffee, 
but also for being a nice place to go “if you like to chill out and enjoy 
meeting local intellectuals” 6. 

I. 1. İstiklâl Avenue & Taksim Gezi Parkı Protests: “Two worlds 
colliding?”

Yet this seemingly trendy and glossy İstiklâl Avenue’s very “backyard” 
was the place where a rather unexpected burst of emotions took place, 
surprising many observers as well as residents… Since the closing days of 
the month of May and until at least late July 2013, Gezi Parkı (Promenade 
Park) a tiny public strip of green earth adjacent to the central Taksim 
square and within visible proximity to İstikâl’s northeastern tip became 
the actual and symbolic center stage of what was variously referred to as 
Gezi Park Protests; Occupy Gezi / Taksim / Istanbul; Gezi resistance; Gezi 
movement; June resistance / uprising; #DirenGezi (#ResistGezi); or more 
negatively as Gezi Tertibi (Gezi Scheme / Setup) or Gezi İsyanı (Gezi 
Mutiny), by those who described it as carefully plotted and internationally 
supported near-coup initiative (darbe girişimi) attempting to derail an 
otherwise well-performing, stable and popular government of Recep 
Tayyip Erdoğan’s AK Parti.

This amalgam of positive and negative epithets would hardly suffice 
to summarize the events that unfolded and continued on with varying 
densities and severities. But, in way or the other, the protests emanated 
partly from the clash of two separate views of leisure consumption and 
entertainment. In this sense, it was not a coincidence that the Gezi Park 
Protests started out in the backyard of İstiklâl as the center of leisure 
consumption and entertainment. Certainly, I am not claiming that the 
protests broke exclusively over such a clash, but the events seem to have 
culminated after a long-standing dispute over the citizens’ lives in public 
spaces and their leisure and entertainment consumption habits.

The longitudinal impacts and possible electoral repercussions of the Gezi 
Park protests which had spread to 80 out of 81 provinces of Turkey and 

I
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7 For a thorough analysis of Çarşı 
as an “acoustic community,” see, 
Kytö (2011).
8 MOBESE stands for MOBil 
Elektronik Sistem Entegrasyonu 
(Mobile Electronic System 
Integration), an inter-urban 
surveillance and security 
system set up and financed by 
the Ministry of Interior at all of 
the 81 provinces. In 2012 the 
number of MOBESE cameras 
in Istanbul increased to over 
4,700. Istanbul police hopes to 
eventually raise the total number 
of cameras to 10,000.  MOBESE 
drew criticism from human rights 
activists who claimed that while 
system was heavily used to 
provide surveillance of political 
opponents, cameras inside or 
near police precincts were found 
to be “broken down” when cases 
of rights violations were reportedly 
taken place. For details, see: 
“Things the MOBESE could not 
record,” Bianet http://bianet.
org/bianet/insan-haklari/90594-
mobesenin-cekemedikleri.

involving more than three million (Ministry of Interior, 2013) protesters 
(bianet, 2013) will certainly be tested in time. However, what I should 
underline here is the fact that, while the protests started out ‘technically’ as 
an outcry against AK Parti’s plans to demolish portions of Gezi park and 
re-build a late 19th century historical barrack (Topçu Kışlası) instead, what 
added to its quick spread reportedly was Erdoğan’s perceived top-down, 
authoritarian and paternalistic style (İnsel, 2013). Numerous protesters 
ranging from self-styled “anti-capitalist Muslims” to Kemalists, from 
Beşiktaş football club’s left-leaning Çarşı7  group of fans to LGBT activists, 
from non-party simple citizens and seemingly hitherto ‘apolitical’ students 
to radical militants of Marxist factions argued that the ruling party and 
its leader “increasingly meddled with the citizens’ lifestyles” (Bilgiç & 
Kafkaslı, 2013).  

The overbearing presence of the state was already a source of disgruntlement 
for those citizens with above concerns for years preceding the protests. 
As mechanisms of security, the practically useful yet controversially 
notorious MOBESE8 security cameras and heavily armed riot police 
buses constantly driven up and down İstiklâl Avenue were suffocating in 
their over-presence for many citizens. Riot police constantly kept eyeing 
political demonstrators of countless stripes who no longer need to seek 
governmental permission to march, but have to compete with rival groups 
of militants of different causes to reserve the desired time slots so to 
ascertain the best popular impact. 

Taksim square was already an emotionally highly-charged and controversial 
public space due to its history as the “May Day Square” (1 Mayıs Meydanı). 
Taksim was the location of a massacre during the May Day celebration on 
May 1st, 1977. The massacre was purportedly planned and executed tacitly 
by agent-provocateur operatives positioned in the midst of the shadowy 
state security networks dubbed as the “deep state”. After 1977, public 
demonstrations and marches were banned at Taksim and that was one of 
the reasons why in time, the square became a symbolic central battleground 
where the state power and its leftist opponents faced up to and fought one 
another. The ability and insistence to “get to the square” was a sign of ‘strength’ 
for the militants, where, in worse cases, almost macho bravado was displayed 
by the militants and the security forces. The state usually tested its power 
by not letting people to get to the square with the use of frequently violent 
security methods. Some long-sought liberalization was initiated when in 
2008 Ak Parti legislated that May 1st was the “Labor and Solidarity Day” 

I
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9 For details, see URL: http://
www.ntvmsnbc.com/id/25352309/

10 Note that, in the popular 
parlance, after drinking a bit too 

much, it is customary to utter the 
sentence: “[one] should not have 
drunk that last glass [of alcoholic 
beverage]” to denote that many 
disastrous repercussions were 
waiting to unravel after that…

celebration of which could be held in Taksim at well-regulated and heavily 
policed celebrations. In 2009 in a further sign of positive developments, 
May Day was announced as a public holiday. However, last year, the 
manifestations were proscribed again, on the basis of “spatial limitations” 
set by the construction debris and deep holes left by the highly controversial 
Taksim Pedestrianization Plan (Taksim Yayalaştırma Planı). 

While not equipped with police powers or their instruments of brute force, 
zabıta (municipal uniformed officers in charge of enforcing city ordinances) 
recently rose to notoriety when they forcibly collected the tables and chairs 
of entertainment and drinking establishments on grounds of “unauthorized 
and informal invasion of pavements”9. The recently-legislated controversial 
law limiting the retail sale and advertizing of alcohol had added fuel to 
the claim that AK Parti was following through with a stealthily fortifying 
‘moralizing’ agenda that had surfaced previously in numerous efforts to pass 
laws criminalizing ‘adultery,’ limiting women’s reproductive freedoms or 
even heavily regulating c-section procedures (bianet, 2013). The Municipal 
premises had already stopped serving alcohol after Erdoğan was elected 
the Metropolitan Mayor in 1994. The 2012 ban of indoor smoking had a 
significantly negative impact on leisure consumption and entertainment 
establishments. The controversial law on alcohol in 2013 was a more recent 
step that alarmed many in Beyoğlu and elsewhere in Istanbul and Turkey 

In this context, it was not a coincidence that one of the most popular slogans 
during the protests -among the countless humorous others- was: “You 
should not have banned that last [glass of ] beer10 Tayyip!” (Angelopoulos, 
2013), sarcastically referring to the Prime Minister with his middle name… 
Although drinking or sale of beer, or any other alcoholic beverage for that 
matter, was not technically ‘banned,’ this slogan became a continuously 
uttered summary of Erdoğan’s and Ak Parti’s purportedly restrictive policies 
on leisure consumption and entertainment (Gökay & Xypolia, 2013). 
Indeed, in surveys done during the Gezi protests, a significant portion of 
the respondents claimed that the government has a religiously-colored 
conservative agenda which they claimed not only effectively curtailed forms 
of free expression or free speech, but also proscribed drinking, smoking and 
partying, thus seriously meddled with citizens’ lifestyles (Bilgiç & Kafkaslı, 
2013; GENAR, 2013). 

Some national (Kongar & Küçükkaya, 2013) and international analysts 
(Levy, 2013) therefore claimed that what went on in Turkey was symptomatic 

I
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11 For example Levy (2013) 
claimed: “[Erdoğan’s politics] is a 
blend of state Islamism, Ottoman-
ized Putinism, and stark fear of 
modernity that I believe could be 
likened to a form of dictatorship”. 
See URL: http://www.huffington-
post.com/bernardhenri-levy/a-
response-to-the-turkish-prime-
minister-_b_3819539.html. 
12 One of the most well known 
is the case of Efkan Ala then, 
Assistant Secretary of the Prime 
Minister’s Office who reportedly 
was “appointed to his current post 
only after Erdoğan made him 
swear that he did quit smoking”. 
See, URL: http://yenisafak.com.
tr/politika-haber/once-sigarayi-
biraktirdi-sonra-mustesar-yap-
ti-15.09.2007-68519.
13 Kimsenin yaşam tarzına 
karışmıyoruz,” daily Yeni Asya, 15 
January 2011. See, URL: http://
www.yeniasya.com.tr/haber_de-
tay2.asp?id=2585
14 “Erdoğan alkol yasağı 
tartışmalarıyla ilgili konuştu: 
Tıksırana kadar içiyorlar, 
karışmıyoruz,” daily HaberTürk, 
14 January 2011. See, URL: 
http://www.haberturk.com/
polemik/haber/591577-tiksirana-
kadar-iciyorlar-karismiyoruz.
guncel_5/vv1.htm.

of a prolonged “religious-secular clash”11 where “contradictory worlds were 
colliding” (New York Post, 2013). Such approaches certainly simplify a far 
more complex phenomenon. Some of such analyses also borrow heavily 
from an Orientalist reading of Turkey’s recent history (Benhabib, 2013). 
However, it would be useful to have a closer look at the developments 
to comprehend why the highly promoted, “brandized” entertainment 
heartland of Istanbul was also the very place where riots were initiated.

Let’s not forget that all above developments were observed in the backdrop 
of the recent shift in Turkey’s international perception away from a “bridge 
between the West and the East” (Newsweek, 21 July 2005) towards an 
“increasingly conservative society” (The Economist, 11 February 2012), 
where smoking and drinking are reportedly heavily –and even, heavy-
handedly regulated by the authorities and increasingly ostracized not 
only by the devout sections of the society but also by the Prime Minister 
himself in public statements. 

Even more than a few years preceding the Gezi Park protests, when zabıta 
collected tables and chairs, many highly-educated, modern and secular 
Istanbulites were utterly alarmed, claiming their lifestyles are being 
intervened into (yaşam tarzına müdahele). Prime Minister Recep Tayyip 
Erdoğan was known for his staunch and somewhat crudely expressed 
anti-drinking and anti-smoking stances. He had “encouraged” his close 
associates, cabinet ministers and others quit smoking, sometimes at heavily 
televised instances where he grabs the person’s pack of cigarette and asking 
them to write down their names, the date and “their own statement that 
they are quitting”12. Alarming many upper and middle-class urbanites, 
including certainly Kemalists and leftists, he also frequently expressed his 
distaste for alcohol. On the other hand he refuted the concern by claiming 
that “his government has no interest in curtailing different groups’ 
lifestyles”13. 

Some nevertheless saw his statement that “we have never curtailed anything. 
Look, they are already drinking to the maximum, until they cough and 
sneeze”14 as a sign that he -at best- merely and somewhat unwillingly 
‘tolerates’ drinkers, sees drinking as a public health danger. He purportedly 
feels that he almost has a “mission” to reduce the number of drinkers. Some 
analysts connect this to his staunch Muslim religiosity coupled with his 
“hyperactive” zeal to “serve the people” (İnsel, 2013). During his tenure as 
the Metropolitan Mayor of Greater Istanbul, he had reportedly referred to 

I
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himself as the “Imam of Istanbul”15 and claimed that “among his duties 
include stopping people from committing sins” (Düzel, 1995; Görmüş, 
2012)… 

Numerous critics warn that his anti-smoking / anti-drinking stance is a 
sign of his larger -and yet “hidden”- agenda of injecting more morality 
into the daily lives of the members of society to the detriment of secular, 
republican, pluralist and democratic values. Certainly large sections of the 
society support his active “involvement” and some even find his guidance 
necessary in what they view essentially as a “public health” problem. It was 
in this atmosphere that the new law regulating the retail sale, consumption 
and advertizing of alcohol was passed from the national parliament to take 
effect in early September 2013. 

Recep Tayyip Erdoğan was thus immensely successful in mobilizing 
popular feelings against moralized, stigmatized and even criminalized 
caricatures of a whole array of anthropologically and sociologically 
meaningful cultural practices such as socializing through smoking, 
drinking and partying. Recep Tayyip Erdoğan seems to initiate what I 
suggest to call “conservative paternalism” vis-à-vis leisure consumption 
and entertainment. In that sense, AK Parti’s preaching, moralizing and 
conservative paternalism appears the emblem of the state’s heavy handed 
regulation of these sectors which gained more emphasis since the party’s 
coming to power in 2002. 

Almost in contradistinction to the ruling party’s otherwise neoliberal 
policies when it comes to other economic sectors, AK Parti’s conservative 
paternalism is the top-down implementation of a regressive -and almost 
‘ideological’- stance towards anything associated with bohemian and 
detested lifestyles of some sections of urbanities. Conservative paternalism 
is in some regards reminiscent of the republican Kemalist “modernist 
paternalism”. They both claim to know what is “best” for the citizens 
and deciding on their behalf and in [their] absentia. These points will 
be evaluated more deeply at Chapters III and IV and will be assessed 
thoroughly at the Final Chapter V. That is the reason why I do not want 
to go into details here. But it is certainly important to note that İstiklâl 
Avenue among many other things, was the battleground upon which 
clashing visions on leisure consumption and entertainment were fought. I 
hope that my study will help clarify why the center of entertainment was 
at once such a battleground… 

I

15 See, URL: http://dosyalar.hur-
riyet.com.tr/tayyiperdogan/tayyip.

asp. Also see, URL: http://iibf.deu.
edu.tr/internetgazetesi/arsiv/Haz-

iran2007/Dokumanlar/guncel/
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I. 2. Globalization, Glocalization, Spatiality and longue durée

One could legitimately make the argument that while certainly ‘interesting’ 
on their own regard, this immense diversity of persons and institutions; the 
complex interplay of actors such as consumers and producers of leisure and 
entertainment; the increasing power of the lifestyle media (Raisborough, 
2011) or the other mediators sometimes referred to as “the critical 
infrastructure” (Zukin, 1991; 1995) in putting a city or city districts on the 
global map; the renovation and upgrading of the dilapidated parts of town 
into centers of attraction (Balsas, 2000); and increasing commercialization 
and corporatization such urban spaces (Habraken, 2004; Schmidt, 2004) are 
all ordinary staple items found in other global cities, and thus, at this general 
level, are not terribly original. Indeed, as numerous recent studies suggest, 
very similar -or at the very least, comparable- processes and transformations 
take place in numerous other cities including New York, London, Vancouver, 
Amsterdam, Berlin, Melbourne, Hong Kong (Mee Kam Ng, 2002; Fainstein, 
2008; Novy, 2012) to name a few.

In this sense, Istanbul’s above-summarized diverse scenes may be seen 
merely as the ‘local’ expressions of ‘global’ phenomena and could perhaps be 
explained by generalized urban processes or transformations described and 
analyzed in various terms such as; as the rise of the service economy (Buera 
& Kabosky, 2009); the shift to urban neoliberalism (Brenner & Theodore, 
2005), urban entrepreneurialism ( Jacobs, 1984; Harvey, 1989; Markusen & 
Giawasda, 1994; MacLeod, 2002), creative cities (Landry, 2000; Florida, 
2002); spatial clustering of creative industries (Hartley, 2005; Rae, 2007); and 
the refashioning as well as revalorization of the city centers (Zukin,1995); 
and/or neighborhoods as places of leisure and consumption (Rath, 2007; 
Aytar & Rath, 2012), etc. Placed at the perspective of such global processes 
and in terms of social, cultural, ethnic and other types of diversities involved, 
today’s Istanbul can certainly and legitimately be compared to other highly 
diverse –and “more obviously global”- cities such as New York, London and 
Berlin but also face up competition from comparatively far less populated or 
historically far ‘recent’ cities such as Amsterdam or Melbourne. 

However, placing the case of Istanbul within a longer historical line of 
transformations and looking closer on the ‘local’ specificities involved, 
a different, more idiosyncratic picture emerges. The administrative and 
cultural center of three world empires (Eastern Roman, Byzantine and 
Ottoman) Istanbul was the witness to the pains of transformation from a 

II
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shrinking multi-confessional, multi-ethnic Ottoman Empire towards the 
homogenized, nation-state bound and highly unitary Republican Turkey. 
The city has also experienced its own recent rise to fame as the “global city” 
and the “capital of culture” of its associated regions. As such, Istanbul narrates 
a story of continuities and breaks, of ebbs and flows. As a major city of the 
Near East, as a civilizational center of Islam or as the highly modernized and 
westernized metropolis of an otherwise socially communitarian, politically 
parochial and inward-looking Republic, Istanbul presents various facets. 
What is going on in here today cannot be simply explained away as mere 
reflections of highly deterministic, standardizing and homogenizing global 
processes. 

Certainly, this does not exhaust the usefulness of comprehensive and 
analytical tools provided by comparatively studying global urban 
transformations for the case of Istanbul. Indeed, most of the changes taking 
place in the world economy in the post-1945 period and most notably the 
shift to urban neoliberalism in the last few decades provide basic macro 
and global parameters underwriting Istanbul’s rise as a metropolis of leisure 
consumption and entertainment, as well as a global service sector city aiming 
to “brandizing” itself (Babalık, 2011). In this sense, Istanbul and Beyoğlu as 
its shop window are arguably powerful reflections of this highly cramped 
register of numerous other global or branded cities and neighborhoods.

Glocalization, on the other hand, understood variously as the local adaptation 
to global processes (Swyngedouw, 1993; Robertson, 1995); as “internalized 
globalization” (Beck, 2002); or as a form of métissage (Lionnet, 1989; 
Bruna, 2006) which vividly and innovatively enmeshes local characteristics, 
peculiarities and specificities with those global structures16, certainly sheds 
light on the current leisure consumption and entertainment scene in Istanbul. 
Glocalization is also a helpful if one were to conceptualize it in inspiration 
from Marx’s discussion in Grundrisse (1857) whereby general processes and 
structures always appear in historically specific, local forms, and thus have to 
be always explained within their particularities and diversities. 

The discussion initiated by Rath is highly helpful in this regard: “[O]nce 
one departs from general theoretical premises, the challenge is to look 
for explanations that address general trends as well as historically specific 
conditions” (Rath, 2007). Seen this way, neoliberal urban changes and the 
transformation of leisure consumption and entertainment in Istanbul could 
be interpreted as a form of glocalization which denotes a contingency-ridden 

I

16 In this context, I do not employ 
métissage as in the original 

conceptualization as an interval 
between and mixing of different 

cultures and languages (Lionnet, 
1989; Bruna, 2006), but rather, as 

a highly transforming cross-ferti-
lization between global and local 

processes and levels.   
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process of exchange between globality and locality in the particular spatiality 
of this city. This certainly reminds one of Lefevbre’s discussion of ‘spatial 
scales’ whereby mutually constitutive and intrinsically related spatial ‘levels’ 
(be them macro, meso or micro) interconnect to form a world-encompassing 
socio-historical totality (1974; 1976). 

However, current scene in Istanbul cannot be solely explained in such spatial 
(global/local; or macro/meso/micro) scales alone. The dimension that should 
be added involves ‘temporality’ because today’s leisure and entertainment 
landscape cannot be understood by only looking at contemporary structures 
and processes. They are partly the result, partly a response to historical 
processes which explains the ‘path dependency’ of the case of Istanbul and 
its leisure consumption and entertainment. 

I propose to develop a long-term perspective by learning from Annales 
school’s study of mentalités (Mandrou, 1971); Braudel’s longue durée 
(1958) and the historical sociology of Hopkins (1982) and Wallerstein 
(1991). Hopkins’s notion of a “multi-level, complex system of social action 
that is comprehensive not only in scope […] but also in time […] [in its] 
non-arbitrary periodicities” (1982:148) is particularly useful in terms of 
acknowledging both continuities and breaks in Byzantine, Ottoman and 
Republican leisure and entertainment, as well as connecting particular 
spatiality of Istanbul to its longue durée temporality and path-dependent 
development. 

Here, one additional and potentially very fruitful connection could be drawn 
between Lefebvre’s discussion of the “interconnectedness of spatial scales,” 
including the resulting “world-encompassing socio-historical totality” 
and Braudel’s spatial ensemble, elaborated richly in his seminal treatise of 
économie-monde that is constantly woven by the longue durée temporality. In 
short, I aim to shed light on the long term development as well as the recent 
global orientation of Istanbul’s leisure consumption and entertainment. 

I. 3. Research Questions:

In this context, my key research questions are as follows: (a) How could we to 
comprehend and contextualize the demands by various types of consumers? 
How were such demands fulfilled by various types of producers who supplied 
such entertainment and leisure consumption-oriented services? In short, I 
try to look at the dynamics of supply and demand in entertainment and 

I
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leisure. (b) How did the state and other actors regulate and mediate between 
leisure consumption and entertainment supply and demand? How did 
regulation and mediation mechanisms provide the broad contours within 
which such activities were operating? How were the mechanisms such as; 
support and promotion, provision of employment opportunities, assignment 
of different levels of respect and prestige, taxation, deciding on legal and/or 
informal frames of employment and entrepreneurship, limitation, banning 
and penalizing deployed variously by governmental and non-governmental 
forces? (c) How were ‘ethnic’ difference and diversity functionalized, and 
then later on, commodified? How was this functionalization taking place 
in terms of consuming the ‘Other’ as an object of interest? How various 
ethno-religious groups were socially, economically and culturally channeled 
to distinct leisure consumption and entertainment-oriented vocations and 
market niches? 

Leisure and entertainment landscapes encompass individuals, groups or 
institutions that offer leisure and entertainment. On the one hand: there 
are producers, that is, entrepreneurs and larger entertainment corporations 
including their employees. On the other hand, there are consumers, that 
is, individuals and groups who are interested in enjoying these activities. 

I

Supply (Producers): 
Employees, entrepreneurs and corporations who aim 
to provide goods and services to satisfy the demand 
for leisure consumption and entertainment.

Diversity: Ethnic, religious, class and lifestyle-based forms of social and cultural diversity that play out in leisure consumption 
and entertainment. This also involves ethnic/religious/class-based divisions of labor, functionalization and/or commodification 
of diversity. On the other hand, it also connotes questions of the self, authenticity and the O ther.

Mediation:
Individuals, groups, agencies or 
structures mediating between 
producers and consumers and 
help shape public and group-
specific taste and preferences 
in leisure consumption and 
entertainment. Mediation is a form 
of Regulation.

Regulation: 
Governmental (Central or Municipal) 
& Non-Governmental (Corporate, Civil 
Societal or Sectoral) agencies and 
actors in charge of providing legal or 
de-facto boundaries within which other 
actors are placed or processes take 
place. Regulation also implies mediation 
between, among or across actors and 
through processes.  

Demand (Consumers):
Individuals and groups who are on the lookout for 
leisure and entertainment and whose needs and 
preferences are, in turn, supplied by the producers.

	  

	  

Hard

Soft

Thin

Thick Formal

Informal
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They are in a chicken and egg relationship, they influence each other, and 
their interaction drives the development of these leisure consumption and 
entertainment landscapes. 

But, as elsewhere, this interaction does not take place in a vacuum. Following 
Kloosterman and Rath, I am sensitive to the fact that the interaction of supply 
and demand, of production and consumption, is on the one hand always 
embedded in wider structures, and on the other hand is always mediated 
(Kloosterman & Rath, 2001; Rath, 2007). That’s why I am interested in the 
wider social, cultural political and economic structures that shape leisure and 
entertainment. In this sense, I am also interested in: 
1) The role of the state and its allies in regulating the social, cultural, political 
and economic life of Turkey and, in so doing, regulating the leisure and 
entertainment landscape. 
2) The set of mediators and the process of mediation that affect taste, 
preferences and choices of leisure and entertainment seekers on the one 
hand, and the strategic choices and style preferences of entertainment 
entrepreneurs on the other hand. 
3) Finally, I am interested in how social and cultural diversities (in plural, 
thus ethnic, religious, class and lifestyle, etc.) interfere in these processes. 
In this vein, I propose to visualize the actors and processes as well as 
dimensions involved as follows:

Above basic theoretical matrix provides a guideline for my study to 
historically and spatially contextualize the political and socio-cultural 
processes that make entertainment a site for ethnic and class relations as 
well as nation-state building. In this sense, entertainment is a reflection of 
a particular set of social relations including ethnic, class relations within 
which state and other actors intervene. I argue that leisure consumption 
and entertainment in Istanbul is usually studied in rather descriptive terms 
that lack analytical tools. Showing the dynamic interconnections among the 
actors such as consumers and producers as well as mediators and regulators 
by contextualizing them in their spatial and historical axes is the contribution 
I am striving to provide in my book.

I.4. Bodies of Academic Literature:

The questions I ask above are connected to a series of different yet 
overlapping theoretical debates that inform my research. Sub-section I. 
4. 1., below, defines leisure consumption and entertainment. In this sense, 

II
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this sub-section delineates the general boundaries of my subject matter. 
Then I move to discussing the bodies of theoretical literature that further 
inform my study. Those are: I. 4. 2. Consumption studies and the ‘cultural 
turn’ and I.4.3. Regulation, mediation and diversity. If we were to follow 
the above theoretical matrix, the sub-section I.4.2. on consumption 
studies and the cultural turn, connect the supply side (i.e. producers) to the 
demand side (i.e. consumers). The sub-section 1.4.3, in turn, triangulates 
the respective dynamics of regulation, mediation and diversity as noted in 
the above matrix. However, I do not try to provide an exhaustive review 
of all these three bodies of literature. I rather concentrate on and aim to 
elaborate select debates that could be directly or indirectly connected to 
my own study in fruitful ways. These bodies of literature, then, will act as 
‘theoretical anchors’ through which I will conceptualize and analyze leisure 
consumption and entertainment in Istanbul in the following chapters. 

I. 4.1. Defining Leisure Consumption & Entertainment: 

In order to clarify the subjects of my study, I need to elaborate what I 
mean by leisure consumption and entertainment. In doing so, I first learn 
from Elias and Dunning’s criticism of the sociological tendency to regard 
leisure merely as an “adjunct” or as an “auxiliary” to work (Elias, 1969; Elias 
& Dunning, 1986). According to them, in the mainstream approaches, “[s]
atisfaction provided by leisure activities tends to be treated as a means to an 
end –to the end of giving relief from the strain of work and of improving 
people’s capacity for it” (1986:92). Emerging polarization is, then, between 
the auxiliarization of leisure (means) and the centralization of work (end), 

I

All Human Activities

Spare Time

Leisure

Entertainment

Figure 1.2: Representation of social fields in question 
and their relational location
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respectively17. Similar to work which is rationally organized, leisure -as a 
means to that end- is at once conceptualized as a rationalized ‘need’ that as 
such is also commercially catered to. Leisure is merely seen as ‘spare’ time 
which is required for people, allowing them finding energy and fulfillment 
so that they could go back to working. 

For the purposes of clarification and analytical clarity, I should underline 
that when I study leisure consumption and entertainment, I concentrate 
only on spatially-bound formal or informal activities that are not performed 
by solitary or isolated individuals, but as members of social, public or semi-
public interactions. Those activities are demanded by consumers whose 
requests are met by producers who are employees, entrepreneurs or larger 
institutions and corporations. In this sense, consumers literally ‘buy’ a good 
or a service and the producers make money out of it. Leisure consumption 
and entertainment are thus always commodified to some extent or the 
other. 

Defined as such, entertainment in my case includes; partying which includes 
some forms of social ceremonies, festivals, and other public vehicles for 
expressing joy; listening to live music; dancing; watching performances of 
various sorts and other forms of recreation that could fulfill the same need. 
Eating and drinking are included only if those occasions also incorporate 
functions of entertainment.

I propose to connect Elias and Dunning’s criticism of the end-means 
pairing of work and leisure respectively as central and auxiliary activities 
to Weber’s discussion of ‘rationality’ that bears a two-tiered embodiment: 
formal rationality and substantive rationality. According to Weber, formal 
rationality, as the dominant frame under modernity refers to a means-and-
ends continuum, in which, for the sake of the continuum itself, the particular 
values assigned to either means or ends are overshadowed. Substantive 
rationality on the other hand, implies the value that a particular end bore. 
Weber claims that the growing subordination of substantive rationality 
to formal rationality brings about the domination of means over ends, 
in which the particular substantive meanings and values of either means 
or ends are less and less important (1978). This domination of formal 
rationality (Swingewood, 1991:162; Gellner, 1992:47; Weber, 2009 [1905]) 
is geared towards what Weber terms as “monetarization”. Simmel also 
uses the concept of monetarization as a world-historical transformation 
(1990 [1907]. In this type of rationalization, “individual personality 

I

17 Aristotle seems to invert this 
work (end) – leisure (means) du-
ality. He argued that “we work in 
order to have leisure; we work in 
order to have time for better and 
more meaningful things” (Elias & 
Dunning, 1986:77). In this sense, 
Aristotle did away with formal 
rationality. 
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[Persönlichkeit], that is, one’s ability to sustain consistency of conduct” 
is erased18.  When work is centralized, then leisure becomes a formally 
rationalized and -as such, commercialized and commodified- means to 
reach that end. However, as I will also try to show in my study, neither 
work could be explained away as a rationally calculated end, nor could 
leisure be seen merely as an auxiliary necessity geared towards that end. 

A key point that should be kept in mind is that, such a dichotomization 
between work and leisure is a rather facile way of classifying the human 
world. I argue that in such a conceptualization, spare time and leisure time 
are necessarily conflated into one holistic entity and are thus confused with 
one another. Elias and Dunning make a similar point by suggesting that 
not all spare time activities could be counted as leisure activities. They argue 
that spare time includes the whole array of ‘free time’ from ‘occupational 
work’  but only a portion of that could be devoted to leisure time (1986:94). 
 
In their conceptualization, work and leisure do not appear as dichotomous 
entities. Instead, they each include characteristics of the other. That is why 
they specify ‘occupational work’ in lieu of ‘work’ and also argue that some 
spare time activities show work-like characteristics19. What they come 
up with is not a hierarchical taxonomy but a continuum-like spectrum 
of spare-time activities. This spectrum certainly allows various shades of 
color, areas of grey, diverse configurations and fluidities. Based on their 
spectrum, I propose to place entertainment within leisure which is itself 
situated inside spare time as a portion of all human activities. See below 
for a representation of social fields in question, an extended categorization 
that I have developed based on Elias and Dunning’s primary classification: 

In this sense, leisure consumption and entertainment mean a set of 
human activities and practices that provides –often but necessarily always- 
socially approved, publicly expressed forms of what Elias and Dunning 
call “pleasurable excitement” (1986:63). Those activities and practices also 
involve sociability and self-expression. To clarify, our lives are conditioned 
and contoured by cyclically occurring and reoccurring “routines” (which 
include occupational work and a whole array of work-like activities, whether 
they are conducted during our occupational work time or spare time) and 
what they call “de-routinizing enclaves” (Elias & Dunning, 1986:107). In 
this sense, routines are part of both our occupational work time and spare 
time. Similarly, de-routinizing enclaves may occur during our occupational 
work time and spare time. I concentrate on leisure consumption and 

I I

18 See Weber’s “Politics as voca-
tion,” in H. H. Gerth & C. W. Mills, 
(eds.) From Max Weber: Essays 
in Sociology, (New York: 1946), 

as well as M. Featherstone’s 
Undoing Culture: Globalization, 

Postmodernism and Identity, 
(London: 1995), p. 63.

19 In their primary categorization, 
they classify “Spare Time” under 

five headings: (1) Private work 
and family management; (2) Rest; 

(3) Catering for biological needs; 
(4) Sociability; (5) Mimetic or play 

activities which in themselves 
show great diversity (1986:68-69).
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entertainment that make part and parcel of these de-routinizing enclaves 
situated within leisure time which should be placed inside our spare time 
as I discuss below. 

In this sense, on the one hand, I place leisure consumption within the 
de-routinizing enclaves, whereby people, as part of their spare and leisure 
time, are involved in activities that provide excitement, self-expression and 
sociability; human faculties that make up -what Weber would have referred 
to as- Persönlichkeit that is, ‘individual personality’ that implies an ability to 
sustain consistency of conduct. However, it should also be noted that even 
those very de-routinizing enclaves or practices may have their own routines, 
ranging from entertainment, on the other hand, should be located under 
the leisure branch, within the ‘Mimetic or play activities’ that are defined as 
those human activities “which provide not the representations of real-life 
events, but rather, the emotions [involved] are related to those experienced 
in real life situations, only transposed in a different key and blended with 
a ‘kind of delight’” (1986:80). Mimetic literally means ‘imitative’ but in this 
larger sense points out to the re-representation of reality in some form or the 
other. In the context of entertainment, mimetic refers to a reconfiguration 
of reality as a way of recreating the emotions associated with that reality.  

Hence, entertainment as mimesis would involve representation of anything 
that would raise particular human feelings in one way or the other. The notion 
of catharsis should also be added into the mix, in sense that entertainment 
at times could involve cathartic occasions and effects. Aristotle’s use of 
the concept of catharsis involves “cleansing the body through a purgative 
movement of the soul (kinesis tes psyches)” (Elias and Dunning, 1986:87)… 
Bakhtin’s discussion of the carnivalesque (Bakhtin, [1941 & 1965] (1984) is 
a way in which, for the sake of the power structures, social energies are let 
out (a process quite similar to catharsis) during entertainment en masse or 
in mass societal ways. 

Thus, there exist four dimensions which constitute the bulk matter of 
entertainment.: (a) the representational dimension (mimesis); (b) the 
hedonic dimension of enthusiasm; (c) the escapist dimension pointing out 
to human beings’ inclinations of being lured towards the different, and the 
exciting; which fulfils important sociability functions and, as in the case of 
inventing ‘Otherness,’ mars the social world by delineating boundaries; (d) 
the cathartic, the treatment-esque, or the therapeutic dimension. In this 
study, I will deal mostly with points (b), (c) and (d).

I I
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I now propose to turn to the above-cited dual existence of ‘dominating 
routines’ and ‘de-routinizing enclaves’ and connect it to the distinction 
de Certeau places between ‘strategies’ and ‘tactics’. According to him, 
‘strategies’ are more formally organized structures usually maintained 
by those in power; while ‘tactics’ almost spontaneously emerge in the 
quotidian life of actual persons (de Certeau, 1980). 

What I propose to infer from this seminal distinction is as follows: Leisure 
consumption and entertainment could be seen as de-routinizing enclaves 
of our lives which are conditioned by both: 
(a) Formal structures or patterns shaped by strategies -i.e. recursive 
guidelines imposed by those in power; and 
(b) Spontaneous tactics -i.e. informalities that are (at least in their initial 
stages) ‘improvised’ by urban dwellers.  
It should be noted, however, that informalities emerging spontaneously 
as such, may –then- turn into tried-and-tested, iterative, and even 
generationally-transferred stratagem, thus may eventually lose their initial 
spontaneity or innovative naïveté.

In the context of leisure and entertainment, commodification by the 
market and decommodification by the regulators (Esping Andersen, 
1997) serve as strategies, organized, institutionalized and enforced by the 
very same regulators (this point could certainly be more aptly addressed 
by a discussion of regulation as done below at section 1.4.3.). Tactics 
are the ways in which consumers and producers -who are sentient, real 
persons- experience, question, challenge, negotiate with, transgress and 
transform strategies. Deroutinizing tactics such as leisure consumption 
and entertainment thus help commodify or decommodify strategies. 

In order to wrap up the discussion of leisure consumption and entertainment, 
let’s take carnivals as an example of a practical molding of an entertainment 
event from all these theoretical ingredients listed above: Carnivals are 
forms of “pleasurable excitement” with mimetic characteristics whereby 
authorities could be, in socially and administratively approved ways, 
ridiculed; and providing cathartic treatment for the society. Carnivals are 
also politically wiser ways to let feelings of excitement or social discontent 
express themselves. 

They could be highly decommodifying events if those in power sponsor 
them in order to show their strength and in return, ask allegiance 

I
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from the populace. In some other cases, however, carnivals may have a 
commodifying thrust by promoting ‘market entrepreneurialism’ to help 
improve the economy and its actors. Carnivals also imply social enclaves 
“where excitement can be enjoyed without its socially and personally 
dangerous implications” (Elias & Dunning, 1986:93). This is the way in 
which I conceptualize leisure consumption and entertainment by touching 
upon and interconnect portions of a select theoretical literature on them. 

I. 4. 2. Consumption Studies and the ‘Cultural Turn’:

In order to connect the supply side (i.e. producers) to the demand side (i.e. 
consumers) as two main actors of my above-discussed theoretical matrix, 
a selective reading of the consumption studies and the cultural turn is 
warranted. In terms of the both leisure consumption and entertainment, a 
closer look at Consumption Studies, as well as the formative influence of the 
Cultural Turn within it, would clarify some of the theoretical anchors that I 
am employing throughout this book. 

The field of consumption studies is a rather new addition in social 
inquiry. Miles argues that “consumption did not emerge as a serious 
subject of concern until the second half of the twentieth century, and 
most dramatically during the 1980s and 1990s” (1998a:8). However, even 
before this late emergence, some previous seminal works are of interest for 
my study. Let me start by noting that, reminiscent to Dunning and Elias’ 
criticism of the mainstream approaches that see leisure as auxiliary or 
adjunct to the central area of work (Elias, 1969; Elias & Dunning, 1986), 
Simmel, too, refutes the idea that consumption is merely an auxiliary to 
production. 

In Simmel, consumption is more than an incidental interest: It has an 
“instrumental role in structuring people’s overall experience of modernity” 
(Miles, 1998:19). It provides a launching pad of particularized identity 
and an individually customized way of experiencing a macro-historical 
process of monetarization (or commodification) that is otherwise de-
personifying. Simmel also paves the way to rethink the contemporary 
metropolis as an important site of consumption20. What I argue in this 
work, when glanced over from a longue durée perspective, urban spatial 
setting of Istanbul has served as a major, key site of consumption in 
general, and leisure consumption and consumption of entertainment in 
particular.

I

20 See, M. Featherstone, 1990 
‘Perspectives on consumer 
culture,’ Sociology, 24(1), p. 15.. 
See, D. Chaney, 1983, ‘The de-
partment store as a cultural form,’ 
Theory, Culture and Society, 3(1); 
R. Williams, Dream Worlds, (Los 
Angeles, 1982); T. Bennett, 1988, 
‘The exhibitionary complex,’ New 
Formations, 4; and T. Bennett, 
et al, Formations of Pleasure, 
(London: 1983).
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Lieberson claims that Simmel developed the notion of Vornehmheitsideal, 
or the “ideal of distinction” as an absolutely new value brought into 
existence by the challenge to personal values of the money economy 
(1988:141). This notion may be taken to connect economy to culture and 
personal identity in particularly fruitful ways. In Simmel, consumption 
also connects the individual to the rest of the modern society, which 
is otherwise hostile and competitive, through its ‘marketized’ and 
‘monetarized’ conventions and ceremonies of buying. Defined in this way, 
Simmel’s discussion of modernity, urban life and consumption provides 
a way to conceptualize both the consumer society and the consuming 
individual without resorting to a prioritizing of structure or agency. 

Many scholars borrowed from Simmel as well as from Walter Benjamin 
(1927-1940; 2002) to conceptualize cities as spaces of consumption and of 
modern experience. Benjamin views the city with its new department stores 
and arcades as a “dream world,” where capitalist and modernist drive for 
novelty plays itself out (Featherstone, 1990). Accordingly, both Simmel’s 
and Benjamin’s treatment of modernity and urbanism promoted many 
studies of urban spaces and consumption (Williams, 1982; Bennett, et al, 
1983; Chaney, 1983; Bennett, 1988). 

However, what we can learn from Weber is that the process of differentiation 
Simmel refers to is not necessarily an exclusively modern phenomenon. 
According to Weber, this process results in separate economic, political 
and aesthetic “life-orders”21. Weber’s contribution is that the “ideal of 
distinction” precedes the coming of modernity, which points out to a 
longue durée context similar to Elias’ notion of the “civilizing process” 
(1969). Weber’s discussion of status groups, which are communities of 
an “amorphous kind”, is also quite useful in terms of the dynamics of 
differentiation according to consumption. 

Weber claims that status groups are shaped by ‘status honor’ which is 
“normally expressed by the fact that above all else a specific style of life can 
be expected from all those who wish to belong to the circle” (1946:187). 
He defines those expectations beyond economic and functional criteria, 
although stratification by status also rests on a monopolization of ideal and 
material goods or opportunities: “[S]uch honorific preferences may consist 
of the privilege of wearing special costumes, of eating special dishes, […] 
the right to pursue certain non-professional dilettante artistic practices” 
(1946:191). 
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21 See especially Weber’s ‘Reli-
gious rejections of the world and 
their directions,’ in Gerth & Mills 

(1946: 355-357, and passim).
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Status groups, in this sense, are stratified according to the principles of 
consumption of goods as represented by special lifestyles. Weber’s discussions 
of the status groups and stratification by status are pointing out to a supra-
economic need to distinguish oneself. I argue that this notion could be 
fruitfully related to discussions in Veblen as well as in Bourdieu and clarify 
the function of leisure consumption and entertainment in the span of my 
study. 

Veblen reincorporates Weber’s themes to argue for the prevalence of what 
he calls “conspicuous consumption” in modern life. In this analysis of the 
American nouveaux riches of the late nineteenth century, he saw consumer 
goods as markers of social prestige and status (Veblen, 1934 [1899]). He 
claimed that this group was the “new leisure class” that mimicked the lifestyles 
of upper-class Europeans. The fear of loss of social distinction and cultural 
distance, higher-status holding groups aimed to constantly ‘upgrade’ their 
consumption habits to “stay one step ahead of the nouveaux riches” (Miles, 
1998). Consumption patterns constituted a battlefront to distinguish one 
against the pretenders and the parvenus: “[c]losely related to the requirement 
that the gentleman [sic] must consume freely and of the right kind of goods, 
there is the requirement that he must know how to consume them in a 
seemly manner” (Veblen, 1934 [1899]: 47, emphases added). 

Weber’s and Veblen’s discussions of status groups, conspicuous consumption 
and consumption as marker of status and prestige were re-thought by 
Bourdieu (1984 [1979]). Different from them, though, he claimed that 
consumption was not merely reflecting or expressing, but also establishing 
social boundaries. According to Bourdieu, the demarcation between 
classes and groups were formed through distinctive acts of consumption. 
Habitus in this context refers to a “group-distinctive framework of social 
cognition and interpretation, [and] is reproduced between generations and 
thereby generates the schemes by which cultural objects are classified and 
differentiated” (Waters, 1994). Everyday cultural repertoire of groups and 
class fractions acts as an arsenal of a symbolic battle to distinguish oneself 
or one’s group. 

In this context, Bourdieu discusses various types of capital and more 
specifically distinguishes between two different kinds, namely economic 
and cultural capital (Lee, 1993:34). He defines the latter closer to Veblen’s 
discussion of consumption as a marker or social status and standing. Cultural 
capital is to know not just what to consume, but how to consume in a proper 
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way. Cultural capital refers to the “possession of certain cultural competences, 
or bodies of cultural knowledge, that provide for particularly distinguished 
modes of cultural consumption” (Lee, 1993:33) and puts a social distinction 
between groups and class fractions. According to Bourdieu, “taste classifies 
ad classifies the classifier” (1984 [1979]). It acts as a classifying framework 
of communication not only to make the world meaningful for social actors, 
but also to stratify them according to their particular constellations of taste 
and preferences. What he sees as the new consumption classes, and new class 
fractions employ and mobilize consumption and taste to demarcate social 
boundaries and distance, as well as to establish them. 

Simmel’s ideal of distinction; Weber’s stratification by status; Veblen’s 
consumer goods as markers of social prestige and status; and Bourdieu’s 
discussion of habitus and cultural capital could be fruitfully extended 
to the domain of leisure consumption and entertainment. Leisure and 
entertainment, especially as they are experienced in urban environments, 
act as staples of individual and group identities to distinguish oneself/one’s 
group via acts of consumption. As noted by Weber, this is not a necessarily 
distinctively modern phenomenon, thus behind it, lies an important long 
term history. But especially in the modern metropolis the individual has on 
the one hand to defend him/herself from the hostility and competition of 
others and assert his/her distinctive individuality; and on the other hand, 
compensate for this very sense of loneliness by joining in ‘the social’ through 
various acts of leisure consumption22. In this sense, leisure consumption and 
entertainment provide both an anonymous shield as well as a distinction 
strategy.

After discussing such ‘classical’ approaches to consumption and their 
relevance for my study of leisure consumption and entertainment, now 
let me shift the emphasis to the historically more recent development of 
consumption studies as well as the cultural turn. I claim that the increasing 
interest in consumption is conditioned by the socio-historical, economic and 
cultural transformations that occurred around the 1970s. 

The period in question is generally seen as a period of change for twentieth 
century capitalism, embodying a global, large-scale reorganization of work, 
international division of labor, and a wide range of social structures Hardt & 
Negri, 1994 [1967]: 28). Firstly, the decade that marks a critical and overall 
transition in terms of the organization of global, and individual national 
capitalism(s), repercussions of which have been deep and significant for 
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22 In this regard, Simmel’s dis-
cussion of fashion is quite symp-
tomatic. Fashion fulfills a double 

purpose of letting an individual 
distinguish him/herself, as well as 
securing his/her entry into socially 

accepted forms of commonality 
(Simmel, 1957 [1904]:62)
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23 This conviction was coupled 
with a confidence in the possibility 
and the very desirability of expla-
nation as an act aimed to uncover 
underlying realities of social life. 

consumption patterns. It marked the opening of new consumption patterns 
distinctly different from pre-1970s patterns (Lipietz, 1986:19; Aglietta, 
1979; Boyer, 1986). As I will discuss in Chapter IV, in the particular case of 
Turkey, this shift took place after 1980.

I believe that consumption studies helped develop a new vocabulary to 
discuss not only the still-evolving consumption patterns of the post-
1970s, but also shedding a new light on previous, more historical forms of 
consumption and that is why the literature is highly relevant for my own 
study. Especially important in this context is what most refer to as the 
‘linguistic’ or ‘cultural turn’ (Bonnell & Hunt, 1999). Previous paradigms of 
social explanation, whether they are modernizationist, positivist, historicist, 
economistic, or Marxist, were challenged on many fronts... According to 
their critics, all these approaches were relying on the ‘primacy’ of the social of 
the economic23.  Bonnell and Hunt claim that the ‘cultural turn’ questioned 
the social as an explanatory notion; and aimed to displace it with culture as 
a symbolic, linguistic and representation system (Bonnell & Hunt, 1999: 6). 

Jameson in this case, argued that, “the very sphere of culture itself has 
expanded, becoming coterminous with market society in such a way that the 
cultural is no longer limited to its earlier, traditional or experimental forms, 
but it is consumed throughout daily life itself, in shopping, in professional 
activities, in the various often televisual forms of leisure, in production for 
the market and in the consumption of those market products, indeed in the 
most secret folds and corners of the quotidian. Social space is now completely 
saturated with the image of culture” (1998:115). 

With above theoretical contributions, one had to address the experience of 
consumption as a meaning-producing and conveying sphere of individual 
and social life, rather than merely reflecting the social order. I value and 
learn from such critics and I will try to show that in the case of Istanbul, 
leisure consumption and entertainment could not be seen a mere reflections 
of social or economic developments, but rather should be analyzed in the 
complex interconnections enmeshing such developments with the political, 
cultural and symbolic processes. 

I.4.3. Regulation, Mediation and Diversity 

The relationship between supply (producers) and demand (consumers), 
however, never takes place within a social vacuum. Rath and Kloosterman’s 
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24 Here, Rath borrows Engelen’s 
notion of the subjects of trade 

which “are the ‘legal entities’ 
that are allowed to enter the 

market. They can be individuals, 
households, families, profession-

als, co-operatives, incorporated 
firms, NGOs, quangos or public 

agencies” (2002).
25 Rath notes that “regulation 

can be manifested in thick or thin 
ways or, in other words, can either 

be imposed or enforced or be a 
matter of voluntary action. They 

underscore that even in cases 
where legislation per se seems 
non-existent or is conveniently 

put aside, as might be the case 
in the informal economy (see 

Kloosterman et al. 1999; Portes 
1994; Rath 1999), economic 

transactions by individuals are still 
regulated in one way or another” 

(2002).

theoretical contributions backed by sound ethnographic work are of great use 
here: They illustrate how the interplay of supply (production) and demand 
(consumption) is always embedded in wider structures. They also show that 
the same interplay is always mediated (Kloosterman & Rath, 2000, 2001 
& 2010 and Rath, 2002 & 2007). In this vein, I will next discuss all those 
factors that either regulate or mediate between production and demand 
within which they both are anchored and embedded.

The matrix formed between supply and demand of leisure consumption and 
entertainment creates the conditions within which what Kloosterman and 
Rath refer to as the “opportunity structure” (Kloosterman & Rath, 2000, 
2001 & 2010 and Rath, 2002 & 2007). But the opportunity structure never 
is the product of an unregulated and undifferentiated economy. Regulatory 
structures are always present, by promoting certain economic activities while 
inhibiting others. (Rath, 2005:242). In this sense, any interference into the 
mechanisms of supply and demand could be seen as forms of regulation, 
emanating and sustained by either state or non-state actors. However, it 
should be noted that the functional oscillation between “policing” and 
“governance” does not necessarily respectively assign “formality” to the “thick” 
forms of regulation while matching up “informality” with “thin” forms. 

Regulation, as Rath warns, is “not the same thing” as mere “legislation” 
(2002). Engelen further distinguishes the latter, between “legislation per 
se,” and “carrots” (financial incentives and disincentives) -or “sermons” 
(persuasion) (2001). According to him, all such diverse forms of regulation, 
makes things ‘possible’ -or less possible- in a market (Engelen, 2001; 
Rath, 2002). One should not also infer that regulation is solely about state 
regulation. In this vein, Chatterton and Hollands argue that a “range of 
actors from the business world, the voluntary sector and citizen groups” 
(2005:46) are involved in what they call “the regulation of the night-time 
economy” (2005:3). 

Rath similarly notes that “[a] multitude of agents play a role in regulation 
processes, such as local, national or international governmental agents, 
unions, quangos, non-profit organizations, voluntary associations, and 
individual and their social networks” (Rath, 2002). As ‘legal entities’ allowed 
to be players in the market24 all such actors people the ranks of state and 
non-state forms of regulation25… Chatterton and Hollands include within 
this range of actors: “leisure merchants” and more sizeable and powerful 
“large entertainment corporations” (2005:59). 

I
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In this case, regulation includes non-state forms including the very providers 
themselves, which, in the lived, historical experience I am trying to make 
sense of, are immensely diverse and complex. What adds to this diversity 
and complexity is the fact that regulation is sometimes conducted in a 
concrete, formal form while “in cases where legislation per se seems non-
existent or is conveniently put aside, as might be the case in the informal 
economy, economic transactions by individuals are still regulated in one way 
or another” (Rath, 2002, also see Kloosterman et al. 1999; Portes 1994; Rath 
1999). 

Most leisure consumption and entertainment forms are commercialized or 
commodified to (from) one extent to another. Even the most commodified 
ones are subject to some form of regulation, which could involve open 
or tacit state interference into the workings of the market. In this sense, 
commodification does not necessarily mean lack of regulation. No 
entertainment form is fully unrestrained by the regulators. In some cases, 
the regulators themselves would organize occasions of entertainment and 
thus decommodify the leisure consumption and entertainment scene. But 
even then, there still are processes of commodification involved. 

Publicly-funded festivals may be a good example of such events. While 
the participants do not necessarily need to pay for such events, the very 
organization of festivals still require an economic dimension whereby the 
musicians, dancers and other types of entertainers need to be mobilized 
and in most instances be paid  directly -in kind or in actual cash- by the 
authorities. The festivals are also occasions whereby different types of 
entrepreneurs aim to increase sales of goods and services, an effort usually 
supported by the regulatory authorities as well. As these examples suggest, 
even the most decommodified entertainment events are commodified to one 
extent to another. In this present study, then, I mainly aim to comprehend 
the role of regulation as variously performed, actor-oriented mechanisms 
involving formal, informal, thick, thin, commodifying and de-commodifying 
strategies. 

Among the regulators, I concentrate not only on central and local 
governmental agencies, but also civil societal actors such as persons 
-including those active in the media- with religious and/or intellectual 
authorities. Many among such actors shoulder tasks akin to those shouldered 
by what are otherwise referred to as “mediators” … To be more precise, I try 
to historically analyze the role of the central and local states as regulating 
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actors, as well as shed light on other, non-state forms of regulation, mostly 
those emanating from within the civil society, such as the religious authorities 
and intellectuals and those anchored in the “old” and “the new media:” the 
authors of guidebooks, contributors to newspapers, magazines, commercial 
websites and blogs. Those non-state regulatory actors are at once “mediators” 
and are variously referred to as “the critical infrastructure” (Zukin, 2001), 
“the cultural intermediaries” (Bourdieu, 1984), “the cultural specialists” 
(Featherstone, 1991:35) and by numerous other alternative names. 

The type of mediation -I aim to study in this work- is by and large part 
and parcel of regulation and -in spirit- is better illustrated by notions by 
Bourdieu and Featherstone. The notion by Zukin is somewhat less useful 
considering its opaquely defined assessment of the actor in question. One 
has to admit that “critical infrastructure” as an analytical concept answers 
fewer questions than it leaves unanswered. Instead of it and in a more fruitful 
manner, Bourdieu’s and Featherstone’s actors could be placed in a longue 
durée setting that not only learns and borrows from Braudel (1984) but also 
from the socially embedded and mediated market mechanism delineated by 
Rath (2002; 2007). In such settings and in the course of historical time, they 
all appear as “mediators” with “regulatory functions” each implying highly 
varying levels of intensity and power. 

Especially useful for me in this regard is the group Bourdieu refers to as 
‘”the new cultural intermediaries” who are involved in the dissemination 
of symbolic goods (1984).  The new cultural intermediaries are, in a sense, 
bricoleurs who mix-and-match various cultural traditions and their products 
to produce and disseminate new symbolic goods. They also have to perform 
a double –and may be contradictory- task of keeping some symbolic goods 
as markers of social prestige, and popularizing and making them accessible 
to wider audiences26 . Cultural specialists described by Featherstone (1991) 
shoulder a similar function by popularizing otherwise vague and cryptic 
consumption forms of the ‘pioneers,’ including forms of leisure consumption 
and entertainment27. 

Inspired by and learning from such conceptualizations, one could perhaps aim 
to shed light on the historical forms leisure consumption and entertainment 
and more recently sparkling individualized consumption patterns, niche 
markets and “pluralization of lifestyles” (Amin, 1994:77) catered by the 
new service economy and its ‘fun’ sectors.  Hebdige (1987) notes that the 
“consumer goods” lead a “double life” both as “agents of social control” and 
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  26 Featherstone employs 
Bourdieu’s discussion of the new 

cultural intermediaries to argue 
that in the new postmodern era, 

their role increased. He claims 
that they learn from the lifestyles 
of the cultural and artistic avant-
garde to ‘aestheticize everyday 

life’ and disseminate them to the 
general populace (1991:19).

27 Featherstone’s discussion of 
Baudrillard’s and postmodern-
ism’s connection to the global 

transformation and the cultural 
turn may be useful in clarifying 

the emergence of new consump-
tion patterns. He claims that 

1960s counterculture and the 
1970s pop-art, postmodernism 

effectively lend itself into the 
project of the “aesthetization of 

everyday life” and a rethinking of 
the role of “cultural specialists” 

(Featherstone, 1991:35). Dubbing 
Bauman (1988), he claims that 

in the context of ‘polyculturalism’ 
and the loss of confidence in the 
feasibility and very desirability of 
establishing universal standards 
of truth, morality and taste, intel-

lectuals found themselves unable 
to control the expansion and 

production of cultural goods and 
limited their roles to “interpreters”. 
He argues “the new tastemakers, 
constantly on the lookout for new 
cultural goods and experiences, 
are also engaged in the produc-
tion of popular pedagogies and 

guides to living and lifestyle” 
(1991: 35). I will provide evidence 

of such work by the tastemakers 
in the case of Istanbul.
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“as the objects used by ordinary people in constructing their own culture,” 
thus disempowering and empowering them at once... 

Leisure consumption and entertainment ‘staple’ group and individual 
identities on top of one another, which seem to be the case both in the more 
or less rigidly- stratified societies alongside their more clearly visible and/or 
recognizable boundaries between classes and groups, as well as in the more 
recent case of the emergence of new group- or class-fractions as well as new 
conflicts between and among those28. Mediators are any type of mechanism 
that place boundaries among variegated groups, classes or fractions of those. 
Thus defined, in the present study, I aim to employ mediation as part and 
parcel of regulation operating on a historical surface of social and cultural 
diversity, ethnic and otherwise. The regulation and mediation of the leisure 
consumption and entertainment are at once management, government, 
governance or administration of diversity. A historically continuous element 
is present in each. 

The historical route of leisure consumption and entertainment is always 
imbued with the processes of diversity, and most chiefly of ‘ethnic’ diversity. 
Certainly, referring to ‘ethnicity’ in the strict and modern sense of the term 
may be quite anachronistic and confusing while referring to a very long history 
ranging from the Byzantine, through Ottoman, to Republican Turkey. I am 
using it basically for analytical purposes and when I refer to ethnicity, I do 
not mean ethnic groups as isolated entities and with fixed characteristics or 
identities but rather, learn from ‘ethnic boundaries’ as discussed by Barth and 
others (1969). Barth focuses on the continuous negotiations of boundaries 
between different groups and interconnectedness of ethnic identities. He 
contends that: “[...] categorical ethnic distinctions do not depend on an 
absence of mobility, contact and information, but do entail social processes 
of exclusion and incorporation whereby discrete categories are maintained 
despite changing participation and membership in the course of individual 
life histories” (1969: 9). 

Combining Barth’s notion of ethnic boundaries, with Lichter’s 
conceptualization of ‘ethnic division of labor’ whereby “groups have 
distinctive concentrations or specializations in particular lines of work” 
(2007), I aim to chart leisure consumption and entertainment to identify 
levels of ‘ethnicity’-based vocational specialization and other forms of 
“Othering”. To comprehend the nuanced workings of “Othering” in a longue 
durée perspective one has to learn from literatures illustrating various ways 
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28 Featherstone makes the case 
for Britain where the Thatcherite-
Puritan ‘old petite bourgeoisie’ 
found itself increasingly at odds 
with the ‘new petite bourgeoisie’ 
in their role as more progressive 
“artists, intellectuals, academics 
and cultural intermediaries” Con-
sumer Culture and Postmodern-
ism, (London: 1991). Here, he 
bases his typologies of new class 
fractions to P. Bourdieu’s now 
classic, Distinction, (Cambridge: 
1984).
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in which that differentiating mechanism could be performed: Whether 
motivated by diversity-inspired social or administrative stratification efforts 
(Braude & Lewis, 1982; Özdoğan, Üstel, Karakaşlı & Kentel, 2009); forms 
of “Orientalism” (Said, 1978); “inner-” (or “internal-”) “Orientalism” (Pan, 
2009); “strategic self-Orientalism” (Umbach, 2008); “nationalist and/or 
conservative revanchism” (Schivelbusch, 2001) or “Occidentalism” (Ahıska), 
processes of “Othering” always dominate the ways in which diversity is 
imagined, executed and maintained.  

Diversity imagination and regulation via Othering certainly preys on the 
two spotlighted dimensions of leisure consumption and entertainment: 
The hedonic and the escapist dimensions both connoting human beings’ 
supposedly ‘natural[ized]’ inclinations of being lured by the different and the 
exciting yet familiar as discussed above. Hedonic and escapist dimensions 
of leisure consumption and entertainment strengthen the already-strong 
sociability functions of each. In their search for “pleasurable excitement” 
(Elias & Dunning, 1986), leisure and entertainment consumers are being 
catered to by variously produced ‘Others’. State regulation conducted out 
for administrative purposes, non-state regulation shaping the cultural 
perception of the “Others,” and mediators critically impacting both the 
supply and demand always operate within an environment of exchange 
and negotiation whereby diversity is variously governed and managed by an 
assortment of actors.  

I. 5. Methodology: 

By now it should be clear that this book aims to analytically identifying the 
historicity of the leisure consumption and entertainment forms that were 
formed alongside the temporal journey of longue durée in Istanbul. In line 
with this aim, I do not focus on or provide deep descriptive details or thorough 
analyses about individual forms of entertainment both as sociological/
architectural “spaces” –in this sense, any form ranging from kapeleios to 
meyhâne from rock bar to türkü bar; and particular establishments such 
as Serkildoryan, Taksim Belediye Gazinosu or Kemancı. I rather strive to 
provide an analytical reading of the leisure consumption and entertainment 
spaces from within Istanbul’s longue durée development in order to identify 
commonalities that linger on or survive the bumpy ‘ride’ of temporality and 
spatiality. Commonalities, as well as transformations could be identified --as 
Thrift elegantly put (1977)-- only when the melody of time is played unto 
the frozen circumstances of space.  
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My methodology, then, necessarily had to involve the ways in which 
the “melody of time” could be inspiringly and sufficiently played to help 
animate the “frozen circumstances of space”. I selected a mix of historical 
and qualitative research perspectives in order to develop a ‘methodological 
diversity’ of sorts that seems to be required when dealing with a topic 
with such diverse facets. This more nuanced approach involved a ‘multi-
dimensional’ reading of various secondary sources including the historical 
and the current materials roughly between those on fourth century until 
the closing months of 2013. All such sources have been examined to find 
‘traces’ of continuities and breaks on the seldom sporadically inscribed and 
heavily corroded record of leisure consumption and entertainment practices 
in Istanbul over time. Those sources were ranging from fiction and non-
fiction books, newspaper, magazine and journal clippings, written and visual 
advertizing materials and for more recent periods, online resources. 

During my fieldwork between 2003 and 2013, I have scanned major 
Turkish dailies Hürriyet, Milliyet, Sabah, Zaman, Akşam, Radikal and 
Vatan. Weeklies Beyoğlu (now defunct), Aktüel and Tempo (both of which 
are currently published monthly); monthlies Time Out Istanbul, Time Out 
Istanbul in English, Istanbul Life, Trendsetter Istanbul, Istanbul & Istanbul and 
Kadıköy Life; bi-monthly Atlas Tarih and tri-monthly Istanbul Kent Kültürü 
Dergisi (Istanbul Journal of Urban Culture, now defunct) were also scanned. 
Sporadically published magazines such as Taksimania; Taksim Life and 
Touch Istanbul as well as the annual Atlas Istanbul were also scanned. Online 
city guides such as www.istanbul.com (catering mainly to the Istanbulites 
and other citizen of Turkey and < www.whattodoinistanbul.net> geared 
towards the tourists and other foreign visitors, as well as the main Istanbul 
ticket master website <biletix.com> and the weekly online e-mail bulletin 
<lecoolistanbul> were periodically scanned. The media material allowed me 
to identify salient characteristics as well as those transforming in time.

The consciously fetched methodological diversity had to incorporate at 
once the use of secondary sources summarized above, and primary sources 
such as semi-structured interviewing and participant observation at over 
fifty leisure consumption and entertainment establishments at Beyoğlu, 
Beşiktaş, Fatih, Eyüp, Şişli, Gaziosmanpaşa, Zeytinburnu, Üsküdar, Kadıköy 
and Adalar (Prince’s Islands) districts. At the same fifty establishments in 
ten districts a total of ninety-six semi-structured interviews were conducted. 
Fifty respondents were employees and entrepreneurs, and forty-six were 
consumers. I have also interviewed six regulators and eight mediators. Semi-
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structured interviews allowed me at once to keep track of the main, pre-set 
bundles of questions, while remaining flexible enough to let the conversation 
flow onto unforeseen yet fruitful topics. Interviews lasted from one to four 
hours, depending on the availability and cooperativeness of the respondent 
as well as other temporal and/or spatial limitations. All interviews, fieldwork 
and media scanning were conducted at below three temporally separate 
research sequences: 

The first one was conducted between 2003 and 2006; the second one was 
conducted between 2008 and 2010; and the final one between 2011 and 
2013. Each tier sequence involving around a third of the research material, 
this temporally three-tiered approach had to be developed in response to 
necessary changes in my life in terms of personal or career-oriented matters. 
This three-tiered research sequencing, however, proved to culminate in a 
methodological strength in terms of my ability to tracking the salient 
elements and identify alterations or changes in various forms studied. 

I. 6. Structure of the Book:

In order to analytically organize the book, I have espoused a chronological 
approach whereby I have assigned chapters to different historical periods 
that I claim could be categorized together: Chapter II charts the story from 
the Byzantine Empire, via the Classical period of the Ottoman Empire that 
lasted until the Reform Ottoman period covering the nineteenth century 
until 1920s. Chapter III concentrates on early Republican (single-party) 
period of modern Turkey (1920s-1950) and the multi-party, Populist-
Developmentalist period of 1950-1980. Chapter IV brings the story until 
today by analyzing the Neoliberal-Conservative period since 1980. Chapter 
V is the concluding section that wraps up the historical and analytical 
discussion. At each chapter, I tried to address the research questions, identify 
the continuities and transformations by connecting the historical itinerary 
to the complex interplays of among producers, consumers, mediators and 
regulators and chart the workings of the processes of diversity as summarized 
categorically at above Figure I.1: Basic Theoretical Matrix. 

I. 7. Annexes and a Short Concluding Note on Historical 
Sociology of Leisure Consumption and Entertainment:

Out of the scraped pieces of historical evidence, I have prepared two 
annexes to accompany each chapter: one involving a map of clusters of 
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establishments as well as another one on genealogical schematization of 
various forms, practices and spaces of leisure consumption and entertainment 
over time. I aimed to find amidst this plethora of highly variegated evidence 
a nevertheless meaningful and ‘unifying’ narrative. Such a narrative would 
certainly help make sense of the historical scene of leisure consumption 
and entertainment in Istanbul. This analytically unifying narrative, however, 
still had to be carefully steering away from simplistic efforts to homogenize 
and standardize highly complex forms and practices varying immensely 
over historical time... In order to keep the methodological diversity alive, I 
tried to conduct this multi-dimensional reading from within the variegated 
contributions by ‘new history movements’. 

By ‘new history movements’ I refer to those who followed Le Goff ’s call 
for a nouvelle histoire to challenge the traditional Rankean model of 
historiography in its state-centered recounting of events and ‘great men,’29. 
Those joining Le Goff ’s call were incidentally also the ones running to help 
Braudel in his “battle in two fronts” –against the pitted “fronts” of history of 
events and the ‘very long term’ (le temps des sages)30. I claim those veterans 
fought under this banner include historical practitioners as diverse as 
Annales school’s ‘total history’ perspective (Braudel, 1958), microhistory of 
Ginzburg (1980), the approach to the history of ‘everyday life’ as proposed by 
the proponents of Alltagsgeschichte (Lüdtke 1999 & Medick 2000), analyses 
of quotidian life inspired by Lefebvre (1947; 1961; 1968, 1981) and “the 
history from below” perspective (Thompson, 1966 and Zinn, 1980). 

Especially important for me was to comprehend the mentalités slowly 
simmering around leisure consumption and entertainment as historical 
forms. According to the Annales tradition mentalités are “patterns of 
behavior, expressive forms and models of silence into which worldviews and 
collective sensibilities are translated”31. As an “everyday plane of the ‘mental’” 
in a combination of anthropological and psychological senses32, the concept 
could potentially be deployed to uncover the stable, slowly changing ‘spirit’ 
of the said historical period) as a sense of ‘collective imagery’. Interestingly 
enough, the term zeitgeist was proposed by a pro-neoliberal columnist in 
2011 to refer to pretty much the same thing. 
One could place, as Schöttler does, mentalités on the same plane as 
ideology and discourse to make up a –what Ernst Labrousse termed- 
‘third level,’ beyond the dual determinism of economy and society. This 
third level constitutes various forms of consciousness, habits of thought 
and worldviews. His suggestion that this plane may help going beyond the 

29 J. Le Goff, La Nouvelle 
Histoire, (Paris: 1978); J. Le 
Goff & P. Nora, Faire I’Histoire, 
(Paris:1974).
30 F. Braudel, ‘Histoire Sciences 
sociales: La longue duree,’ 
Annales ESC, 13 (1958), pp. 725-
53. According to him, the former 
history of events signify the ‘dust 
of history,’ while the latter is an 
atemporal construct that may only 
exist in the ‘time of the sages’ (le 
temps des sages).
31 R. Mandrou, ‘Histoire/L’ 
histoire des mentalitiés,’ 
Encyclopedia Universalis, (Paris: 
1971), p.436.
32 P. Schöttler, ‘Mentalities, 
ideologies, discourses: on The 
‘third level’ as a theme in social-
historical research,’ in A. Lüdtke 
(ed.) The History of Everday 
Life: Reconstructing Historical 
Experiences and Ways of Life, 
(Princeton: 1995), p.74.
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objectivism- subjectivism binary opposition is quite interesting, and dubs 
Le Goff ’s statement that mentalité is about “the automatism of everyday life 
that escapes individual subjects in history because it reveals the impersonal 
content of their thinking”33. 

Human beings can thus be seen as making history but mostly unconscious 
of making it, an assertion shared also by Marx. This three-layered experience 
of making/being made by/being unconscious of making history may indeed 
help us doing away with the false dichotomy of subjectivism- objectivism or 
structure versus agency. In the context of my longue durée study of Istanbul’s 
leisure consumption and entertainment, this was hopefully translated into 
an attempt to go beyond the dilemmas of assigning economy, politics 
or culture the ‘determining role’ in shaping leisure consumption and 
entertainment patterns and changes over time. 

The notion of the mentalités was at once a call for interdisciplinary alliance 
to bring together historians and social scientists. Le Goff defines it as 
referring to a kind of historical beyond, to “satisfy the historian’s desire to ‘go 
further’ and it leads to a point of contact with the other human sciences”34. 
Against the faceless, lifeless history of the infrastructures, uncovering the 
life experiences of the human subjects of history requires a joint work of 
history and social sciences. In my book, I tried to dub this call for alliance 
from within a multi-methodical and multi-disciplinary research in order to 
relocate hidden dynamics between political structures, economic edifices, 
cultural constructs and active human agency.

I

33 Faire l’histoire, vol. 3, p.80.
34 In ibid, p.78.
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II. ENTERTAINMENT IN BYZANTINE AND OTTOMAN 
EMPIRES

In the Byzantine and Ottoman Empires, as well as the Republic of Turkey, 
entertainment and leisure consumption were tightly woven into the larger 
socio-political, administrative, cultural and economic arrangements. In this 
chapter, I certainly do not intend to provide an exhaustive description or 
analysis of a wide array of leisure and entertainment practices and traditions 
spanning centuries. Instead, employing a longue durée perspective, I try to 
identify historical continuities and change in order to analyze the roles of 
and interconnections among the consumers, producers, governmental and 
non-governmental regulation (including mediation) in Istanbul’s leisure 
consumption and entertainment. Save for important continuities and 
overlapping legacies I will try to explain, I nevertheless distinguish three 
periods and identify the characteristics of which -via the elements in my 
theoretical matrix (as discussed above in Chapter I): 

(1) The Byzantine Period which lasted from the 4th Century until the 
Ottoman conquest in 1453. I believe this period was mainly marked by 
-what I choose to call- traditional paternalism in terms of state regulation, 
housing an assortment of mediators that I classify and label as moralizers, 
legislators and aesthetes. In this period, processes of diversity including 
ethnic diversity were governed and managed by what I term regulation-
based ‘othering’ and functional exocitization. As with other concepts 
provided in the periods below, I will explain them more thoroughly and 
explicitly throughout Chapter II. 
(2) The Classical Ottoman Period from 1453 until the beginning of the 
19th Century. This classical period, I claim was marked by communitarian 
traditional paternalism involving the continuing role of the mediators as 
moralizers, legislators and aesthetes. Mediators were helping the workings 
of regulation-based ‘othering’ whereby exocitizing the familiar was the 
dominant process in terms of the governing and management of diversity. 
(3) The Reform Ottoman Period from the beginning of the 19th Century 
until the 1920s, after which the Republic of Turkey was established on 
the ruins of the Ottoman Empire. In this Reform period, the regulation 

LEGACIES, CONTINUITIES AND BREAKS
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1 For other names used histori-
cally for the city, see, Georgacas, 
1947 and Sakaoğlu, 1994a. 
2 According to Weber (1958 
[1922] & Bendix, 1977) ‘traditional 
authority’ “is based on a system 
in which authority is legitimate 
because it ‘has always existed’. 
People in power usually enjoy it 
because they have inherited it. 
Officials consist either of personal 
retainers (in a patrimonial regime) 
or of personal loyal allies, such 
as vassals or tributary lords (in a 
feudal regime). Their prerogatives 
are usually similar to those of the 
ruler above them, just reduced 
in scale, and they too are often 
selected based on inheritance” 
See URL: http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/The_Three_Types_of_Legiti-
mate_Rule 

could be characterized by reformist paternalism aided by mediators who 
could be termed as moralizers, legislators and promoters who help sustain 
regulation-based ‘othering’;” and emergent forms of Orientalism, inner-
Orientalism and Occidentalism in managing and governing diversity. 
Reform period of the Ottoman Empire coincides with “shy modernity” 
as discussed by Tekeli (2010). I will elaborate on these points later in this 
chapter and also in Chapter III.  

At above three periods, I will concentrate on the roles of: a) Consumers, 
b) Producers, c) Regulation, (d) Mediators as well as e) Dynamics of 
Diversity and Ethnicity in Entertainment and Leisure. A detailed table on 
above three periods and four actors and dynamics is presented at the end 
of the Chapter (Table 1).

II.1. THE BYZANTINE PERIOD

In terms of the state regulation of leisure consumption and entertainment, 
Byzantine rule (spanning, with an intermission, from the fourth century 
A.D. to the Ottoman conquest in 1453), in Constantinople (or Byzántion 
and later, Kōnstantinoúpolis in Greek1) was chiefly characterized by what 
I term Traditional Paternalism. Basing its legitimacy and power on the 
Emperor’s respected person aided by a constellation of noble and non-
noble elite, it was akin to the “Traditional Authority” typified in the 
writings of Weber (1958 [1922]). The emperor is at once the patriarch, 
legitimately perceived as the “eternal” as well as the “acting father” of the 
land2, which also characterizes his rule when it comes to help organizing 
people’s leisure and entertainment activities. The Patriarch certainly had 
‘patriarchal powers’ and ‘duties’ in keeping under control the populace 
which has agreed upon its legitimate rule. In the Byzantine period, the 
Imperial authority had placed a lot of emphasis on the provision of both 
popular and elite forms of entertainment to show imperial wealth, prestige, 
strength and distinction, and had also developed various ways to regulate 
the entertainers’ work. 

Regulatory powers of the leading elite and the emperor are self-serving in 
the sense that they are geared towards promulgating the image of ‘generous’ 
patriarchs. The prestige-based concern for providing leisure consumption 
and entertainment practically works to decommodify the provision of leisure 
consumption and entertainment but also to open up new avenues for its 
commodification. Decommodification occurs when -almost seen as 
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the subjects’ rights- “the state or private organizations that operate at arm’s 
length from the state assume prime responsibility” (Esping-Andersen, 1990, 
Rath, 2002) for the provision of some public goods and services. For the 
Byzantine rulers, the symbolic powers of the patriarch extend both to the 
celestial and earthly domains and celebratory occasions are those connecting 
the two. Durak notes in Byzantine Greek language, taksis (taxis) meant both 
‘ceremony’ and ‘order’, implying a seemingly contradictory yet, in practice 
complementary double function: “Taksis which is used to denote the 
order to comprehend meaning of the world, connotes [a larger] meaning, 
representing the harmonious hierarchy of components in state, church, 
society and even the universe all facing change which could potentially lead 
to chaos. Ceremonies were the concrete reflection of the ‘order’, which was 
necessary for the continuation of the state and the comfort of the society” 
(Durak, 2010: 54). 

According to Auzépy, taxis, which she claims is “the exact equivalent of 
the Latin ordo– is an essential aspect of Byzantine civilization: it organized 
society in such a way that it would reflect the celestial society as closely 
as possible” (2008). In this sense, ceremonies are occasions in which order 
is being popularly seconded. To illustrate such a function, a pamphlet 
entitled The Book of Ceremonies commissioned by the Byzantine Emperor 
Konstantinos VII reads: “[…] highly appraised ceremonies make the power 
of the throne even more majestic, increases its prestige and at the same time, 
arouse feelings of admiration amidst both the populace and the foreigners” 
(Durak, 2010).

The Byzantine crown also placed a lot of symbolic emphasis on imperial 
feasts/banquets (sumposion or symposion, roughly meaning a ‘drinking party’) 
to ostentatiously show the glory of the empire (İstanbul Ansiklopedisi, 1994: 
140), a tradition which continued on under Ottoman rule as well (Tez, 2009: 
250). The greek word sumposion,  refers to the actual event of a ‘drinking-
party,’ but it also points to the entertainment of its guests. Some sources 
claim that sumposion and symposion -which means a “convivial gathering of 
the educated”- share a common root. Sumposion served a social gathering 
function primarily for men, similar to the Ancient Greek tradition of holding 
debates accompanied by leisure consumption and entertainment-oriented 
activities and it was an important occasion for discussions on matters of 
state administration and economy, as well as cultural and literary topics. 
These functions of sumposion were later echoed in the Classical and Reform 
Ottoman as well as Republican Turkish traditions of bezm and devlet sofrası. 
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Picture II.1: Sumposion, the 
“convivial gathering of the 
educated,” links Ancient Greece 
to Byzantium

Bezm literally means a “drinking assembly” and implies a “courtly banquet” 
while devlet sofrası means a “state banquet”. These points will be elaborated 
later under the sections on the Ottoman Empire.

Sumposion also constituted important events wherein pantomime-like, 
parody-based as well as dance shows were shown and music played. 
Especially during periods of increased political and communitarian 
influence of the Orthodox Church, women were not allowed to attend most 
sumposia, and had to dine separately together with the youth and children. 
Indeed Garland argues that women constituted a marginalized group in 
-what she calls- “a predominantly patriarchal” society. Women as such, were 
prevented from joining in “public displays of amusement” (2006b:165). This 
is yet another instance of traditional paternalism and its impact on gender 
dynamics. In this sense, Ottoman rule seems to have continued patriarchal 
tradition by adding more severe demarcations separating women and 
men socially and spatially, especially considering the impact of the gender 
policies of Islam.

While imperial sumposion participants were usually limited to richer 
and more elite circles, other feasts, carnivals and especially horse carriage 
races were important occasions for the entertainment of the general public 
(İstanbul Ansiklopedisi, 1994:140). In such leisure occasions, comedians, 
dancers, musicians as well as jugglers, magicians, acrobats, animal trainers, 
and others were given the duty of entertaining the people. Especially in 
the races, “[a]longside supplies of bread, the state also guaranteed public 
entertainment. […] [Competing teams] had become large, powerful bodies 
with full responsibility not only for racing but also for displays of gymnastics, 
athletics, boxing, wild animals, pantomime, dancing and singing, which 
filled the entr’actes between the races” (Herrin, 2007, emphases added). 
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This example illuminates the importance that the state had placed on the 
provision of public entertainment, and it also shows the key role of state 
in formation of organized groups of entertainers to be employed at such 
and other occasions. This vocational organization was later taken up by the 
Ottomans while adapting it to the lonca (trade guild) system. For Ottomans, 
however, we have more evidence of a detailed sectoral-vocational stratification 
along lonca (guild), ocak (corps) and kol (company) as I will discuss further 
(see, under II.3.2). In elite and popular occasions of entertainment, high-
brow and low-brow entertainers were mobilized and lined up respectively. 
Serving at the court feasts or other gatherings was a great privilege. Indeed, 
Garland argues that for the entertainers, the “pinnacle was to become a court 
jester, or mime” (2006c:178). Higher-brow entertainers such as epithalamia 
were better respected, partly because they were perceived as skilled successors 
of the Ancient Greek theater performers, and they were ‘ethnically’ Greek 
as well. Lower-brow skenikoi were looked down upon and were seen as mere 
buffoons involved in slapstick comicalities and grotesqueries.

Grotesque and carnivalesque are the characteristics of ethnicized Roma in 
leisure consumption and entertainment. They provide relaxing escapes from 
out the routinized life cycles. Carnivals could be highly decommodifying 
events if those in power sponsor them in order to show their strength 
and in return, ask allegiance from the populace. In some other cases, 
however, carnivals may have a commodifying thrust by promoting ‘market 
entrepreneurialism’ to help improve the economy and its actors. Byzantine 
festivals, celebrations and carnivals were also important in terms of 
promoting spending and reviving the economy. In these senses, Byzantine 
state regulation was symbolized by traditional paternalism whereby the state 
kept a close on leisure consumption and entertainment in order to increase 
the allegiances of the populace, by providing (thus decommodifying) free 
services at public ceremonies, festivals and the like. By directly organizing, 
mobilizing and paying the entertainers the state is the patriarch that revives 
the economy as well…

Moralizers, Legislators and Aesthetes:
Mediators shaping public functions of entertainment

An assortment of mediators that I classify and label as moralizers, legislators 
and aesthetes provide additional support for this traditional paternalist 
regulation by the state. Assessing the long historical surface which is only 
sporadically documented I could infer that regulatory roles of mediators seem 
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3 ‘Carnivalesque’ and ‘Grotesque’ 
are key concepts for Mikhail 
Bakhtin, based on his re-reading 
of Rabelais, French Renaissance 
intellectual and writer (1984) 
[1941 & 1965].

Picture II.2: Byzantine musicians 
and dancers at a festival

to have wavered between “hard” and “soft” types of mediation in different 
periods considered. Those moralizers are also at once either regulators with 
directly administrative powers, such as the imperial bureaucrats or religious 
personalities who have authority. These I call moralizers and legislators. 
Moralizers are usually the members of the Church hierarchy, who support, 
promote, limit or ban some forms of leisure consumption and entertainment. 
The legislators are mostly imperial bureaucrats and administrators who have 

a direct role in launching and changing rules of the leisure consumption and 
entertainment. Certainly, legislators and moralizers are overlapping groups 
since most of the time imperial and church-based regulation and mediation 
were intertwined. Aesthetes, in turn, are those individuals that we can see 
similar in their function to “the cultural intermediaries” as discussed by 
Bourdieu (1984) or “the cultural specialists” that Featherstone describes 
(1991:35). Byzantine intellectuals, artists and chroniclers had an important 
mediating role between production of leisure and its consumption in the 
Empire. They not only had a considerable impact on influencing taste 
choices of the Crown, aristocrats and richer circles but also on middle and 
lower classes in shaping public attitudes and preferences. 

Based on studies illuminating various aspects of Byzantine entertainment 
(Garland, 2006), I argue that Byzantine festivals have important public 
functions. Those could be discussed under carnivalesque functions3 à la 
Mikhail Bakhtin (1984) [1941 & 1965] or a ‘tactical’ potential to subvert 
social order ‘strategies’ à la Michel de Certeau (1980), expressions of 
which had to be subject to religious and administrative fiat and other sorts 
of regulation, including excommunication, banning, imprisonment or 
communitarian pressure.
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Firstly, Bakhtin argues: “[A]ll were considered equal during carnival. Here, 
in the town square, a special form of free and familiar contact reigned 
among people who were usually divided by the barriers of caste, property, 
profession, and age”. (1984 [1941 & 1965]: 10). Such “suspension of all 
hierarchical rank” opens up doors to an informal type of communication 
termed by Bakhtin as “marketplace speech” (1984 [1941 & 1965]: 80-81). 
Some researchers claim that the Byzantine Emperor Mihael II personally 
acted in a carnival play, imitating himself. (İstanbul Ansiklopedisi, 1994: 
141). Byzantine carnivals as “parades of infamy” (Garland, 2006b: 169) 
provided such “temporary liberation from the prevailing truth” (Bakhtin, 
1984 [1941 & 1965]: 80-81) by briefly allowing otherwise non-permitted 
challenges to the social order, criticisms or ridiculing of authorities. But at 
the same time, such temporally and spatially limited occasions of criticisms 
and satire eventually solidified the power structure.
 
Secondly, Michel de Certeau argues that as opposed to ‘strategies’ which 
require authority and a particular spatial locus, ‘tactics’ emerge in the 
quotidian life almost spontaneously by the participation of urban dwellers 
coming from separate spatial locations (1980). Such spontaneous, 
community-based mass catharses of sorts may have also constituted 
spatial touchstones allowing dwellers to cross or transgress the ‘boundaries’ 
through the opportunities carved out by the comical and the grotesque 
and giving the illusion of temporarily subverting the order by satirizing it. 

It is important to remember, however, that when the grotesque or 
such tactics were deployed to the extent of bordering political or social 
criticism, mob violence or sacrilege, Byzantine Church and the imperial 
authorities were there to restore the order and remind everybody of the 
‘boundaries’. The Church’s impact was also strong in administratively 
regulating popular forms of entertainment such as the carnivals, which 
sometimes were becoming too banal, out of line or outright threatening. 
In some instances, for example, entertainers were reportedly banned from 
imitating the imperial administrators or clergy members. Pitarakis argues 
that in the 7th Century, the Church Council excommunicated theater 
artists and banned plays (1994: 342). Tokalak notes that “during the rule 
of Emperor Iustinianos (685-695 & 705-711 AD), women were banned 
from dancing in public and wearing men’s clothing. Men were also 
banned from wearing women’s clothing” (2006:493). In these senses, the 
Church clergy has a moralizing function vis-à-vis leisure consumption 
and entertainment.
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Channeling grumpy feelings or critical energies into the relaxing outbursts 
of perhaps not ‘mass’ but definitely en masse forms of entertainment 
(a notion that could have been perhaps interesting for the Frankfurt 
School4) such as festivals, horse races or carnivals certainly needed to be 
accompanied by other types of religious and administrative regulation. I 
argue later in the text that, both notions were further echoed practically 
under some entertainment forms during the Ottoman Empire discussed 
below (see, under II.3.3). 

Casella argues that theater plays especially were the “laboratory of public 
opinion and administrators had to take them seriously” and that treatises by 
intellectuals were important in helping classify and hierarchically categorize 
entertainers, including dancers, pantomime artists and others (2007: 102). 
Since not only the Crown but also notable families financed various groups 
of entertainers, such a hierarchical categorization seem to have functioned as 
a clustering mechanism to determine which groups of entertainers were –or 
were not, or no longer were- ‘worthy’ of support and encouragement. Lawler’s 
work also discusses the role of intellectuals and chroniclers in evaluating 
the ‘value’ of various performative arts. In some periods, they speak of the 
dance “as a veritable ‘craze’- morbus” (1946: 246), in others, they claimed that 
“pantomimic dancing was not included in the public competitions, as being 
too high and solemn for criticism” (1946: 244). However, Lawler argues that 
“in the days of Libanius, dancers were held in such low esteem that, that 
distinguished author plumes himself not a little upon his courage in daring 
to defend them in public!” (1946: 247). Lawler argues that intellectuals 
attempted to deny “the repeated charge that the pantomimic dance was 
seductive and had a bad moral effect upon spectators” (1946: 246). 

Since appreciation of entertainers work was directly translated into 
monetary gain on their part, Casella mentions that entertainers were hiring 
‘applauders’ to help increase interest to and appreciation of their work (2007: 
102). Walter (1966) and Daş (2011) argue that rival ‘circus factions’ had 
applauders and cheerers to increase their prestige and approval vis-à-vis 
the public and dominate over their competitors. As these discussions also 
suggest, intellectuals and chroniclers were influential in evaluating the social 
worth of certain entertainment forms and in shaping the tastes of the public 
as well as the elite. One could also talk about a similar role of mediators 
(intellectuals and chroniclers) in the Classical period of the Ottoman Empire 
serving a similar role of “soft” mediation as it will be discussed further below 
(see, under II.3.3).

4 Various Byzantine forms of 
entertainment show the character 
of being having been conducted 
en masse and thus had related 
functions vis-à-vis the masses. 
While this is certainly different 
than ‘mass cultural’ forms that 
fell under the intellectual interest 
of the Frankfurt School (Arendt, 
1973 [1962]; Horkheimer & 
Adorno, 1972; Swingewood, 
1985). I argue that a closer look 
at Byzantine forms by espousing 
theoretical tools of the Frankfurt 
School could be potentially very 
fruitful. 
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Diversity

During the Byzantine period, diversity, including ethnic diversity was 
governed and managed by what I label regulation-based ‘othering’ and 
functional exocitization. Regulation-based ‘othering’ means that the 
regulators, aided by the mediators, help carve a stratification based on 
diversity. In this scheme, by basing itself on the social attitudes and 
perceptions, diversity is functionalized whereby an “ethnic division of labor” 
was sustained through the erection and sustenance of ethnic ‘boundaries’. In 
Byzantine leisure consumption and entertainment, ‘ethnic’ Greeks appear 
as a privileged and elite group of entertainers. Roma, on the other hand, 
are administratively clustered either as “skilled exotics,” or as “slapstick 
entertainers”.

In order to discuss diversity, we need to identify the two major entertainment 
types that seem to have been prevalent during the Byzantine period: (a) 
Popular forms of the lower and middle classes. (b) Imperial/elite forms 
prevalent among the crown and rich circles. Note that this division appears 
to have continued to some extent under the Ottoman rule after the conquest 
in 1453. It was complemented by further stratification lines conditioned 
by socio-economic status and ‘ethno-religious’ administrative cluster 
(millet)5 one was placed under.  Reliable findings are rare on the possible 
array of diverse or ethnic backgrounds or entrepreneurial proclivities of the 
entertainers in the Byzantine Empire. Apparently, referring to ‘ethnicity’ 
in the strict and modern sense of the term may be quite anachronistic and 
confusing here, but I am using it basically for analytical purposes (see also 
below, under the sections on the Ottomans). 

When I refer to ethnicity, I do not mean ethnic groups as isolated 
entities and with fixed characteristics or identities but rather, ‘ethnic 
boundaries’ as discussed by Barth and others (1969). Barth focuses on 
the continuous negotiations of boundaries between different groups 
and interconnectedness of ethnic identities. Barth contends that: “[...] 
categorical ethnic distinctions do not depend on an absence of mobility, 
contact and information, but do entail social processes of exclusion and 
incorporation whereby discrete categories are maintained despite changing 
participation and membership in the course of individual life histories” 
(1969: 9). Combining Barth’s notion of ethnic boundaries, with Lichter’s 
conceptualization of ‘ethnic division of labor’ whereby “groups have 
distinctive concentrations or specializations in particular lines of work” 

5 Ottoman millet system will be 
discussed further, later in this 

chapter (see, under II.3.1).
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(2007), I claim that Byzantine –and later, Ottoman- leisure consumption 
and entertainment were characterized by important levels of ‘ethnicity’-
based vocational specialization. 

This ethnic specialization was prevalent in Byzantine Istanbul. Above 
(under section, II.1.), I stated that two types of entertainers existed 
under the Byzantine rule: higher-brow and better respected epithalamia 
and the low-brow and ridiculed skenikoi. While we do not clearly know 
the situation of other ‘ethnic’ groups (White, 1999-2000), Roma appear 
to have been mainly part of this latter type. Socially marginalizing gaze 
seem to have placed them under the low brow and ridiculed category of 
entertainers. However Byzantine Roma have also taken part in peopling 
the first type at least as musicians or as illusionists, magicians, acrobats 
and other tricksters leaving richer and noble Byzantines in awe, signifying 
another mainstream gaze upon them. Since ‘high’ and ‘low’ brow forms 
of having fun existed, those lined up and placed separately in social and 
spatial terms, were to fulfill these demands. Roma, with strict regulations 
placed on where they could reside (Freely, 2002: 90), were among those. 
We know that there were Byzantine Armenians and Jews for sure, and 
some Balkan and Arabic peoples, but we do not know if they had a non-
negligible role in entertainment.

For example, Duygulu claims that magicians and snake charmers were 
mainly coming from among the Byzantine Roma (1994: 514). White also 
argues that the Roma worked as magicians, snake-charmers, acrobats, 
fortune-tellers and illusionists (1999-2000). Freely also claims that the 
Roma were involved in music, fortune-telling, dance and ‘bear-dancing’ 
(2002: 90). 17th Century Ottoman traveler Evliya Çelebi claims that 
Karagöz, one of the most famous traditional shadow theater figures 
(based on the possibly 12th or 13th century’s Anatolian comical stories of 
Karagöz ve [and] Hacivat) was based on Kambur (Humpback) Bâli Çelebi 
who was purportedly a Kıbtî (Gypsy) Byzantine imperial stableman (Tez, 
2009: 291). 

According to Marsh, Roma were brought to the capital in the 12th century 
onwards6 (2006) in line with the demographic policies of the empire, but 
were, with a 13th century imperial decree, required to live outside of the 
city walls (Freely, 2002: 90). Roma’s social and administrative situation as 
marginalized-peripheral outcasts seems to already exist during the Byzantine 
period. Especially considering the carnivalesque character of 

6 Some other sources claim the 
Roma were brought to the capital 
earlier, in the 11th century. See 
Duygulu (1994), p. 514. 
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the festivities as discussed above, their situation as social outcasts and their 
role as entertainers, require more –and potentially highly promising and 
interesting- research7. 

The idea of Roma as sorcerers also plays a part in the apparent confusion 
between the Atzinganoi (the Roma), and the Athinganoi, a 9th century 
heretical sect, who had been accused of practicing magic and fortune-
telling” (White, 1999-2000)8. It is interesting to note that Byzantine Roma 
were (either knowingly or erroneously) confused or conflated with such a 
heretic sect accused of being involved with magic. This point strengthens the 
argument that they were seen as constituting a marginalized or outcast group. 
I claim that this may have constituted one of the earliest manifestations 
of the development of an ‘Orientalizing,’ sexualizing, criminalizing and 
paternalistic gaze upon the Roma as musical, fun-loving, talented, yet 
feared-by group, watched simultaneously in awe, pity and fear. This gaze was 
initiated under Byzantine Istanbul, but it certainly was fully entrenched in 
administrative practices and socio-cultural attitudes during Ottoman and 
the Republican periods. This point also illustrates that important continuities 
existed among these three historical periods. Let me now summarize some 
basic parameters for change and continuities below.

II. 2. Intermezzo: The Bases for Byzantine-Ottoman Continuity 
and Change: 

A recent generation of scholars challenges the long-held belief that 
Ottoman rule implied a distinct break with the Byzantine past (Kitsikis, 
1996; Tokalak, 2006). Apart from other overlaps in state institutions and 
culture, continuities between the Byzantine and Ottoman worlds in terms 
of leisure consumption and entertainment are numerous. Some of these have 
to do with the city’s location as a maritime and land trade center as well 
as the longitudinal bearing of the Byzantine and ‘Italian’9 or Latin forms 
of culture and consumption (Aytar, 2011). Changes mostly had to do with 
the demographic and population-related dynamics as well as urban spatial 
transformation.

Basic Parameters for Continuities:  
Port City Characteristics and ‘Ethnic’ Vocational Specialization 

The port, especially, was an important and strategic source in terms 
of political economy as well as a crossroads of naval trade. The port city 

7 Fraser notes that under 
Byzantine rule, Roma were 

known as ‘Atsinganoi,’ and claims 
that this word may have been a 

source for various versions of the 
word ‘gypsy’ in Indo-European 

languages (1992). White similarly 
claims that “Atsinganoi [was] the 

main Byzantine term applied to 
Roma, of which we know versions 

like Tsinganoi, Cingane, Zigar, 
Zigeuner.” However, she also 

points to a confusing situation: “[o]
ther names also were common, 

like Aigyptoi, which indicated their 
presumed connection with Egypt 

as place of their origin or because 
of the Roma’s practice of magic 

(1999-2000). Similarly, the label of 
kıbtî or kıbtîyan in a version used 

in Ottoman Turkish also implied 
an ‘Egyptian’ origin for the Roma.

8 Athinganoi were known as the 
‘untouchables’ because of their 

purported ‘hereticism’. Kyuchukov 
also claims that the Roma’s 

name was derived from athingani 
meaning ‘untouchables’ (2007).
9 Certainly, ‘Italian’ may be the 

best way to describe the presence 
of various city-states’ colonies in 

the Byzantine/Ottoman worlds. 
However, for the purposes of 

simplicity and in order to refer 
to a whole array of (Genovese, 

Venetian, Neapolitan, etc.) 
practices, and in order to avoid 
a possible anachronism, I use 

‘Italian’ in quotation marks until 
the Italian political unification 
in the 19th century. For other 

aspects of the ‘Italian’ contribution 
to Istanbul and elsewhere in the 

Ottoman Empire and the Republic 
of Turkey, see, Aytar & Çavdar 

(2006).
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character of Byzantium/Constantinople-Galata continued on under the 
Ottoman Empire and this character has contributed to the development of 
a related leisure consumption and entertainment setting in Istanbul. Türker 
(2007) argues that the “triangle of port – bank – brothel” centered in Galata 
underlined the long-term interconnectedness of maritime, financial and 
leisure consumption-oriented activities. 

Also in Kōnstantinoúpolis, and especially in Galata and around the Golden 
Horn, among other popular types of leisure consumption and entertainment, 
various ‘watering holes’ such as kapeleios figure prominently. Working in 
close proximity to the “triangle of port – bank – brothel” discussed by Türker 
(2007), kapeleios were early taverns of sorts, serving alcohol and food, 
sometimes accompanied by music and dancing by men and women alike and 
they purportedly later degenerated into ‘seedy dens’ (batakhâne) (İstanbul, 
1994: 140). The port brought numerous sailors, traders, ex-convicts, disguised 
pirates and others into the city, further drawing multi-ethnic and multi-
confessional men into kapeleios, other drinking/entertainment establishment 
as well as brothels. Those were especially abundant around the Genovese 
trade colony of Galata, active since the eleventh century and which, later, 
had become a separate walled city across the historical peninsula.

The other important factor underlying the continuity between the Byzantine 
and Ottoman Empires has to do with the continuing ‘ethnic vocational 
specialization’ especially in drinking and entertainment establishment. In 
this sense, I argue that kapeleios and other such local ‘watering holes’ have 
provided a basis for the later development of Ottoman meyhâne10 and 
‘westernized,’ or alafranga11 drinking establishments and patterns. Judging 
from an almost total domination by ‘ethnic’ Greeks (Rum or Urum, denoting 
‘Roman’), especially Sakızlı -those from the Aegean island of Chios (Sakız)- 
along with Armenians (Ermeni) over the alcohol retail, meyhâne, eating-
out and music sectors starting from the first century after the Ottoman 
rule (Sakaoğlu, 1994b: 169), we could infer a similar ethnicization among 
the entrepreneurs or the employees of the kapeleios. Zat argues that Kıbtî 
(gypsy) youngsters also worked at meyhâne or at later forms such as baloz 
(1994: 435) and the Roma presence could have similarly been the case in 
Byzantine watering holes. 

An additional dimension of such an ethnic vocational specialization had 
to do with the continuing impact of ‘Italians’ over the leisure consumption 
and entertainment scene. Although after the Ottoman conquest, there 

10 Although meyhâne could 
be translated as “wine house,” 
technically speaking, it literally 
means a ‘house of fermented 
drinks,’ derived from the Farsi 
words, mey (fermented drink) 
and hâne (home or house). 
See further debates later in this 
chapter and also in chapter III. 
11 Alafranga was derived from an 
Italian word, alla franca, denoting 
initially ridiculed, imitative styles 
by the modernizing Ottoman 
middle classes or the rich to 
copy European Frenk (literally 
meaning, Frank, or French, but 
generally denoting ‘all things 
Western’) bathroom habits and 
technologies, and later, etiquette 
and cultural consumption 
patterns. Later, alafranga gained 
a more positive overtone denoting 
progress and other higher values. 
I also discuss this notion in more 
detail, later in this chapter as well 
as in chapter III.
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seems to have been at least a slight decrease in the overall share of the 
Genovese, Venetians, Neapolitans and other ‘Italian’ city states’ citizens, 
Christian Galatians nevertheless had kept their previous trade privileges 
which were later extended to the French and others. Indeed, Arkan 
describes the lively activities of such Latin merchants in the 17th century, 
who were assembled under what was then called the Magnifica Communita 
(Magnificent Community) (1998: 98). In this sense, the Latin presence 
continued on in the life of the city and in its leisure consumption and 
entertainment setting. It is perhaps illustrative to note that since the early 
periods of the Ottoman rule, meyhâne-owners were first known as barba 
(an Italian word literally meaning ‘bearded man’). Barba were usually kind, 
talkative, humoristic, yet paternalistic older men (Zat, 1994: 434 and 
2009: 96, Aytar, 2011:31). Apparently, there is an alternative etymological 
root for barba in Anatolian Greek which implies fatherliness. This warm, 
dependable fatherliness seems to be also close to barba’s characteristics as 
a kind and well-humored older man12.

‘Italian’ impact continued on through the following centuries (Aytar & 
Çavdar, 2006), as expressed in the later development of a particular form of 
restaurant, lokanta13 derived from the Italian word locanda, which means 
‘inn’. Since the Byzantine period, caravan stops included such eating 
and drinking establishments known as locanda. Arkan argues that in the 
twelfth century, locanda were providing Christian merchants food, drinks, 
entertainment and other services (1994:221). As these examples suggest, 
Ottoman leisure consumption and entertainment sat on the legacy left by 
the Byzantine Empire, as well as the traditions of the ‘Italian’ city states 
which had set up colonies in the previous ‘Roman lands’ (Rumeli or Diyâr-ı 
Rum in Ottoman Turkish), including the walled city of Genovese Galata, 
across from the historical peninsula.

Basic Parameters for Change: Demographics and Urban Space

Istanbul -or Kostantiniyye as continued to be alternatively referred 
to under the Ottoman rule after 1453- became subject to various 
demographic regulatory policies by the crown which also helped shape 
leisure consumption and entertainment. Forced or voluntary population 
movements, such as these, were an important characteristic of the 
demographic and urban spatial policies of the Empire whereby different 
groups were moved to various regions and/or neighborhoods to ‘balance’ 
one another (İnalcık, 1997). Various ethnic Turkish, Turcoman and 

12 This alternative etymological 
interpretation was suggested by 

Noyan Bahıt via Mehmet Ali Bahıt, 
both of whom I am grateful. For 

a longer discussion of barba, see 
Aytar 2011.

13 Out of the lokanta tradition 
which currently continues on, 

other forms such as aşevi (soup 
kitchen/eatery) and içkili lokanta 

(lokanta with alcoholic drinks) 
originated since the seventeenth 
century and nineteenth century, 

respectively.
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other Muslim groups were brought into the new capital to re-populate 
the historical centre and to encircle and to balance out non-Muslim 
residential clusters, but these were not the only groups who were relocated. 
From within a longer-term perspective spanning from the 15th, until the 
early 20th century, population movements and various relocations and 
displacements constituted the main parameters of change in the city.

For example Byzantine Sulukule’s Roma-dominant population increased 
after the Ottoman conquest in 1453, when other Roma groups -involved 
in basketry, metalwork and horse-raising- were sent here by the Sultan’s 
orders in order to help revive the local economy (Yılgür, 2007). (Fatih/
Conqueror) Sultan Mehmed II brought other Roma groups and had them 
settle at Balat, Ayvansaray and Kasımpaşa around Haliç (Golden Horn) 
(Schick, 1986; Duygulu, 1994: 514). Jewish (Yahudi) groups were brought 
to settle at Balat and elsewhere. Armenians (Ermeni) were settled to a 
few neighborhoods. After the Inquisition in the late 15th century Iberian 
Peninsula, judeo-espanyol or ladino-speaking Jewish groups took refuge and 
found permanent home in Istanbul (Deleon, 1997). 

Although not part of the direct imperial regulation, since at least the 
17th century, Europeans living in Istanbul such as Levanten14, or Frenk15 

increased (Scognamillo, 1990). Istanbul continued to be subject to 
demographic and migratory waves over the centuries, some of the latest 
under the Ottomans being the flooding of various Caucasian groups 
following the Russian occupation in the 19th century, Turkish and 
Muslim groups pouring in after the territorial losses of most the Balkans 
in 1911-12, forced deportation of a few thousand Istanbul Armenians in 
191516 and the exodus of over a hundred thousand ‘Beyaz Rus’ fleeing the 
Bolshevik Revolution (Toprak, 1994: 344). All these changes in Istanbul’s 
population certainly added new dimensions into the city’s complex leisure 
consumption and entertainment setting.

II. 3. Classical Ottoman Period (1453-19th Century)

Sitting on, transforming and adding on to this legacy, and subject to above 
demographic and migratory policies and movements, leisure consumption 
and entertainment continued to be of interest for and subject to administrative 
regulation under the Ottoman rule. I argue that Classical Ottoman period 
borrowed the traditional paternalism of the Byzantine period in terms of 
state-led regulation. What was added into the mix, however, was the 

14 Literally meaning ‘Levantine’. 
Originally, ‘The Levant’ was meant 
to point out to the ‘lands east 
of Venice,’ (originating from the 
soleil levant in French, meaning 
the ‘[land of the] rising sun’) but 
was generally used to denote the 
non-European Eastern Mediterra-
nean lands. Numerous Levanten 
lived in the Ottoman Empire and 
elsewhere.
15 See footnote 13.
16 While Anatolian Armenians 
were subjected to what some call 
“genocide” or “ethnic cleansing” in 
1915 by the then ruling İttihad ve 
Terakki Fırkası (Committee of Un-
ion and Progress), only carefully 
selected notable and politically 
active Istanbul Armenians were 
subjected to forced deportation.
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communitarian notions which cluster and stratify various groups based on 
their mainly confessionally-demarked communities (which would later be 
called the millet system). The palace was the main regulator, similar to the 
Byzantine crown, as a way to increase allegiance and promote the power of 
the state, promoted, supported and hosted leisure and entertainment events. 
The palace was also the main power source to stratify groups of entertainers 
and putting limitations or altogether banning or criminalizing some forms 
with the aid of the Islamic clergy. It should be noted that the Islamic clergy 
was bifurcated between the official palace clergy and volk [folk] clergy who 
have sometimes different roles in terms of regulating and mediating leisure 
consumption and entertainment as I will discuss later, below. 

In the Classical Ottoman period, the Sultan invited state officials and 
others to drink- and food-accompanied discussions on matters of the 
state, economy and culture. This tradition of bezm (“drinking assembly 
or “courtly banquet”) was certainly inspired by sumposion, Sakaoğlu notes 
that it also was a continuation of pre-Ottoman [Turkic] Seljuk Imperial 
tradition of holding state banquets accompanied by food and drinks 
(including alcoholic drinks) whereby the ruler asked the opinions of state 
officials and others and everybody was free to express them openly and 
even raise criticisms (2010:66). 

Various types of regulation were similar to the Byzantine spectrum 
and helped shape and effectively ‘ethnicize’ leisure consumption and 
entertainment. Directly ordered by Şeyh-ül İslam’s17 fetva (fatwa) or 
Islamically-motivated Imperial decrees, governmental regulation accorded 
the right of selling alcoholic beverages, engaging in the practice of 
prostitution, dancing, performing stage arts and most leisure consumption 
and entertainment-oriented forms only to the non-Muslim (gayrimüslim) 
groups18 whose respected religious precepts allowed such practices which 
were sinful for Muslims (Sevengil, 1998 [1927]: 20-21). 

This situation is clearly seen in the nearly total domination by the Greeks, 
Armenians and Jews in these sectors (Zat, 1994: 435). Some ‘Italians’ 
continued to be active in performative entertainments. Together with 
‘Italians,’ Levantines were not only among the consumers and producers, 
but also members of the mediators, helping shape public taste, especially 
since the 19th century with the introduction of newspapers and public 
opinion (Akın, 2002). Roma appear to be in an interestingly precarious 
situation since they were considered Muslim (although ‘genuineness’ of 

17 Sheikh ul-Islam is a superior 
authority on Islamic issues. In the 

Ottoman Empire, this position 
was of great value and its holders 

regulated the religious affairs of 
the state.

18 Although in some instances, 
such as briefly under Kanuni 

Sultan Süleyman (Suleiman the 
Magnificent) even non-Muslims 

were banned from selling alcohol. 
A total ban on alcohol, tobacco, 

coffee and other stimulating 
substances was instituted under 

Murad IVth rule, during which, 
interestingly enough, Sultan 

himself was reportedly involved in 
a rather heavy use of all of those 

(1623-1640) (Sevengil, 1998 
[1927]: 39).
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their faith was always doubted by the authorities and the mainstream 
society) yet they were quite active in these sectors. I argue this may have 
to do with their continued social marginalization. I should also note their 
perceived past ‘talents’ under the Byzantine rule allowed them to carry on 
with their activities and control particularized niches. 

Diversity: Millet system, Non-Muslims and the Roma 

The locus of non-Muslims and the Roma within the leisure consumption 
and entertainment economy in Ottoman Istanbul, in this sense, should 
be debated in particular and should be placed within a more general 
context of Imperial demographic policies and social economy which were 
organized along a functional ‘ethnic division of labor’ of sorts, whereby 
different communities were channeled to particular vocations and localities. 
However, note that the use of the word ‘ethnic’ is quite problematic and 
anachronistic in Ottoman times, where confessional divisions based on a 
millet system was rather at place19. But I am using ethnicity in the sense 
that I discussed under the Byzantine Empire above.

While in modern Turkish usage, the term millet is a ‘nation,’ in the 
Ottoman Empire it meant an administratively clustered confessional 
community. It was loosely based on Islamic shari’ah law’s acknowledgement 
of non-Muslim groups’ (dhimmî) rights. In the Ottoman Empire, at the 
beginning, only the most visible and sizeable non-Muslim confessional 
groups such as Orthodox Greeks, Gregorian Armenians and Jews were 
officially recognized as millets. They were accorded a degree of autonomy 
whereby they could set up separate legal courts especially and exclusively 
dealing with intra-millet civil issues. Muslims were not given such a status 
and were not administratively differentiated along ethnic or confessional/
sectarian divisions.

Although this did not include any forced vocational, sectoral or employment-
based clustering of various millets or other confessional / ‘ethnic’ groups, it 
was still the case that there were some economic ‘expectations’ from them. 
Greek, Jews and Armenian millet were usually channeled to some particular 
jobs or employment niches. Armenians, for example, were known as being 
clustered in vocations such as stone carving, ironworking, jewelry and 
furniture making (Özdoğan, Üstel, Karakaşlı & Kentel, 2009:79). While 
Millet system existed mostly in practice before, it was codified clearly in 
law in the 19th century (Anagnostoulu, 1999: 2). Roma as a Muslim, non-

19 For various discussions on 
the millet system, see, Braude, B. 
& Lewis, B. (eds.) (1982). In the 
Empire, notions around ‘ethnicity’ 
only appeared in late nineteenth 
century, with the influence of 
westernization and moderniza-
tion and the advent of French 
Revolution-inspired nationalisms. 
In the Republic of Turkey, the no-
tion of ethnicity remained a highly 
controversial one, mainly due to 
the staunch republican insistence 
on supposedly mono-ethnic, 
nation-state based political, 
administrative, economic and 
cultural centralism and fear of 
ethnic separatism. For these 
reasons, numerous non-Turkish 
groups, including the Roma, care-
fully stayed away from identify-
ing themselves as an ‘ethnic’ or 
‘minority’ group.
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millet group was mainly involved in basketry, metalwork, horse-raising, 
entertainment and other service and consumption-oriented services. 
However, non-Muslims’ or Roma’s ‘inclination’ towards consumption-
oriented services should be thought of in relation to larger socio-economic 
forces and administrative arrangements. 

Roma of the neighborhood of Sulukule became more visible in the 
‘entertainment’ life since the 17th century, as musicians, dancers, 
fortune tellers, acrobats and illusionists. According to Evliya Çelebi, 
‘Entertainment Patrols’ (mobile ‘troops’ of entertainers, musicians, dancers 
and other performers dispatched to various social occasions, celebrations, 
weddings, etc.) were dominated by the Roma (Kayaoğlu, 1996). Akçura 
claims that such patrols constitute the historical bases of ‘Entertainment 
Houses’ (Eğlence Evleri) set up in Sulukule (2007). Public celebrations, 
gatherings, feasts and other such events as well as more privatized spaces 
of entertainment and consumption were dominated by Roma performers, 
dancers, musicians and others20.

Numerous Roma personalities also served in the Ottoman court and elite 
family circles as music instructors, composers and performers, some even 
becoming famous in the early recording industry21, while in the popular 
circles and especially at weddings and various feasts, Roma musicians, 
performers, dancers, fortune-tellers and others continued to remain 
activ22. Muslim Roma peopled a ‘parallel,’ complementary position to 
Christian Greeks and Armenians who were widely involved in restaurant, 
meyhâne, and other drinking/entertainment businesses. Usually, it was not 
‘appropriate’ for Muslim groups to be active in such sectors. Roma’s role as 
caterers to the Ottoman -and later, Turkish- entertainment world remained 
strong through the 1920s. 

‘Ethnic’ Vocational Specialization & Guild Structures 

Ottoman Imperial authority, similar to the Byzantine crown, placed a lot of 
emphasis on the provision of public entertainment and leisure consumption 
to show imperial strength, wealth and prestige. The Ottoman court 
continued on with the Byzantine tradition of holding imperial banquets, 
religious or non-religious public celebrations and festivals. Surnâme23 are 
among important historical sources of such imperial weddings, crowning 
ceremonies, celebrations and feasts (Atasoy, 2010). They detail parades by 
various trade guilds (lonca); some structured or stratified along or across 

20 Also, some historical accounts 
claim that the Ottoman Army’s 

celebrated marching band was 
first established by Istanbul’s 

Roma. Ottoman cabinet minister 
Ali Rıza Bey (1842-1928) who 

wrote in rich and colorful details 
on the history of Istanbul’s quotid-

ian life provides numerous ex-
amples of Roma’s domination in 
entertainment. See, Çoruk 2001.

21 Zurna (a clarion of sorts) 
virtuoso Şahin was among the 
official music instructors of the 

palace. Other famous zurna 
virtuosos Emin Tanınmış and 
İbrahim Özüfler, for example, 

were recruited as gramophone 
artists and their recordings 

became more widely available to 
a larger public. Tambur (an Otto-
man lute of sorts) virtuoso Cemil 

was reportedly taught by Arap 
Emir, a famous Roma musician 

from Sulukule. See, Kalafat, G. & 
Aydın, F. (2007) “Sulukule”, http://
istanbulmap.org/articles/Sulukule.

doc.
22 Works by Evliya Çelebi, 

Ali Rıza Bey and other literary 
figures and satire writers such as 
Ahmet Rasim (1865-1932) richly 
describe the role of the Roma in 
Istanbul’s entertainment ‘sector’ 
and daily life. See, Rasim (1991 

[1922]).
23 Surnâme are Ottoman literary 
works within the canonical Divan 

tradition. They are specially-
commissioned and well-illustrated 

books to commemorate the fes-
tivities including special occasions 
such as royal births, circumcision 

ceremonies, weddings, etc.
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ethno-religious lines. In some festivals various guilds organized exhibits 
or demonstrations of their trades or talents, similar to the logic of a 
modern industrial or world fair (Tez, 2009:245). Similarly, Işın notes that, 
“[Ottoman] Imperial festivals were social events that are noteworthy as 
concrete examples of the cultural profile of everyday life in the classical 
period. These festivals, which gathered the entire populace of the city 
around a cultural activity for weeks on end, also reflect the economic and 
aesthetic level of society” (Işın, 2008).

Set usually at the central At Meydanı (Horse Square) or Sultan Ahmet 
Meydanı (Blue Mosque Square), such parades were important public events 
and sources of leisure consumption and entertainment as well as occasions 
of economic vitality (İstanbul Ansiklopedisi, 1994:141; Tez, 2009:247; 
Atasoy, 2010:342). Terzioğlu describes such parades in a 1582 Imperial 
circumcision ceremony whereby the “participants in the procession also 
put on various shows, and dancers, jugglers and the like often paraded 
with the artisans” (1995:85). He also argues that “[a]fter 1582, artisan 
processions underwent further formalization as a more elaborate guild 
structure emerged in the course of the seventeenth century” (Terzioğlu, 
1995:90). 17th century traveler Evliya Çelebi richly detailed one parade, 
whereby numerous lonca orders, including various types of entertainers 
took a long walk in front of the crown and the public (Freely, 2002). 19th 
century Cabinet Minister Ali Rıza Bey who wrote on the history of the 
quotidian, leisure consumption and entertainment life in Istanbul details 
various kol (companies) organized under different employment categories 
such as dancers, musicians and others (Çoruk, 2001). 

Guild structures have been in operation among entertainers. Sevengil 
describes lub’iyyat toplulukları (entertainment groups) made up of around 
two hundred-strong ocak (corps), whose members lived, worked and earned 
together. They were named after their leader (kolbaşı, or the head of the corps), 
such as Yanaki Kolu (a Greek [Rum]-led corps) and they included musicians, 
singers, dancers, Karagöz shadow theater masters, meddâh (a performative, 
folk raconteur of sorts, also known as kıssâhan), imitators, comedians, 
zorbaz (performers showing muscular strength or enduring physical duress), 
acrobats and others. He argues that lub’iyyat toplulukları members included 
Greeks, Armenians, Jews, Gypsies and Muslims (1998 [1927]: 63). While 
Karagöz and meddâh shows were relatively more under Muslim or Turkish 
domination, other groups of entertainers were predominantly made up of 
non-Muslims and the Roma (Sakaoğlu & Akbayar, 1999).
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The Imperial authority similarly shaped the ethnicized structure of the 
court entertainers and artists, which could be placed on the “high-brow” 
end of the spectrum. Most court music instructors and musicians were 
made up of Armenians. Puppetry and performative entertainments such 
as soytarı (harlequin) and palyaço (clown) shows were dominated by the 
Jews, who according to some scholars had brought such practices in the 
15th century from the Iberian Peninsula and via ‘Italy’ with some sprinkles 
of commedia dell ’arte elements24 on the way (Terzioğlu, 1995:89; And, 
1999:128; Tez, 2009:294). 17th century traveler Jean de Thévenot reported 
that Istanbul’s puppet masters were exclusively coming from among Jews 
(Tez, 2009:294). In Istanbul, Jews continued to control this sub-sector 
until the 20th century (And, 1999:129). Later, at least since the 18th and 
19th centuries, Europeans were invited to the court, some given military 
or civilian ranks of Paşa25 (Pasha) or Efendi (Master). 

Note three interesting and meaningful details: Tez argues that during the 
festival in 1539, Jewish esnaf (artisan/craftsman/small shopkeeper) made 
and paraded with a big dragon puppet which apparently had seven heads 
and attracted huge public attention and awe (2009: 285). Terzioğlu notes 
that at the Imperial circumcision ceremony in 1582, Jewish dancers were 
made to appear in “Persian attire” (1995.86). Similarly, in a public festival in 
1836, during the reign of Mahmud II, Jewish merchants paraded by wearing 
‘representative’ costumes of the peoples of various European nation-states 
(Tez, 2009: 266). 

24 Commedia dell’arte or ‘comedy 
of art,’ is a particular form of popu-

lar professional theatre that was 
initiated in Italy in the mid-16th 

century. See, Katritzky, 2006.  
25  One such example is the 

‘Italian’ Donizetti Paşa who was 
instrumental in the court’s musical 

education and in setting up of a 
new system of music and orches-

tra (Arkan 1998: 181).

Picture II.3: Corps (Kol) of 
entertainers by Sebah Joiller, 

reproduced at Sakaoğlu & 
Akbayar, 1999
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These incidents are illustrative of the particular dynamics of consuming 
the ‘Other’ within the symbolic economy of the Empire. Interestingly 
enough, one could even suggest that this may be one of the early examples 
of an en masse touristifying gaze upon an ethnic group. I will argue that 
such ethnicizing consumption dynamics are related to an Orientalizing 
and Occidentalizing gaze upon the ‘Other’ subjects of the Empire or 
peoples from the lands east of the Empire26, manifestations of which were 
witnessed under the Byzantine gaze upon the Roma, and similar gazes 
upon them and others under the Ottoman and Republican Turkish rule. 
However, what seems to be a novel development, was the way in which 
regulation-based ‘Othering’ that was already prevalent under the Byzantine 
rule was complemented by exocitizing the familiar which meant that 
Roma, as well as the non-Muslim communities such as the Greeks, Jews 
and Armenians were seen as familiar groups (who were either neighbors 
or frequently seen other urban dwellers) but due to their place within the 
leisure consumption and entertainment were exocitized. Ethnic division 
of labor through the erection and sustenance of ethnic boundaries was 
strong. Only ‘ethnic’ groups (non-Muslims and the Roma) were allowed 
to operate in alcohol sector and in most performative entertainment forms 
while Muslims as producers were involved in more local/traditional forms.

In providing such public occasions and variously respected employment 
opportunities, the Imperial authority was also partially showing its 
‘ethnicizing’ regulation upon the humanscape of the leisure consumption 
and entertainment setting. As with “high-brow” forms and entertainers, 
this was also the case for “low-brow”: According to Evliya Çelebi, Bear 
Dancers’ lonca was made of up Sulukule Roma (Freely, 2002: 89). Let me 
separately note that according to him, most if not all meyhâne were owned 
by the Rum (Greeks) providing employment for over six thousand people 
(Zat, 1994: 21). Köçek (male dancers dressed up as women) were reportedly 
mainly coming from among the Rum, Jews and the Roma (Tez, 2009: 
178) and served important ‘substituting’ (or ersatz) sexual functions in 
the absence of female dancers (Beşiroğlu, 2011). Kılıç suggests that while 
Köçek were, at the beginning, recruited from among the various peoples, 
including the Christians, Rum from Sakız Island, Jews and Gypsies and 
even Muslims, later on it became an exclusively Rum-dominated vocation 
(2007: 91). 

These points certainly strengthens the argument that only the non-
Muslims and the ‘suspect Muslim’ Roma were allowed to people such 

26 For example, Sultan Mustafa 
II was known to have brought 
in Arab and Indian fortune 
tellers, horoscope masters and 
harlequins into the court. 
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‘inappropriate’ yet still popularly demanded employment niches. Apart 
from Muslim Roma, Ahmed Rasim’s account provides some anecdotal 
hints to the presence of some Muslim Habeşî (Ethiopian) Arap (literally 
‘Arab,’ but meaning Black African)27 groups in leisure consumption and 
entertainment (1922 [1881]), but understanding the real extent of their 
activities requires more research.

Public Functions of Entertainment, Regulation and the Mediators

Similar to the Byzantine period, leisure and entertainment had important 
public functions during the Ottoman classical era. Public festivals and 
celebrations were significant vehicles of social cohesion and markers of 
imperial wealth, prestige and strength. Terzioğlu notes such a function for 
Imperial circumcision ceremonies: “The festival was no doubt meant to 
distract the population with its displays of imperial generosity and power 
as well as to impress the great number of foreign dignitaries in attendance” 
(1995: 84). He notes that the Imperial circumcision ceremony of 1582 
took place during “[…] a time of crisis” and economic duress (1995: 84), 
implying that this show of prestige was a way to show to the populace 
the continuing sustenance of the Imperial grandeur, wealth and justice. 
Terzioğlu also underlines the attempt to impress foreign dignitaries as 
follows: “a prominent theme was claim to world domination. In making 
this claim, the Ottomans used a set of devices similar to their Habsburg 
rivals: displays of exotic animals like elephants and giraffes, and performers 
from all over the globe […]. The automata, technological extravaganzas 
often associated with European-master craftsmen, were an essential part 
of the international language of ‘wonder and power’” (1995:87).

While usually closely regulated, thus serving as important social control 
mechanisms, including the use of surveillance methods, some such festivals 
also had a carnivalesque character, albeit under different forms and extents 
than in Byzántion and Kōnstantinoúpolis as discussed above. The religious 
ban on pictorial depictions was suspended during festivals, drinking 
limitations were lightened, and even in some instances, rowdier behavior and 
mockeries as well as imitations of state officials or religious authorities were 
tolerated (Tez, 2009:250 & 264). Terzioğlu notes that “suspension of moral 
judgment characterized the official attitude towards the festival in general” 
(1995: 92). He claims that “İzn-i ‘amm (public or general permission) was 
the Ottoman term for this suspension of moral judgment”. In the instance 
of 1582 Imperial circumcision ceremony, religious authorities (ulema) were 

27 The descendants of African 
slaves were certainly active in 

the capital. Some of them were 
assigned to the Ottoman court, 

especially as servants or eunuchs 
in the harem. They were known as 

haremağası (harem-agha/chief) 
or hadımağa (eunuch-agha/chief). 

They were also active outside of 
the court. Unfortunately, research 

on Africans under the Ottoman 
Empire and the Republic of Turkey 

is still quite limited.
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furious that a kadı (qadi, Islamic judge, sometimes with municipal duties as 
well) figure was seated backwards on a donkey. However, the Grand Vizier 
defended such acts within the confines of public permission (Terzioğlu, 
1995:92).

Ethno-religious celebrations by various groups were also allowed. Rum-
dominated Tatavla district (which was later renamed Kurtuluş) became 
well-known for its yearly carnival and other regular secular or religious public 
festivals and celebrations (Türker, 1998). There is significant evidence showing 
carnivalesque characteristics of Tatavla carnival. As with their colorful and 
socially relaxed and tolerant festivals, non-Muslim neighborhoods had 
become ‘havens’ for some Muslim individuals and groups. Tatavla, Galata, 
Pera and other non-Muslim neighborhoods developed as entertainment and 
leisure consumption districts dotted with various establishments of different 
natures catering to non-Muslim and Muslim alike (Akın, 2002). 

Indeed,  non-Muslim operated meyhâne have long been de facto refuges 
of the alcohol-consuming Muslims in the face of continuing formal 
prohibitions which were variedly enforced over the centuries and depending 

Picture II.4: Tatavla carnival and 
masquerade depicted by Münif 
Fehim, cf. Sakaoğlu & Akbayar, 
1991
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on the conservatism or toughness of the Emperor in rule (Sakaoğlu, 1994: 
168; Zat, 1994: 434; Sevengil, 1998 [1927]: 31). A similar de facto ‘havenly’ 
function seems to have been shouldered by eğlence evleri (entertainment 
houses) of the Roma, which was initiated during the Ottoman period and 
became even more important in the Republican period (Aytar & Kırca 
Schroeder, 2011) as I will discuss below. One of Sulukule’s most important 
spatial markings was established through its tradition of managing such 
informal ‘listen and drink’ establishments (Akçura (2007), whereby 
consumers were entertained by male and female musicians, dancers and 
served by food and drink caterers.

Apart from ceremonies and festivals, the Imperial authority also regulated 
the use of mesire yerleri (popular outdoor excursion or picnicking spots) 
such as Kağıthane, Çamlıca or numerous Boğaziçi (Bosphorus) villages. 
Mesire yerleri took on the function of fairgrounds especially in spring 
and summer months and Sevengil notes that the Imperial court banned 
putting cattle to pasture on or near such spots and issued behavioral codes 
especially to curtail ‘inappropriate’ relationships between men and women 
(1998 [1927]: 23). In some instances Roma musicians, fortune tellers and 
street sellers were seriously warned and they were ‘reminded’ of the ban 
against facilitating such romantic encounters by helping transfer scribbled 
notes or other types of communication (Sevengil, 1998 [1927]: 178). 

Festivals and night-long forms of leisure consumption and entertainment 
during Ramadan were also among important outdoor occasions for the 
Muslims although non-Muslims also joined in some festivities. Karagöz, 
meddâh or ortaoyunu28 -all of which were performative shows- have 
originated in Ramadan festivals and in coffeehouses. These otherwise 
‘family-friendly’ performances occasionally took alternative yet ‘dangerous’ 
routes, engaging in erotic, racy, controversial or socially critical and politically 
satirical subject matters, sometimes tolerated, while constantly being under 
the risk of administrative/religious penalization and/or criminalization.

Among indoor leisure consumption establishments, coffeehouses 
(kahvehane) were of key importance. Özkoçak argues that together with 
meyhâne, kahvehane was a vital scene for sociability among men, Muslims 
or non-Muslim and rich and poor alike (2009:21). According to Yaşar, 
coffeehouses were criticized and at times penalized by the Court or the 
ulema for this very reason: “allowing social mixing and erosion of social 
hierarchies, coffeehouses were seen as a source of threat for authorities” 

28 Metin And argues that: 
“Not based on a written text, 
‘ortaoyunu’, [literally, ‘central 

play’ or ‘middle play’-VA] with 
Kavuklu and Pişekâr in the lead 
roles, is one of the fundamental 

genres of traditional Turkish 
theater. Besides the other forms 

of traveling theater, such as 
the Karagöz or shadow theater 

which uses puppets and the 
coffeehouse stories told by a 
single narrator, Ortaoyunu is 

staged with live players that it 
is staged without relying on a 

written text. There are different 
views concerning the origin of 

ortaoyunu, which dates back to 
the thirteenth century. In content, 
this theater resembles the Italian 
Commedia dell’Arte, a theatrical 

genre which was followed by 
Turks who traded with Venice 

and Genoa and which they 
called ‘Arte Oyunu,’ a term that 

may have become corrupted 
over time to ‘ortaoyunu’. Still 

another theory is that ortaoyunu 
is connected with the ‘Yeniçeri 

Ortaları’ or Janissary Divisions. 
If we consider that the ortaoyunu 

was indeed performed among 
Janissary troops, this view 

does not appear all that far-
fetched. Furthermore, by an 
interesting coincidence the 

Janissary divisions were also 
called ‘Orta’. But since it would 
appear impossible to arrive at 
definite proof of any of these 

theories, it is of course better to 
limit the meaning of ortaoyunu 

to ‘a play performed in the 
open’.” http://www.turkishculture.

org/performing-arts/theatre/
traditional-theatre/traditional-

theatre-ortaoyunu-288.htm

Picture II.5: Outdoor excursion 
spot cf. Sakaoğlu & Akbayar, 

1999
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(2009:41). Kahvehane also served other important roles; as nodes for 
commercial networking, employer-employee interface, migrants’ solidarity, 
as well as the formation of the ‘public opinion’ and political opposition 
(Kırlı, 2009:100). Kırlı (2000; 2004; 2009) and Yaşar (2009) argue that 
coffeehouses were frequently subject to heavy handed regulation by the 
state and religious authorities.

Together with coffeehouses, pudding shops (muhallebici) allowed other 
types of sociability and networking, this time, helping erode gender 
barriers. Sevengil notes that in the 16th century, pudding shops of Jewish 
sweets-masters became highly popular and colorful leisure spots and that 
the Sultan and the religious authorities “had to issue formal warnings” 
asking the establishment to curtail “inappropriate” behavior by male 
and female customers29. Subaşı, military/public officers30 in charge of 
overseeing pudding shops and who were purportedly turning a blind eye 
to such practices because they were taking bribes, were also disciplined 
accordingly (Sevengil, 1998 [1927]:23-27). 

As these examples suggest, although the Imperial authority placed a 
great importance on the public provision of leisure consumption and 
entertainment-related services, it was also careful to closely regulate such 
services in order to protect public morality and order. While patriarchal and 
gendered arrangements were already present under Byzantine rule, with the 
impact of Islam-oriented regulation and social conservatism, stricter codes 
were announced and enforced in the Ottoman classical era. In this sense, 
both the crown and the religious authorities were the main regulatory actors.

Mediators: Moralizers, Legislators and Aesthetes:

However, I should note that their regulatory role was not continuously 
restrictive or strictly punishment-oriented. Rather, their role differed 
according to various historical periods or contexts. Also, especially the clergy 
whose regulatory power was relatively more limited than the Sultan’s direct 
authority had a more ‘mediating’ role between production and consumption 
of leisure and entertainment. At times, the attitudes of the Crown and the 
clergy vis-à-vis leisure and entertainment were complementary. During the 
time of highly orthodox Ebussud Efendi (1490-1574), the Şeyh-ül İslam under 
the reigns of Suleiman the Magnificent and Selim II, fatwa and Sultan’s 
decrees were equally harsh and harmonious with one another in terms 
of criminalizing the consumption of alcohol while at others (Terzioğlu, 

29 While for a long time kah-
vehane (coffeehouse) was a 

meeting place mainly for men; 
muhallebici was a place where 

both men and women were freely 
going. Muhallebici allowed for 

gender-mixing form of sociability. 
Interestingly enough, as late as 

the twentieth century, pudding 
shops (muhallebici) around 

Istanbul remained among the 
favorite meeting spots for married 

and non-married couples, or 
those who were dating or flirting. 

In the popular parlance, “meeting 
at muhallebici” denotes an in-

nuendo of romantic or even erotic 
encounters. 

30 Subaşı was the general rubric 
of a gubernatorial title in the 

Ottoman Empire. Usually it was 
used to denote the “commandant 

of town or castle, in which he 
exercised the functions of security 

officer or chief of police” (Setton, 
1978:329).
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1995:92), they took on conflicting and contradicting stances (Sakaoğlu, 
1994:168).   

Additionally, the bifurcation within the clergy, namely, the split between 
the official, higher-level, ‘palace’ clergy (Ulema-ı Rüsûm) and the lower level 
clergy -which may be seen as part of the volk-Islam tradition- (Mardin, 
1990:23) is also meaningful in comprehending the differences in attitudes. 
Mardin notes that closer to the public, and sometimes as “impoverished 
lumpenulema” (a reference to umpenproletariat as defined by Marx & Engels), 
lower class clergy were the representative channels of sometimes rough or 
violent popular feelings, disgruntlements and reactions. He also suggests 
that, especially Sufi sects worked as powerful “information networks” with a 
strong power among the populace (1990:24). 

It seems like while the higher-level ulema was usually –but not necessarily 
always- in synch with the decisions of the Crown, lower-level, popular 
volk ulema espoused more shifting or varying stances vis-à-vis leisure and 
entertainment, among other societal issues. In cases such as the conservative-
popular revolt against the ostentatious Lale Devri31 (‘Tulip Age’ between 
1718 and 1830), lower level ulema were among the main forces initiating 
the violent reaction of Istanbul’s urban poor against the “gratification and 
pleasure” (zevk-ü sefâ) of the state bureaucrats and the richer circles which 
were not only morally condemned, but also a source of contempt in the 
face of widespread poverty (İstanbul Ansiklopedisi, 1994:242; Sevengil, 1998 
[1927]: 91; Altınay 1973). 

As an example to contrary cases, the Bektaşi sect (which was particularly 
strong among the Janissary corps) espoused a quite ‘heterodox’ and 
permissive attitude towards alcohol consumption as well as enjoyment of 
life and entertainment (Mardin, 1990:24). The purported popular stories 
and jokes of folk heroes such as Bekri Mustafa (‘Mustafa the Drunkard,’ 
who repor tedly was also a full memorizer [hafız] of the Quran) (Koz, 
1994:129) constitute important elements of such ‘witty’ or ‘tactical’ 
permissiveness that may have been otherwise curtailed. As these examples 
suggest, ulema had espoused varying stances in terms of not only directly 
regulating, but ‘mediating’ between production and consumption of leisure 
and entertainment. 

Another group that constituted the mediators between production and 
consumption were the intellectuals and the chroniclers. Intellectuals 

31 Also known as the Patrona 
Halil insurgency, this violent upris-
ing caused the execution of the 
then Sadrazam (Prime Minister) 
and the replacement of Sultan 
Ahmed II with Mahmud I. Interest-
ingly enough, Patrona Halil, a 
Janissary officer who had called 
up the urban poor to ‘defend 
Sha’ria’ and to rise up against 
the immoral and entertainment-
infested lifestyles of the state bu-
reaucrats, had reportedly formed 
his initial networks in meyhâne 
circles and was a heavy alcohol 
consumer himself (Altınay, 1973). 
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and chroniclers who were supported and financed by the Crown, state 
bureaucrats and richer circles were quite instrumental in deciding on the 
acceptable leisure and entertainment choices. Intellectuals and chroniclers 
in this sense complemented the role of the ulema as mediators who acted 
as moralizers, legislators and aesthetes. Sevengil notes that leisure and 
entertainment forms of the palace and elite circles were popularized by 
the intellectuals and the chroniclers and caused emulation of those forms 
among the middle and lower classes (Sevengil, 1998 [1927]:57). In the 
case of conservative-popular revolt against the ‘Tulip Age,’ court poet Şair 
Nedim as well as other artists and intellectuals were targeted by the angry 
masses for their promotion of unethical behavior (Altınay, 1973). 

Intellectuals were also functional in helping extend the limits of freedoms 
against restrictive social, political and cultural standards, including those 
in leisure and entertainment. Intellectuals and some chroniclers were 
critical of the restrictive and morally condemning attitudes of the ulema 
and requested larger liberties. Sakaoğlu mentions the case of canonical 
Divan literature poet Feridun Bey who uttered: “Why shall we support 
the rules? They would make the social body constipated. They’d [society 
would] ask for freedoms… And whatever our dear Sultan would decide 
on, those shall be the merry news” (1994:169). Here, this ‘double’ language 
of requesting more liberties while at the same time, acknowledging the 
ultimate authority of the Sultan is also interesting. This attitude is different 
than that of the intellectuals of the Reform period as we will see below 
(under II.4.2.). Now, in this vein, let me concentrate on the Reform period 
in Istanbul.

II. 4. Reformist Paternalism (19th century-1920s)
  
Although the ‘modernization’ and ‘westernization’ of the Empire did not 
begin in the 19th century, they certainly became more important for the 
state and started to be codified into law and administrative practices as 
well as social mentalities. This period I believe could be characterized 
by reformist paternalism whereby the Empire embarked on a route to 
modernize, rationalize and westernize itself. Tekeli’s periodization of the 
Ottoman-Turkish modernization (2010) is quite helpful in contextualizing 
this particular period and the following periods I cover in my study, and in 
placing them in a larger context. Tekeli argues that modernization efforts 
in the Ottoman Empire and the Republic of Turkey should be seen as 
parts of a longer line. According to Tekeli, on this line, four historical 
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periods of modernity could be discerned: (a) 1840s-1923: “shy modernity;” 
(b) 1923-1950s: “radical or fundamentalist modernity;” (c) 1950s-1980s: 
“populist modernity;” and, (d) 1980s onwards: “the erosion of modernity” 
(2010). I will espouse this periodization in analyzing Reform and the 
Republican periods in Istanbul.

The “shy modernity” spanning between 1840s and 1923, the year modern 
Republic of Turkey was established, also coincides with the Reform period 
in Istanbul, namely 19th century until early 1920s. In this period of “shy 
modernity,” modernization and its instruments were introduced into the 
daily life of the city, urban “tempo” speeded up and the urban forms were 
remarkably different than those of the previous Classical Ottoman era 
(Ünlü Yücesoy, 2011: 17). However, different than the following period 
of “radical or fundamentalist modernity,” this did not entail a top-down 
cultural modernization instituted with a heavy administrative fiat or strict 
nation-state based centralization. Instead, the advent of modernity went 
hand in hand with previous forms of urban living and it was integrated into 
urban life in a ‘trial and error’ basis. As I will try to explain and argue below, 
during this period of “shyness,” while modern, rational and instrumental 
forms of regulation and westernized mentalities certainly started to take 
root, former types of quotidian living were still allowed to exist in the eyes 
of regulatory authorities and public perceptions. 

Both modernization and westernization were projects of the crown: 
Sultans like Mustafa II (1757-1774); Abdülhamid I (1774-1789); Selim 
II (1789-1807) and Mahmud II (1808-1839) initiated modernizing, 
westernizing reforms starting with the military and educational system. 
During the rule of Abdülmecid (1839-1861) Tanzimat Fermanı (Edict of 
Ordering) an important piece of reformist legislation was announced. This 
constituted the bases of modern citizenship and recognition of various 
‘ethnic’-religious groups’ rights in the Empire. 

In, 1876 I. Meşrutiyet (First Constitutional Monarchy) and the Meclis-i 
Umumi (‘General Assembly,’ or Parliament) were instituted. This period 
would be halted by a regressive and far longer period under Abdülhamid 
II until 1908, although even during this period some modernizing reforms 
continued on. Genç Osmanlılar (‘Young Ottomans’) or Jöntürkler (derived 
from their French appellation, Jeunes-Turcs, ‘Young Turks’), bringing 
together reform-minded civilian and military bureaucrats, intellectuals 
and political opponents concerned with saving the dismantling and ailing 
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Empire, were active since the 1860s and were instrumental in both I. 
Meşrutiyet in 1876 and II. Meşrutiyet (Second Constitutional Monarchy) 
in 1908. 

Jöntürkler were by then styled under the ruling İttihad ve Terakki 
Fırkası, İTF (Committee of Union and Progress), espousing French 
revolutionary ideals and combining into them elements of German-type 
of ‘blood’ nationalism. This experiment in parliamentary system had been 
initiated by alliance between the İTF and Armenian parties which were 
increasingly becoming Armenian nationalist (Minassian, 1995; Tunçay & 
Zürcher, 1995) in search of a new Ottomanism (Osmanlıcılık) that would 
bring together all citizens of the Empire regardless of religion and ethnic 
background.

However, turning increasingly towards ethnic Turkish nationalism 
and with an increasing alliance with the Germans, İTF high-officials 
and statesmen Enver, Talat and Celal Pashas who were then ruling the 
country brought catastrophe by dragging the Ottoman Empire into the 
First World War siding with the Germans and Austro-Hungarians and 
ordering and conducting what some call ‘genocide’ or ‘ethnic cleansing’ 
on the constitutional citizens of their own country, Armenians (Dadrian, 
1995; Akçam, 2008). Following the defeat in the War, İTF leaders fled 
the Empire and Istanbul was temporarily occupied by the Allied Forces 
in 1918. After this brief historical summary, let me concentrate on the 
development of ‘modernity’ and ‘governmentality’ in Reform period in 
Istanbul in order to shed light on the transformation of leisure consumption 
and entertainment. 

Sultanate to Governmentality: Modernization of Regulation 

The Ottoman Reform period since the 19th century signified a shift from 
absolute monarchy to modern ‘governmentality’ as discussed by Foucault32  

(1991 [1978]). Transformation in the Ottoman Empire was similar to the 
historically earlier advent of ‘governmental states’ in Europe which defined 
population, not merely as Imperial ‘subjects,’ but as a ‘datum,’ as a field of 
intervention, and as an objective of governmental techniques (Ó Tuathail, 
1996: 55). In order to counter the fast dismantling of the Empire, the 
Imperial authority and its administrative cadres instituted various political, 
military, cultural and educational reforms which changed the country 
deeply and helped develop centralized state structures replacing older 

  32 Foucault defines governmen-
tality as follows: “1. The ensemble 
formed by the institutions, proce-
dures, analyses and reflections, 
the calculations and tactics that 

allow the exercise of this very 
specific albeit complex form of 
power, which has as its target 

population, as its principal form 
of knowledge political economy, 

and as its essential technical 
means apparatuses of security. 
2. The tendency which, over a 

long period and throughout the 
West, has steadily led towards 

the pre-eminence over all other 
forms (sovereignty, discipline, etc) 

of this type of power which may 
be termed government, resulting, 

on the one hand, in formation 
of a whole series of specific 

governmental apparatuses, and, 
on the other, in the development 
of a whole complex of savoirs. 3. 
The process, or rather the result 

of the process, through which the 
state of justice of the Middle Ages, 

transformed into the administra-
tive state during the fifteenth and 

sixteenth centuries, gradually 
becomes ‘governmentalized’” 

(Foucault, 1991 [1978]).
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and more traditional forms of administration. In this period, successive 
Emperors’ support for modern forms of education, performing arts and 
music also increased (Akın 2002: 8).
 
Mardin argues that towards the end of the 19th century, Ottoman 
bureaucracy was transformed from a hereditary or Sultan-based form 
towards a “rational” one (1990:45) and that new schools similar to French 
Revolutionary grandes écoles (Bourdieu & de Saint Martin, 1989) were 
established to train a fresh generation of reformist bureaucrats who placed 
defending the interests of the state as their first and main priority (Mardin, 
1990:46). In this sense, a big transformation towards governmentality, 
modern citizenship and more rational and scientifically calculated state 
logic were instituted. Kadıoğlu argues that in this period, “progress for 
order” (nizam için terakki) was the main driving logic of the state elites, 
different than the following Republican logic of “order for progress” 
(terakki için nizam) (1998:24-29).

In the 19th century, modern principles and policies of municipality 
administrations were also instituted. In 1848, a modern urban planning 
decree was issued and various building and zoning codes were introduced 
(Akın, 2002: 19). Tekeli argues that the city administration of the Classical 
Ottoman period which was based on the orders of the kadı (Islamic judge 
also in charge of urban administration) and later, ihtisab33 ağası (executive 
officer in charge of territorial and/or urban affairs) took on the modern 
form of municipality in the second half of the 19th century (2010:34). 
According to the city ordinances (nizamnâme) of 1857 and 1858 and 
based on the jurisdictional divisions of Paris municipality, the first modern 
municipality of Pera (later, Beyoğlu) was set up as the Altıncı Daire-i 
Belediye (Sixth Chamber of Municipality). Interestingly enough, although 
the Sixth Chamber was the first-ever formally established modern 
municipality in Istanbul and in the Empire, it was labeled as the “sixth” 
as the reference to “Parisian sixième arrondissement as the most thriving 
and prosperous quarter of the city of Paris”34 out of a total 14 district 
municipalities that were planned to be established in Istanbul. 

Rosenthal argues that the Sixth Chamber was a “model laboratory” through 
which important urban reform initiatives were conducted (Rosenthal, 1980). 
This experimental district was a creative force in urban reform, surpassing far 
beyond its role in transmitting the European conceptions and techniques of 
municipal administration to the other sections in the city and to the other 

33 Note that in Ottoman Turkish, 
the root of the word ihtisab stems 
from the Arabic word, muhtesib, 
which means the person who 
‘asks for good deeds’ and ‘forbids 
bad deeds’. Such an ‘ethical’ func-
tion is also interesting, especially 
in terms of the later development 
of modern municipal administra-
tion and services. 
34 See, the website of Beyoğlu 
Municipality: http://www.beyoglu.
bel.tr/beyoglu_belediyesi/default.
aspx?SectionId=16.
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provinces. The pioneering and somewhat ‘fumbling in the dark’ character 
of Pera may also be illustrated with the fact that the first Ottoman law 
on Municipalities was enacted only in 1877 twenty years after the Pera 
Municipality was established. Tekeli argues that even the Municipal Law 
of 1877 did not provide much in terms of accumulated experience that the 
following Republican municipalities could be based on (Tekeli, 2009).
Together with urban planning efforts, the municipality undertook new 
policies directly on or indirectly helping shape the public provision and 
regulation of leisure consumption and entertainment. For example starting 
in the 1850s, modern urban squares and larger boulevards were built and 
old ones were renovated or reorganized. At these squares, the municipality 
opened up kiosks similar to those in Paris and elsewhere. Such kiosks were 
rented to private entrepreneurs (Akın, 2002: 20-21). Also in mid-1850s, 
ferry services were initiated between the coasts of the Bosphorus. In the 
privatized yet public-serving ferries there were sale of refreshments and 
food and in some trips music bands were hired to play for the riders (Akın, 
2002: 26). 

The municipality also increasingly regulated the drinking and 
entertainment establishments beyond the past exclusive emphasis on 
public order and taxation. Licensing procedures and documents were 
standardized and employment permits were issued. Employment permits 
were also classified based on various vocational and professional categories: 
On top of municipal efforts to collect information and develop regulation 
on various employment categories, the records of Annuaire Oriental and 
later, of Istanbul Chamber of Commerce show the detailed vocational and 
professional categories described for record keeping purposes (Bilgin, et 
al., 2010).

Imperial and municipal authorities closely regulated urban, outdoor and 
ferry-based consumption by issuing price lists and ‘codes of behavior’ 
especially to curtail inter-gender relations (Akın, 2002: 26). Zat reminds 
us that these codes remained to be enforced in the following periods and, 
as late as the 1950s, there were municipal and police efforts to stop alcohol 
consumption and sexualized behavior in the ferries (2009: 200). Similarly, 
Kırlı discusses governmentality-oriented social control and surveillance 
efforts such as dispatching undercover agents of confidential informants 
by the Imperial authority at neighborhood kahvehane (coffeehouses) to 
inform about and curtail potential political opposition to the Sultan’s 
authority (2000; 2004; 2009). 
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We also see in the same period, the increasing impact of other forms of 
regulation, such as those stemming from the foreign embassies. Especially 
balo (ball or ballroom dancing) organized mainly by European Embassies, 
luxury hotels or high-class entertainment establishments provided 
important elite spaces of entertainment for women and men alike (Aytar & 
Keskin, 2003). In this sense, both the reformist Sultans –who also fiercely 
supported performing arts and music, not to mention their ostentatious 
parade on the main boulevards to reach the venue (Akın, 2002)- and the 
foreign Embassies were sources of demand, as well as of regulation. They 
were allowing, organizing, creating or channeling demand for, symbolically 
or materially supporting public events based on leisure consumption and 
entertainment. They were also providing the formal/informal contours 
within which such activities would take place. They were providing the 
necessary spaces for such activities as well (Aytar, 2011).  

Modernizing and westernizing reforms not only implied a large and long 
transformation into the modern state apparatus, they also changed the social 
and cultural perceptions (Özer, 2006) as well as the leisure consumption 
and entertainment habits (Aytar, 2011). In this vein, let me now shift 
the focus to the transformation of public functions of entertainment, the 
transformation of the customer base and the development of mediating 
factors between the production of leisure and entertainment and their 
consumption.

Public Functions of Entertainment, Customer Base and the Development of 
Modern Mediation

Different to the Classical Ottoman period, the public functions of 
entertainment in the 19th century, as well as the customer base for leisure 
consumption and entertainment were transformed considerably, and a 
form of modern mediation emerged. This was different to the earlier forms 
of public functions of entertainment and mediators as I have discussed 
under the Byzantine (II.1.1) and Classical Ottoman (II.3.) periods. While 
in the Byzantine and Classical Ottoman periods, entertainment mainly 
fulfilled the functions of showing off Imperial prestige and providing 
public channels for ‘acceptable’ public disgruntlement in terms of the 
carnivalesque; during the Reform period, it got bifurcated into separate 
and competing strands of tarz-ı hayat (life styles), as were expressed in 
alafranga and alaturka forms. Here, I would claim that these supposedly 
binary opposite positions implied not only conflicting ‘styles of life’ but 
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they also created their respective, allying and supporting mediators in a 
more modern sense of the term.

The split between alafranga and alaturka took place mainly during the 19th 
century, paralleling the modernization and westernization of the Empire 
as discussed above. Since at least the Reform period, alafranga attitudes 
and consumption styles had become more fashionable (Çoruk, 1995; Özer, 
2006). Alafranga was derived from an Italian word, alla franca, denoting 
initially ridiculed, imitative styles of the modernizing Ottoman middle 
classes or the rich copying European Frenk (literally, ‘Frank’ or ‘French,’ 
denoting ‘all things Western’) bathroom habits and technologies, and later, 
a wide range of etiquette and cultural consumption patterns. 19th century 
intellectual and literary figure Recaizâde Mahmud Ekrem’s realist novel, 
Araba Sevdası (A Passion for Carriages) illustrates, in a mocking way, 
the upper class Muslim Ottoman’s imitative interest for alafranga forms, 
including ostentatious types of leisure consumption. 

In this sense, alafranga was usually positioned against alaturka (alla turca) 
styles which were associated with older, more traditional, ‘modest’ or 
conservative social and cultural forms. Westernizing districts of Galata and 
Pera with their majority non-Muslim population represented alafranga 
while most of the centre of the historical peninsula inhabited by Muslims 
stood for alaturka. This is different than the sense of ‘our non-Muslims’ 
who represented the familiar ‘Other’ and the ‘forbidden’ yet, still ‘readily 
available,’ ‘accessible’ fruit. As discussed above (especially under II.3.3), 
in the Classical era, non-Muslim neighborhoods had become ‘havens’ for 
some Muslim individuals and groups allowing them to experience out of 
ordinary situations. However, under the Reform period, cultural meanings 
attached to the non-Muslim neighborhoods and alafranga leisure and 
entertainment forms differed to establish a more ‘grand’ and seemingly 
unbridgeable cultural and life-style-based rift (Ahıska, 2005).

The splits between the European-style café (or, alafranga kahvehane) and 
the traditional (alaturka) kahvehane (Georgeon, 1992), or between çalgılı 
meyhâne -or kafeşantan- and neighborhood meyhâne (Zat, 1994; 2009; 
Arkan, 1998) were indicative of the alafranga-alaturka division. Similarly, 
gazino (a word adapted from casino, but referring to an entertainment 
establishment with music and dancing) was referred to as alafranga meyhâne 
or çalgılı (instrumental) meyhane. However, Exertzoglu’s discussion of the 
reaction to the introduction of such alafranga forms and their associated 
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symbolisms alerts us to the fact that alafranga-alaturka split should not be 
reified and be seen as respectively representing ‘westernized’ non-Muslims 
and ‘traditional’ or ‘conservative’ Muslims. 

According to Exertzoglou, a 19th century Greek writer uttered: “Since we 
have decided to become Franks35 (na frangepso¯men), that is, to change our 
way of life […] we have adopted the most harmful elements of European 
culture and dropped our Christian and ancestral tradition.” (2003:83). The 
same writer also “expressed his indignation by stating that luxurious outfits 
embarrassed him to such an extent that he consciously avoided visiting 
fashionable places in Istanbul, such as the casino and the café, where 
women exposed themselves in [unacceptable] ways” (2003:86). According 
to such approaches: “[Imitating the fashions of European women] is a sin 
and shame for those bearing the name of Greek Woman” (2003: 92). These 
examples show that westernized consumption forms and their associated 
symbolisms were met with resistance in numerous circles, including those 
among the supposedly modernized non-Muslims, not necessarily among 
‘traditionalist’ Muslims. 

In time, alafranga gained a more positive overtone denoting western- and 
rational- oriented progress and other higher values. In this sense alafranga 
started to be associated more closely with ‘high-brow’ tastes and lifestyles, 
while alaturka was assigned as the ‘lower-brow’ and uneducated, crude 
tastes and lifestyles. This last linguistic turn of the meaning could perhaps 
explain the longitudinal impact of the Occidentalist (Garbiyâtçı, Garp 
being the Occident) aspirations also expressed in cultural inclinations, 
consumption patterns and an entire range of habitus-related faculties 
(reminiscent certainly of Bourdieu, 1984) which stamped the Republican 
period as well (Ahıska, 2005). This turn is also important in the sense that, 
this was the first time ever, in which in the elite and popular psyches, the 
‘Occident’ became ‘superior’ to the ‘Orient’ as represented by the Ottomans. 
This was certainly a great ‘change of gears’ considering the previous image 
of grandeur and prestige associated with the Empire.

In this reformist period, previous (classical) period’s sexualizing, 
criminalizing and paternalistic gaze upon the Roma as musical, fun-
loving, talented, yet feared-by group was also transformed. This gaze was 
initiated under Byzantine Istanbul, but it certainly was fully entrenched in 
administrative practices and socio-cultural attitudes during Ottoman and 
the Republican periods.

35 It is interesting to note that this 
Greek authored criticizes (imita-
tive and excessive adaptation 
to) “Western ways” by calling the 
process as “to become Franks”. 
This reference to France is very 
reminiscent of –and was certainly 
informed by- alafranga in Ottoman 
Turkish usage.
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The Reform period also saw a gain in strength of the customer base for 
leisure consumption and entertainment (Exertzoglou, 2003:80) and the 
introduction of what may be seen today as mediators as individuals and 
groups that mediate between consumption and production while also helping 
shape public taste and preferences. Akın notes that in Istanbul, especially in 
the westernized district of Pera -which was a point of attraction for non-
Muslims and westernizing Muslims who constituted the customer base of 
alafranga products- modern newspapers and other periodicals emerged and 
multiplied since early 19th century (2002). Ünlü Yücesoy also terms the 
second half of the 19th century as a period of major transformation whereby 
previous “taboos were demolished” (2011:18). Koloğlu argues that especially 
the 1840s represented the beginnings of modern advertisement in the 
Ottoman Empire, whereby, advertisement went beyond merely ‘providing 
information’ and took up roots as a responsible role of ‘agency’ between the 
consumer and the newly sprouting social service sector (1999:69). 
 
By the 1860s, in Pera alone, ten daily newspapers -four of which were in 

French- were published (Akın, 2002: 47). Newspapers such as Journal de 
Constantinople, La Turquie, Le Moniteur Oriental or annals such as Annuaire 
de Commerce or Annuaire Oriental not only published advertisements by and 
review of leisure consumption and entertainment establishments, but were 
also functional in promoting new lifestyles and consumption trends. Such 
publications were central instruments of the development of new ethics and 

Picture II.6: Multi-language 
(Ottoman Turkish, Armenian and 

French) advertisement for an 
entertainment establishment in a 
19th century Pera newspaper, cf. 

Sakaoğlu & Akbayar, 1991
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practices of consumption and were culturally ‘guiding’ for the Levantine and 
non-Muslim trade and financial bourgeoisie and westernized Muslims of 
Pera and elsewhere (Akın, 2002: 45). Exertzoglou argues that: “related to 
new perceptions of leisure, particularly among the middle classes. Equally 
important, consumption was used to define social status. The abolition of 
sumptuary laws opened new areas in consumption but also sharpened the 
need for new status symbols, particularly among the rising middle class” 
(2003:82). 

Mediators: Moralizers, Legislators and Promoters

During the period when this new status-based ethics of consumption started 
to take deeper roots in society, the role of intellectuals in helping popularize 
these trends as well as in mediating between consumption and production 
also increased. Different than the Classical Ottoman period’s mediators 
serving the role of a “soft” mediation, the Reform period intellectuals took 
on new roles as part of a modern (“hard”) mediation (Aytar, 2011). French-
inspired Ottoman novels were instrumental in transforming societal attitudes 
towards modern forms of consumption and entertainment (Çoruk, 2995). 
Numerous books on ‘proper etiquette’ (âdâb-ı muaşeret) were published 
and literature on ‘modern lifestyles’ multiplied (N. Meriç, 2007). Similarly, 
Kocabaşoğlu notes that the role of the Ottoman press at this period was 
one of providing “enlightenment and discipline” (tenvir ve terbiye) for the 
public (1990, Cf. Ünlü Yücesoy, 2011:32). Intellectuals, through various 
publications including books and the press, in this sense, were instrumental 
in promoting and frequently trying to dictate what the society should do 
in terms of modernizing itself. In this sense, intellectuals of this period 
were mediators that could be termed as promoters of the new civilizational 
orientation that the Empire was embarking on. 

This is certainly reminiscent of Bauman’s discussion of the role of intellectuals 
in the modern period. He claims that, “[d]uring the period at which it 
was assumed that there were ready ways of assessing the truth of beliefs, 
intellectuals used to ‘legislate’ about opinions for the rest of the community” 
(1987). Whether or not they had a direct role and power in legislating for 
the society, they still emerged as “legislators” in the sense that they were 
aiming to ‘train’ the society in the ways they see them fit. Ottoman and later, 
early Republican mediators made up of intellectuals, publications and press 
could then be seen in this role as “legislators” à la Bauman. Mediators took 
on a ‘guiding role’ with such ‘regulatory’ (legislating) tones as well. While 
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intellectuals had a pioneering role in promoting modernizing/westernizing/
alafranga styles of leisure consumption and entertainment as ways “to 
become more civilized as in Europe” (Akın 2002), they also had a parallel 
role in condemning ‘excessive’ modes as is the case for Ahmed Rasim, 19th 
century writer who criticized kanto dancing as “centers for harlotry” (Cf. 
Hiçyılmaz, 1999:17). In this sense, Reform Ottoman mediators replaced 
and transformed the classical Ottoman mediators (ulema, intellectuals and 
chroniclers) in radical new ways. 

Exertzoglou argues that in also this period: “No less important was the 
acknowledgment that the appeal of Western products rested on novel needs 
and demands; hence, they were commonly referred to as novelties. The 
demand for Western products for clothing or home furnishings, along with 
the demand for services, such as interior decoration, European-language 
lessons, and piano and dancing classes, were related to the reshaping of social 
boundaries in a period of high social mobility. Material and cultural products 
of Western origin were used -at least to a degree- to mark the boundaries 
dividing middle-class families from other urban groups” (2003:83, 86). 
Where there was such a demand, there were also local and international 
‘knowledge and talent providers’ to fill in such slots. The newspapers of the 
period published numerous advertisements by dance instruction schools 
who “guaranteed” that customers would learn ballroom dancing “in less than 
24 hours” (Akın, 2002). Indeed, an interesting cosmopolitanism of sorts 
seems to have existed in Pera, whereby numerous European or American 
expatriates placed advertisements on daily newspapers, soliciting to teach 
various classes, languages, music instruments, talents and provide a whole 
array of services (Akın, 2002).

Diversity: Orientalism, Inner-Orientalism and Occidentalism

During the Reform period, gender and ‘ethnic’ dynamics of leisure and 
entertainment were also transformed. Muslim women’s -especially public- 
participation in leisure consumption and entertainment had remained 
limited during the Classical era. While there are important examples of 
women’s participation in the leisure consumption and entertainment sectors 
as consumers, entrepreneurs and employees (Sevengil, 1998 [1927]; Çoruk, 
2001) these remained usually informal, domestic-based, or, were restricted 
exclusively to women’s environments such as the harem or hamam (Çoruk, 
2001). Non-Muslim women were better represented in all these categories 
at least until the 19th century.
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With the advent of European-inspired entertainment novelties such as 
kafeşantan, gazino, kulüp or balo, formerly strong public separations between 
men and women started to erode, and women too became consumers 
of leisure and entertainment. Especially Pera’s leisure consumption 
and entertainment establishments catered to a mixed 
customer base. Apart from eating, drinking, singing and 
dancing establishments and avenues, theater plays were 
modernized and westernized with the introduction of 
jolly kanto sing-and-dance shows (derived from Italian 
cantare, or singing) by female performers (Hiçyılmaz, 
1999). While most female theater players and kanto 
dancers were Armenian or Greek, some Muslim women 
took the stages under non-Muslim pseudonyms or aliases. 
For example Ms. Kadriye had taken up the Greek ‘screen 
name’ Amelya and had apparently “successfully convinced 
the spectators that her [non-Muslim-sounding] accent 
was genuine” (Hiçyılmaz, 1999:9, emphasis added).

Kanto shows did not only imply transgressions of 
gender separation rules but were also instructive for 
a sexualizing and occidentalizing gaze upon the non-
Muslim women employed. Hiçyılmaz notes that such 
shows became hugely popular not because of their 
‘artistic’ content, but because of the opportunity they 
provided for the customers to “see scantily-dressed 
women dancing and singing” (1999). Indeed, I argue 
that this sexualizing, Occidentalizing gaze has been a 
continuous characteristic of leisure and entertainment 
consumers as we will see later on during the Republican 
era. One important point is worthy of noting: Kanto also 
illustrates the “hybridity” between alaturka and alafranga 
forms. M. Meriç argues that kanto should be seen as a 
cross-over between the two, in the sense that it “combined a western form 
with an eastern content” (2011:56). Indeed, Sevengil similarly describes 
kanto shows as a “farce of confusion” (Sevengil, 1998) [1927]:143). In this 
period, with the increasing strength of westernization and Occidentalism, 
Ottoman intellectuals were prone to ‘Orientalize’ the Ottomans. In a 
parallel development, what I term inner-Orientalism emerged as Roma 
have been administratively and mentally earmarked as ‘the Other’ within 
the Otherized self.

Picture II.7: Virjin, one of the 
most popular Greek kanto 
performers, cf. Sakaoğlu & 
Akbayar, 1991
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Diversity: From familiar exotics to ‘enemy within’

The last decades of the 19th century and early decades of the 20th century 
brought about important social and demographic changes for Istanbul... 
With successive territorial losses in the Balkans, hundreds of thousands 
Muslim and Turkish peoples poured into the city. Previously, Caucasians 
had fled the Tsarist Russia’s spread and taken refuge and found permanent 
home in Istanbul. In the late nineteenth century Ottoman Empire, non-
Muslims were the pioneers of the development of ethnically-based 
bourgeois and working classes, as well as various types of nationalisms. 
Noutsos notes that non-Muslims were instrumental in integrating the 
Empire with the international economy of the period (1995:113). With 
the defeat of Ottomanism and rise of ethnic nationalisms in the Empire, 
however, the “ideological cement keeping various groups together, quickly 
fell apart” (Öğün, 1995:163). When Ottomanism was dethroned and 
Turkism / pan-Turanism were quickly entrenched in the policies of the 
İTF, non-Muslims were increasingly seen as “alien” entities (or, “the 
enemy-within”) which hampered the territorial and political unity and 
worked to the detriment of the “national economy” (Koraltürk, 2011). 

In a similar fashion, stigmatization of the non-Muslims as the “alien” / 
“enemy-within” was to be continued under Kemalism of the 1920s and 
1930s which espoused the pioneering Turkish nationalist sociologist 
Ziya Gökalp’s idea of “minorities”. Gökalp argued that “the European 
ready-to-wear clothes fit our non-Muslim citizens like a perfect envelope. 
Greeks, Armenians and Bulgarians within quickly adapted themselves 
to the European manners and social characteristics. We, the members 
of Islam, however, do not need such pre-cut, ready to wear clothes, but 
require proper rules suitable to our very selves”. Gökalp had even written a 
poem: “O, the Land, where the capital being exchanged in the marketplace 
belong to the Turk / The science illuminating the path of its crafts belong 
to the Turk / Shipyards, factories, ferries and trains belong to the Turk / 
O, Son of the Turk, that is where your motherland lies!” (Gökalp, 1976 
[1912]).

Gökalp in this sense, conceptualized “non-Muslims” akin to the Latin 
American type of “comprador bourgeoisie” (Aktar, 2011:15)... In this 
sense, non-Muslims were seen as non-productive ‘parasites’ and the 
Kemalist understanding of the nation was largely based on Gökalp’s 
conceptualization to define nation according to religion and language. 
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According to Aktar (1996), Gökalp posited “culture” (hars) and 
“civilization” (medeniyet) against one another. 

Following the Bolshevik Revolution in 1917, more than one hundred 
thousand ‘White Russians’ (Beyaz Rus) poured into the city… ‘White 
Russians’ were pro-Tsar and otherwise non-Bolshevik, primarily middle 
and upper class groups as well as aristocrats and bureaucrats who flew 
from or were displaced by the Communist Russian government. During 
the Armistice and ‘National Liberation War’ (Milli Mücadele) Years 
(1919-1923), Istanbul saw occupation by the Allied Forces: British and 
French and Italian. The occupying soldiers’ demands, superimposed on the 
presence of numerous new Muslim and non-Muslim displaced persons 
from various backgrounds changed the landscape of leisure consumption 
and entertainment and helped create an interesting constellation of 
establishments, groups and individuals catering to the rising and changing 
demand. 

In this context, historically-rooted entertainment establishments such as 
Baloz (derived from balo, ball or ballroom dancing) were getting more 
popular in Galata and Tophane districts. They constituted a particular 
form of a drinking establishment serving food and alcohol, providing 
music, dance shows, and the company of ‘ladies,’ especially for the sailors, 
soldiers, merchants, migrants and esnaf. Baloz (as well as kafeşantan 
and alafranga/çalgılı meyhane) later became inspirational model for 
various forms such as gazino, pavyon, taverna or kulüp. While baloz were 
physically and socially separate from the brothels, Toprak claims that 
these were suitable grounds for the initiation of ‘business deals’ between 
the customers and the providers of such ‘services’ (1994:345). Indeed, 
during the First World War and Armistice years the numbers of such 
baloz and brothel women increased with the impact of poverty and mass 
exodus discussed above. 

Not all women entertainment or sex workers, and certainly not all 
konsomatris (derived from the French word, consommatrice) denoting ‘only 
in-house’ ‘escort lady’ for the night, helping increase the customers’ intake 
of overpriced drinks or food were ethnic Greeks but they were among the 
most populous in the konsomatris ranks, along with other non-Muslims. 
Rasim mentions some Gypsy women working at baloz (1922) [1881]. 
However, sex workers were from a far more diverse array of backgrounds.36 
An ‘internationalization’ of the leisure-service providers similar to the 
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knowledge and talent providers as discussed above seem to occur in this 
particular labor section. However, in order to make sense of the general 
parameters of this development, let me now finally shift my focus to the 
culture and political economy of alcohol provision and entertainment in 
Reform period Istanbul. This field is particularly important not only in 
drawing such general parameters, but also in illustrating dynamics that 
cannot be simply narrowed down to the polarization between alaturka and 
alafranga. 

Formality, Informality and Entrepreneurial Dynamics
Culture and Political Economy of Alcohol Provision and Consumption: 
 
For most of the time, sale and serving of alcohol and its consumption 
were formally prohibited to Muslims by religious/regulatory rules. Usually, 
however, rules were not severely enforced and the imperial authority 
provided some formal and informal avenues to allow for consumption of 
alcohol by Muslims, particularly amidst Yeniçeri Ocağı ( Janissaries corps, 
the central formation peopling the army and state bureaucracy) and esnaf 
(artisans/craftsmen and in some instances refers to small shopkeepers). 
However the formulation and enforcement of the laws were different 
according to the time in question: Sometimes only Yeniçeri were banned 
from consumption and sale of alcohol and sometimes only Yeniçeri were 
exempted from public non-drinking laws. 

Refik argues that for the state, taxation of wine and other alcoholic 
drinks constituted a very important income item for the state budget. He 
noted that the state taxed fifteen akçe per barrel of wine brought into 
the city. The monopoly rights of wine and şıra (a non-alcoholic, grape-
based refreshment) were at times given to Sipahi (cavalry officers, some of 
which were also members of Yeniçeri Ocağı) and Subaşı (officers in charge 
of public order) who issued permissions to individual entrepreneurs to 
process grapes and produce alcohol (1998:45). He also notes that some 
state officials themselves owned some meyhâne or were partners to the 
profits.  

Byzantine kapeleios and other such local ‘watering holes’ had constituted 
the basis of meyhâne, neighborhood-based small wine houses which served 
alcohol and food -although they were different than restoran (restaurant) or 
lokanta where food service and consumption occupy the central position- 
and where at times there was music playing and singing (although these 

36 Toprak notes that according to 
a toll taken during the Armistice 

Years, among the non-Turkish 
registered or ‘certified prostitute’ 
(vesikalı fahişe) there were: 171 
Russian, followed by 90 Greeks, 
23 Austrians, 21 Rumanians, 12 
Italians, 5 French, 5 Serbians, 5 

Bulgarians, 3 Germans, 2 Polish, 
2 Arab, one Croat, one American 
and one Iranian (1994:435). Dur-
ing the Allied Occupation, out of 
2171 certified prostitutes, 1367 
were Christian and Jewish, 804 

were Muslim (Toprak 1994:346).
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developed later, with the coming of çalgılı meyhâne, meyhâne with music 
or instrumental meyhâne, or kafeşantan (café-chantant),  a more westernized 
version of this former in the 19th century). At meyhâne, in time, rakı 
became the staple drink, displacing wine which remained to be consumed 
mainly by non-Muslims and the Roma. 

Gedikli meyhâne (entrenched meyhâne, or meyhâne with constant frequenters) 
were officially acknowledged, ‘licensed’ (although sometimes no formal 
licenses were issued) establishments whose owners were also the maitre 
d’hôtel of sorts known first as barba, later as meyhâneci ustası or usta meyhâneci 
(master of meyhâne). Such usta were usually Rum and to some lesser 
extent Armenians (Ermeni) and even less frequently, Jews (Yahudi). We 
don’t know much about the participation by the Roma (Çingene) into the 
entrepreneurial of ranks of usta. Here the service personnel were known to 
come usually from among Sakızlı Rum. Greek sâki, servers of alcohol were 
described by Zat as “cute boys with or without hair” for whom homoerotic 
poems (Sâkinâme) were written and songs were composed. Some Sâki also 
sang at meyhâne. (Zat, 2009: 88). A sexualizing and Occidentalist gaze upon 
those Greek boys seems to have developed in such leisure consumption and 
entertainment establishments.

Two other types of meyhâne were koltuk meyhâne (armchair meyhâne), an 
informal, unregistered meyhâne of sorts, still tied to a spatial fix, yet for 
quicker serving and drinking, and ayaklı meyhâne (meyhâne on foot) those 
individuals equipped with a portable alcohol container, walking around in 
the streets or standing near small grocery shops to serve quick rakı shots to 
city dwellers or esnaf. Ayaklı meyhâne were usually coming from among the 
Armenians (Tevfik, 1991 [1881]). It is interesting that Ottoman authorities 
turned a blind eye to most such ingeniously entrepreneurial yet highly 
informal practices. In its turn, gedikli meyhane later gave way to an elite 
offshoot, known as selatin meyhane, denoting a type of meyhane directly 
‘approved’ by the Sultan and frequented by state officials, richer circles and 
other notables. Selatin meyhane was similar in its social function to the âb 
âlemleri (sprees near the water) as discussed below. Küplü meyhane (meyhane 
with cruse) and gemici meyhanesi (sailors’ meyhane) are seen as sub-types 
of the formalized gedikli meyhane while their clientele were mostly coming 
from among lower strata of society (Koçu, 1947; Tevfik, 1991 [1881]). 
These two sub-types were inspirational in the formation of baloz. As well 
as kafeşantan (café-chantant, or literally, ‘singing-café’), gazino, bar, payvon, 
kulüp (club) and others. The formal and mainstream gedikli meyhane was  
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later transformed into what is today known as klasik (classical) meyhane, and 
in the nineteenth century also gave way to the formation of Western-style 
birahane (beerhouse) as an offshoot (Duhani, 1990).

Around meyhâne and other types of drinking/eating/entertainment 
establishments, important social networks were formed. Küfeci (carriers 
with large wicker baskets) served those guests who had too much drink and 
had to be carried home. In a sense, they were the taxis of that period. But 
more importantly, around meyhâne, genuine human relationships as well as 
a stridently followed etiquette (racon37) were forged. Regular meyhâne-goers 
were known akşamcı (literally, ‘eveninger,’ denoting tipplers of the evening 
periods) those who were engaged in non-excessive yet habitual drinking 
almost every evening38. 

Sakaoğlu argues this practice may have been facilitated by the dark of the 
evenings, enabling Muslims to go to meyhâne when state controls were 
lessened (1994:168). During Ramadan most meyhâne would close down 
voluntarily by their owners sometimes to conduct needed renovations, 
but in any case usta would still send unutma beni dolması (‘forget-me-not 
dolma,’ usually stuffed mussels or stuffed mackerel, which are typical meze 
items) to their regulars. Regulars would indeed return on the second or 
third day of the Ramadan feast. It is certainly interesting to notice such 
entrepreneurial, ‘public-relations’ or ‘customer relations’ based tactics by usta 
and the willingness by akşamcı and others to become regular meyhâne-goers 
despite conservative social pressures and regulatory bans. 

Convivial meyhâne chats served important social gathering and male-
bonding functions (since, until the Reform or Republican periods women 
would not join such meyhâne settings) which also sometimes served 
additional intellectual functions. Together with kahvehane, traditional, 
neighborhood-based coffeehouses, they became incubators of semi or full-
fledged intellectual discussions. Similarly, âb âlemleri (‘sprees near water’ 
denoting joyful outdoor drinking and eating sessions usually near water) 
became more popular among the state officials, middle and later, popular 
classes. Those of the officials were organized at yalı and konak, luxurious 
residences of the bureaucrats. Sakaoğlu notes that such a gathering in the 
19th century sahilhâne (seaside summer house or ‘beach club’) of statesmen 
Ali, Fuad and Mehmet Pashas “looked like the cabinet meeting” whereby 
social, cultural political issues were discussed, humor and music were 
deployed (1994:1). 

37 Racon is a slang word denot-
ing an ‘accepted’ way of doing 
something. I would claim that 

racon may have been an adapted 
/Turkified word from the Italian 

word, ragione, which means 
“reason”. In this sense, having 
racon” may imply “knowing to 

do the reasonable way” of doing 
something.

38 Akşamcılar (plural of akşamcı) 
were different from habitual 

drinkers who were drinking at 
other periods of the day, such 
as sabahçı (“morningers”), or 

those who were seen as outright 
alcoholics (or in Ottoman, şâribü’l-

ley-lü ven’n-nehar meaning 
those drinking continually, day 

and night (Sakaoğlu, 1994: 168). 
Akşamcılık (literally, ‘Eveningism’) 
is the name given to the akşamcı 

practice.
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Ab alemleri or sahilhane gatherings should be seen within the tradition of 
Greek/Byzantine sumposion, as well as Seljuk/Ottoman bezm and devlet sofrası 
and were also influenced by Embassy events in Istanbul and the French Salon 
practices. Reform Ottoman and Republican periods’ devlet sofrası which 
means “state banquet” had the similar format and function with bezm and 
were key events providing occasions to discuss and decide on modernizing 
and westernizing reforms. Salon tradition in France and elsewhere in Europe 
that spanned from sixteenth century onwards (Goodman, 1994; Kale, 2006) 
was inspired by Sumposion. Goodman argues that Salons were at “the very 
heart of the philosophic community” and was “integral to the process of 
Enlightenment” (Goodman, 1989:230). Especially French Salon tradition 
was important in shaping Reform Ottoman and Republican Turkish devlet 
sofrası, as well as Reform Ottoman âb âlemleri and sahilhane gatherings which 
later gave way to Republican period’s Kulüp (Clup) forms, where bureaucrats 
and elite/richer circles met to spend time with one another, eat, drink, enjoy 
music and converse on topics on state administration, economy and culture.

The founder of modern Republic of Turkey, Mustafa Kemal Atatürk’s rakı-
based gatherings or devlet sofrası could also be placed within this context 

Picture II.8: 19th Century Ot-
toman rakı setting attended by 
political, social and cultural elite, 
yielding to intellectual discussions 
(cf. Sakaoğlu & Akbayar, 1999). 
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of intellectual discussions yielding into reformist state policies (Zat, 
2009; Sakaoğlu, 2010, Granda, [1959] (2007). The important functions of 
such gatherings will be discussed in more detail in Chapter III. Atatürk 
was certainly part of the reformist civilian and military bureaucrats who 
placed increasing emphasis to find a solution to the ailing Empire’s 
problems. The re-shaping of the leisure consumption and entertainment 
was an important part of this reformist agenda, which took on a heavy 
administrative and cultural fiat under Kemalism since 1920s. This point 
brings us to the next subsection and the formation of the Republican 
Turkey, in the next chapter.

II. 5. Conclusion: The Legacy of Leisure Consumption and 
Entertainment in Istanbul by the Onset of Republican Turkey 

Leisure consumption and entertainment under the Byzantine, Classical 
and Reform Ottoman periods of Istanbul are certainly instructive in 
the sense that they help us better understand the developments and 
transformations during the Republican period. Below is not an exhaustive 
list of all the discussions and analyses I have carried out throughout the 
chapter, but rather an effort to analytically classifying their commonalities 
and differences as well as their impact on the Republican period in three 
separate yet related points. Those are also directly related to three sets of 
questions I had raised at the beginning of this chapter:

(a) Consumers and Producers: In comprehending and contextualizing 
the demands by various types of consumers and the ways in which 
such demands were fulfilled by various types of producers, Byzantine, 
Classical and Reform Ottoman periods provide important hints. In terms 
of understanding dynamics of supply and demand in entertainment 
and leisure, consumers and producers were positioned differently under 
different periods. Between the Byzantine and Classical Ottoman periods, 
there exist important continuities: In both periods, there was a hierarchical 
stratification consisting of elite entertainers on the top, who were seen 
as high-skilled and/or highly educated and popular entertainers on the 
bottom who were seen as lower-skilled and/or lower-educated. I claim that 
they catered to ‘high-brow’ (i.e. consumers in Crown/Palace, aristocrat or 
richer circles) and ‘low-brow’ (lower class of consumers) forms of leisure 
consumption and entertainment, respectively. Another dimension of 
continuity had to do with the organization of entertainers under various 
vocational categories. However, what has changed during the Classical 
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Ottoman period has to do with the impact of ‘ethnicity’ that became a 
clearer and stronger dynamic in organization and clustering of entertainers 
and their work (as also discussed below, under the sub-section, Dynamics 
of Ethnicity). 

During the Reform Ottoman period, while vocational organization 
of entertainers continued on, with the impact of modernization, 
westernization and rationalization of the Empire, its administrative 
(regulatory) principles and practices, as well as the changing social 
structure (and the changing groups of consumers), there was the 
introduction of more vocational mobility and flexibility in crossing over 
among different groups of entertainers. One result of this new mobility 
and flexibility had to do with the advent of “cosmopolitans” as producers 
and consumers alike. Also in this period, among the producers, modern 
forms of entrepreneurship emerged and became stronger. Those new forms 
of modern entrepreneurship started to replace older forms of artisanal or 
state-led production of leisure consumption and entertainment. This trend 
seems to have continued under the Republican period as well.

Also in the Reform period, groups of consumers were diversified further 
and other dynamics of symbolic/cultural rifts (as illustrated by the 
supposed opposition between alaturka and alafranga forms) started to 
underwrite such added divisions. This trend also continued on under the 
Republican period, while centralist, top-down modernizationist nation-
state policies also promoted homogenization among the consumers. This 
promotion of homogenization created mixed results, as I will try to discuss 
in the following chapter.

(b) Regulation and Mediation: In all three periods, states and other 
actors developed various ways to regulate and mediate between leisure 
consumption and entertainment supply and demand. In the Byzantine and 
Classical period Ottoman Empires, leisure consumption and entertainment 
were important for the state in terms of prestige and showing off Imperial 
wealth and power. The states were also not only active in terms of provision 
of public entertainment, but also in terms of directly helping form and 
hierarchically clustering organized groups of entertainers. Also under 
the Byzantine and Classical Ottoman periods, religious authorities had 
important roles of regulating leisure consumption and entertainment in 
terms of morally allowing or condemning and penalizing various forms 
and actors. 
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In the Reform period Ottoman Empire, leisure consumption and 
entertainment became among the important arenas whereby westernization, 
modernization and rationalization processes were tried out. The Reformist 
state administrators instituted modern municipal practices that helped 
more rationally shape the leisure and entertainment fields. The bearing 
of these two last points are important also for the coming Republican 
period, especially for the early Kemalist period whereby modernization 
took a more authoritarian and top-down form, and during the National 
Developmentalist period when state was involved in molding the fields 
of leisure and entertainment in social, political and cultural terms. The 
influence of religious authorities in directly regulating leisure consumption 
and entertainment lessened under the Reform (and later, Republican) 
periods because of modernization, westernization and rationalization of 
administrative practices and socio-cultural attitudes. 

Apart from the states and the religious authorities, mediators also 
played important roles in bridging supply of and demand for leisure and 
entertainment. During the Byzantine and Classical Ottoman periods, 
I chose to term those bridging actors as ‘softer’ mediators to separate 
them from the Reform (and later, Republican) periods’ ‘harder’ mediators 
with legislative/regulatory overtones. For both periods, mediators (i.e. 
intellectuals and chroniclers) not only had a considerable impact on 
influencing taste choices of the Crown, aristocrats and richer circles but also 
on middle and lower classes in shaping public attitudes and preferences. 
Also in both periods, religious authorities had a role of not only regulating 
but also mediating between consumption and production, which was 
lessened during the Reform period. However, different to the Byzantine 
and Classical Ottoman periods’ intellectuals and chroniclers who were mere 
mediators, the Reform period’s intellectuals (alongside the media) took 
on new roles as part of a modern mediation, by promoting the acceptable 
cultural forms of consumption. Intellectuals, various publications including 
books and the press, in this sense, were instrumental in promoting and 
trying to dictate what the society should do in terms of modernizing itself. 
This new, modern role of mediation continued on but also got ‘hardened’ 
under the Republican period as well, as I will discuss in the next chapter.

(c) Dynamics of Diversity and ‘Ethnicity’: In the Byzantine, Classical and 
Reform Ottoman periods' leisure consumption and entertainment, ‘ethnic’ 
difference and diversity were variously functionalized, and then later on, 
commodified. Byzantine and later, Classical Ottoman leisure consumption 
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and entertainment were characterized by important levels of ‘ethnicity’-
based vocational specialization, maintained not only by regulatory policies 
and categories, but perceptions of ‘ethnic’ difference prevalent in the larger 
public. However, those two classificatory mechanisms operated under 
stricter rules during the Byzantine and Classical Ottoman periods than 
during the Reform Ottoman period.

Under the Byzantine period, ‘ethnic’ Greeks constituted a privileged and 
elite group of entertainers and were placed more to the top of the group of 
entertainers perceived as being involved in ‘higher-brow’ forms. ‘Ethnically 
different’ Roma were either also placed on top (‘higher-brow’) as skilled 
‘exotics’ or at the bottom as slapstick (‘lower-brow’) entertainers. A similar 
‘ethnic division of labor’ continued to exist and indeed was to be further 
fortified during the Classical Ottoman period. This type of division of labor 
has gotten more complex and was also enmeshed with lonca (trade guilds) 
and millet (‘ethno-religious’ administrative cluster) systems whereby various 
‘ethnic’ or ‘ethno-religious’ groups were channeled to particular vocations, 
including those leisure consumption and entertainment ‘niches’. Here, with 
the impact of state and religious regulation, certain vocations (especially 
those being seen unfit for Muslims) were reserved for non-Muslims and 
the Roma whose Islamic identification always remained ‘suspect’. 

During the Reform Ottoman period, with the institution of constitutional 
citizenship and –formal- equality between the Muslims and non-Muslims, 
lonca and millet-based stratifications as well as state and religious 
regulatory bans and limitations were eased. Reform laws and changing 
societal attitudes allowed Muslims to become more active in entertainment 
sector and this situation helped flourishing of more flexibility in crossing 
over among different groups of entertainers. ‘Ethnicization’ worked also at 
different levels and under different dynamics in Byzantine and Classical 
Ottoman periods than in Reform Ottoman period. While Roma in the 
Byzantine period and the non-Muslims and the Roma in the Classical 
Ottoman period were seen as the ‘Others,’ and were functionally exocitized 
in various ways, they were still not commodified in the modern sense of the 
term. They were rather seen as different yet familiar producers of forms and 
establishments serving as ‘havens,’ or escapist environments. 

During the Reform period, however, ‘ethnic’ difference started to serve 
different functions in terms of consuming the ‘Other’. A grand split 
between the alafranga and alaturka forms symbolized the advent of 
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‘Occidentalism’ whereby Western forms were elevated to a higher level 
through which non-Muslims were made a different sort of ‘Others’ and 
were thus assigned to one side of a supposedly civilizational rift. As I will 
discuss under the Republican period, such an assignment would make 
them both ‘models’ as well as an ‘ostracized’ group. 
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III. LEISURE CONSUMPTION AND ENTERTAINMENT IN 
REPUBLICAN ISTANBUL 1920- 1980

In this chapter, I will continue the story where I left it in the previous 
chapter, that is, from the onset of Republican Turkey in the early 
1920s. In the previous chapter, I had espoused Tekeli’s periodization 
of the Ottoman-Turkish modernization (2010). Tekeli argues that 
modernization efforts in the Ottoman Empire and the Republic of 
Turkey should be seen as part and parcel of a longer historical line. 
According to Tekeli, on this line, four historical ‘periods’ of modernity 
could be discerned: (a) 1840s-1923: “shy modernity;” (b) 1923-1950s: 
“radical or fundamentalist modernity;” (c) 1950s-1980s: “populist 
modernity;” and, (d) 1980s onwards: “the erosion of modernity” 
(2010). In this chapter I will concentrate to the periods (b) and (c).

I had discussed the period of (a) “shy modernity” spanning 
between 1840s and 1923, when modernization, westernization and 
rationalization as well as their instruments were introduced into the 
daily life of the city, urban “tempo” sped up and the urban forms were 
remarkably different from those of the previous Classical Ottoman 
era (Ünlü Yücesoy, 2011: 17). However, the following period of (b) 
“radical or fundamentalist modernity,” entailed a top-down cultural 
modernization instituted with a heavy administrative fiat and strict 
nation-state based centralization under the single-party rule. 

The period of (c) “populist modernity,” instead, was dominated by 
the import-substituting, peripheral Fordist model of development 
that was espoused by the governments of the multi-party era. To 
comprehend the basic parameters of the “radical or fundamentalist 
modernity” under Kemalism and “populist modernity” of the multi-
party era, I need to discuss their historical context.  Before I go onto 
the historical details, let me first start with a short vignette of sorts 
that helped guide me through the intricacies involved in the leisure 
consumption and entertainment in the Republican period:

LIBERATORS, LEGISLATORS & PROVIDERS
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1 See the discussions on Kulüp 
during the Reform Ottoman period 
in Chapter II.

Picture III.1: The sticker label of 
Kulüp Rakı (Zat, 2008:32) 

Prologue: What lies under a liquor label?

When I was thinking about the history of entertainment and leisure 
consumption in Republican Istanbul, I felt that a picture paraded in front 
of my eyes. The vision was the sticker label of the famous rakı brand, 
Kulüp Rakı (Club1 Rakı) produced by state-owned Tekel (monopoly) 
administration (Picture III.1). Rakı is an anise-flavoured distilled grape-
based beverage, somewhat similar to Greek ouzo or Near Eastern arak, 
consumed either as a standalone aperitif or as the main drink at long 
dinners, banquets and at meyhâne discussions. Tekel exclusively controlled 
the authority to produce, distribute and sell all alcohol and tobacco 
products between 1944 and 
2003 (Zat, 2008:21). 

State monopoly over this sector 
was a product and extension 
of étatiste (statist / devletçi) 
economic policies that were 
espoused since 1930s and which 
were in place until the early 
1980s. I argue that the very 
choice of word, Kulüp / Club 

to brand the name aftthe er, is 
connected to the late Ottoman 
and Republican association of elite consumption with elite social Kulüp 
/ Club as a key site of leisure, entertainment, networking, socialization, 
discussion and decision-making among the rich, the intelligentsia and 
state bureaucrats. 

Drawn by one the pioneers of the Turkish advertising industry and 
seminal graphic artist İhap Hulusi [Görey], the sticker label depicts two 
gentlemen dressed up seriously in western-style clothes, wearing bow 
ties, savoring rakı, and conversing joyfully. The picture certainly seems to 
depict a relaxed atmosphere of well-to-do urbanites, those primarily seen 
as being involved in conspicuous consumption. As discussed in Chapter 
II, in the Reform Ottoman period, Kulüp (Club) was an elite social club 
as well as a networking site, whereby food and liquor were consumed 
and discussions of politics, culture and economy were conducted. So the 
association of ‘elite consumption’ with socio-cultural symbolisms assigned 
to rakı drinking is strikingly visible.
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3 For this urban legend, see, 
S. Akgönül, ‘Neden Kulüp 

Rakı sipariş ettim?’ (Why did 
I order Kulüp Rakı?), Radi-

kal, 22 July 2007. http://www.
radikal.com.tr/ek_haber.

php?ek=r2&haberno=7273
4 See related discussions at 

Chapter IV. 
5 Note that, somewhat inspired by 

the elite state banquets, a more 
popular rakı drinking and eating 

setting was that of çilingir sofrası. 
Çilingir literally means locksmith, 
sofra means a table or drink set-
ting, sohbet means conversation 
or chat. Zat (2008:59) claims that 

two -yet unproven- arguments 
exist on the possible etymo-

logical roots of “çilingir sofrası”. 
According to the first, çilingir 

sofrası is derived from the name 
of Çeşnicibaşı (master taster of 
the Ottoman Emperor) who had 
to serve numerous food items in 

small portions. Indeed, çilingir 
sofrası is usually accompanied 

by tapas-sized dishes known as 
meze (or mezedes, in Greek). 

According to the second perspec-
tive, rakı -especially due to its 

high alcohol content- acts as a 
‘locksmith,’ helping show the ‘true 

character’ of the person drinking 
it, usually hidden under the per-

sona everyone purportedly carries 
as a façade.

6 The official web page of Kulüp 
Rakı’s current manufacturer, 

Mey İçki A.Ş. also confirms this 
information. See. http://www.mey.

com.tr/tr.html.

What is more interesting is as follows: A widespread urban legend has 
long claimed that one of the gentlemen in the label was Mustafa Kemal 
Atatürk and the other, İsmet İnönü, close personal friend and former 
Prime Minister and the second President of the Republic3. The founder 
of the modern, unitarily centralized, secular and nationalist Republic of 
Turkey, first President of the Republic, initiator of pro-westernizing yet 
authoritarian reforms, Atatürk (literally, ‘ancestral Turk’ or the ‘father of 
Turks’) was born in 1881 and had passed away in 1938 of cirrhosis. Atatürk 
reportedly mostly enjoyed Greek-owned Dimirakopulo brand of rakı and 
it is uncertain if the specific brand of Kulüp Rakı would have indeed been 
among his personal favorites, but he was certainly known to hold regular, 
liquor-accompanied nightly conversations with pro-modernization friends, 
associates, bureaucrats, intellectuals, poets, artists and army officers, as well 
as numerous others (Granda, [1959] 2007; Sakaoğlu, 2010:66-67).

Such pleasant yet also occasionally serious social occasions are squarely 
within the historical tradition of rakı-based sofra (dinner table or banquet)4 
convivial conversation settings accompanied by food, drinks and at times, 
music, with a long cultural history behind it and with a strictly-respected 
etiquette (Zat, 2009). For Atatürk, such sofra occasions seem to have also 
served a function somewhat reminiscent that of Salon, the French practice 
of holding intellectual social gatherings with elite participants at influential 
hosts’ residences, since the 17th and 18th centuries (Elias, 1978). 

However, as also discussed previously at Chapter II, they also combine 
elements of the long tradition dating back to Greek  symposia as the 
“convivial gathering of the educated,” as well as the historical Turkic 
tradition of bezm (liquor-based assemblies of notables) and devlet sofrası 
(literally; state ‘table’, or more appropriately, state banquet) Indeed, 
Sakaoğlu claims that Atatürk’s rakı sofrası served as the “classical symposia 
of that period” producing not only joyful conversations on politics, society, 
culture and arts, but also helping shape modernizing and westernizing 
reformist state policies (2010:66) (Picture III.2). Certainly, rakı sofrası or 
other drinking, entertainment and leisure consumption rituals5 had served 
such functions also for the Ottoman elite, at least since the 19th century, 
as also discussed in Chapter II. 

Drinking and food etiquette expert, leisure history researcher and retired 
master bartender, Vefa Zat argues that the two personalities depicted on the 
label were not Atatürk and İnönü, but instead, İhap Hulusi himself and his 
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friend Fazıl Ahmet Aykaç6, Republican writer, poet and thinker (2009:32). 
It is interesting that most people thought that Atatürk and İnönü were 
depicted on the label, remembering that in this predominantly Muslim 
country the modern founder is both revered and feared. Remembering 
that Atatürk, a regular, Greek-owned Dimitrakopulo rakı drinker himself 
(Granda, [1959] 2007), had instituted anti-minority economic policies as 
well as a ban on alcohol makes matters even more complex. 

In this chapter, I will discuss the historical relations among (governmental 
and non-governmental) regulation, mediation, consumers and producers 
in Istanbul’s leisure consumption and entertainment, which may allow us 
to comprehend the intricacies beneath the Kulüp Rakı sticker label. Let 
me now briefly discuss the historical developments from a bird’s eye view.

III. 1. Early Republican Kemalism, Leisure Consumption and 
Entertainment: 1920s-1950 

The defeat of the Ottoman Empire in the World War I and the occupation 
of İzmir (Smyrna) by the Western-Allies’ supported Greek armies led 
the cadres revolving around the leadership of Mustafa Kemal Pasha to 
initiate the ‘National Struggle’ (Milli Mücadele) in Anatolia and wage 
the Turco-Greek war (known in Turkish as İstiklâl Harbi, or Kurtuluş 
Savaşı: ‘War of Liberation/Independence’) most chiefly against the 
occupying Allies-backed Greek armies in Asia Minor (Kinross, 2003); 
as well as against encroachment of Armenian forces in 

Picture III.2: Mustafa Kemal 
Atatürk’s famous sofra (din-
ner table) where domestic and 
international policy affairs were 
discussed and numerous reforms 
were shaped
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the Eastern Anatolia, and partial invasions in the South by the French 
--corps of which included a volunteer Armenian legion-- and Italian 
military troops. 

The chief aim of the National Struggle was to revoke the terms of the 
Treaty of Sèvres of 1920 which had envisioned the partitioning of the 
Empire (Mango, 1999). Having to fight against not only the Allies but 
also the hitherto Imperial subject populations of non-Muslims such as 
Greeks and Armenians has served to fortify anti-minority sentiments 
of Turkish nationalists, who later saw them as internal enemies due to 
their purported act of “treason” (Okutan, 2009; Aktar, 2010; Koraltürk, 
2011). Such powerful sentiments and their longitudinal impact should 
be kept in mind when discussing the role of ethnicity and the situation 
of mainly non-Muslim minorities in the coming Republican period. 

Although Mustafa Kemal was part of the earlier Young Turk (Jöntürk) 
movement and İTF (İttihad ve Terakki Cemiyeti, Committee of Union 
and Progress) tradition, he had later broken ranks with them. As an 
officer who had experienced the Balkan Wars (1912-13), he nevertheless 
shared their concern with the progressive dismantlement of the Empire 
and their agenda to reform, westernize, rationalize and modernize its 
administration (Zürcher, 1993; Ahmad, 2004). At the beginning, his 
movement was that of defending the Empire and reinstituting the 
Sultan’s authority. Allies responded to the Nationalist challenge by 
occupying Istanbul in 1920 (Ahmad, 2003). Mustafa Kemal’s struggle 
then increasingly shifted from saving the Empire to establishing a new 
nation-state. 

The movement was successful in setting up the TBMM (Türkiye Büyük 
Millet Meclisi, Turkish Grand National Assembly) in 1920, expelling 
the Greek armies in Asia Minor (between 1919 and 1922). In 1922, the 
newly founded parliament formally abolished the Sultanate, and ended 
623 years of Ottoman rule. The Treaty of Lausanne in July 1923 led to 
the international recognition of the sovereignty of the newly formed 
Republic of Turkey as the successor state of the Ottoman Empire, and 
the republic was established officially on October 29, 1923, in the new 
capital of Ankara. The Caliphate was abolished in 1924. Mustafa Kemal 
Atatürk7 became the first President of the Republic. He then initiated 
many radical reforms with the aim of founding a new secular republic 
from the remnants of its Ottoman past (Mango, 1999, Kinross, 2003).

7 Based on the Surname Law that 
came into effect 1934, the Turkish 

Parliament has given Mustafa 
Kemal the honorific surname, 

Atatürk.
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Throughout the 1920s and until his death in 1938, Mustafa Kemal 
implemented “Atatürk’s reforms” (or as they are known in Turkish as 
Atatürk Devrimleri: “Atatürk’s Revolutions”). These were successive legal, 
political, administrative, cultural, social and economic reforms that aimed 
to modernize the new Republic into a unitary and secular nation-state. 
Atatürk’s reforms were implemented under his strict leadership and under 
th e heavy guidance of Kemalist ideology (Parla, 1991). He undertook major 
reforms based on his French revolutionary and German nationalism-inspired 
‘Atatürk’s Principles’ (or, Altı Ok, ‘Six Arrows’ as stylized by the Republican 
People’s Party (Cumhuriyet Halk Partisi, CHP) symbol: Republicanism, 
Statism (étatisme), Nationalism, Secularism, Populism and Revolutionism 
(or Progressivism).

The reform movement espoused new constitutions (in 1920 and 1924); 
adaptation of European laws and judicial institutions; secularization and 
modernization of the administration, formation of centralized educational 
system. In addition, Kemalism tried to elevate women’s role in society by 
increasing their presence and visibility in the public sphere and workforce 
(Gümüşoğlu, 2011). According to Kadıoğlu, the form of women’s visibility 
has become the main battleground of political conflicts in the republican 
period (1999). 

In a rather orthodox adaptation of French revolutionary and republican 
practices, Kemalism aimed to erase ethnic and religious identifications and 
tried to centralize the republic. Some argue that Kemalist republicanism is 
somewhat similar to French revolutionary jacobinism (İrem, 2004) in terms 
of its radical, highly interventionist, almost authoritatively preaching stance 
vis-à-vis the society ( Judt, 2011). In the context of the October Revolution 
in Russia, as well as the post-1929 world economic crisis which had given 
rise to state’s role in economy at a global level, Kemalism espoused étatiste 
policies by promoting the development of national, protected industries, 
import substitution and the founding of state enterprises and state banks 
(Keyder, 1981). 

III. 1. 1. State and Regulation: Public Functions of Leisure and 
Entertainment 

The formation of the Republic was certainly a serious break with the 
Ottoman Empire in many ways, especially considering the establishment 
of a unitary and secular nation-state and the dramatic numerical decrease 
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of non-Muslim minorities (Başkaya, 2000). However, as Mardin suggests, 
the Republican regime and the late (or what I call, reform) Ottoman 
governing elite shared a common interest in trying to “legislate away social 
problems and conflicts” (1990). According to him, both İTF and Mustafa 
Kemal knew that there was a lack of civilian “intermediate” layers between 
the state and society and this situation led them to directly establish such 
intermediary institutions (such as banks), classes (such as the Muslim and 
Turkish commercial and industrial bourgeoisie) and laws (such as the civil 
law and numerous commercial laws) (Mardin, 1990:45). 

In this sense, both the Young Turk and Kemalist administrations were 
heavily interventionist in societal matters. This could be seen as the effect 
of their common denominator, ‘modern'. While according to Tekeli ‘shy’ 
was the defining characteristic of the late Ottoman period, ‘radical’ should 
be the appropriate epithet for the latter, early Republican, or Kemalist 
period. I additionally claim that the late Ottoman reform paternalism 
was to be substituted by the radical-authoritarian paternalism in the early 
Republican period.

In terms of leisure consumption and entertainment, top-down cultural 
modernization policies as well as étatisme took their toll prominently. For 
the Kemalist regime, leisure and entertainment were positioned as ways to 
“enter” modernity, in order to “teach” people the westernizing reforms and 
how to entertain oneself in a “civilized” manner, which meant adapting to 
“western” forms. Kemalism wanted that those western forms be directly 
transferred from the “developed nations” and was critical of the locally 
adapted interpretations such as alafranga (discussion of which was done in  
more detail in Chapter II) which was seen as “excessive” and “ill-fitting” at 
times. İnce similarly argues that in the Republican period, the music and 
entertainment sectors were shaped according to the reformist tradition of 
the nation-state (İnce, 2002: 107). 

In this sense, leisure consumption and entertainment were among the chief 
societal arenas of state authority. The regulatory role of the state rested 
with the highly centralized state that was the main and also the sole actor. 
Municipality as an administrative unit did not signify a local governmental 
role in their dependent status under the decreeing authority of the central 
state. Municipalities were rather the practical yet non-autonomous 
executors of the regulatory policies already decided and communicated 
by Ankara.  
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In the previous chapter, I had discussed that during the reform period 
Ottoman Empire, leisure consumption and entertainment became 
among the important arenas whereby westernization, modernization and 
rationalization processes were tried out. In this shy modernity period 
(Tekeli 2010), the reformist state administrators had instituted modern 
governmental and municipal practices that helped shape more ‘rationally’ 
the leisure and entertainment fields. However, in this period, reformist (and 
modernist) regulators aided by mediators were still effectively challenged 
by myriad of other actors, including those proponents of traditional ways, 
supporters of alaturka, conservatives, socialists, progressives and various 
other rivaling nationalist movements. In this environment, the reformist 
paternalism of the period, lacking full control over the society and 
media monopoly to infiltrate into society’s deeper veins, was indeed shy. 
The reformist paternalist shy modernity of the reform Ottoman period 
remained a strong tendency, at best. One tendency nevertheless, among 
competing others.

In the republican period, however, especially under the early reign of 
Kemalism, modernization took a more authoritarian and top-down form, 
hence deserving the ‘radical modernity’ label… Under Kemalism, the state 
was directly involved in molding the fields of leisure and entertainment in 
social, political and cultural terms. As an extension to other ‘revolutionary’ 
interventions into the society, leisure consumption and entertainment 
were used as ways to shape a new type of citizenry. Kemalist regulators 
also had the direct and unchallenged support of the mediators who were 
now assigned a position of intellectual monopoly. Alternative sources of 
the intelligentsia were razed by the authorities with the aim of creating 
a cultural tabula rasa of sorts. Both Ottoman cosmopolitanism, or in 
the words of Stokes, “Eastern-centered cosmopolitanism” (2011:85); 
and degenerated, excessive, imitative alafranga --seen as derisive of 
national unity were rejected and condemned. This tabula rasa decreed 
modernization as the –one and only-- acceptable path to be followed. The 
nationalized synthesis of a recast, hygienized and homogenized alaturka, 
plus a rationalized, hybridized and tamed alafranga was authoritatively 
prescribed as the required cultural curriculum. 

I will discuss the public role of leisure consumption and entertainment as 
part and parcel of that curriculum. Leisure consumption and entertainment 
served as practical conduits of the synthesis of new alaturka-alafranga that 
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let the curriculum reach out to the deeper veins of society, infusing into 
the quotidian lives of regular individuals or social groups. In this period, 
the main groups of consumers were the state and its bureaucrats, the newly 
Turkified bourgeoisie, middle and lower classes, and the rich provincial 
migrants. Under the conditions of the increasing decimation of non-
Muslims, the main groups of producers were made up of Turks or other 
Turkified groups who were speedily replacing them.

I will discuss the early republican transformation of leisure consumption 
and entertainment under below headings: a) Ballroom dancing and other 
types of entertainment as symbolic rites of passage for the administrators, 
elite and bourgeois circles; and b) efforts to forge the Folk, i.e. training the 
popular masses and reconstructing unifying national culture of leisure and 
entertainment. 

a)Revolutionary elite, new ‘Turkish bourgeoisie’ and symbolic rites of passage

Entertainment spaces, especially those underwritten by the reformist state 
were important gateways for entering into formal, state-led modernity. 
As the non-Muslim’s demographic presence was quickly decreasing, for 
the new Turkish bourgeoisie and the civilian and military bureaucrats, 
‘Republican Ballroom dances’ acted as rites of passage into republican 
modernity and state-approved cultural consumption patterns (Aytar and 
Keskin, 2003; Öztürkmen, 1999:181). 

Ballroom dancing was already a staple item for the Reform Ottoman 
state elite and rich circles as I had discussed in the previous chapter. They 
were first and most frequently organized by the Embassies, catered first to 
wealthier non-Muslim groups, later becoming an alafranga habit of the 
modernizing Muslim elite. Under Kemalism, this alafranga entertainment 
form was organized directly by the Reformist government. However, this 
did not mean Embassies or Consulates ceased to organize such events 
in the Republican period. In this sense, they continued to remain among 
the chief regulatory actors that supported producers as well as consumers 
of Westernized entertainment forms by providing venues, financing the 
events, promoting them in the media, etc.

Duman notes that in the Republican period, especially ballroom dancing 
gained a more “programmatic” character and argues that for the Kemalist 
project, it was used as an “ideological tool” (2007: 43). Öztürkmen, quoting 
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Mina Urgan’s memoirs on ballroom dancing event, argues that during early 
Republican period, “such entertainment activities were not even about 
entertaining oneself. It was rather a way of keeping the society together…” 
(Öztürkmen, 1999:181). The participation and visibility of women was 
particularly important: “Military and civilian bureaucrats were determined 
to break down the age-old, parochial traditions and women had a special 
role in the revolutions […] Ballroom dancing were used as instruments to 
erase off old habits and establishing new values” (Duman, 2007: 44).

As these examples suggest, ballroom dancing as a modern entertainment 
form was promoted heavily by a programmatic, administrative fiat but the 
compliance to its “etiquette” was not automatic. Espousing western dress 
and behavioral codes as well as learning to enjoy new music forms, 

Picture III.5: 
Atatürk placed a lot of emphasis 
on the presence and participation 
of women into leisure consump-
tion and entertainment. Here, 
pictured dancing with one of his 
adopted daughters at the wedding 
night
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Turkish merchant and industrial bourgeoisie and middle classes received 
an effective ‘training’ in the officially-decreed cultural repertoire. Duman 
notes that after Atatürk requested that various ministries, governorships 
and the local branches of the ruling single-party, CHP organize ballroom 
dancing “where men and women would join in together,” there was a flurry 
of private courses and tutors teaching ballroom and other types of social 
dancing to “elite families” (Duman, 1997:46). 

Certainly, ballroom dancing events were not the only form of leisure 
consumption and entertainment to show one’s “learnedness” in western 
ways. As a continuation of Reform Ottoman seaside âb âlemleri (‘sprees 
near water’) and sahilhâne (seaside summer house or ‘beach club’) gatherings 
organized by statesmen and rich circles (see discussions at Chapter II) as 
well as alafranga gazino entertainments catering to the urban rich, under 
the Republican regime, beach club (sahil kulübü) and gazino gatherings 
continued to have an elevated importance as a show of status and prestige. 
Both forms also gave way to later development of Jazz Clubs as elite, 
symbolically significant form of entertainment space (Tekelioğlu, 2011) 
to show one’s learnedness in alafranga, westernizing leisure consumption 
manners (also see Genealogy, III. 5. Annex 1). 

The historical continuities among elite clubs / beach clubs in the Reform 
Ottoman and Republican periods is discussed by Özgentürk in the case of 
Serkildoryan (Circle d’Orient) the prominent elite club established in 1882 

Picture III.6:
A dancing event at Taksim Gar-

den in 1930s Istanbul… 
Note the ‘official atmosphere’ as 

well as the sparsely populated 
dancing floor. 

(Caption reads: Cengiz Kahraman 
archive, Dance at Taksim Garden, 
Photographed by: Salahattin Giz)
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by Levantines, minorities and expatriates in Istanbul. Changing its name 
to Büyük Kulüp (Grand Club) in 1944, it remained an exclusive club of 
the rich and elite circles bringing together politicians, diplomats, civilian 
and military officers and members of the bourgeoisie in the various seaside 
amenities around Istanbul’s shores. Özgentürk notes that important 
military personalities for long dominated its administrative cadres and for 
the most time, it remained a place that not only provided “entertainment 
and rich social living” to its members but also where “political, social and 
cultural matters were discussed and important decisions were taken” as 
late as 2000s (Özgentürk, 2012). In short, for the bureaucrats, elites and 
the newly Turkified bourgeois circles, ballroom dancing, beach clubs and 
alafranga gazino were among the key places of rites of passage into formal, 
state-led cultural modernity, and participation into the administrative 
decisions and discussions on state, culture and economy. 

b) Forging the Folk and the standardization tools of the state 

While the ballroom dancing, Club and alafranga gazino were mainly 
catering to and helping shape the upper levels of society, various other 
top-down cultural modernization policies were implemented for the lower 
classes. Promotion of disciplined, homogenized and standardized leisure 
consumption and entertainment forms for the lower classes was mainly 
tailored through the State Radio, People’s Houses (Halkevleri) and other 
educational means. While such efforts were mainly designed to ‘train’ 
lower classes, Kemalist insistence that Turkish society was a “merged entity 
devoid of clashing social classes and privileges” (Parla, 1999) placed such 
efforts under a general programmatic plan to reconstruct the national folk 
tradition. 

Değirmenci notes that Kemalism combined German romantic notions of 
Volksgeist with that of French Enlightenment understanding that each 
nation has its own distinctive cultural features: “Whilst the Enlightenment 
honored progress in the mirror of the primitiveness of the folk, the 
collectors of folk culture in the Romantic period ‘idealized’ the past in 
order to condemn the present (Storey, 2003) […]. They expressed their 
longing for the past, being at home, in their search for the folk, the origin, 
and the authentic” (Değirmenci, 2006, emphases added). 

This condemnation of the Ottoman past which was associated with 
degeneration, excessive cosmopolitanism and multiculturalism as well as 
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“extreme and incorrect westernization” (Gökalp, 1924) illustrated by the 
popularly ridiculed alafranga forms prevalent since the reform Ottoman 
period, led to efforts to reconstruct an invented pre-Islamic Turkic Volk 
which purportedly signified a “long-lost, genuine and untainted origin” 
(Aytar and Keskin, 2003). For our larger discussion, this identification of 
the Ottoman past with excessive cosmopolitanism, multiculturalism and 
extreme westernization are of key importance.

The effort to –almost- archeologically excavate the long-lost Turkic origin 
is noted by Başgöz who claimed that: “folklore as a whole expresses the 
national spirit which had been undermined for centuries” (1972, emphases 
added).  The activity of collecting and archivization of forms of folklore was 
institutionalized by the foundation of the Department of Culture under 
the Ministry of Education in 1924, right after the promulgation of the 
Republic of Turkey in 1923. Değirmenci claims that such programmatic 
efforts should be seen as major parts of the “project of constructing the 
imagined concept of nation, which was supposed to overarch all the distinct 
cultural traditions […] [T]o bring out the similarities rather than the 
differences, [the aim was to] construct a cultural heritage by overlooking 
the differences” (2006:55). 

In this vein, Hungarian composer and researcher Bela Bartók was 
invited to Turkey to collect folksongs. In the 1931-1951, period, the 
Halkevleri (People’s Houses), which were established and controlled by 
the government and the single party, Republican People’s Party (CHP), 
engaged mainly in the activity of collecting, teaching and promoting 
folk songs (Değirmenci, 2006: 59). Halkevleri as well as later forms 
such as Dersane (music tutoring establishments which were also among 
the key places of entertainment for most) were critically important 
in promoting top-down, standardized and “well-behaving” leisure 
consumption and entertainment. Tansuğ argues the originality of the 
folk forms constituted the main source of their “artistic value” (1999). 
Through the heavy, “training-oriented” use of State Radio (Ahıska, 
2007), regional and ethnic differences were leveled and homogenized 
while standardized leisure consumption and entertainment forms were 
promoted (Aytar and Keskin, 2003). 

Kemalism’s promotion of “modernized” folk dances is an important 
example that deserves to be noted here. As discussed by Öztürkmen, 
according to Kemalism, the content and the goal of national folk dances 
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are extremely important. They are the living expression of the people's 
characteristic feelings, temperament and morals (2001). The chief 
promoter of new national dances, Selim Sırrı Tarcan argued that: 

“It is necessary to offer people this noble tradition as a sacred book, 
once we pass it through an artistic filter. If one does not give permanent 
forms to folk dances, and if its musical notation and movements are not 
determined, young people who will get excited by joyful emotions and 
alcohol in public gatherings, weddings, and festivals will not hesitate to 
invent new postures, attitudes, and even movements as it pleases them” 
(Tarcan 1992, 180, emphases added). Here, Tarcan’s emphasis on the 
necessity to provide an artistic discipline (“filter”) into folk dancing 
and his uneasiness with the idea that youth’s uncontrolled exaltation in 
the entertainment spaces could lead to chaos is very indicative of the 
Kemalist concern8 with order and discipline (Öztürkmen, 2001).  

Öztürk notes that during the early Turkish Republic, Karagöz shadow 
theatre’s Ottoman patterns were also transformed. Kemalist Reformers 
attempted to restrict coffeehouses where the art had flourished and 
developed written texts to replace the improvised practice of the past. 
They sponsored performances in government-supported community 
centers and created shows to promote government policies. Öztürk 
argues that “[such] efforts meant that an art, which had grown from 
lower-class satire of the elite, was purged of obscene elements, characters 

8 “Tarcan’s choreography with 
predetermined figures well-situat-
ed in time was, in fact, imagined 
as a ‘ballroom’ dance genre, a 
dance that could be performed by 
mixed couples. This is certainly 
in line with Atatürk’s order to the 
society to perform a modernized 
folk dance with women” (Öztürk-
men, 2001).

Picture III.7: 
Cultural policies of reconstructing 
Turkish folk traditions were also 
conducted via the extensive use 
of state radio. In this 1940s radio 
programming, children and youth 
are assembled to sing national 
songs.
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were changed to conform to modern ideology and government control 
was asserted on what had been a domain of free speech” (2006:292). 

Together with Karagöz, Reform Ottoman period’s Ortaoyunu acts (see 
discussions at Chapter II) were ‘tamed,’ made to conform official policies 
and were displayed at community centers as well as coffeehouses (see picture 
8, below). Öztürk notes that especially between 1930-1935, the Republican 
regime conducted a programmatic effort to create “contemporary 
[modern] coffeehouses (asrî kahvehâne) following a European model 
whereby the clients would read newspapers, books, attend educational 
seminars and learn various crafts” (2004:84). Kemalist columnists whole-
heartedly supported this project and ferociously attacked “old kahvehâne 
culture where people are just lazy and kill time” (2004: 85). In this sense, 
for the lower classes, new folk traditions were invented; old traditions were 
curtailed or adapted to conform to the official cultural policies. 

In most of the significant examples above, the state’s regulatory role appears 
as a form of radical modernist paternalism, whereby the ruling elite claim to 
know what is good and bad for the society in terms of leisure consumption 
and entertainment. Acting on their behalf and in their absentia (in terms of 
the decision making process, at least) the state regulation is akin to the role of 
an all-knowing patriarch who aims to direct society towards the targets set by 

Picture III.8:
Ortaoyunu at Istanbul 

Şehzadebaşı Coffeehouse in 
Ramadan of 1931… While the 

Ottoman-period clothes are worn 
by the players, the audience is 

dressed up in modern attires. 
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the program of top-down cultural modernization. Mustafa Kemal Atatürk 
had set such a macro civilizational target incorporating westernization, 
the forging of the Turkish Volk, recasting both alafranga and alaturka by 
harmonizing them with the requirements of cultural modernization. Radical 
modernist regulators who were acting in line with the civilizational targets 
set up by Atatürk were aided by the cultural mediators as discussed below. In 
this context, let me next discuss, in that order, the relevance and role of the 
mediation and the processes of diversity in the early Republican or radical 
modernity / radical modernist paternalism period.  

III. 1. 2. Role of Mediation 

In the Chapter II, I had argued that, different from the Byzantine and 
Classical Ottoman periods, the Reform Ottoman period helped the 
emergence and development of modern mediation. Different from the soft 
mediators under the Byzantine and Classical Ottoman Empire, the Reform 
Ottoman period’s intellectuals, media and advertising (or hard mediators) 
had more directly helped shape public taste and were more involved in 
mediating between consumption and production. During the Kemalist early 
republican period we see an important transformation of the role of the 
mediators as I will discuss under three headings below:

a) From hard to harder mediation 

Reform Ottoman intellectuals, columnists and journalists were part of this 
modern mediation and they took on a ‘guiding role’ for the society with 
‘regulatory’ (legislating) tones. In this sense, in the ‘shy modernity’ period 
during the Reform Ottoman era, this ‘hard’ mediation was quite functional 
in steering societal choices towards ‘civilized’ forms most chiefly expressed in 
alafranga styles. This hard mediation was made up of the sprouting Ottoman 
press aimed at providing ‘enlightenment and discipline’ (tenvir ve terbiye) 
for the general public (Kocabaşoğlu, 1990, Cf. Ünlü Yücesoy, 2011:32) as 
well as cosmopolitan persons gaining strength and becoming more active 
in helping disseminate information on western ways among the upper and 
middle classes (Çelik, 1999). Such processes and actors, in this sense, were 
instrumental in promoting and frequently trying to dictate what the society 
should do in terms of modernizing itself. 

Under Kemalism and in the period of radical modernity, the previous hard 
mediation got even harder. What made the Republican intellectuals 
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different to their precursors who were only influential --as the strongest 
tendency among others-- was that they also had the direct support of 
and encouragement by state authority which conducted a full-fledged, 
decidedly programmatic top-down cultural modernization policy. In this 
sense radical modernity’s intellectuals and media had vast regulatory or 
‘legislative’ powers that could in a sense be likened to the powers enjoyed 
by those Marxist-Leninist intellectuals and media in the Soviet Union and 
Eastern Europe (Kołakowski, 1976). Directly regulatory and enforcement 
capacities could as well be seen as being similar to those of the official 
ideologues of Marxism-Leninism who as with Kemalist mediators whose 
monopoly was kept abreast from opposing voices that were already 
curtailed remarkably (Medvedev & Ostellino 1980). 

Extending Kocabaşoğlu’s argument that the late (Reform) Ottoman press 
aimed to provide “enlightenment and discipline” for the society (1990), I 
claim that in the Kemalist period the mediators were solidified in their role 
as enlighteners of the society. They were also armed with additional means 
of disciplining the society towards expected modes of behavior and forms 
of consumption in harmony with the top-down cultural modernization 
policies. Steering the society towards civilized forms was expected from 
the intellectuals as well as patriotic duty in a more decidedly programmatic 
manner under the constant gaze of the Kemalist regime. 

Kabacalı notes that between 1920 and 1950 the state had very strict 
control over the media, not only in terms of formally issuing permits to 
publish newspapers, magazines, journals and books (2000:213) but also in 
directly subsidizing or otherwise supporting pro-government media and 
curtailing the opposition voices –especially after the adoption of the Latin 
alphabet in 1928 which seriously and negatively impacted all publications 
(2000:169-173). In this environment, newspapers, columnists and writers 
sympathetic to the Kemalist revolution had the clear upper hand of 
trying to shape the society according to reformist policies. Rationing the 
state-distributed paper was an extended way of regulating and politically 
favoring those in the ranks of the Kemalist fiat. Indeed, Burhan Belge 
notes that the aim of Atatürk was “to cut off all paths of retreating from 
the new path and shield them from the impact of the [archaic] past” (Cf. 
Kabacalı, 2000: 173).

Early Republican intellectuals and other mediators were legislators in a 
more literal sense of the term (Bauman, 1996) because they were armed 
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with administrative duties and support. I should also note that numerous 
columnists, journalists, literary figures and others who took part of this 
harder mediation were also members of the ruling single party CHP 
and were working as civilian bureaucrats. Here, we certainly see the 
superimposition of their regulatory powers and their role as mediators. 

b) Pioneering and Supervising Generations: Keeping a lid on the society 

I claim that the development and strengthening of this harder, staunchly 
programmatic mediation of the radical modernity period of the Republican 
Turkey could be illustrated by two successive generations as discussed by 
Gümüşoğlu’s analysis (2001) of the pioneering generation (öncü kuşak) 
of the first decade (1923-1933); and Cantek’s analysis (2008) of the 
supervising generation (denetleyici kuşak) spanning between late 1930s and 
1950. Both the pioneering and the supervising generations were among the 
key agents in the transformation of the societal attitudes towards leisure 
consumption and entertainment and placing firm boundaries between 
what is and isn’t acceptable. 

Gümüşoğlu claims that the intellectuals of the generation of the first decade 
(1923-1933) were part of the “Leap of Enlightenment” (Aydınlanma 
Atılımı) that was initiated by Mustafa Kemal Atatürk. They were directly 
ordered by Atatürk to help train a “patriotic generation marching on the 
path towards modernization” as their national duty (Gümüşoğlu, 2001:9). 
According to Gümüşoğlu, the creation of the “New Human Being” (Yeni 
İnsan)9 had to be done by “bringing science and arts to the people,” 
“discovering and developing people’s creative powers” that had remained 
-until then- hidden and dormant and by “correcting the mistakes of the 
past” (2001:14). 

In a rather self-sacrificing yet highly jacobin manner (İrem, 2004), they 
took on the mission of “civilizing / enlightening” the poorer masses in 
particular and the whole citizenry in general, inculcating modern manners 
and rational/productive techniques at the People’s Houses (Halkevleri) as 
well as the Village Institutes (Köy Enstitüleri) established in 1920s and 
1930s. In terms of promoting new republican celebrations and ceremonies 
for the entire citizenry, in training civilian and military bureaucrats and 
middle class families in ballroom dancing and other westernized leisure 
consumption and entertainment forms, as well as forging and educating 
the Volk to follow homogenized, well-behaving forms of alaturka as 

9 Note the use of a gender-neu-
tral term, “New Human Being” in-
stead of  “New Man” (Yeni Adam) 
which would have as well been 
‘apt’ given the patriarchal attitudes 
prevalent in the period. 
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discussed above, this pioneering generation made important formative 
contributions (Aytar & Keskin, 2003).

Cantek argues that while the foundation of the Kemalist regime between 
1923 and 1938 could be seen as the childhood period of the Republican 
Turkey, the period of 1938 (the year Atatürk passed away) until 1950 
could be termed as its adolescence (2008:10). In this sense, pioneering 
and supervising generations are associated with the childhood and 
adolescence periods of the radical modernity respectively. Cantek claims 
that after the death of Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, the intellectuals and 
journalists of the late 1930s and 1940s established themselves as the 
supervising generation (i.e. newspaper and literature elite) in charge of 
overseeing the successful continuation of Republican reforms, as well 
as steering the society off dangerous fluctuations and diversions thus 
placing themselves as the parent of a yet adolescent Republican society 
(Cantek, 2008:11).

In the lack of the physical presence of Atatürk, “the Father of the 
Nation,” the supervising generation was aiming to sustain the “controlled 
consumerism” created by the bureaucratically organized societal order 
(Cantek, 2008:18). In this sense, borrowing from Lefebvre’s notion of the 
“bureaucratic organization of quotidian life,” (1992) Cantek argues that 
the supervising generation saw as its main mission to closely “supervise 
the society” as prescribed by the Kemalist formula, to keep it under tight 
control (2008:11) and fight against deviations unfitting of the cultural 
modernization policies. 

The supervising generation was following the lead of the pioneering 
generation in terms of educating society in acceptable leisure consumption 
and entertainment forms. This generation was also concerned with the 
degenerative impacts of excessive –and incorrect- consumerism, the 
advent of capitalism especially in terms of the conspicuous consumption 
and Americanization as well as the spread of non-Kemalist ideologies 
such as Islamism and communism (Cantek, 2008:20). For the supervisors, 
such impacts had the potential to derail the cultural modernization 
program of Kemalism, thus the society had to be constantly warned of 
their dangers. Americanization was certainly an important concern since 
Turkey had espoused a pro-Free World stance after 1945. This stance 
opened up the country to US economic and political support as well as 
American cultural influences.
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c) Recasting Alafranga and Alaturka: Towards an apt synthesis

I claim that both the pioneering and the supervising generations were of 
key importance in two related ways: (a) Firstly, they promoted western 
forms of leisure consumption and entertainment while they also warned 
the society of its excessive and ill-fitting adaptations such as the Reform 
Ottoman alafranga. (b) Secondly, they aimed at curtailing older forms of 
alaturka that were seen as backward or re-shaping them so that they would 
conform directly to the reformist policies of the state. In these two angles, 
they intervened in both alafranga and alaturka by trying to develop new 
versions of them which were in harmony with the Kemalist formula.

For both pioneering and supervising generations, modernization and 
westernization were the civilizational targets as set by Atatürk. In this sense, 
alafranga was identified as a general orientation that the new republican 
citizen had to espouse though important nuances as to its acceptable forms 
certainly existed. O’Connell notes that: early republican elites “viewed the 
multicultural and conservative characteristics of alaturka as the chaotic 
legacy of an imperial past. On the other hand, they equated alafranga with 
the reforming ideals of the new republic. That is, they saw alafranga as a 
unique manifestation of a precisely demarcated nation state: a state that 
was characterized by a single ethnic composition, by a new secular status, 
and by a contemporary outlook. 

As a fashionable expression of modernist taste, these exponents of alafranga 
sought to control the perceived disorder of their Ottoman inheritance…” 
(O’Connell, 2000:125). Tekelioğlu notes that the republican reformists, 
“who thought that the Ottoman culture was cosmopolitan in a negative 
sense, tried to erase it not only politically but culturally” (2006:14, emphases 
added). In this sense, alafranga symbolized a civilized way of life as well as 
a homogenizing tool for the new nation.

I should however note that the republican promotion of alafranga was 
not a mere copying of the Reform Ottoman period’s westernized and 
modernized lifestyles of the urban upper and middle classes. Instead, 
as noted by Gümüşoğlu, the pioneering generation had the mission of 
“correcting the mistakes of the past” (2001:14), that is, to cut back on 
the excesses of the popularly ridiculed alafranga lifestyles of the Reform 
Ottoman period. The influential columnist of the CHP’s official daily 
newspaper Ulus (Nation), Avni Refik Bekman wrote that “we acknowledge 
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that civilized and decent entertainment is surely a need for our hard working 
people. But excessive indulgence and debauchery in entertainment would 
certainly lead to serious negative consequences for the society” (1946:2). 

In this sense, en route to the civilizational target of westernization, 
decent forms of entertainment are accepted and are almost seen as safety 
valves. However, the republican citizen is expected to use temperance. 
The 1930 operetta Lüküs Hayat10 is a good example of the need to limit 
the excesses of conspicuous consumption and excessive alafranga. In this 
highly popular operetta by brothers Ekrem Reşit Rey and Cemal Reşit 
Rey, the luxurious yet morally suspect lifestyles in the rich neighborhood 
of Şişli are depicted. Attendance to entertainment establishments 
(dinner, tea party or ballroom dancing) are all listed as elements of a 
luxurious lifestyle, whereby both spouses find entertaining, extra-marital 
companions. 

Peyami Safa is another influential columnist and novelist who revived 
Reform Ottoman criticisms of excessive forms of alafranga. Interestingly, 
in his 1923 novel So-called Girls (Sözde Kızlar) one such ‘bad girl’ is 
called the Tango Girl (Tango-Kız) who is engaged in conspicuous 
consumption. She is crazy about fashion trends and ostentatiously 
careless and immoral in her lifestyle. Kandiyoti argues that Safa’s Tango 
Girl is depicted not only as a dangerously immoral character, but also an 
un-patriotic one alien to the real culture of Turks (1997:143). Similarly, 
Safa in his novel Mahşer (Armageddon) identifies the westernized district 
of Pera’s conspicuous consumption-oriented lifestyles as ‘alien’ to the 
motherland. Here, there seems that the criticism of excessive alafranga 
is mixed with the ostracization of the cosmopolitanism identified both 
with the Ottoman past as well as with the non-Muslim minorities, a 
point to which I will return to later, below. 

However, it should be clarified that the alaturka that was attacked was 
the old alaturka of the Ottoman past. The old alaturka was claimed 
to have been poisoned by Oriental influences of the Near Eastern 
cultural connections of the Ottoman Empire. Ziya Gökalp, the seminal 
sociologist and ideologist of Turkish nationalism argued that “Oriental 
music is a sick type of music. It does not belong to us. Our folk music 
however, could be integrated into Western music and could form the 
music of our future civilization” (1923, Cf. Stokes, 1998:61). Similar 
to the reconstruction of the Turkish Volk alaturka still signified a lost, 
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untainted origin, that –if recast rationally 
could potentially form one of the backbones of 
the new culture of the Republic. 

In this sense, Tekelioğlu argues that 
Republican cultural policy could best be 
summarized as an “effort to forge a West-
East synthesis” (1996) that was expected to 
form a new and original creation of Kemalism. 
Recasting alafranga by truncating off its 
excesses and its cosmopolitanism ill-fitting to 
the new homogeneous nation-state was one 
stem of this synthesis. Refashioning alaturka 
by discovering and developing its dormant 
“creative powers” (Gümüşoğlu, 2001:14) --that 
could also be seen as a way of inventing the 
tradition in the sense that Hobsbawm and Ranger have used it (1983)¬-- 
is the other stem. These two seemingly contradictory policies are in fact 
highly complementary. 

To illustrate the cultural program as well as the impact of the mediation 
in shaping public taste in entertainment, picture III.9, below, is quite 
instructive and provides a good symptomatic reading of the above 
discussed double target. In this cover page of Balo Gazetesi (Ballroom 
Gazette), well known columnists, journalists and intellectuals are 
depicted as members of a fictional “Jazz Band of the Press”. Here, we see 
not only the promotion of jazz as a fashionable expression of modernist 
taste but also the media’s insistence on containing and controlling the 
chaos of the disorderly Ottoman inheritance by harmonizing among 
different western instruments. While modern western forms are 
promoted as a civilizational macro target, the cacophony of the late 
Ottoman cosmopolitanism-oriented and excessive alafranga as well as 
tainted/backward alaturka had to be strictly curtailed and disciplined to 
conform to the new Revolutionary Turkey.

In this sense, the caricature of the jazz band of the press eloquently 
summarizes the role of the mediation in their vital function of helping 
out the cultural modernization policies of the regulators. Early republican 
mediators aimed to sustain the civilizational targets set by Kemalism, by 
keeping westernization as the main route to be followed while at the 

Picture III: 9:
Balo Gazetesi (Ballroom Gazette) 
in 1941 depicts well-known 
journalists, columnists and editors 
as part of the fictional “The Jazz 
Band of the Press”
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same time truncating off the excesses of reform Ottoman alafranga and 
especially its cosmopolitanism seen as unfitting to the needs of the unitary 
nation state. In parallel to the recasting of alafranga, the mediators were 
also in charge of supporting the regulators’ effort to forge a new Turkish 
Volk on the basis of a carefully planned promotion of alaturka again in line 
with the top-down cultural modernization policies of the state. Now let 
me discuss the processes of diversity in this period.

III. 1. 3. Processes of Diversity 

In order to comprehend the dimension of diversity under what could be 
expressed as Kemalist, radical modernist and radical modernist period 
one has to comprehend the understanding of nation. According to 
Koraltürk, Kemalism had three categories of the nation: In the first, most 
comprehensive and inclusive one, Turkishness is defined on the basis of 
‘territorial citizenship’ beyond ethnic, religious or linguistic divisions; the 
second is based on religion and is defined with the impact of Ottoman 
millet system, whereby all Muslims, regardless of their respective ethnic 
identities, were Turk*. The third, the most restrictive definition of the 
nation is based on ‘ethnic’ Turkishness (Koraltürk, 2010). 

This three-tiered definition –and certainly, the conflations associated with 
it- dominated Kemalism’s notion of the nation. Yeğen argues that the 
third, most restrictive definition of the Turkish nation was the strongest 
of all and had the power to determine the main parameters of citizenship 
and the whole array of administrative practices (2009). According to the 
Kemalist practice, all Muslims were considered Turk and were expected to 
leave all their prior identifications11. All non-Muslims were excluded from 
Turkishness and were seen as citizens only in name12. 

Based on such a mental picture of the non-Muslims and learning from 
the losses of the Balkan Wars (whereby the Christian nations set up by 
former subjects of the Empire successfully liquated Turkish and Muslim 
presence in the Balkans) as well as the dire under the conditions of the 
National Liberation Struggle (Millî Mücadele), non-Muslim minorities 
were increasingly seen as internal enemies or fifth columnists (Okutan, 
2009:66). Anti-minority campaigns and policy measures continued on 
as illustrated in the anti-Jewish fear campaigns and pogrom attempts 
in Eastern Thrace (Rumeli) to relocate them to geo-strategically less 
dangerous regions in the 1930s; Anti-minority poll tax laws (Varlık Vergisi) 

11 How happy to those who call 
themselves Turk” is one of the 
most well known statements of 

Mustafa Kemal Atatürk. Numer-
ous Kemalist scholars claimed 
that Turkish citizenship did not 

require “being” Turk. They argued 
it was enough to “call oneself” 

Turk.
12 Indeed, to become a state of-
ficial or an officer in the army, the 
laws and regulations required to 

be “of Turkish origin”.
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which effectively transferred capital from non-Muslims to Turks or other 
Muslims in 1940s (Boratav, 1981). Indeed, the Prime Minister of the 
period, Şükrü Saracoğlu had rather bluntly argued that this law would 
allow Turkey “to gain its economic independence. We will get rid of the 
foreigners dominating our markets. We will give the Turkish market to 
Turks” (Aktar, 2000 & 2006).

As above changes attest, during the Republican period, multi-ethnic and 
multi-confessional as well as cosmopolitan characteristics of Istanbul 
dramatically eroded. This general transformation has also decimated non-
Muslim or ‘ethnic’ weight in leisure and entertainment (Arkan, 1998). Both 
as consumers and producers, non-Muslim minorities were a dying group. 
Let me now concentrate on the repercussions of the radical modernity’s 
diversity and ethnicity policies specifically on leisure consumption and 
entertainment. These certainly go beyond the numerical decrease of non-
Muslims as noted above. I argue such repercussions could be analyzed 
in terms of (a) the stigmatization of non-Muslims and their notorious / 
cosmopolitan consumerism; (b) Turkification of the leisure consumption 
and entertainment economy; and (c) Alternative spaces of the Roma and 
unfitting groups who were ethnicized and ridiculed. 

a) The ‘Sin City’ Exorcized

Although Kemalism had originated in modern and westernizing mentalities 
and practices which had shaped the diversity of leisure consumption and 
entertainment, its strongly Turkish nationalist, anti-minorities ideology 
and authoritarian style allowed for the implementation of heavy-handed 
regulatory measures to control or even suppress leisure consumption and 
entertainment in Istanbul that was, as discussed in Chapter II, mostly 
dominated by the non-Muslims and the Roma. This was certainly 
superimposed on the past image of the city not only as the archaic vestige 
of the dismantling Empire, but also as the ‘Sin City’ infested by unpatriotic 
alien elements. 

Under the late Ottoman period and particularly during the Allied invasion 
between 1919 and 1921, “Istanbul’s entertainment life had become notorious” 
(Arkan, 1998). Wartime conditions and the rise of war profiteering groups 
had created a popular distaste for the extravagant consumption styles of the 
rich which were usually and incorrectly associated with the non-Muslims 
who were engaged in trade and finance (Toprak, 1994). Especially in the 
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conservative imagery, Pera and Galata (or nearby neighborhoods such as 
Tatavla [Kurtuluş], Harbiye, Şişli or Nişantaşı) had been associated with 
degenerate, imitated forms of culture and entertainment which were pitted 
against the real characteristics of the poorer Muslim masses, associated with 

neighborhoods such as Fatih in the historic 
peninsula. 

In this sense, the members of the mediation 
were quite functional in the development of 
this mental polarization of the Turk versus 
the non-Muslim. A member of the pioneering 
generation, the conservative columnist and 
novelist Peyami Safa had developed such binary 
opposites in this novel Mahşer (Armageddon): 
“He heard the foreign melodies sneaking out 
of the [Pera/Beyoğlu] shop and could not help 
but thinking […] how alien these were to his 
land” (1924). Safa’s 1931 novel Fatih-Harbiye 
was indicative of the alaturka-alafranga split 
that was initiated in the 19th century and 
was pitting Fatih’s ‘autochthonous’ Muslim/
Turkish alaturka (in the sense of the untainted 
origin as discussed above) against Harbiye’s 
conspicuous consumption-oriented, immoral, 
hence alien alafranga lifestyles. 

Considering the unwillingness of the city’s 
non-Muslims to support the nationalist 
struggle in the previous years (S. Selek, 
1961), Istanbul’s non-Muslim dominated and 

westernized parts were associated with undeserved richness, degeneration 
and complicity with the enemy. Cantek argues that both the pioneering 
and supervising generations agreed on stigmatizing Beyoğlu as a non-Turk 
accomplice to and incubator of alien cultures (2008:279). Below picture 
10 is a cartoon very symptomatic of this association and similar depictions 
were quite frequently displayed at humor magazines in 1930s and 1940s.

While Safa was a conservative intellectual supporting the Republican 
reforms, more staunchly Kemalist imagery shared similar distaste for Pera’s 
degenerated lifestyles. Kemalist author Yakup Kadri Karaosmanoğlu 

Picture III.10: 
Famous satire weekly Amcabey’s 

cartoon describes a rich non-
Muslim as a “war profiteer” who 
was hit hard by the anti-minority 
poll tax (Varlık Vergisi) of 1940s.

Caption reads: “Violinist: What 
should we play for you, Sir? 

Profiteer: “I don’t know what hap-
pened to me…” 
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wrote a novel about Istanbul entitled Sodom ve Gomore (Sodom and 
Gomorrah), bashing the city’s decadence and complicity with the enemy 
(1928). It is interesting that the modernist writer Karaosmanoğlu used 
the Bible/Quran reference to vice as well as homosexuality in order to 
condemn Istanbul. In this sense, both the conservative-traditionalist 
and Kemalist intelligentsia constituted warring wings of the Republican 
mediation, yet they were allies in attacking Istanbul’s excessively 
alafranga, degenerated lifestyles, leisure consumption and entertainment. 
Interestingly, rational legislators who –secularly- preach new lifestyles in 
a social engineering angle were at once moralizers who stigmatized other 
lifestyles and forms.

b) Heavy-handed regulation & Turkification  

In the backdrop of such intellectual attacks on the non-Muslims and 
‘their’ leisure and entertainment, at the same time as the entry of the 
national army into the city in 1921 the new Republican government 
issued a total ban on alcohol in Istanbul (Zat, 2009). Public order reasons 
to prevent potential chaos were one of the reasons and the ban was 
already in effect in the rest of Anatolia. However, I argue that the ban 
specifically targeted Istanbul with a highly developed, socially, ethnically 
and confessionally-diverse, partly alcohol- and prostitution-based leisure 
and entertainment sector.

Although the alcohol ban was later relaxed and lifted, numerous White 
Russian-owned entertainment establishments had to close down and many 
entrepreneurs and employees moved out of Turkey (Zat, 2009). After 
White Russians left the city, numerous other non-Muslim groups found it 
difficult to operate in the leisure and entertainment sector. As an important 
example of the stigmatization of non-Muslims, in the late 1920s, youth 
sympathizing with the ruling CHP and the Kemalist regime initiated 
campaigns to warn those who do not talk Turkish in public. “Citizen, talk 
Turkish!” Campaigns (Vatandaş Türkçe Konuş!) were targeting the Greeks, 
Armenians, Jews and the Levantines in Istanbul.  

In this sense, under Kemalism, one of the most important dynamics of 
ethnicization had to do with the changing ‘ethnic’ composition of leisure 
consumption and entertainment providers. In line with the state-led 
Turkification of the economy (Koraltürk, 2010), leisure consumption 
and entertainment laborscapes were increasingly Turkified. Buğra notes 
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that with the encouragement of the Kemalist state, Muslim and Turkish 
entrepreneurs took over the businesses of the non-Muslims leaving the 
country after the 1920s and 1930s (Buğra, 2010:42).

A study by Bilgin et al clearly illustrates that between 1920 and 1950 more 
than 60 per cent of non-Muslim businesses were replaced by Turks and 
other Muslims in Istanbul (2010). Onaran argues that the replacement 
–or what he calls pillaging– of non-Muslim properties by Turks started 
earlier in 1915, with the displacement and ethnic cleansing of Armenians 
(2012). Koraltürk gives rich evidence that this replacement was not only 
the case with the owners of the businesses or the entrepreneurs but was 
extended to the labor force as well (2010:252). According to the Law 
no 2007 dated 1932 on the Vocations and Services Assigned to Turkish 
Citizens in Turkey, together with douzens of other occupations, “non-Turks 
were banned from working as bar musicians, instrumentalists, waitresses 
and servicemen or servicewomen at coffeehouses, gazinos, dancing and 
bars” (Koraltürk, 2010:277). Aktar notes that this law and other regulations 
specifically targeted White Russians who were not Turkish nationals, but 
also Greeks and other non-Muslims who actually hold Turkish citizenship 
(2008:118-125).

Picture III.12:
“Attention! By the order of Police, 

it is prohibited for the custom-
ers to request songs during the 

performance” (1940s)
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In the backdrop of such heavy handed regulatory policies, most non-
Muslim leisure and entertainment entrepreneurs and employees either left 
the country or left the business altogether. Some others chose to formally 
transfer the ownership of their businesses to their Turkish and Muslim 
apprentices while keeping the informal control of management. Still 
some others gradually transferred their skills to their Turkish and Muslim 
apprentices and eventually sold their businesses to them (Arkan 1998).

Interestingly enough, meyhâne etiquette in particular and entertainment 
business management in general still remained among the cultural traits 
and know-how primarily associated with the Greeks and Armenians in 
Istanbul. Indeed Zat argues that one of his earlier mentors had told him 
that in the meyhâne business “one has to start up by helping an Armenian 
and proceed with getting one’s ‘diploma’ from a Greek usta (master)” (2009; 
Interview with Zat, 2010). As ethnic minorities were being dramatically 
decimating and new groups of migrants from Anatolia were pouring into 
Istanbul since 1950s, leisure consumption and entertainment etiquettes 
gated towards the symbolic rites of passage to modernity were still based 
on the alafranga lifestyles or professional forms pioneered by the non-
Muslim minorities. 

While their lifestyles were criticized by the members of the mediation and 
their activities were transferred by the state to Turks and other Muslims, 
non-Muslims still kept their relative domination in leisure consumption 
and entertainment. As we will see in the developments after 1950s and in a 
more pronounced manner, after the 1980s, non-Muslim’s so-called natural 
proclivity towards leisure and entertainment businesses as well as their 
well-mannered ways became an item of nostalgic reconstruction. 

The ‘Others’: Informal Escapades & Ethnicized Misfits 

In synchronicity with the state-led regulation and Turkification, the 
promotion of rationalized alafranga by the regulatory authorities and 
mediators, alternative spaces outside of mainstream regulated environments 
keep emerging. Most such alternative spaces existed informally outside 
of the formal regulatory reach of the authorities. Also, there still existed 
groups who were seen as unable to adapt themselves to westernized leisure 
consumption and entertainment. Such ‘problematic’ groups were ridiculed 
by the mediators who ethnicized them. 
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Informal Escapades

Sulukule’s Entertainment Houses (Eğlence Evleri) of the Roma were 
among alternative spaces of leisure consumption and entertainment, partly 
due to their highly informal character protected from the encroachment 
from both the culturally modernizing state as well as the conservative 
communitarianism of the neighborhood level. At the entertainment houses, 
entertainers included male and female musicians and performers13 while 
other employees were involved in cooking and catering. These businesses 
were usually also the residences of the entrepreneurs and employees.

Though highly informal—none of the houses had official permits or 
liquor licenses, while none of the employees were formally employed or 
registered—entertainment houses were popular and served important 
social functions both for their clienteles and their entrepreneurs and 
employees. In one of the first few written accounts, Beler (1946) portrays 
the lively atmosphere in these establishments where women played and 
danced in clean, richly decorated rooms. He notes that customers often 
came from distant districts and required reservations well in advance. 

These functions can be seen as a distinct angle, whereby entertainment 
houses were among the alternatives to the spaces for appreciating (high) 
cultural taste shaped by the cultural policies of Kemalist modernisation, 
which either repressed or controlled popular forms of music and 
entertainment. Many of the latter only survived informally.  In this 
perspective, entertainment houses were important informal spaces of 
cultural production and consumption. Especially during the republican 
period when the non-Muslim population declined drastically, Roma moved 
into the entertainment sector to cater to this social need. Roma’s situation 
as sexualized, Orientalized, fun-loving yet pitied group contributed to 
their ability to fill such an employment slot in the leisure consumption 
and entertainment sector in Istanbul. This inner-Orientalism vis-à-vis 
the Roma was to be coupled with a strange type of –what most would 
today call ‘anti-immigrant’¬¬– stereotyping of those misfits of the cultural 
modernization process. 

Ethnicized Misfits 

Outside of the programmatic cultural policy of westernization, there 
were also new groups who were not easily adapting themselves to the 

13 Entertainment houses were 
also referred to in Turkish as 

Devriye Evleri, a loose translation 
for which is ‘Houses of Rounds’ or 
‘Houses of Turns’, referring to the 

‘rounds’ of entertainment taking 
place there or musicians/dancers 

‘taking turns’ in their performa-
tive acts.
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westernized leisure consumption and entertainment 
forms, or were launching interesting hybrid 
syntheses of alafranga and alaturka. When rural-
based businessmen flooded into Istanbul to replace 
the non-Muslims, their crude behavior was to be 
ridiculed in novels, newspaper articles and so forth 
since 1930s through 1950s (Öncü, 1997). Indeed 
Boratav notes that in 1930s, in numerous “Beyoğlu 
gazinos, Anatolian ballads were interpreted, female 
singers and dancers dressed up in ‘rural’ dresses 
were singing and mixing up Rumba with [Central 
Anatolian town] Konya’s famous kaşık [spoon] 
folk dance” (1981: 228-229). Such rural-originated 
rich landlord types were given the blanket name of 
hacıağa and were ethnicized by the mediators as well 
as the mainstream gaze. Hacı means a Mecca pilgrim 
and ağa (agha) means a provincial ‘feudal landlord’ 
(see Picture III.11, below).

Their ridiculed provincial religious roots were 
seen as implying an incongruence between their 
crude / backward ways and the westernizing targets of the cultural 
modernization policies. Through the 1940s and 1950s they were 
catered by gazino and pavyon where more popularized, lower-brow 
versions of Fantezi Music (or later, since at least the 1960s, Arabesk, see 
below) was played. These were escapist locations also providing female 
escorts (in line with the earlier baloz tradition, see Chapter II). 

Hacıağa’s provincial roots purportedly made them easy prey for 
various types of scam by the newly Turkified leisure consumption 
and entertainment entrepreneurs. Their religious roots were seen 
as a further item to be ridiculed given their supposed hunger for 
extramarital affairs and sexual encounters with female escorts and 
prostitutes. Cantek argues that the caricaturized model of hacıağa 
constituted the roots of historically later development of other 
ethnicized misfits such as Hıdır, Kırro or Hırbo (2008:247). Hacıağa 
and their purportedly un-urbanized and un-civilized ways provided 
room for their ethnicization as a crude Anatolian [male] individual 
unfitting for westernized Turkish society. 

Picture III.11:
Famous cartoonists Ramiz pub-
lished a “Hacıağa Album” to cari-
caturize and satirize rural-originat-
ed rich landlords who poured into 
Istanbul and replaced decimating 
/ departing non-Muslims.
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To sum up, the processes of diversity during the early republican 
period were marked by an increasing decimation of non-Muslims, their 
replacement by a Turkified group of producers, the continuing role 
of the Roma as producers of leisure consumption and entertainment 
and the othering of groups seen unfitting to the macro targets set up 
by the regulators and helped out by the mediators. However, by the 
end of 1940s, Kemalism’s staunch efforts to create a homogenized and 
civilized citizenry through rationally calculated and heavily controlled 
cultural regulation in leisure consumption and entertainment were 
failing as illustrated by the sprouting of alternative spaces and the 
alarming presence of ‘misfits’. Indeed, 1950s came with a vengeance 
whereby the most radical programs of Kemalism had to be altered and 
watered down as will be discussed below. 

III. 2. National Developmentalist Populism: 1950-1980

In spite of Kemalist fiat and top-down modernization plans, political, 
social, economic and demographic changes made it difficult to un-
problematically implement previous policies. The period opened up with 
the year 1950 and continued on until 1980 signified what Tekeli calls 
“populist modernity” (2010). Populist modernity could best be understood 
as a period in which the macro targets of modernization and westernization 
were kept intact while their specific contents and practices within which 
they were materialized were altered considerably. 

In this period, numerous orthodoxies associated with radical modernity 
and its Kemalist implementations were also softened. This softening mainly 
had to do with the changing macro parameters of the period between 1950 
and 1980 as compared with the previous period of 1920-1950: (a) The 
implementation of import-substituting National Developmentalist (Millî/
Ulusal Kalkınmacı) and populist economic policies; (b) the development 
of multi-party democracy; and (c) the increasing rates of rural to urban 
migration and urbanization. I will discuss points (a) and (b) under State 
and Regulation and point (c) under Processes of Diversity.

IV. 2. 1. State and Regulation: Public Functions of Leisure and 
Entertainment

The development of multi-party democracy since late 1940s was certainly 
not continuous since it was marred by military coup d’états of 1960, 1971 
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and 1980. However, even in its tumultuous course signified by ebbs and 
flows, ideological polarizations and sectarian violence, the political system 
slowly became more responsive to social demands when compared with 
the authoritarian fiat of the Kemalist era. In this period, the regulatory role 
of the state was transformed deeply. 

The ‘lived’ forms of regulation had largely wavered among its various 
facets; those organizing, governmentalizing, moralizing, criminalizing, de/
sanctioning, de/commodifying leisure consumption and entertainment. Both 
of which were subject to regulatory attempts by the central and local state that 
aimed at promoting their prestige –in terms of munitions in the arsenal of 
their own “symbolic capital” (Bourdieu, 1979; Grosfoguel, 1999) of the state. 
All in all, I argue that the role of the regulation in the form of state regulation 
and non-state regulation -including mediation- has undergone a vast change 
away from a paternalistic, homogenizing role; to a more fragmented, mostly 
pro-business, populist and national developmentalist role. 

The role of the mediators moved away from ‘legislators’ (Bauman, 1996) 
to contradictory twinning of promoters of a new ethos of consumerism 
and virulent critics of excessive forms of consumption and entertainment. 
Media, including daily newspapers, magazines, journals, books and other 
forms of publication, also including movies were key players and shapers 
of new tastes and preferences which were diversified and fragmented away 
from previous period’s highly-molded and homogenized forms. It should 
be noted, however, that these new, diversified and pluralized forms still 
laid and depended comfortably on the surface of an already nationalized, 
leveled, if not entirely homogenized cultural field. In this sense, tabula rasa, 
that was indeed created via top-down cultural policies of the state, made 
things easier for the mediators in terms of conducting their substantively 
contradictory agendas by simplifying away an otherwise highly complex 
social texture inherited from the Ottoman Empire. 

In this period, the relationship between the state and citizenry was also 
transformed and moved from one dominated primarily by fear to a mix of 
fear and give-and-take of clientelistic favors in return for electoral support. 
Cronyism, partisan allocation of state resources to politically favored 
businessmen, looking away when much feared formal rules were all such 
methods. In this atmosphere, the state, while formally continuing to pay lip 
service to Kemalist phraseology and maintaining the general trend towards 
modernization and westernization, shelved more radical programmatic 
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implementations in trying to shape the cultural arena in general and leisure 
consumption and entertainment in particular. 

In this new atmosphere, due to the more increasing and even dramatic 
decimation of non-Muslims, the producers were now the Turkified 
groups who replaced them at a faster pace. Because of the informalities 
sprouting under populist modernity, new chances for entrepreneurs also 
emerged. In this period, the main groups of consumers were the state and 
its bureaucrats, the newly Turkified bourgeoisie, middle and lower classes 
as well as the rural to urban migrants.

National Developmentalism and Populism

Since the end of the Second World War, Turkey’s economy was based on 
a centrally administered, national developmental model where the state 
promoted import-substituting industrialization. This was certainly in line 
with more global developments, i.e. the advent of Keynesian economics of 
the advanced countries of the Western world. International Keynesianism 
was certainly associated with what Lipietz calls Peripheral Fordism (1987).

This policy was oriented towards supporting acceleration of national 
investments to help establish indigenous industries (Pamuk, 1984). 
Peripheral Fordism led to the policies of national developmentalism in the 
periphery in general and in Turkey in particular. Keyder and Öncü argue 
that import-substituting national developmentalism had a clear implication 
at the level of public policy: “it was accompanied by redistributive measures 
and a populist discourse, aiming to mobilize and incorporate a larger 
proportion of the population into product and labor markets” (Keyder & 
Öncü, 1993: 16). 

Although Keynesianism was an immediate reply to the threatening crisis 
of the unfettered capitalism mainly in the core states, it then became a 
general economic trend throughout the world economy. Then, a policy 
that we may call International Keynesianism -that would mean a massive 
financial flow from core to periphery in order to help the formation of 
a ‘suitable’ economic infrastructure- became predominant in the world 
economy (Keyder, 1984).

A policy agenda that some call Peripheral Fordism became the local, 
supporting element of the International Keynesianism (Lipietz, 1987). The 
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Import-substituting model of development was the regional implementation 
of International Keynesianist trend (Keyder, 1981). This policy was oriented 
towards sustaining a constant rate of exchange and lowering interest rates 
to accelerate national investments to help the establishment of indigenous 
industries (Pamuk, 1984). National Developmentalism was the dominant 
consequence of such a policy operation in the periphery, together with each 
peripheral country’s own ‘Industrial Revolution’ and ‘Developmental Élan’ 
(Keyder, 1993).

Supported by incentives of the state and protected by tariffs and quotas, 
between 1950s and 1970s, Istanbul’s manufacturing industries grew 
considerably. By mid 1970s almost half of Turkey’s manufacturing 
enterprises were based in Istanbul, claiming more than half of employment 
in Istanbul (Özmucur, 1976). Keyder and Öncü argue that “Istanbul’s 
demographic and economic growth during these three decades (1950-
1980) was emblematic of the patterns of uneven development associated 
with inward-oriented, inflationary expansion of the economy as well as its 
populist discourse”  (Keyder & Öncü, 1993: 17). 

National developmentalist and import-substituting policies of the state were 
also important for the sphere of consumption. Indeed, “[t]he success of this 
model was closely bound with the continuous expansion of the internal 
consumer market” (Keyder & Öncü, 1993: 16). Mass production and mass 
consumption schemes, in this sense, were similar to those implemented in the 
Fordist economies of the West whereby development of a domestic demand 
for goods were central since the 1950s (Mort, 1998: 15). The State in this sense 
was formative of the processes of leisure consumption and entertainment.  

In the period of 1950-1980, mass leisure consumption forms were 
promoted primarily by the state-controlled Turkish Radio and Television 
(TRT) (Ahıska, 2008; Dinçmen, 2007). In this period, private radio or TV 
channels were not permitted and TRT programming had to follow strict 
guidelines overseen by the state bureaucrats Yenal notes that television 
programming was especially functional in promoting mass consumption in 
food and leisure (2000). Events at public parks organized by municipalities, 
governor’s offices and other state institutions were also designed to promote 
homogenized, Turkified forms of entertainment (Aytar and Keskin, 2003).

We should in this sense remember the Regulation School’s claim that a 
regime of accumulation refers to “the stabilization over a long period of 
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the allocation of the net product between consumption and accumulation” 
(Lipietz, 1986: 19). This broad arrangement between the conditions of 
production, reproduction of the labor-power and consumption is coupled 
and supported by an associated mode of social and political regulation. That 
is, the rules of the regime of accumulation need to be ingrained in the social, 
cultural norms and habits, as well as administrative procedures. Lipietz 
defines the mode of social and political regulation as a “body of interiorized 
rules and social process” (Lipietz, 1986: 19).

An important differentiating dynamic in the case of Turkey was the cultural 
dimension which explains the path-dependency of the local specificity. 
The state had implemented modernization as a top-down cultural 
process and molding of consumption accordingly was an important part 
of this. Indeed, Yenal, for example, discusses the importance of this role 
in shaping the cultural and social landscape of consumption practices 
and links this to the particular experience of top-down modernization 
(2000:105-106). He argues that the “modernist-developmentalist state 
promoted certain practices and meanings regarding consumption through 
educational institutions, public programs and state-controlled media” 
(Yenal, 2000:38). 

In this sense, we should remember that the radical modernity period’s 
state which had a primarily paternalistic and authoritarian attitude to 
mold consumption in society in general, as well as leisure consumption 
and entertainment in particular. Yenal argues that “[one] can observe two 
distinct periods, one from the 1940s until the 1970s, and the other from 
1980s onwards in which the mode of cultural regulation was different” 
(Yenal, 2000: 104, emphasis added). However, as an alternative and 
addition to Yenal’s periodization, I claim that the first period of 1940s-late 
1970s could be divided into two, especially when concerning the specific 
case of the regulation of  leisure consumption and entertainment:

As discussed in the above sections, the period of 1920s-1950s was 
characterized by the central state’s efforts to force the society to espouse 
westernized forms of leisure consumption and entertainment and heavy 
intervention into the previous forms which were seen as archaic, un-Turkish 
or backward. The period between 1950 and 1980, instead, implied a more 
relaxed, or ‘liberal’ attitude towards leisure and entertainment. Market-
friendly and culturally ‘sensitive’ policies prevented heavy interventions 
into those areas which were emblematic of the radical modernity period. 
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Multi-Party Democracy and the changing role of regulation 

The rigged multi-party elections of 1946 were followed by the first truly 
democratic general balloting of 1950 which brought DP to power. Prime 
Minister Adnan Menderes’s DP continued on CHP’s post-Second World 
War international policy of approaching the “Free World” but departed 
from its successor’s heavily statist economic policies in the domestic arena. 
Tekeli notes that the DP liberalized the private sector, replaced state 
owned industrialized growth model with the mechanized agriculture-
led economic growth with support to urban service sectors (2009:132). 
DP’s NATO and US-friendly international politics guaranteed American 
economic support -as an extension of the Marshall plan and helped 
improve the provision of many social services to the citizenry. 

This situation certainly underwrote the populism of DP which in turn 
secured the party successive electoral victories. Free-market friendly 
economic policies of DP were also expressed in such catchy slogans such 
as “creating one millionaire in every district” were also behind the party’s 
electoral appeal among the voters. One final important component of 
DP’s populism was its considerably more ‘respectful’ attitude towards 
Islamic or conservative moral values of the population which had been 
seriously attacked during the staunchly Kemalist radical modernity 
period (Mardin, 1990). Bans on traditional or religious music playing or 
performing were significantly relaxed in this period.

Such factors explain DP’s softer stance vis-à-vis modernization which 
was expressed in more practical (rather than ideological) terms more 
attuned with the social demands and expectations. In this sense, then, 
DP’s “populist modernity” had less to do with an antagonizing and 
polarizing cultural program of top-down modernization and more to do 
with its partially fulfilled promises such as creating material advances 
such as improvement of infrastructure, municipal services and supporting 
provincial/agricultural as well as urban middle classes through populist 
policies. 

Populist modernity launched by the DP continued on even after the party 
was taken down by the military junta of 1960. DP’s successor, center right 
Justice Party (Adalet Partisi, AP) dominated most of 1960s and 1970s in 
competition with Atatürk and İnönü’s CHP, which espoused a center left 
ideology since late 1960s, under the chairmanship of reformist Bülent 
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Ecevit. Center right DP and AP’s primarily rural-based populism was 
also aimed to support urban industrialization and urban upper and middle 
classes through National Developmentalist policies as discussed above. 

CHP remained a party of orthodox as well as reformed Kemalists which 
made important overtures towards urban working and lower classes, 
especially in the context of rising radical left politics of various stripes that 
was engaged in violent fighting against the radical right wing Nationalist 
Action Party (Milliyetçi Hareket Partisi, MHP) (Banks, et al, 2004:1035). 
Out of the center right wing DP-AP line there emerged Necmettin 
Erbakan’s Islamic Millî Görüş (National Outlook) movement that was 
based on provincial conservatism and supported by devout industrialists 
and entrepreneurs who felt historically underrepresented among the 
mainstream and secular ‘bourgeois’ circles and associations. 

While such powerful radical left and right wing as well as Islamic 
challenges certainly existed, the period of 1950-1980 was still dominated 
by centrist populism and national developmentalism (Boratav, 1999:43) 
represented by DP/AP and CHP alike. In this atmosphere, the state’s role 
in the spheres of culture receded from top-down cultural modernization 
to what I propose to call relaxed regulation whereby various informalities 
were tolerated. 

However, I should note that this relaxed regulation was not based on a 
clearly delineated and programmatic liberalism. Rather, it was expressed 
in the state’s attitude of keeping an indirect control over informalities in 
the social sphere. The state, in this sense, accepted that it was impossible 
to control social life through top-down modernization policies. Instead, 
it settled with the idea of keeping an indirect oversight over various 
imperfections and informalities, and even turning them to its advantage 
by externalizing costs associated with them. This situation shaped the 
regulatory structure whereby the local government turned a blind eye 
to the violations of rules and let the informality roam free, rather than 
providing efficient social and municipal services. 

A striking case was that of housing, whereby informal tenements such as 
gecekondu (literally, ‘built-overnight’) neighborhoods mushroomed at the 
peripheries of Istanbul (Karpat, 1976) to help solve the increasingly acute 
problem of housing. However, the state’s attitude of letting informality 
sprout was not limited to housing but was expressed in other social 
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spheres. In leisure consumption and entertainment, the central and local 
government let numerous informalities develop and limit its intervention. 
This development is particularly important for two reasons: 

Firstly, it shows that the state, by letting informality sprout, chose to 
externalize important social costs. Secondly, it led to the development of a 
particular way of dealing with the state by the citizenry. The second point 
should be thought of in the context of the asymmetrical relationship 
between an authoritarian state and disempowered citizenry that was a 
constant characteristic of the Republican period14. In the new period 
since 1950s, however, citizens were still afraid of the authoritarian state, 
yet they also started to seek the most material gains out of it by seeking 
clientelistic favors, cutting corners by going around –or totally ignoring- 
the formal rules, or by connecting with personal acquaintances or relatives 
within the state apparatus. 

Most citizens developed a rather opportunistic attitude vis-à-vis the 
government and the whole array of opportunities it entails. Indeed, “the 
state property is a [vast] sea, if you don’t eat [usurp] it, you are nothing 
but a swine” (devletin malı deniz, yemeyen domuz) has always been among 
the most popular mottos, indicating this widespread, self-interest seeking 
attitude of the citizens. In this period of state-led controlled consumption, 
the citizens developed such a particular relationship with the state. What I 
propose to call the “opportunistic mentality” on the part of the citizen was 
centered on seeking somewhat more low key clientelistic favors ranging 
from trying to secure guaranteed-for-life yet modestly paid state jobs to 
having formal regulations (such as building codes, zoning or licensing 
rules) ignored for their private aims.

The state in this case implied a protective shield, a higher authority 
out of which action, or in the case of the expectation of turning a blind 
eye to formal rules, inaction was sought. Zat argues that a majority of 
entrepreneurs in the leisure consumption and entertainment usurped the 
informalities in getting their liquor licenses, hiring undocumented staff, 
avoiding building and safety regulations (interview with Zat, 2011). Aksüt 
provides other lively examples whereby entrepreneurs were more interested 
in “finding acquaintances” (tanıdık bulmak) in the regulatory authorities 
than following formal regulations. He claims that acquaintances were 
able to grant them personalized exceptions in return for favors that many 
municipal bureaucrats happily usurped (2000). 

14 Concerning this point, Aydın 
argues “the fact that Ottoman 
Empire/Republic of Turkey is 
demographically shaped by 
complex, interwoven and succes-
sive waves of migration and their 
associated traumas is one of the 
main shaping factors of the state-
citizen asymmetry” (2005:13). He 
also claims that “the relationship 
between the citizen and the state 
is one determined by the dual 
expectations/requirements of fear 
and security whereby the state is 
perceived and conceptualized as 
a body mimicking the role of the 
patriarch”. 2005:14).
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As such, the state let the informalities sprout on the very surface of citizens’ 
fear of state’s formal strengths. Those fears, in turn, gave way to more practical 
ways to ‘deal’ with the state and its formalities. This seems to be particularly 
the case with the entrepreneurs and employees of  leisure consumption and 
entertainment. They seem to have carved out informal –and usually, flexible- 
ways around the seemingly rigid formalities of the regulators. Helping 
them develop innovative and creative skills to circumvent regulation, this 
new environment seems to have empowered them compared to their 
past weaknesses. The newfound self-confidence of the period 1950-1980, 
directly contributed to the more entrepreneurial, dynamic, go-getter type of  
attitude that took root among them after the 1980s.   

In sum, in the period 1950-1980, the state softened its previously heavily 
indoctrinating, ideological and decidedly programmatic stance towards 
leisure consumption and entertainment. This situation altered the 
relationship between the state and the citizens in general and the central 
government/municipality and entertainment entrepreneurs in particular. In 
this more chaotic situation, regulators moved away from tough ideological 
enforcers towards personal-favor seeking bureaucrats while still keeping 
their authoritarian, formal exterior. Entrepreneurs, in their turn, found or 
created holes in the formal rules, sought and relied on acquaintances to 
soften or ignore regulations. This win-win relationship was certainly in 
line with the national developmentalist and populist modernist regulatory 
setting that was prevalent in this period.

III. 2. 2. Role of Mediation 

In the period between 1950 and 1980, the role of the mediators was also 
transformed and altered. Different from the radical modernity period, in the 
populist modernity period, the mediators were fragmented along political 
lines. This fragmentation was at once done alongside various lifestyles 
targeted by the mediators or caterers of those same lifestyles. This period 
was also underwritten by the development of mass circulation dailies and 
more specialized weekly and monthly magazines.
 
Fragmentation of the Mediators: 
Salience of love and hate relationship with consumption & entertainment

Let us remember that the period between 1920 and 1950 was dominated by 
two successive generations: Both “pioneering” and “supervising” generations 
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were reflective of the Kemalist civilizational objectives set down in a top-
down culturally modernizing manner. However, in the period of populist 
modernity between 1950 and 1980, mediators were fragmented along 
political / ideological lines and cultural stances vis-à-vis alaturka versus 
alafranga; and, “native sources” (öz kaynaklar) versus “foreign influences” 
(ecnebî tesirler). Numerous intellectual positions by mediators also appeared 
as constellations alongside new cultural formations such as Arabesk, Anadolu 
Pop / Anadolu Rock (Anatolian Pop / Rock) and associated practices of 
entertainment. 

Kemalist intelligentsia’s authors, novelists and columnists continued to 
have a considerable influence especially in maintaining and supervising 
over the general ‘civilizational’ targets of westernization and modernization. 
However, their monopoly certainly eroded –and later on, ended- and their 
direct or indirect ‘legislative’ role (as discussed above) in shaping the cultural 
sphere receded considerably. When CHP lost political power to DP in 
1950, Kemalist columnists who previously had administrative duties also 
lost their direct regulatory powers. An additional development was also 
the fragmentation of the Kemalist intelligentsia and the strengthening of 
left wing intellectuals as direct offshoots out of CHP or as strong critiques 
of what they termed ‘wardrobe Kemalism’ (gardrop Atatürkçülüğü), that is, 
highly orthodox yet formalistic showing off of westernized attitudes without 
implementing them in content/substance/spirit. 

Kabacalı argues that after 1950, the laws and administrative practices 
regulating publication of newspapers, magazines, journals and books were 
liberalized, thus enabling more plural and diverse opinions to be expressed 
in society (2000:226). In conjunction with the advances in printing 
technologies and the establishment of more effective distribution lines, the 
media’s impact on the society and its ability to cater to and shape a more 
diverse readership increased. Kocabaşoğlu argues that after 1950s, media has 
become a key actor in “shaping people’s tastes” (2000:14). 

Mass circulation dailies were instrumental in helping adapt large sections 
of the urban middle classes into the mass consumption schemes promoted 
by the national developmentalism as discussed above: Media also have, 
in this sense, certainly democratized access to information and a range 
of consumer products including forms of entertainment and leisure 
consumption. Daily newspapers of different ideological stripes, ranging 
from hardliner Kemalist; pro-business populist and religious conservative, 
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all shared similar elements of a critical take on consumerism and what they 
saw as harmful forms of entertainment. 

The development of the specialized magazines in turn, mirrored the 
fragmentation of the population along classes and various lifestyles adopted. 
Specialized magazines also targeted the newly developing urban middle 
classes and youth cultures and they were also instrumental in shaping their 
leisure consumption and entertainment habits. We have enough evidence 
to argue that popular, mainstream newspapers and magazines as well as 
specialized publications (magazines, semi-scientific journals, guidebooks, 
books on proper etiquette and others) are all instrumental in the process of 
the spread of consumerism. This spread of consumerism, however, as I will 
discuss below, was both promoted and morally condemned by the media.

Between 1905 and 1980, mediators within the media were criticizing 
that very media’s harmful effects as well as voicing diatribes against the 
‘consumerist’ traps lurking amidst popular forms of entertainment. Some 
of those intellectuals were the respected columnists writing at the very 
publications they were criticizing. Such self-avowedly morally high ground 
intellectuals specifically targeted women in pinpointing the social actor of 
ethically condemned forms of consumption and entertainment. 

Interestingly, mediators of different political convictions or clashing 
approaches to culture and entertainment still happily converged around 
an image of women as the ‘dangerous’ / ‘suspect’ / ‘scolded’ Other. In 
this tacitly agreed upon and frequently depicted image, woman is seen 
as a Biblical Eve of sorts, who seduce and corrupt Adam by espousing, 
demanding and spreading a luxury-oriented lifestyle underwritten by 
conspicuous consumption and mondain forms of entertainment. In this 
vein, highly popular Akbaba humor weekly (published between 1922 
and 1977, the period roughly coinciding with the temporal focus of this 
chapter) on the other hand, frequently ridiculed women through heavily-
genderized caricatures of the “brainless blonde,” “mistress,” “secretary,” 
“housewife as petty nuisance” all tainted by the vice of consumerism and 
frivolous entertainment. 

CHP’s official daily newspaper Ulus (Nation) with its doctrinaire, 
preaching line combining pro-modernist reformism and Kemalism, 
and the high circulation daily Hürriyet (Liberty, launched in 1948 and 
continuing its key importance upto the early 2010s) with its pro-business 
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yet populist style, joined hands in morally targeting the media’s corrosive 
impact. They also shared the same attitude of condemnation of those 
lifestyles tainted by excessive consumerism, ‘useless’ entertainment and 
women’s role as disseminators of both. Hürriyet, like many of similar 
newspapers, had a strange stance of both helping spread the culture 
of consumerism emblematic of mass consumption-oriented ethos of 
National Developmentalism; and criticizing or ridiculing social stereotypes 
associated with that same culture of consumerism. 

It is striking to observe that such moralizing / ostracizing attitudes in pro-
Kemalist and pro-business/populist media were similar to those vocalized 
in conservative press, such as Büyük Doğu (Grand Orient)15 magazine of 
Necip Fazıl Kısakürek, seminal and legendary intellectual of the Islam-
inspired right wing of Turkish intelligentsia (Belge, 2003). Published 
intermittently between 1948 and 1977, Büyük Doğu was the leading 

15 For various discussions, 
see, M. Belge (2003) Modern 
Türkiye’de Siyasi Düşünce Cilt 5 / 
Muhafazakârlık (Political Thinking 
in Modern Turkey. Volume 5 / 
Conservatism), Istanbul: İletişim.

Picture III.13:
Beach scenes were quite promi-
nent among the cover pages of 
Akbaba, providing a ‘legitimate’ 
spatial alibi to erotically depict 
women’s bodies as well as target-
ing their ‘null’ lives in ‘entertaining’ 
environments that were at once 
morally targeted.
Akbaba, 23 March 1963
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publication of the conservative cultural front. In its earlier inception the 
magazine featured intellectuals of liberal or Kemalist and even left wing 
stripes (such as Oktay Akbal, Özdemir Asaf, Sait Faik Abasıyanık) who 
were among personal friends of Kısakürek. 

At this point, it should be noted that late Kısakürek continue to be a 
controversial figure, some claiming that during his earlier, first period, he 
led a very bohem (bohemian, adapted from the French word bohème) life, 
filled with alcohol consumption, dandyism, womanizing, gambling and 
jolly literary conversations that may well have been accompanied by drug 
use. What is also noted about this first period is that Kısakürek reportedly 
had left-wing convictions then. There are detailed accounts of his defection 
to the Islamic-conservative camp in 1934. Büyük Doğu since mid-1950s 
-that is, in its second phase- was dominated by the agenda of regressive 
anti-modernism, populist defense of both a religiously-inspired and 
sometimes ‘nativist’ Anatolian culture as well as a revered Ottoman past 
all of which were smeared by Republican indoctrination (see especially 
Bora, 1986; Çakır, 1987 & Belge, 2003). Büyük Doğu -particularly in its 
later phase- was critical both of Kemalist cultural fiat and the ‘infectious’ 
consumerism spread  by commercial media and entertainment culture.  

What stands, however, is that Kısakürek’s first and second periods were 
marked by a stark contrast in terms of his changing take on leisure 
consumption and entertainment. What appears in the former as a source 
of intellectual innovation and artistic creativity -in the bohemian sense 
of the term; in the latter, it emerges as a dangerous and crafty ‘enemy’ 
being fed by the materialistic consumerism of ‘this-worldly’ desires and 
pleasures. In the latter, the scolded habitat of leisure consumption and 
entertainment appears an intellectual source again... But this time over, it 
is an intellectual and artistic source in the sense that it feeds  passionate 
feelings such as discontentment and even disgust (Genç, 1991; 1998) 
that compel the writer to produce works against the evil worlds of lustful 
entertainment and mindless consumerism. 

Certainly informed by Cold War anti-communism that had found 
echoes in the popular and intellectual environment of Turkey, Büyük 
Doğu nevertheless incorporated elements highly critical of the destructive 
impact of its anti-communist ally, USA, especially in terms of the 
encroaching epidemics of Hollywood, popular culture and hedonistic 
lifestyles associated with leisure consumption and entertainment. In 
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this facile encapsulation, both Kemalism and commercial consumerism 
of entertainment were seen as “enemies of the organic culture of deep 
Anatolia” (Özcan, 2010). 

In this sense, this purportedly untainted yet endangered deep Anatolia 
is somewhat similar to the formulization of a lost, untainted origin, the 
Turkish Halk (akin to the German conceptions of Volk) by the Kemalist 
intelligentsia. However, the “deep Anatolia” of the conservative imagery 
has more spiritual, religious overtones which gained even more bitter 
expressions in reaction to Kemalist Jakobenizm ( Jacobinism) (C. Meriç, 
1974; 1985). It is striking to observe the resemblance of the purportedly 
polarized visions of the Islamist Deep Anatolia and the Kemalist Volk. 
In both cases, deep Anatolia and Halk corresponds to a spiritually or 
ideologically defined mental ‘homeland’ of sorts. 

A quite similar conceptualization of an untainted “motherland” 
endangered by infectious entertainment was used by left wing intellectuals 
and activists as well. Some such notions were uttered by the intellectual 
circle around left-Kemalist Devrim (Revolution) journal by Cemal, 
Avcıoğlu and Gürkan (Avcıoğlu, 1969-71). Some far left radical groupings 
active throughout the 1970s such as the pro-Albanian, Hoxhaist Halkın 
Kurtuluşu (People’s Liberation) and Dev-Sol (Devrimci Sol, Revolutionary 
Left) -which was purportedly closer to Fokoculuk (foquismo)16 as defined 
by Debray (1967)- had developed ideological and moral diatribes against 
useless or ‘degenerate’ entertainment. 

All such radical left positions also viewed mainstream entertainment in 
Turkey as part and parcel of the degenerate culture of the bourgeoisie 
masking/diluting the “real culture of [our] people/peoples” (Çayan, 1972; 
Karataş, 1989; Küçük, 1986 & 1987). In some versions, cosmopolitan 
entertainment is viewed as the fifth column of “American (cultural) 
imperialism” (for example, see Kıvılcımlı, 1963). The forms acceptable 
for the radical left are non-commodified or de-commodified acts of 
productively enjoying one’s life, such as revolutionary picnics, festivals 
or night gatherings, especially with a hint of provincialism (bağlama- 
or kemençe-playing) sprinkled over them (Gündoğar, 2000). Such 
events seem to have a völkisch (Fichte, 1808; 2008) flavor and savor  
to them, in the sense that they are geared towards programmatically 
reinstituting people’s mental archive and heritage or tapping into their 
-previously under-utilized- faculties. Since generational transfer and 

16 See Régis Debray’s Révolu-
tion dans la révolution? et autres 
essais (Paris:1967).
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education were the main functional targets, dersane (generally, private 
educational establishments, or more specifically in such cases, music-
tutoring establishments formed as front organizations of radical left 
politics) and dernek (legally instituted social associations) were the 
main entertainment places developed as such (Tansuğ, 1999; Stokes, 
1991; 2011).While entertainment was mostly ostracized, rakı-drinking 
in general and meyhâne-gatherings in particular, remained among the 
familiar entertainment environments or escapist havens where Kemalists 
and Marxists gathered and found warm sociability, intellectual inspiration 
and artistic muse.17 Conservatives stayed away from such alcohol-
consumption oriented places and converged  in traditional coffeehouses 
and informal liturgical gatherings (Tekke / zikir).  

One also comes across with another characteristic present in the major 
two intellectual approaches, Kemalist and conservative: their critical take 
on leisure consumption and entertainment. In its wooden formulae-laced 
language, Kemalist Ulus passionately promoted East-West musical and 
cultural syntheses, by attacking the excessively alafranga entertainment 
styles and the lurking dangers of ‘cosmopolitanism’ and idealistically revering 
the dormant power within the Turkish halk. In some conceptualizations, 
entertainment is seen as ‘useless’ given its high demands on ‘human power’ 
which should rather be engaged in productive tasks such as citizen’s “self-
enlightenment” and the audience’s “western [classical] music appreciation” 
(Ahıska, 2000; Belge, 2003). Büyük Doğu on the other hand voiced a 
moralistic bashing of the nightlife by seeing it as an enemy symbolizing all 
sorts of sins and vice. Kısakürek and friends promoted, instead, lives full of 
introspection, faith, soul-searching and ceremonial praying, such as those 
in Sufism-inspired home-based nights together or in informal Mevlevî or 
Cerrahî ceremonies. Such religious gatherings seem to have been saved 
by a less interventionist and less oppressive state which allowed and in 
some cases encouraged or even directly-funded such nights or ceremonies 
(Özdenören, 1985).  

As we see above, conservatives, Marxists and Kemalists all converge 
around a highly critical perspective of entertainment, by pitting it against 
the interests of the people and its ‘genuine culture’. However, pro-business, 
populist Hürriyet depicted entertainment in a rather different light. It 
covered, in its high-society/red carpet/paparazzi sections, those situations 
of entertainment as well as those rich celebrities entertaining themselves 
(“caught” as they are called in the media) from a voyeuristic angle. These 

17 Meyhâne keeps its key im-
portance as of early 2010s while 
tekke / zikir of the conservatives 

was lately revived and even 
co-opted by the tourism industry. 

Religious music sessions were 
included as an item during 

Ramadan-long leisure consump-
tion and entertainment events.
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very much envied yet inspiring persons had colorful life-stories which 
make the person-on-the-street admit that: “they have a sweet / luxurious 
life” or, “life goes easy on them” (hayat onlara güzel). Note continuities with 
1930s depiction of the “comfortable” luxurious life such as at Lüküs Hayat 
operetta. 

This rather opaquely defined group of people with sweet, easy and fun 
lives coincides roughly with sosyete. Sosyete seems to refer to the ‘high-
society,’ and as an ascribed nickname, it was possibly adapted from the 
French term, haute société (société is pronounced as sosyete in Turkish). 
Sosyete connotes those individuals or groups which are seen as having 
more advantageous income levels and material resources –sometimes those 
resources are believed to have been amassed in shady or unethical ways, 
thus betraying a moralizing gaze upon them.18 

At Hürriyet and other mediating actors, habitual moral condemnation of 
sosyete and their luxurious entertainment are uttered in rather formalistic 
manners that almost become part of an automatism. In the second 
step, a voyeuristic take on their excesses is carefully developed via the 
depiction of [their] leisure consumption and entertainment places and 
occasions such as dansing (dancing parties) caz (special nights with live 
music) davet (reception) gala, açılış (opening). As opposed to all other 
religiously-inspired or politically and ideologically-oriented mediators, 
liberal mediators, and in this particular example, Hürriyet juicily display 
the forbidden fruit by “selling the sizzle” (Ewen & Ewen, 1986) of leisure 
consumption and entertainment. 

All in all, religious or ideological mediators were highly critical and 
interventionist in the sphere of leisure consumption and entertainment. 
Yet in the midst of their constituencies they still gave birth to –in 1990s 
an 2000s- new entertainment forms such as touristified whirling dervish 
shows; Nargile Kafe and Türkü Bar (see Chapter IV).  At their inception, 
both dersane and dernek were planned to be “pure,” “untainted/non-
degenerated,” “functional” and “transformative” but evolved or yielded 
into future hybrid forms illustrated by the rise of Nargile Kafe and Türkü 
Bar.  

These are all, in a sense, ‘in-between’ places, whose stuff is made up of 
a syncretic mix-and-match of different materials (biraz ondan, biraz 
bundan). Due to the voluntaristic, self-sacrificing and even self-exploiting 

18 Note that sosyete, since 
1990s through 2010s, is also 
the preferred epithet used by 
BJK football club’s legendary 
supporter group Çarşı to describe 
those viewers on the comfortable 
and expensive seats with actual 
seat numbers on them. Sosyete is 
situated at the Numaralı (literally, 
“with numbers”) grandstand of 
the İnönü Stadium, right across 
from Çarşı’s own Kapalı (“covered 
up”) grandstand. The use of this 
particular denotation -which some 
may sociologically find mean-
ingful- certainly warrants more 
research. For a highly interesting 
ethno-musicological study of 
Çarşı, see, Kytö, 2009.
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involvement by their entrepreneurs, they provided to be highly meaningful, 
lived spaces which were far less scripted and more spontaneously developed 
than planned, top-down, doctrinaire spaces such as dersane, dernek and 
Halkevi. Pavyon and Taverna are more hedonistic offshoots of earlier 
kafeşantan or gazino and they catered to a provincially-anchored, recently 
urban clientele. These forms could be seen as residing on the lower -or to 
a lesser extent, the middle- layer of ‘western’ style / type of entertainment. 
Such establishments, however, mostly featured alaturka music, such as 
popularized forms of what is now known as Sanat Müziği -[Turkish] Art 
Music.  

Another layer, this time residing on the top layer of entertainment was 
sosyete-type of ‘elite’ entertainment: Sosyete entertainment informed the 
later, post-1980s development of upper class entertainment establishments 
such as Zihni Bar, Peripeti Bistro, Süreyya Teras Greek Taverna and Nardis 
Jazz Club –among many other Caz ( Jazz) establishments eloquently 
researched and catalogued by Tekelioğlu (2011). What is referred to as 
“certain [upper-bracketed] segment” (“belli bir kesim”) entertainment 
producers and consumers were kept an eye on, as a source of criticism, 
envy, copycatting and promotion. 

To sum up the role of mediation under the National Developmentalist 
period: Different to the early republican period of 1920-1950 whereby the 
harder mediators working in tandem with Kemalist and radical modernist 
regulators had a nearly complete monopoly, this second period’s mediators 
were fragmented along political lines whereby the Kemalist domination 
over the cultural field was weakened. However, various stripes of mediators 
situated along political or ideological divisions, still agreed on preaching 
what society should be doing. They all converged around the need to 
control excessive consumerism especially in leisure consumption and 
entertainment.

IV. 2. 3. Processes of Diversity

Out of all separate visions from within the mediators, there emerges a 
unifying theme of imagining diversity. Kemalist, Conservative and Liberal 
alike, all mediators helped create ways to come up with the ‘Self ’ versus the 
‘Other,’ which connects us to the discussion on processes of diversity and 
ethnicity. In all of them, the ‘Self ’ is carved out of an imagined (Hobsbawm 
& Ranger) primordial and organic essence: Halk, Derin Anadolu and Türk 
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Milleti (Turkish Nation) or Millet (Nation) that are all both endangered 
and in need of being molded by the very mediators or the regulators. 
The ‘Other’ is the cosmopolitan Beyoğlu or Nişantaşı (Şişli district’s rich 
neighborhood) known for their radiant, fragrant and ostentatious luxuries.

The Essential Element and the Desired Other

The liberal imagining of the ‘Other’ initially pays lip service to the 
critical and disdainful language of the first four, while later on exhibiting 
a voyeuristic, playful language toying with the idea of the “the Other 
being what the Self desires”. In this sense liberal mediators espoused an 
eventually positive and supportive role with an initially sardonic grin on 
their faces. This connotes the double meaning of desired to be had and 
desired to become like: Denoting both the Occidentalist fantasizing of 
the ‘Other’ and the upstream task of “catching and surpassing the level of 
developed civilizations” - Atatürk’s main target. 

Movies could for example be seen as part and parcel of that type of non-
state regulation, i.e. mediation between producers and consumers of 
leisure consumption and entertainment. Movies in the period between 
1950 and 1980 served an important role connected to the process of 
diversity including ethnic diversity. Numerous films of this period 
fortified an Orientalist-colonialist popular gaze towards the Roma and 
more specifically towards Sulukule. The representation of the Roma as the 
‘exotic –and/or ridiculed / criminalized / frowned upon / pitied- Other’ 
could be illustrated in such films as İstanbul Havası: Arşak Sulukule’de (The 
Istanbul Air: Arşak in Sulukule, directed by Zeki Alphan, 1952), Şaban 
Çingeneler Arasında (Şaban among the Gypsies by Semih Evin, 1952), Yan 
Kesici Kız (The Pickpocket Girl by Türker İnanoğlu, 1964), Çingene Güzeli 
(The Gypsy Belle by Oksal Pekmezoğlu, 1969), among numerous others.19 
The prevalence of such colonizing attitudes vis-à-vis the “Roma as the 
Other” promoted by movies -which are among the elements of mediation- 
seems to connect the argument to the processes of diversity, including 
forms of ethnic diversity. Movies also repeated and spread the image of 
the “consumerist woman,” the wife or daughter of the rich factory owner 
(fabrikatör)20 usually depicted in contradistinction to the poor, honest, 
hard-working, frank guy. Romantic and at times erotic innuendo between 
the spoiled girl and the poor hero are depicted in numerous movies such as 
Orhan Gencebay’s Bir Teselli Ver (Give [me] some consolation, 1971) and 
Karasevda (Blind Love, 1968).

19 For a more complete list, see 
for example, Özgüç, A. (2005). 
Türlerle Türk Sineması: Dönem-
ler, Modalar, Tiplemeler (Turkish 
Movie Genres: Periods, Trends, 
Characters). Istanbul: Dünya 
Kitabevi. 
20 Adapted from the French word, 
fabricateur.
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Sulukule’s Golden Age as an Escapist, Exotic Haven

Roma as the other was still signified in imagination as well as reality in the 
physical space of Sulukule. The golden age of Sulukule was between 1950s 
and 1970s when the entertainment houses were the most active. However, 
Sulukule entertainment houses were constantly targeted and criminalized 
for their informality and moral degeneracy –authorities and media 
claiming that some houses were also sources of illegal prostitution and 
escort services. In 1957, the market-friendly government of the Democratic 
Party (Demokrat Parti, DP) initiated ‘Hausmannesque’ urban projects that, 
in addition to other projects all around Istanbul, razed numerous Roma 
neighborhoods south of Sulukule to pave way for large Vatan and Millet 
boulevards. Interestingly, the DP government even had a short-lived and 
highly rhetorical project to replace the informal entertainment houses with 

Picture III.14:
Numerous movies of the period 

1950-1980 depicted an Oriental-
izing, sexualizing and criminaliz-
ing take on the Roma, frequently 
painted as ‘fun loving,’ ‘easy-go-

ing’ people equipped with ‘natural’ 
talents or stamped by vice…

Çingene Güzeli (The Gypsy Belle) 
directed by Oksal Pekmezoğlu 

and starring Sevda Ferdağ, 1968
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state initiated and regulated ‘Performance Centers’ (Gösteri Merkezleri) 
catering to the emerging tourist industry, as well as ‘Sports and Cultural 
Complexes’.21

Owners and musicians/performers argued that such practices were known 
as oturak âlemi (literally, ‘stool session,’ referring to the stools that were sat 
on), an informal at-home gathering of men listening to music, watching 
female dancers and consume alcohol. Oturak âlemi was indeed reminiscent 
of the circular, performative modes at the Eğlence/Devriye Evleri as noted 
above. In the mainly Kurdish southeastern Anatolia, comparable sessions 
were organized under the rubric of Sıra Gecesi (meaning, Night of Turns, 
again denoting the above-mentioned circular motion of musicians/guests 
taking turns), however, consumption of alcohol and the presence of female 
dancers and escorts were not allowed. Such informal gatherings reportedly 
still take place all around Central Anatolia and elsewhere, but usually in 
conservative smaller towns or cities.
 
In this sense, entertainment houses could be seen as a continuation of 
an informal, perhaps even carnivalesque22, Anatolian tradition of social 
occasions / performances under the watchful eyes of cultural conservatism.23 
In this sense, Michel de Certeau’s analyses of the strategies and tactics in 
quotidian life could be potentially instructive (see Chapters I and II for 
more detailed discussions).

In this sense, the Roma of Sulukule could be seen as informal entrepreneurs 
shouldering these important social functions and drawing important 
economic gains and becoming targets of a moralistic and criminalizing 
gaze at the same time. Turkish ‘Roma-exploitation’ movies were quite 
instrumental in either romanticizing, celebrating, Orientalizing or 
ridiculing, negatively stereotyping and moralizing/criminalizing approach 
to Roma in general and Sulukule in particular. Interestingly enough, apart 
from regularly appearing at countless national movies, Sulukule even 
became one of the locations where a James Bond movie, From Russia with 
Love (1963) was shot, increasing the neighborhood’s attraction for tourists. 
In this sense, Sulukule acted as a ‘body double’ for the sleepy, dreamy, 
exotic Istanbul as the ‘Orient.’ It is interesting to note the interconnections 
between the Turkish Orientalist-colonizing gaze towards the Roma and 
the Occidental rendering on the Orientalized Istanbul portrayed by the 
‘Gypsy’ Sulukule. 

22 See, de Certeau, M. (1980) 
L’invention quotidien: Arts de 
faire, Paris. For a study of the so-
cial ‘protest’ functions of popular 
and folk music in the Ottoman 
Empire and Republic of Turkey, 
see, Gündoğar, S. (2005). Muhalif 
Müzik: Halk Şiirindeki Protesto 
Geleneğinden Günümüz Politik 
Şarkılarına (Music of the Op-
position: From Protest Tradition 
of Folk Poems through Today’s 
Political Songs). Istanbul: Derin. 
Similarly, Schade-Poulsen’s semi-
nal study of the raï music in Al-
geria in terms of family life, moral 
codes and larger societal power 
relations provides an interesting 
case of resistance to authoritar-
ian social frameworks through 
popular forms of music. See, 
Schade-Poulsen, M. (1999). Men 
and Popular Music in Algeria: The 
Social Significance of Raï. Austin: 
University of Texas Press.
23 Note that allegations of such 
‘communitarian pressures’ remain 
to be at the center of social, 
political and cultural debates in 
Turkey in late 2000s and early 
2010s. Such debates particularly 
increased after the rise to power 
of conservative/neoliberal Justice 
and Development Party (Adalet 
ve Kalkınma Partisi, AKP) in 
2002. Seminal sociologist Şerif 
Mardin argued that such com-
munitarian pressures, dubbed 
as the “neighborhood pressure” 
(mahalle baskısı) constitute one 
of the dominant characteristics of 
the Turkish social texture whereby 
social difference is scrutinized by 
moralistic and watchful eyes of 
(Islamic) conservatism.
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The entertainment houses in Sulukule had also numerous other functions for 
their clientele and caterers. Well known singers, artists and other celebrities 
(including legendary ‘Turkish Art Music’ performers such as Zeki Müren 
and Müzeyyen Senar) were reportedly among the regulars, increasing the 
attraction for the houses, especially among the newspaper and magazine 
reporters, as well as national and international tourists. Müren, Senar and 
other music celebrities were reportedly visiting the Houses not only for 
leisure purposes, but also as grounds of recruitment of side musicians for 
themselves, and also in order to enrich their own musical repertoire. In this 
sense, the houses were among the key centers for cultural production and 
consumption, as well as employment opportunity for the Sulukule Roma. 

Entertainment Houses also operated as an informal school for numerous 
Roma musicians who later gained nation-wide and even international 
prominence and fame.24 Most often, Sulukule musicians were also invited 
to wealthy family homes to play at private celebrations and parties, were 
hired as side musicians at pavyon, taverna, meyhane25 and other drinking 
establishments as well as at recording sessions. This has created additional 
economic gains for the residents and middlemen who helped arrange such 
appearances. The social and economic functions of the houses were not 
limited to providing jobs for their immediate entrepreneurs and employees 
either. They have even created a secondary employment circle around them, 
including tobacco and spirits shops as well as neighborhood taxis constantly 
being dispatched to shuttle clients from distant neighborhoods.

Migration, Immigration and the New Urban Others 

Processes of diversity and ethnicity at play were largely underwritten by two 
key societal dynamics that stamped the period between 1950 and 1980 were: 
(1) the rural to urban migration and the increasing rates of urbanization as 
well as the out-migration to Germany and other foreign destinations and 
(2) the continuing and dramatically accelerating decimation of the non-
Muslim ethnic minorities. These two major transformations shaped new 
diversities –including ethnic diversity- which shaped leisure consumption 
and entertainment to a considerable extent. 

Anti-minority mob attacks in Istanbul on September 6th and on 
September 7th, 1955 created a new atmosphere of fear for the Greeks 
and other non-Muslim minorities. The Cyprus conflict since 1960s, 
which intensified in 1970s has made the Greeks a target for mass hatred 

24 Roma musicians such as 
Hüsnü Şenlendirici, Adnan 

Şenses, Kibariye and Sibel Can 
are reportedly among them.

25 For a discussion of such drink-
ing establishments, see, Aytar, V. 

and Keskin, A. (2003) ‘Scuf-
fling and intermingling sounds 

in a fragmented metropolis: 
Constructions of spaces of music 
in Istanbul,’ Géocarrefour: Revue 

de Géographie de Lyon, 78(2): 
147-157
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once more, after which the Greek population in Istanbul was reduced 
down to fewer than two thousand. Currently the number of Armenians 
and Jews in Turkey are around sixty and thirty thousands, respectively.26 
The dramatic decimation of the non-Muslims was coupled by the 
increasing influx of village to urban migration (köyden kente göç) which 
propelled a boom in non-urban originated new urban citizens. Most 
of those migrants were then functionally ethnicized within the leisure 
consumption and entertainment. 

Superimposed on this deep sea change in ethnic demography, since at 
least the late 1940s, the effects of the mechanization of agriculture and 
market integration that provoked an increasing pressure on smaller-
scale farming were the push factors for the immense rural to urban 
migration (Karpat, 1976; Akşit, 1998, Kıray, 1998). Pull factors, on 
the other hand, included the development of manufacturing industries 
and Fordism in the cities. Speeding up after the 1960s, rural to urban 
migration, coupled with a population increase, which remained one of 
the highest in the world (Kıray, 1998), has created conditions for rapid 
urbanization, increase in urban population, and urban transformation 
and change. Istanbul, in this period, was one of the major cities receiving 
the bulk of rural migration (Danielson and Keleş, 1984).

In this context, the setting for leisure and entertainment changed. Most 
migrants converged around the newly formed residential settlements 
such as the informal gecekondu neighborhoods at the peripheries of 
Istanbul. Devoid of most social or municipal services, including effective 
and accessible forms of public transportation, these neighborhoods were 
catered to by the shared taxis or dolmuş. Stokes claims that gecekondu 
and dolmuş were two loci for arabesk music which challenged most of 
the conventions of the dominant cultural policies of the Republic (1992). 
Özbek notes that “socially and musically, arabesk could be seen as a 
“defensive reaction” articulated in the face of modernization (1991:142).  

Arabesk-playing neighborhood meyhâne and kafe-bar (café-bar) were 
among the new formations catering to this demand. Entrepreneurs were 
also usually new migrants, or Turks or Muslims who started out in meyhane 
business elsewhere from lower positions. Arabesk and its associated spaces 
of entertainment such as pavyon, taverna, neighborhood meyhâne and 
gece kulübü (night club) in this sense, developed from within this social 
atmosphere of new diversity. 

26 For various discussions, see, 
for example, Oran, B. (2004). 
Türkiye’de Azınlıklar (Minorities in 
Turkey), Istanbul: İletişim Publica-
tions; Yıldız, A. (2007). Ne Mutlu 
Türküm Diyebilene: Türk Ulusal 
Kimliğinin Etno-Seküler Sınırları, 
1919-1938 (How Happy to those 
Who Can Call Themselves Turks: 
Ethno-Secular Limits of the Turk-
ish National Identity), Istanbul: 
İletişim Publications.
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++The development of arabesk as a cultural stampede of sorts seems to have 
produced two outcomes for the way diversity is imagined: Firstly, arabesk 
implied a powerful, informal challenge to the Kemalist cultural fiat where 
a combination of recast alaturka and alafranga certainly characterized the 
general orientation of cultural modernization. Refuting this top-down 
promotion and cultural modernization, arabesk digs up a totally different 
‘essence’ of sorts that catered to the previously migrant, new urban poor. 

Arabesk, its lamenting style and the very volatility symbolized by both 
the dolmuş and gecekondu render a totally new ‘essence’ (different from the 
essences such as halk, Türk milleti or millet) woven around the uprooted 
migrant who is not only in-between [rural and urban] spaces, but also 
transgressing the top-down cultural modernization program of the 
Kemalist radical modernist paternalism. Certainly, the new, National 
Developmentalist, populist regulatory environment made it easier for 
arabesk to challenge the already watered-down hegemony of Kemalism.

Secondly, with the rise of arabesk, in the mainstream mediation 
mechanisms, figure a gecekondu-living, dolmuş-riding (or driving) arabesk-
listening urban poor as the new ‘Other’. This is the ‘Other’ vis-à-vis the 
mainstream middle class society whose consumption styles were mostly 
coded by the conventions of the national developmental populism rather 
than the orthodoxies associated with the earlier period. Still, in a less 
ideological and less morally condemning tone, in movies, provincial 
backgrounds of the new urbanites are caricaturized by the use of funny-
sounding local dialects of Turkish while the use of Kurdish or any other 
languages are carefully avoided. This selective ethnicization prompts one 
to argue that the political sensitivities and rigidities of Kemalism remain 
considerably intact while the regulation has gotten more relaxed in allowing 
the sprouting of numerous ‘acceptable’ –or negligible-- informalities. 

The crudeness of the new migrants is usually underlined in media, recalling 
the hacıağa descriptions of the earlier decades. These newcomers, however, 
are seen as a bigger problem than the hacıağa who were effortlessly ridiculed 
and explained away. For  mainstream society, as well as for the radical 
modernists who cling onto the superiority of alafranga and the alaturka-
alafranga combination, they are seen as unhygienic elements soiling the 
millenarian, civilized social atmosphere of Istanbul. Cantek reminds us 
that the description of the crude other in line with hacıağa tradition were 
Hıdır, Kırro or Hırbo (2008:247). Especially kırro –or kıro in other uses- 

27 Let me remind that a similar 
threat of the unhygienic, uncivi-

lized ‘Other’ was to be produced 
again later after 1980s, around 

Kurds, with whose ethnic origins 
they were increasingly identi-
fied with. The complaint that 

“Istanbul now smells of kebap and 
lahmacun” (Yenal, 2000) connote 

the perception bad smelling, 
unhygienic presence and the wor-

ryingly increasing demographic 
weight of the ‘easterners’ (doğulu) 

implying Kurds. They were 
sometimes referred to by an even 
more blunt term, bu Kürtler (“them 
Kurds”). The Kurdish ethnic back-
ground is underlined to ostracize 

and criminalize, rather than to ac-
knowledge the legitimacy of one’s 

entitlement to their ethnic roots.
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imply a ridiculed Kurdishness.27 

Tekelioğlu makes an important addition by arguing that Hanzo as the 
description of yet another misfit, a temporarily visiting or permanently 
resettling out-migrant to Germany, was adapted from the German name, 
Hans (Tekelioğlu, 2011). In most movies Turkish immigrants in Germany 
are ridiculed or criticized, almost as elements that the mainstream society 
is ashamed of, due to their provincial, ignorant manners that paint 
internationally a negative picture of an otherwise modern and well-
developed Turkey.  In this sense, the new diversity signified by the rise 
of arabesk is at once ridiculed and problematized as a symptom of an 
increasingly unmanageable migration and urbanization process as well as 
the repercussions of the emigration to Germany and Europe. Constructed 
as such, the diverse other(s) were illustrated and rendered variously 
in popular culture in Turkey.  Such depictions were locationally placed 
usually around İstiklâl Avenue to mentally and symbolically illustrate their 
‘out-of-placeness’. 

III. 3. Conclusion: 
General Landscape of Leisure Consumption and Entertainment 
before the Neo-Liberal Transformation

In this chapter, I have argued that the establishment of the Republic of 
Turkey in 1923 signified, among many other things, a deep transformation 
in leisure consumption and entertainment. This transformation implied 
a radical break from the previous Reform Ottoman period. It at once 
incorporated some important continuity with it. Let me now quickly 
summarize the main trends under below headings:

(a) Consumers & Producers: In the period of 1920-1980, Turkey has 
witnessed the pains associated with a transformation from a multi-ethnic, 
multi-confessional empire to a homogenized nation-state. Those pains 
were clearly marked by: 1) the tragedy of 1915 –a dramatic process that 
some call genocide or ethnic cleansing— that had dramatically reduced 
the number of Armenians (Dadrian, 1995; Balakian, 2003; Akçam, 2007 
& 2012); 2) the mutual, non-voluntary exchange of populations between 
Greece and Turkey in 1920s (Erdal, 2006; Bruce, 2006; Ateş, 2008; 
Özkırımlı & Sofos, 2008); 3) near-pogroms against Jews in [Eastern] 
Thrace during 1930s (Bayar, 1963; Karabatak, 1996; Levi, 1996; Toprak, 
1996; Aktar, 1996; Hür, 2007; Bali, 2008; and Özkırımlı & Sofos, 2008); 4) 
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anti-‘Gypsy’ population and habitat legislations of 1930s; 5) anti-minority 
Poll Tax (Varlık Vergisi) of 1940s (Ökte, 1951; Biberyan, 2000 & Guttstadt, 
2013); 6) anti-Greek pogroms of 1950s; 7) anti-Greek sentiments and 
actions of 1960s and 1970s.

All the above developments had deep impacts upon the non-Muslims 
in Turkey, with their numbers, social visibility and cultural participation 
decreasing progressively. With such larger impacts, in general and the 
anti-minority legislation concerning those employees of the leisure 
consumption and entertainment sectors, specifically, Jews became the first 
group to evacuate those sectors, followed at a slower pace by Greeks and 
Armenians, respectively. Their positions within those trades, their capital 
and establishments started to be replaced by their Muslim or Turkish kalfa 
(journeymen) or çırak (apprentice) who bought off their establishments at 
significantly reduced rates. Such transfers of human, economic, cultural 
and social capital empowered the increasingly critical status of not only 
Muslims or Turks, but also the Roma, who have capitalized upon their 
longitudinal presence within the sectors. The non-Muslims’ cultural 
domination in terms of the trade etiquettes (or, racon) lingered on, partly 
due to their prolonged control over the sectors as well as due to the 
Occidentalist stances of the Kemalist regulators and mediators. 

Similarly, the demographic decimation and thickening cultural silence of 
the non-Muslims were among the key reasons for their erasure as key 
groups among the consumers. However, their community gatherings, 
religious holidays, celebrations, and [significantly muted --or in worst cases 
totally vaporized] festivals were still important, yet temporally limited 
(seasonal) propellers for leisure consumption and entertainment. The new 
consumers were the state itself, its bureaucrats and officers, newly Turkified 
bourgeoisie, urban middle and lower classes and rich provincial migrants 
pouring into the cities. They were administratively and culturally schooled 
into leisure consumption and entertainment first, by the top-down cultural 
modernization of the legislators and mediators of 1920-1950 and later, by 
the Peripheral Fordist / International Keynesian National Developmental 
Populism established and sustained by the legislators and mediators of 
1950-1980. Other dimensions of this de-non-Muslimization of the leisure 
consumption and entertainment in both production and consumption 
spheres are further discussed below, under the dynamics of diversity.     

(b) Regulation & Mediation: In the early Republican period between 
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1920 and 1950, the state’s role shifted from reformist paternalism towards 
radical modernist paternalism. While in the previous period westernization 
was a powerful line of reform, it had not yet attained the early republican 
period’s programmatic, decidedly radical and top-down modernization 
character. Atatürk’s macro-civilizational target of overall westernization 
incorporated a careful yet fragile recasting of both alafranga and alaturka 
by harmonizing them with the requirements of cultural modernization 
and westernization. Radical modernist paternalism also involved a 
reconstruction of the Turkish Volk whereby the masses who were to be 
adequately trained were expected to find their own dormant potentials 
as well as to appreciate the high cultural taste of western forms of leisure 
consumption and entertainment. They were also to steer away from the 
dangers of excessive alafranga. This double-strategy has underwritten the 
coming-of-age of the new, republican consumers.

The mediators of this period worked on the heritage of the reform 
Ottoman period in terms of espousing westernization as a tendency, but 
by also turning this tendency into a programmatic requirement that needs 
to be worked on more heavily. The hard mediators of the reform Ottoman 
period, then, have later gotten harder in their zeal as well as their powers 
aided by their monopoly over the society provided by the Kemalist regime. 
Early republican mediators aimed to sustain the civilizational targets 
set up by Kemalism, by keeping westernization as the main route to be 
followed while at the same time truncating the excesses of the reform 
Ottoman alafranga and especially its cosmopolitanism seen as unfitting to 
the needs of the unitary nation state.

The period opened up with the multi-party democracy in 1950 and 
continuing on until 1980, implied a transformation of the role of the 
regulation. In the period of increasing rural to urban migration, regulators 
moved away from tough ideological enforcers towards populist bureaucrats. 
While still keeping their authoritarian, formal exterior, they had a more 
relaxed attitude and had let informalities sprout. Entrepreneurs, in their 
turn, found or created holes in the formal rules, sought and relied on 
acquaintances to soften up or entirely ignore regulations. In the period 
between 1950 and 1980, the role of the mediators was also transformed 
and altered. Different to the radical modernity period, in the populist 
modernity period, the mediators were fragmented along political lines. 
This fragmentation was at once done alongside various lifestyles targeted 
by the mediators or caterers of those same lifestyles. This period was also 
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underwritten by the development of mass circulation dailies and more 
specialized weekly and monthly magazines.

Different to the early republican period of 1920-1950 whereby the harder 
mediators working in tandem with Kemalist and radical modernist 
regulators had a nearly complete monopoly, this second period’s mediators 
were fragmented along political lines whereby the Kemalist domination 
over the cultural field was weakened. However, various stripes of mediators 
situated along political or ideological divisions, still agreed on preaching 
what the society should be doing. They all converged around the need 
to control excessive consumerism especially in leisure consumption and 
entertainment.

(c) Dynamics of Diversity: Processes of diversity and ethnicity at play 
were largely underwritten by two key societal dynamics that had jointly 
stamped the period between 1920 and 1980, they were: (1) the continuing 
and dramatically speeding up eradication of the non-Muslim ethnic 
minorities, that was also discussed above, under consumers and producers; 
and (2) the rural to urban migration and the out-migration to Germany 
and other foreign destinations. These two major transformations shaped 
new diversities –including ethnic diversity- which contoured the scenes of 
leisure consumption and entertainment to a considerable extent. 

We had touched upon their physical erasure which was taking place as 
their cultural domination lingered on symbolically and sustained by 
the etiquettes of the trade. In terms of social, human, economic and 
cultural capital, Muslims, Turks and the Roma increasingly replaced the 
quickly effacing and departing non-Muslims in the leisure consumption 
and entertainment sectors. The latter group, the Roma, on the other 
hand, continued their role as key producers of leisure consumption and 
entertainment, as they carved out escapist and alternative spaces in the 
face of social conservatism and republican fiat. 

This period also saw the transformation of mechanisms of diversity: Cultural 
modernist-westernizationist policies of the legislators popularized by the 
mediators conducted a seemingly contradictory yet highly complementary 
double strategy: They at once (1) elevated the non-Muslim’s alafranga 
format in leisure consumption and entertainment as the ‘model’ to be 
followed, and (2) ostracized their purported conspicuousness, moral 
degeneration and excessive cosmopolitanism --represented as detrimental 
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to the appropriate forms of state alafranga and national unity sustained by 
a radically recast alaturka. In this sense, the official (state) Occidentalism 
and nationalism have underwritten the re-positioning of the diversity 
mechanism previously peopled by the non-Muslims and the Roma. 

While such orthodox implementations of regulation had eased away after 
1950 with the introduction of a market economy and encouragement of 
entrepreneurialism, the dramatic decrease of non-Muslims still locked 
them into stereotyped characters of either the rich, degenerate alafranga 
minority as the consumer, or the exocitized Rum meyhâneci (Greek 
meyhâne master). The Roma, on the other hand, continued to be subject to 
inner-Orientalism via their mainstream portrayal as timeless, fun-loving, 
highly talented entertainers with innate proclivities. 

The republican period between 1920 and 1980, also saw the emergence 
of new groups of ‘misfits’ whose diversity was regulated and mediated 
variously. First, there were those who were the ‘othered’ and ‘ethnicized’ 
types: Such as the rich provincial migrants or visitors (hacıağa) who were 
perceived as ridiculized dupes, easily preyed on by the ‘jackals’ of the trade; 
those evil non-Muslim loan sharks or hoarders; brainless yet calculating 
‘blondes’; or crooked gazino- or pavyon-owners. Such rich provincial 
consumers were also seen as crass characters at odds with the macro targets 
set up by the regulators and helped out by the mediators.
  
Later on, the larger and poorer masses of rural-to-urban migrants were 
to be ‘otherized’: Those Anatolian former peasants were also preyed on 
within the leisure consumption and entertainment as above, and finding 
themselves increasingly alienated in a hostile and cold urban environment. 
Portrayed variously as the naïve and innocent victims of the conspicuously 
consumerist city entertainment; carvers of odd, ‘low’ and hybrid styles of 
their own (symbolized by the arabesk meyhâne or other watering holes); 
or uneducated brutes as nuisance, those misfits were actually the quickly 
multiplying, demographic bulk –the critical mass-- of leisure consumption 
and entertainment. For the Radical Modernist / Paternalist as well as 
Populist / National Developmentalist regulators and legislators, those 
groups posed important ‘problems’ that were not so easily legislated or 
explained away. Indeed, I will try to chart those lingering ‘problems’ in the 
next chapter.      
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CHAPTER

4
Enablers, Interpreters & 

Entrepreneurs:
The Global City, 1980 onwards

Thank God, ‘Sushimania’ is finally receding in Istanbul. 
I, too, was compelled to keep eating although I really did not enjoy it a bit,

because I thought everyone else liked it. 
It now seems everybody had felt just like me. 

Now, fortunately, the ‘fusion cuisine’ is ‘in’ with full force”
Hürriyet, October 13, 2003.



144 THE GLOBAL CITY, 1980 ONWARDS

In this chapter, I stretch my particular reading of the long history of 
leisure consumption and entertainment into its final destination, Istanbul 
of 2014. I will start first with the key and somewhat abrupt transformation 
that took place in early 1980s. Second, I will discuss the period since 2002. 
All in all, I cover from 1980 until the beginning of 2014 when the book 
writing up process was concluded. 

To put the stage for the larger study, in my analysis of this recent period, 
since 1980, I need to note my observation that the major transformations 
could be seen as having developed as a result or under the institutional 
wings of two successive types of regulation that could be associated with 
two chronological periods: 

1) Pro-Market and Managerial Paternalism that had been introduced 
by the deep economic reforms and violent coup d’état in 1980. This period 
spanned until 2002. 
2) Neo-Liberal and Conservative Paternalism that was initiated slowly 
and in gradual phases since AK Party’s assumption of office in 2002. I 
conclude this period as I conclude this book in early 2014. 

To clarify these terms as explanatory concepts to characterize those sub-
periods, I borrow Engelen’s discussion of ‘market dimensions’ (2001).  
Building on and extending the work of Weber (1968) he points out to 
various market dimensions as follows: (1) the objects of trade (2) the subjects 
of trade (3) the structure of the market (4) its level of institutionalization 
(5) the locality of the market (6) its degree of social embeddedness and 
(7) the mode, level and object of regulation (Engelen, 2001; Rath, 2002). 
I employ those dimensions to animate my discussion in every one of the 
each sub-section, below.

In order to analytically animate above periodization, I will discuss 
below, the major socio-economic, political and cultural background and 
parameters of neo-liberal urban transformation in Istanbul since the last 
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three decades. In doing this, I analyze the roles of the governmental and 
nongovernmental regulation in contouring, shaping and promoting leisure 
consumption and entertainment. 

My claim is that the changes in the way Istanbul’s leisure consumption and 
entertainment was regulated have helped the emergence of a particular 
leisure consumption and entertainment opportunity structure –as discussed 
by Kloosterman & Rath (2001). This opportunity structure was in turn used 
by the producers or the laborscapes (in adaptation and inspiration from 
various –scapes of Appadurai 2000) in order to cater to the consumers who 
were swimming amidst a plethoric ‘sea’ of increasingly multiplying and 
diversifying choices. One certainly may remind him/herself of the shiny 
‘sea’ of leisure and entertainment-providing personalities and scenes on 
İstiklâl Avenue as described in the opening vignette in the prologue of 
Chapter I.

The city in these two successive periods was, first getting increasingly 
unshackled from the limitations set up by the regulations of the previous 
national developmental period; and later, was on the way to becoming 
an aspiring global city. In the first period, market liberalization helped 
further development of what Chatterton & Hollands call, ‘corporate 
institutionalization’ (2005) of the services sector in general and provoked 
the coming of a more diversified leisure consumption and entertainment 
setting in particular (Aytar, 2011). 

The general pro-market orientations as well as the particular regulatory 
policies were behind the sprouting of a more entrepreneurial and 
initiative-taking stance amongst the laborscapes of leisure consumption 
and entertainment. Regulation is also not only important to help bring 
into flourishing of this new ethos of production, but also in molding the 
citizenry-as-consumers swimming amidst this new sea of diverse options  
provided by the producers.  

IV. 1. ENABLERS: CHANGING ACTORS IN REGULATION

Based on my analysis the primary material amassed in the fieldwork 
(semi-structured interviews and participant observation), as well as the 
evaluation of the secondary material (legal documents, books and articles, 
media scanning etc), I argue that the Regulators could be classified and 
clustered as: 
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 The central government; 
  The local government (or the municipality), and 
  Corporate, sector-related and civil societal actors. 

I should certainly note Rath’s important theoretical and fieldwork-based 
reminder that “regulation [should not] be confused with state regulation. 
A multitude of agents play a role in regulation processes, such as local, 
national or international governmental agents, unions, quangos, non-
profit organizations, voluntary associations, and individual and their social 
networks. Regulation can be manifested in thick or thin ways or, in other 
words, can either be imposed or enforced or be a matter of voluntary action” 
(Rath, 2002). In this spirit, in the following sub sections, I will analyze the 
roles of above three categories of regulators while underlining the fact that 
all actors are entangled to one another, are in complex relations among each 
other and always exhibit diverse –and sometimes contradictory-sounding- 
ways of dealing with different situations.
 
IV.1.I. Derogators, Inspectors & Bulldozers: 
Pro-Market / Managerial and Neo-Liberal / Conservative 
Paternalism(s) by the Central Government

Since the beginning of 1980, a new era was opened up and I would like to 
underline as it pertains to my analytical discussion of regulation. Actually, 
this new era consisted of two successive sub-periods dominated by –what I 
suggested to term as above: (a) Pro-Market / Managerial Paternalism and 
(b) Neo-Liberal / Conservative Paternalism. The first one was introduced 
by the ‘Monetarist-New Rightist’ economic reform package (Eralp, Tünay 
and Yeşilada, 1993) and the authoritarian and violent military coup d’état 
in 1980. The second was launched with the coming to the office of the 
reformist yet authoritarian-conservative AK Parti in 2002 (İnsel, 2013). 

The former period could be associated  most certainly with Turgut Özal, 
the Cabinet Minister under the pre-coup government, the founder of 
ruling ANAP (Anavatan Partisi, Motherland Party), Prime Minister 
(1983-1989) and finally, the President of the Republic between 1989 and 
1993, the year of his death. The period in the urban field of Istanbul, on 
the other hand, could be characterized by Özal’s metropolitan municipal 
associate, Bedrettin Dalan of the same party, who was the Metropolitan 
Mayor between 1984 and 1989. 
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The latter could directly be identified with Recep Tayyip Erdoğan the 
Metropolitan Mayor (officially in office between 1994 and 1998), founder 
of AK Parti (in 2001) and Prime Minister (2002-onwards) and who, 
some claim is, ‘in the final instance’ the ultimate and prolonged ‘Mayor’ 
of Istanbul. Now let me discuss those two periods first in terms of the role 
of the central government and next, in municipal administration in the 
following sub-section, IV.1.2. 

I claim that these two periods transformed the role of the state in 
consumption, radically altering the model under the national developmental 
/ populist paternalist period between 1950 and 1980. During this previous 
period, ageing ideological orthodoxies of early republican Kemalism (1920-
1950) had been relaxed. Between 1950 and 1980, the role of the state was 
one centered upon the economic and cultural necessities associated with 
policies of promoting mainstreaming and thus homogenizing forms of 
consumption. All in all, a policy that some scholars call Peripheral Fordism 
had become a supporting procedure to the International Keynesianism 
(Lipietz, 1987). ‘Import-substituting’ model of development in Turkey was 
in this sense, one among the many local implementations of International 
Keynesianist trend (Keyder, 1981). 

After 1980, with Turkey’s pro-market (or economically liberal) turn, 
consumption policies too, started move away from a populist and allocative 
/ state-led course, to a more market-oriented one where the regulation 
was mostly about letting the economy operate more freely, reduce rigid 
formalities1. The role of the state changed after 1980 significantly to 
have a deep impact on the way regulation upon leisure consumption and 
entertainment was formulated and executed. On January 24th, 1980, the 
ruling center-right wing Justice Party (Adalet Partisi, AP) of the Prime 
Minister Süleyman Demirel announced a package of radical economic 
measures. Economic “decisions were announced in order to curb inflation, 
to fill in the foreign financing gap, and to attain a more outward-oriented 
and market-based economic system. Within the framework of these 
decisions, export subsidies were granted and exchange rates were allowed to 
depreciate in real terms to make Turkish exports more competitive, which 
would lead to the promotion of export-led growth” (Central Bank of the 
Republic of Turkey, 2002: 5). It was claimed that the new period has shown 
great ideological affinities with the ‘Monetarist New Right’ in general and 
‘Reaganism’ and ‘Thatcherism’ in particular (Eralp, Tünay and Yeşilada, 
1993). This new period opened up a whole new series of 

1 A similar case was made for the 
Republican period’s urban tourism 
policies until the mid-1980s. 
Alipouraghtapeh noted that 
Turkey’s urban tourism policies 
were characterized by a heavy 
national developmentalist strand 
based on central planning and 
domination by the government 
(Alipouraghtapeh, 1991). Göymen 
(2000) illustrates this development 
in the sector of tourism by the 
marked shift in the government’s 
role away from a ‘pioneering 
state’ (pioneering stage) to the 
‘state as the coordinator’ (liberal 
stage). He claims that in the 
first stage (1963-83) state was 
the main force behind investing 
in infrastructure, planning and 
promoting leisure consumption 
and was also running many 
establishments itself.  In the 
liberal stage (1983 – onwards), 
state slowly and gradually moved 
away from the sector, promoting 
public-private partnership, with a 
projected aim of leaving the area 
to the private investors. “State 
investment in leisure consumption 
superstructure was stopped, 
and preparations to privatize 
existing establishments started. 
[…] The practice of price-setting 
for facilities by the government 
was discontinued, allowing for 
market mechanisms to function” 
(Göymen, 2000:1033-4; for the 
shift towards entrepreneurialism 
especially with regards to 
changing legal, juridical 
structures, also see Var, 2001). 
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2 The preferred and thus, highly 
favored and advantaged party of 
the junta, Nationalist Democracy 

Party (Milliyetçi Demokrasi 
Partisi, MDP) of retired army 

general Turgut Sunalp became a 
distant third (and later, disbanded 

quickly) and Turgut Özal’s 
center-right wing Motherland 

Party (Anavatan Partisi, ANAP) 
won an impressive victory in 1983 

parliamentary balloting.

pro-market transformations that were in many ways similar to the global 
changes (Yalman, 2002 & 2013). 

Only months later, on September 12th, 1980, Turkish Armed Forces (Türk 
Silahlı Kuvvetleri, TSK) announced it took over the administration of the 
country after the ideological strife and violence claimed lives of numerous 
citizens on a daily basis (Mete, 1987). The coup d’état ended the lame duck 
parliamentary democracy of the country, shut down all existing political 
parties, jailed their leaders and tens of thousands of left and right wing 
militants, activists, journalists and others. 1982 Constitution -which was 
formulated by the junta and which is still currently in effect- was a highly 
draconian one, severely restricting citizens’ rights and liberties and placing 
‘indivisible integrity of the state with its land and nation’ and “preservation 
of Atatürk’s principles and revolutions [reforms]2 as among the top 
priorities” (Oran, 1989). 

With those two important events, since the beginning of 1980s, Turkey 
has undergone a shift from a developmental model based on import-
substituting industrialization led by a protectionist state, to an export-
promoting and market oriented growth strategy (Arıcanlı and Rodrik, 
1990a, 1990b; Eralp, Tünay and Yeşilada, 1993; Erkip, 2000). Under the 
rule of Turgut Özal who was elected in the first general balloting in 1983, 
export-promoting and pro-market reforms continued on, while numerous 
state economic enterprises were started to be privatized (Sönmez, 2000). It 
is worthy to note that Özal was also the architect of the economic package 
of January 24th, 1980 as a state bureaucrat in charge of economics under 
AP’s rule. 

Privatization and export promotion were designed as new priorities in 
resource allocation and this has changed and redefined the policy parameters 
regulating and shaping income distribution (Boratav, 1990 & 2013). Indeed 
in the post-1980 period, previous populist policies providing increasing 
real wages for some sections of the society (Keyder, 1987) were gradually 
shelved, and labor organizations were muted (Önder 1997 & Boratav 
2013). There was a fall in public sector jobs, a major employment source 
for many. In the meantime, industrial jobs became more limited, especially 
for migrants (Ayata, 1997 & Aytar, 2007). It was also argued that January 
24th and September 12th implied a new period of liberal economic reforms 
against labor rights (Boratav, 1990; 2004) which certainly has important 
implications for my discussions of the leisure and entertainment producers. 
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All in all, the massive transformation stamped the coming decades as well. 

I don’t distinguish 1990s particularly since the decade lacked distinguishing 
characteristics as it pertains to the general pro-market and managerial 
paternalism as well as the way it was experienced in leisure consumption 
and entertainment. 1990s was mostly determined by the shadow of the pro-
market revolution which recorded a far more unstable course experienced 
under successive coalitions of fragile, short-lived and weak nature (Mahmut, 
2003). AK Parti’s victory in 2002 balloting signaled the end to fragile 
coalitions and allegations of corruption during most of 1990s, but more 
importantly, added new dimensions on top of the legacy of Özal. Recep 
Tayyip Erdoğan had already served as the highly popular metropolitan 
mayor of Istanbul with a conservative vision that still espoused ‘global 
city’ discourse to its heart. With the successive electoral victories both in 
general (2002; 2007; 2011) and local balloting (1994; 1998; 2004 & 2009) 
by Erdoğan embarked on a massive project of infrastructural investments, 
amelioration of public transport and branding Istanbul as the global city of 
its region. 

AK Parti’s rule also continued on with the previous coalition government’s 
European Union accession and membership process. Those steps included 
formal/legal/administrative changes, as well as more mentality- and 
behavior-oriented ones. In the formal front, following the constitutional 
amendment of October 2001, eight “EU Harmonization Packages” were 
adopted by the Turkish Grand National Assembly (Türkiye Büyük Millet 
Meclisi – TBMM) between February 2002 and May 2004 (Cizre, 2005; 
Aytar, 2006). Some of those packages included legislative changes that had 
a liberalizing impact on leisure consumption and entertainment sector and 
harmonized most practices with those standards in the European Union. 
However, some others were selectively implemented to restrict and seriously 
limit the practices of them. 

I will now concentrate on market dimensions of Engelen (2001), further 
discussed and animated by Rath (2002). ‘Structure of the market’, 
(dimension 3, above) according to Engelen, refers to the number of actors 
on respective sides of supply and demand. It also concerns the way power 
is distributed within the market among them (2001, also see Rath, 2002). 
The first sequence of the post-1980 period can be termed Pro / Market 
Managerial Paternalism in this particular sense, that is, in its formative 
molding of the leisure consumption and entertainment ‘market’. Özal’s 
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policies opened up the path to a new way of ‘coupling’ the producers to the 
consumers who were on two sides of the supply and demand mechanism 
(Yalman, 2012).

‘The mode, level and object of regulation’ (dimension 7) as discussed by 
Engelen (2001) and Rath (2002) helps understand that regulation is not 
only about legislation. Rath notes “There are ‘sticks’, which Engelen refers 
to as ‘legislation per se’, and ‘carrots’ (financial incentives and disincentives) 
or ‘sermons’ (persuasion), all different forms in complex packages that 
define what is possible in a market” (Rath, 2002). This more comprehensive 
approach is also very useful so to understand that regulation should not be 
equated only with state regulation: “A multitude of agents play a role in 
regulation processes, such as local, national or international governmental 
agents, unions, quangos, non-profit organizations, voluntary associations, 
and individual and their social networks. Regulation can be manifested in 
thick or thin ways or, in other words, can either be imposed or enforced or 
be a matter of voluntary action” (Rath, 20029.

While the consumers were into developing new habits of consumption in the 
sudden availability of different choices, producers were involved in fetching 
up some of those. Both pro-market managerialism of Özal and neo-liberal 
/ conservative paternalism of Erdoğan deployed ‘sticks’ legislation per se; 
carrots (dis)incentives, and as sermons (persuasion) (Engelen, 2001) that is, 
“all different forms in complex packages that define what is ‘possible’ in a 
market” (Rath, 2002). Here, I propose to underline and focus on ‘complex 
packages’ and ‘what is [made] possible’.

Indeed the pro-market managerialism by the ‘Özal revolution’ (Özkök, 
1987; Uluengin, 1993) and Erdoğan’s neo-liberal conservatism involved 
a whole array of instruments that were loosely connected to one another 
and even at times contradicting with one another, thus connoting the 
‘complexity’ involved. Setting the market relatively more free and helping 
remove previous étatiste barriers the regulatory packages were making what 
is ‘possible’ to be situated on a significantly larger palette. Larger palette 
refers to the extended array of alternatives that could be found in the leisure 
consumption and entertainment sectors. In these two periods, formerly 
homogenized forms supported by the state and promoted by the mediators 
were complemented with new and hybrid forms. 

What some termed arabesk capitalism (Sönmez, 1995; Bali, 2002) seems 
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to aptly describe the characteristics of Özalizm3 in its market-promotion, 
liberalizing and informality-encouraging, ‘everybody for themselves’ (her 
koyun kendi bacağından asılır) kind of an attitude. Özal was well known 
with his popular statements such as “nothing will happen if we drill 
[contradict] the Constitution once” and “my state servant knows well his 
business”4 (benim memurum işini bilir) (Çölaşan, 1987). Notorious and 
celebrated depending on how one viewed him and his revolution Özal’s 
statements alluded to a practical mindset that does not see formal rules 
(even the constitution) as binding and limiting, as well as to an encouraging 
message to state bureaucrats and employees that (relatively minor) forms of 
corruption would be blinked at. 

When the central government and the Prime Minister / President of the 
Republic were acting on the basis of such flexibilities and derogations, all 
actors in the leisure consumption and entertainment sectors were informed 
to some extent or the other that the new regulations were far more relaxed 
and exceptions would also be permitted to those who wanted to get around 
them. What was initiated in the first sub-period, and what certainly 
continued on through the second, thus could be characterized by the notion 
of derogation. 

I am using the term derogation to characterize to curtailment the application 
of a particular law or regulation in specific cases.5 I take it to point out 
to the occasional or longitudinal applications of exceptionality that are 
either engrained and codified in law, or mobilized occasionally in order to 
accommodate the flexibility demanded by the regulators themselves or the 
subjects of legislation. Such derogations became commonplace under both 
pro-market managerialism and neo-liberal conservatism. 

The central government as the regulator, in this sense, liberalized formerly 
strict rules and let exceptions and derogations develop if those would 
help vitalize the market even further. The different than earlier (post-
1980) period’s ‘relaxed regulation’ that let informalities sprout mainly for 
personal reasons, this period saw informalities also as a way to stir up 
entrepreneurship and revitalize the economy. This is certainly reminiscent 
of Rath’s discussion on the voluntary silence of regulators: “there is a 
fundamental difference between rules and the enforcement of rules. The 
Dutch practice of gedogen […] that means looking the other way when 
you must […] is a case in point” (Rath, 2002). Turkish authorities similarly 
looked the other way when their self-interest or the vitality of the market 

3 ‘Casino capitalism’ was also 
used to describe Özalizm 
(Sönmez, 1995) to signify the 
economic policies during the 
office of Özal proper as well as 
through his continued impact 
over the economy (H. Kozanoğlu, 
1999). I believe the metaphor is 
being stretched out unnecessarily, 
without explaining much. It was 
more of a speculatively pumped 
up and syncretic assemblage of 
economic measures developed 
on a case by case basis rather 
than a risky, very large and 
uncontrollable environment 
created by the international 
financial economy (Strange, 
1986).
4 See URL: http://tr.wikiquote.org/
wiki/Turgut_%C3%96zal
5 For various linguistic 
examinations and analytical 
discussions, see URLs such 
as: http://dictionary.reference.
com/browse/derogation & http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Derogation.
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required them to do so. Let me illustrate how that worked out in written 
law and in practice, by also incorporating material from the fieldwork.

In the ‘sticks’ department, central government promulgated new legislation 
that administered leisure consumption and entertainment sectors in general 
but also left ways of relaxing some of those rules in practice. Some of the 
main pieced of legislation (laws proper) incorporated broad contours of a 
pro-market orientation but included statements that day-to-day operations 
would be decided on by specific directives (yönerge) or statuses and by-
laws (yönetmelik). The central authority was given the power to introduce 
or alter such directives, statutes and by-laws as it saw them fit (Yılmaz 
2004). Particular implementation of formal regulations always depended 
upon such vague notions as; “necessities required by the actual situation” 
and “as administration sees [them] required” (idarece gerekli görülen şekilde) 
(Interview with Regulator 3).

More immediately of interest for the sector was the Free Trade Legislation 
that freed the import of foreign brand alcoholic drinks, technical / decorative 
equipment or other infrastructural items that were previously banned due 
to policies protective of national production (or what is usually referred to 
literally as ‘native-product/ native-made’ (yerli malı) and enforced through 
strict tariffs, border enforcements measures as well criminal prosecution of 
offenders (Interview with Regulator 2, 2011). 

“This move certainly opened up the path for the producers to be able 
to bring into the sectors, items which were previously ‘watched in awe’ 
during the visits at ‘foreign countries’ (yabancı ülkeler)” (Interview with 
Regulator 1, 2011 & Interview with Mediator, 2012). Actually [in 
numerous interviews] it was even mentioned that there was a sense 
of “national pride being caressed” (milli gururumuz okşanıyordu) when 
foreign bands and brands were far more easily invited, sponsored and 
hosted by [our] ‘national’ establishments” (Interview with Regulator 
3). 

This administrative attitude was part and parcel of what was termed as 
the ‘structure of the market’ and ‘the mode, level and object of regulation’ 
(Engelen, 2001; Rath, 2002). What I believe made this pro market period 
also managerial as well as paternalistic, can be illustrated as follows: 

“The central government re-situated its role away from “a slow, 
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lumpish (hantal) bureaucratic, red-tape ridden administrator” (Altan, 
2004) or even a “superior (amir) of sorts” (Çınar, 2013) towards a 
‘facilitator,’ (kolaylaştırıcı) similar tothe role of a private factory owner 
(fabrikatör) who only lightly coordinates various units from a distance” 
(Interview with Legislator 2) by setting each free and take initiative 
if necessary. This managerial part was also polished by the notion of 
‘getting things done’ (işbitiricilik6). However, paternalism walks back 
in when central government still remained unwilling to let go of the 
“excessively centralist” (aşırı merkeziyetçi) and unitarian (uniter) role 
(Interview with Regulator 1). I will discuss this point further below.

What AK Parti added to the mix of centralism and pro-market liberalism 
was its Neo-Liberal / Conservative Paternalism. Neo-Liberalism took the 
previous pro-Market / Managerial regulation to a more advanced level, as 
it aimed to connect Istanbul into the global economy and finance. Under 
their rule, Istanbul became a huge construction field (şantiye) (Birikim, 
2013) when bulldozers razed numerous old neighborhoods and buildings 
to make way to new financial centers and service complexes (Express, 
2014), commercial and leisure consumption spaces or luxurious as well as 
middle/lower income residences (Kuyucu, 2008; Çavdar, 2014). As such, 
central government’s regulators were basing their authority on the ‘creative 
destructivity’ of their hurried agenda of reform, executed with bulldozers 
with the support of pro-government mediators (TVs, radios, newspapers 
and their columnists, public intellectuals and other mediators). Doing so, 
they espoused two seemingly contradictory takes on regulation, both in 
terms of actual legislation and attitudinal stances: 

(a) an exceptions-accepting and flexibility-oriented liberalizing attitude 
(derogatory permissiveness and largesse). One regulator noted that he 
always try to “help out” (yardımcı olmak) even when the formal books 
stipulate execution of stricter rules. He said that “I take initiative if I see 
that arkadaş (friend, meaning the entrepreneur looking for a permit and also 
an exception on the side) looks like a nice fella who’d contribute positively 
to the local economy (yerel ekonomiye katkıda bulunacaksa)”. Another 
interesting illustration of the local regulators’ powerful status vis-à-vis 
the entrepreneurs was deployed when one of the interviewed regulators 
confessed that they were being “profuse with money that isn’t even their 
own” (2011) (noting the largesse I had mentioned above) “by spilling a 
lot of dough when trying to attract that tourist, that man [sic] who visits 
Istanbul and hailing from [our] İzmir, Adana, Diyarbakır or Trabzon” […] 

6 This notion could also be 
translated literally as ‘being in the 
business of finishing up business’, 
describing what could aptly be 
called a ‘task accomplisher’.
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We are certainly far more reserved when it comes to funding our more 
routine tasks and we become stationery item counters” (Regulator 3).   

(b) combined with their insistence to continue clinging on the practices of 
paternalism executed through unbending fiat. This inspector [denetçi] can 
be seen as a typologically diversified splinter from the republican memur 
(civilian/military officer) with his well displayed7 innuendo of power. But 
that person is at once armed with technological gadgets, ‘softer’ ways of 
approaching the society8 and a go-and-getter type of personality. So the 
inspectors’ uniforms are complemented by either walkie-talkies, cell phones 
or both. 

As part and parcel of above agenda and practices –or even zeitgeist 
/ zamanın ruhu as uttered by some mediators of the lifestyle liberal 
streak– AK Parti followed an agenda of standardization, investment-
promotion, deregulatory and re-regulatory and harmonization with those 
of international standards and especially EU-wide regulations on leisure 
consumption and entertainment establishments. However, what made its 
policies Conservative and Paternalistic was their selective and punitive 
application. I will discuss these under the below sections in more detail, as 
they are concretized in the municipal level in Istanbul as well as they pertain 
to the corporate, civil societal and sectoral actors in leisure consumption 
and entertainment.

IV.1.II. Alterations, Suits & Permits
Renovation & Branding by the Local Government 

A key dimension of the changes entailed in the post-1980s era was the 
transformation of the nature and role of the local government. Although 
ridden with setbacks and ebbs and flows, the hitherto heavily asymmetrical 
power balance between the central and city governments became relatively 
more leveled. ANAP and AK Parti governments adopted measures that 
critically altered previous municipal structure, granting local governments 
greater autonomy (Heper, 1986; 1987 & 1989; Tekeli, 2012) allowing them 
to seek for their own financial sources at jungles of the competitive global 
urban market. In this sense, there is a clear continuity between the urban 
policies initiated by the Özal revolution and Erdoğan’s later policies to 
promote cities as self-interest seeking economic actors.  

Within the cities, on the other hand, government spending was 

7 Because the image of memur is 
almost exclusively associated with 

a male figure, usually one with a 
mustache.

8 ‘Society’ depicted here, for all 
purposes seems to denote a ‘civil 

societal’ field of sorts that could 
be likened to Gramsci’s particular 
rendering of the concept (1974). 

One could also sense, especially 
among the early republican and 

neo-liberal mediators, an Althus-
serian role as part of the ideo-
logical state apparatus (1988). 

Certainly it is also possible to dub 
in a Foucauldian tone, where the 
inspectors may be seen at once 

as careless clerks of the Kemalist 
panopticon (1975) and softer-
handed stirrers of passions to 

earn, invest and amass more to 
“contribute to the society”.
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dramatically decreased and previous urban policies that were in harmony 
with the Monetarist régimes faced with a hostile and alien world of ‘cut-
throat’ capitalism. Cities, deprived of their previous advantages and comfort 
sustained by a protective Nation-State, had to become lonely homo-
œconomicus of sorts, searching for eliminating rivals and doing their 
own way. They were at a far more competitive world, which, both altered 
their ground and opened new ways leading to risky but rich alternatives 
(Ashworth & Voogd, 1990). This new character of the period drew the 
boundaries of a new realm of operation for the cities, favoring some 
functions, while complicating some others. 

These aspirations were certainly inspired by the discussions around the 
world as well. Urban entrepreneurialism is thus connected to make your city 
a new ‘global city’ or ‘world city’ as it is seen also elsewhere. This may be seen 
as an urban reflection of a “new Weltanschauung” based on “individualism, 
self-help, private property and respect for law and order” (Martin, cf. Philo 
& Kearns, 1993). Especially the self-help component is connected to the 
idea of ‘letting’ cities become more self-sufficient, more ‘dynamic’ in paving 
their way into a more globalized capitalist world. 

A new model of metropolitan governance was entailed first in the 1984 
Law on Municipalities, which implied a total politico-administrative 
overhaul of the previous system based on centralism. The law created a two-
tiered system of local government. It was designed first to ‘locally centralize’ 
major metropolis-wide functions and place them under direct control 
and authority of the metropolitan (or, greater city) mayor who now had 
greater independence and autonomy. Smaller district municipalities were 
technically independent yet in actuality were dependent upon the decisions 
taken by the central and municipal levels of government. District mayors 
were given the duty of actual day to day operation of municipal services 
which are rather routine tasks. 

Under the new system, the political prominence of the office was coupled 
with scope of administrative action, as well as new resources to render 
the mayor of Istanbul a very important political figure. Indeed, Ekinci 
claimed that with such rise in power, especially the Metropolitan of Mayor 
of Istanbul was now becoming the Efendi (Master) of the city (Ekinci, 
2005). Decentralization of detailed land use planning, building control and 
building permits allowed metropolitan mayors to ‘get things done’ quickly à 
la Özal. This was later coupled by Erdoğan’s “hyperactive zeal 
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to provide ‘services (hizmet) [to the people]’ fast, without being limited or 
slowed down by formal regulations” (İnsel, 2013) and in order to bypass 
the red-tape ridden bureaucratic structures of the past. Erdoğan’s attitude 
certainly added to his popularity as his administration has certainly speeded 
up delivery and improved effectiveness of numerous sets of urban services 
to citizens.9

Keyder and Öncü argue that “during a period of major reductions in 
state subsidies and financial austerity, with its attendant consequences 
of worsening income distribution and social polarization, […] Istanbul 
received a major influx of state funding –for the first time in Republican 
history (Keyder & Öncü, 1993: 19). Municipalities got a hold of a larger 
and increasing share of the financial resources through increases in taxes and 
other fees. New legal provisions allowed metropolitan governments to levy 
and/or increase local taxes, permit fees and charges on a variety of activities 
ranging from sports and entertainment to advertising (Keleş, 2006). ANAP 
and AK Parti progressively increased the proportion of total tax revenues 
allocated to the municipal administrations. This proportion that was 6.4 
percent in 1983 rose to 13.3 percent by 1990, and 17.8 percent in 2008 
(TUİK, 2010). By early 2014, another legislative change was in the works 
in the parliament to further increase the tax share of the municipalities 
(Erdem, 2014). 

Increase in national funding also allowed the Metropolitan Municipality of 
Istanbul (İstanbul Büyükşehir Belediyesi, İBB) to tap into foreign credits in 
order to undertake major infrastructural investments or grand projects to 
improve the city’s appearance for a global audience and promote it as a global 
city. Increasing the accumulation potential of the city through investment-
inviting projects designed to enhance the global image of Istanbul. Indeed, 
within this environment, the Greater Municipality of Istanbul in particular 
(at times cooperating with the government, international institutions 
such as the World Bank, corporate and business groups and other actors) 
undertook major projects to transform the infrastructure and appearance 
of the city in order to make it more ‘attractive’ for a global audience, 
be them international tourists or foreign investors (Aytar, 2007). This 
infrastructural, spatial and technological leap helped leisure consumption 
and entertainment being embroidered back onto the urban map. Major 
developments in economy and culture of the city at once witnessed the 
development of new groups of consumers interested in and catered by an 
upgraded and diversified leisure consumption and entertainment scene.

9 Erdoğan’s populist stance 
coupled with his conservatism 
certainly facilitated his interac-

tion with the electorate. Here, it 
is worth noting Erdoğan’s image 

as ‘someone coming from among 
people’, as illustrated by his youth 
days; he was from Kasımpaşa, a 

poor neighborhood at the ‘periph-
ery’ of (and in contradistinction 

with) ‘opulent’ Beyoğlu (Pera). He 
was an amateur soccer player, a 

delikanlı (literally, a ‘fool-blooded’) 
connoting a ‘youngster from the 
neighborhood, most of the time 

taking care of the control and 
security of the same neighbor-

hood’. This delikanlıness purports 
symbolic meanings pertaining 

to ‘peripheral urban values’, as 
suggested by Bora; he presents 

Erdogan as a member of the 
volk-Istanbul, the ‘eclipsed’ part of 
the city which was ‘peripheralized’ 
by the century-long modernization 

(2000).
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10 This first crystallized with the 
city’s hosting of the United Nations 
Conference on Human Settlements 
(Habitat II) in June 1996 which 
brought together scholars, experts, 
NGO and media professionals 
and others. Ironically, prior to this 
conference on ‘human settlements,’ 
street children, beggars, Roma 
flower sellers, transvestites, sex 
workers and others were transferred 
outside the central areas, avowedly 
to minimize their contact with the in-
ternational participants. For various 
discussions, please see, Selek, P. 
(2001). Maskeler Süvariler Gacılar: 
Ülker Sokak, Bir Kültürün Dışlanma 
Mekânı, (Masks, Cavaliers and 
Broads: Ülker Street, a Space of 
Marginalization of a [Sub]culture) 
Istanbul: Aykırı. Note that similar 
‘sanitization’ policies continued on, 
through NATO conference in 2004 
and later.
11 The Law No. 5366 which is 
sometimes dubbed as the “Beyoğlu 
Law” or the “Historic Peninsula Law” 
mainly targets Istanbul neighbor-
hoods which are in close proximity 
to the city centre which became 
‘fashionable’ in the last decade or so 
(Çavdar, 2009).

 Double-edged strategy of promoting and branding the city as a ‘global 
metropolis’ with its simultaneously available ‘local’ and ‘exotic’ characteristics 
(Babalık, 2011) seems to constitute the main axis that shaped the Urban 
Transformation (Kentsel Dönüşüm, KD) efforts since 1990s (Aytar & Kırca-
Schroeder, 2012). KD in its formulation and implementation falls more 
aptly within the bounds of a mix of urban regeneration and/or renewal 
with an eye on (selective) historical preservation and restoration. Istanbul’s 
attempts to attract global attention almost constantly went hand in hand 
with efforts to ‘sanitize’ the city10. Areas considered being dangerous for 
middle class Istanbulites and international visitors increasingly became 
targets for new KD schemes. With their proximity to the centre and 
historical and tourism, such areas also became more attractive as loci for 
potential “urban rent” (kentsel rant) (Kuyucu, 2008; Bezmez, 2009).

In this context, at the urban governance level, beyond previous ‘cosmetic’ 
and clumsy attempts, more programmatic KD efforts were initiated since 
2000. As a new approach to ‘historic preservation and restoration,’ KD 
was among the main urban policies of selling the city in its new image 
(that aimed to create synergies between the aforementioned ‘global’ and 
‘local’ characteristics of Istanbul). In 2005, on the request of the AK Parti 
government, the parliament passed the Urban Transformation Law11 which 
allowed significant ‘short cuts’ to go around bureaucratic regulations. The 
legislation significantly arms the local governments with powers to force 
the owners to evacuate and renovate their historic buildings either on their 
own or with the help of the Public Housing Administration (Toplu Konut 
İdaresi, TOKİ) or the municipalities (Aytar & Kırca-Schroeder, 2012).

KD policies also need to be underlined especially as they pertain to leisure 
consumption and entertainment. They are part and parcel of local level 
municipal regulation in terms of their impact on what Engelen calls “the 
locality of the market” (Engelen, 2001). Going beyond selective renovation 
of entire neighborhoods KD in this sense implied an effective re-zoning of 
the whole city map. Rath notes: “[t]he locality of the market denotes aspects 
of spatiality in two different but connected ways, one being the location 
as such and, the other the spatial market scale. The location involves the 
factors that shape the business” (Rath, 2002).

Conditioned by above policies to promote globality and locality of Istanbul, 
upgrading the infrastructure for finance and service industries, housing 
stock and amassing immense urban rent (Kuyucu, 2007), both Özal/Dalan 
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and Erdoğan/Topbaş were involved in radical re-spatizalization of the 
“locality of the market” (Engelen, 2001). Following through with Özal and 
Bedrettin Dalan’s “tourism-promotion schemes” that effectively instituted 
a new map of spatial transformations of the city, Erdoğan’s (bulldozer-
raged) urban policies also helped classify and thus earmark certain districts 
and neighborhoods as residential, commercial, financial and consumption/
tourism-oriented zones. In this sense, municipal-level regulations helped 
initiate a spatial clustering based on such variety of functions. Policies 
of pro-market / managerial and neo-liberal / conservative paternalism 
periods, then, effectively carved out new foci of leisure consumption and 
entertainment in the city (Yırtıcı, 2005 & Pérouse, 2011): 

Under the 1980s period of Özal and Dalan, Istanbul’s heavy and light 
industries had been relocated towards the outskirts of the metropolitan 
city. The Golden Horn (Haliç) was one of the most important sites of such 
a de-industrialization and promotion as a residential as well as leisure 
consumption/tourism oriented section of the city. This move was also 
certainly helped by the physical cleaning up of the formerly polluted horn-
shaped bay. The spatial dislocation promoted at Karaköy-Perşembe Pazarı 
strip lying on the north-western shores of the Golden Horn and housing 
numerous artisanal workshops and small stores, however, did not proceed 
as successfully, at least initially. Most small entrepreneurs of Perşembe Pazarı 
– literally meaning Thursday Market or Bazaar whose history goes back to 
late Byzantine period— peacefully declined to be relocated to the newly 
built, architecturally controversial industrial-complex dubbed PerPa (an 
ostensibly painted acronym as a playful combination of syllables in Perşembe 
Pazarı) and situated towards the north, near Okmeydanı. This latter is also 
characterized by a medical clustering -where an archipelago of hospitals 
and related services dot and intensify the territory (Güvenç, 2010). Under 
Dalan’s failed plan, Perşembe Pazarı was set to be evacuated, functionally 
re-defined and cast anew as a tourist-attraction zone and entertainment 
(Istanbul Life, 2007), socializing and dining hangout (Hürriyet, 2000) for 
the elite, educated and well-to-do citizens of Turkey (Time Out Istanbul, 
2010).

However, Karaköy-Perşembe Pazarı was not able to resist gentrification 
past late 2000s and early 2010s. The revalorized and renovated [Galata] 
Kuledibi (Tower-Foot) neighborhood’s newly sprouting residences and 
small to mid-sized creative industries have trickled down and dripped over 
the neighborhood and turned Karaköy into a hot spot of newly flourishing 
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leisure consumption and entertainment establishments (Gürgen & Aytar, 
2013). Karaköy’s ‘upgrading’ and touristification were aided by a number 
of spatial / functional changes directly initiated and implemented by the 
municipal regulators helped with the powerful tools of administrative fiat 
(Danış, 2009). 

The ‘cleaning up’ and ‘branding’ of the cluster connecting Sultanahmet 
(environs of the Blue Mosque) to Kapalıçarşı (Grand Bazaar) up to the 
seashore tip Sirkeci / Eminönü. Old town or the Tarihî Yarımada (Historic 
Peninsula) in general was redesigned as the tourist Mecca of Istanbul and 
was connected to Karaköy as well Beyoğlu/Pera. The nineteenth century-
originated short (a single stop-long) ‘metro’ dubbed as the Tünel bridging 
Karaköy to İstiklâl Caddesi allowed tourists as well as  residents to get to the 
entertainment heartland, as well as to the nearby gentrified neighborhood 
of Cihangir more quickly, safely and effectively. 

Redevelopment of the nearby and internationally well-connected Salı Pazarı 
port and maritime strip that at once started housing a new constellation of 
museums (Istanbul Modern, Tophane-i Âmire and Siemens Gallery). Thus, the 
serpentine line connecting Salı Pazarı, Tophane, Karaköy, Perşembe Pazarı 
and Kuledibi developed quickly, dotted with a whole array of hotels, hostels, 
expensive bars, bistros, as well as small creative industry businesses, civil 
societal initiatives and artists’ galleries, workshops. I will elaborate on this 
particular clustering in the coming sub-sections.

Opening up of the new tram line (Zeytinburnu-Kabataş) connecting 
Sultanahmet to Karaköy, physical cleaning up and amelioration of the 
Bosporus-Shore between Kabataş-Fındıklı and redesigning of Kabataş as 
a public transportation hub where major bus, ferry, tram and subway lines 
meet and take transporters from elsewhere in the European Side or the 
facing Asian / Anatolian side to Taksim square for shopping, entertainment 
and leisure consumption purposes (Aytar & Gürgen, 2013). 

Kabataş hub was also connected to Teşvikiye-Maçka, Beşiktaş and Şişli-
Etiler-1 Levent line and beyond towards Maslak slope and Ortaköy, 
Kuruçeşme, Arnavutköy, Bebek, Tarabya and the entire Bosphorus’ European 
coast towards northernmost Sarıyer, each with significant clustering of 
various types of leisure consumption and entertainment establishments.

Aksaray in this period lost much of its former splendor as a gazino and 
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and Erdoğan/Topbaş were involved in radical re-spatizalization of the 
“locality of the market” (Engelen, 2001). Following through with Özal and 
Bedrettin Dalan’s “tourism-promotion schemes” that effectively instituted 
a new map of spatial transformations of the city, Erdoğan’s (bulldozer-
raged) urban policies also helped classify and thus earmark certain districts 
and neighborhoods as residential, commercial, financial and consumption/
tourism-oriented zones. In this sense, municipal-level regulations helped 
initiate a spatial clustering based on such variety of functions. Policies 
of pro-market / managerial and neo-liberal / conservative paternalism 
periods, then, effectively carved out new foci of leisure consumption and 
entertainment in the city (Yırtıcı, 2005 & Pérouse, 2011): 

Under the 1980s period of Özal and Dalan, Istanbul’s heavy and light 
industries had been relocated towards the outskirts of the metropolitan 
city. The Golden Horn (Haliç) was one of the most important sites of such 
a de-industrialization and promotion as a residential as well as leisure 
consumption/tourism oriented section of the city. This move was also 
certainly helped by the physical cleaning up of the formerly polluted horn-
shaped bay. The spatial dislocation promoted at Karaköy-Perşembe Pazarı 
strip lying on the north-western shores of the Golden Horn and housing 
numerous artisanal workshops and small stores, however, did not proceed 
as successfully, at least initially. Most small entrepreneurs of Perşembe Pazarı 
– literally meaning Thursday Market or Bazaar whose history goes back to 
late Byzantine period— peacefully declined to be relocated to the newly 
built, architecturally controversial industrial-complex dubbed PerPa (an 
ostensibly painted acronym as a playful combination of syllables in Perşembe 
Pazarı) and situated towards the north, near Okmeydanı. This latter is also 
characterized by a medical clustering -where an archipelago of hospitals 
and related services dot and intensify the territory (Güvenç, 2010). Under 
Dalan’s failed plan, Perşembe Pazarı was set to be evacuated, functionally 
re-defined and cast anew as a tourist-attraction zone and entertainment 
(Istanbul Life, 2007), socializing and dining hangout (Hürriyet, 2000) for 
the elite, educated and well-to-do citizens of Turkey (Time Out Istanbul, 
2010).

However, Karaköy-Perşembe Pazarı was not able to resist gentrification 
past late 2000s and early 2010s. The revalorized and renovated [Galata] 
Kuledibi (Tower-Foot) neighborhood’s newly sprouting residences and 
small to mid-sized creative industries have trickled down and dripped over 
the neighborhood and turned Karaköy into a hot spot of newly flourishing 
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leisure consumption and entertainment establishments (Gürgen & Aytar, 
2013). Karaköy’s ‘upgrading’ and touristification were aided by a number 
of spatial / functional changes directly initiated and implemented by the 
municipal regulators helped with the powerful tools of administrative fiat 
(Danış, 2009). 

The ‘cleaning up’ and ‘branding’ of the cluster connecting Sultanahmet 
(environs of the Blue Mosque) to Kapalıçarşı (Grand Bazaar) up to the 
seashore tip Sirkeci / Eminönü. Old town or the Tarihî Yarımada (Historic 
Peninsula) in general was redesigned as the tourist Mecca of Istanbul and 
was connected to Karaköy as well Beyoğlu/Pera. The nineteenth century-
originated short (a single stop-long) ‘metro’ dubbed as the Tünel bridging 
Karaköy to İstiklâl Caddesi allowed tourists as well as  residents to get to the 
entertainment heartland, as well as to the nearby gentrified neighborhood 
of Cihangir more quickly, safely and effectively. 

Redevelopment of the nearby and internationally well-connected Salı Pazarı 
port and maritime strip that at once started housing a new constellation of 
museums (Istanbul Modern, Tophane-i Âmire and Siemens Gallery). Thus, the 
serpentine line connecting Salı Pazarı, Tophane, Karaköy, Perşembe Pazarı 
and Kuledibi developed quickly, dotted with a whole array of hotels, hostels, 
expensive bars, bistros, as well as small creative industry businesses, civil 
societal initiatives and artists’ galleries, workshops. I will elaborate on this 
particular clustering in the coming sub-sections.

Opening up of the new tram line (Zeytinburnu-Kabataş) connecting 
Sultanahmet to Karaköy, physical cleaning up and amelioration of the 
Bosporus-Shore between Kabataş-Fındıklı and redesigning of Kabataş as 
a public transportation hub where major bus, ferry, tram and subway lines 
meet and take transporters from elsewhere in the European Side or the 
facing Asian / Anatolian side to Taksim square for shopping, entertainment 
and leisure consumption purposes (Aytar & Gürgen, 2013). 

Kabataş hub was also connected to Teşvikiye-Maçka, Beşiktaş and Şişli-
Etiler-1 Levent line and beyond towards Maslak slope and Ortaköy, 
Kuruçeşme, Arnavutköy, Bebek, Tarabya and the entire Bosphorus’ European 
coast towards northernmost Sarıyer, each with significant clustering of 
various types of leisure consumption and entertainment establishments.

Aksaray in this period lost much of its former splendor as a gazino and 
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Indeed, the interest by global actors was also clear in the post-1980s period. 
Keyder and Öncü argue “foreign companies, which had shunned Turkey 
during the national developmentalist period, were persuaded by the liberal 
rhetoric of the government to invest and to open offices in Turkey” (Keyder 
& Öncü, 1993: 19). Istanbul in this context was transformed from a major 
base for large-scale, manufacturing firms into Turkey’s globalizing center 
for finance and banking (Keyder and Öncü, 1994), has increased its hold 
over the Turkish economy (Pérouse, 1998), and has become the preferred 
location for multinational corporations attempting to make roadways 
into the Turkish market (Pérouse, 1999 and 2000). A remarkable drop 
in manufacturing investment was observed (Sönmez, 1986; Aksoy, 1996; 
TUİK, 2010; Cihan Veri Servisi, 2013). 

In the meantime, the number of branches of multinational companies 
increased dramatically, and most of those in producer services preferred 
Istanbul as their location of choice to base their operations: “[...] 95 
percent of the producer service firms in Turkey receiving foreign capital 
were established after 1984 and almost 75 percent of them were located in 
Istanbul” (Tokatlı and Erkip, 1998; Erkip, 2000). By 2010, this percentage 
had increased to 81 percent (TUİK, 2012). In this new environment, 
“foreign investors preferred to invest in non-manufacturing areas” such as 
tourism, leisure and producer services “such as consultancy, banking and 
insurance)” Erkip, 2000. Overall, the share of service sector multiplied 
considerably between 1980 and 2010 (DİE, 1989; TUİK, 2012).

Keyder argues that in Istanbul “there is a flourishing service sector in 
marketing, accounting and management, telecommunications, banking and 
finance, transport, insurance, computers and data processing, legal services, 
auditing, accounting, consulting, advertising, design and engineering” 
(1999:19). In the same period, in Turkey in general there also was an 
associated increase in foreign investment to services. By 1996, 81 percent 
of foreign investments were in services (Foreign Investment Directorate, 
1996) in Turkey. In terms of employment, within services itself, the share 
of finance, insurance, and real estate (FIRE) services employment increased 
from 10.3 percent in 1980 to 13.9 percent in 1990. This was an increase 
from 5.3 % to 7.1 % in Istanbul’s overall employment (Aksoy, 1996). 
Between 1990 and 2010, those ratios increased to 17.8 percent and 12.4 
percent, respectively (TUİK, 2012).

All these developments were connected to the recent transformation of 
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Istanbul into a ‘globalizing city’, increasingly subject to global flows of capital, 
goods, as well as culture (Keyder and Öncü, 1994; Öncü, 1997; Keyder, 
1993; 1999) Keyder and Öncü claim that Istanbul cannot be described as 
a ‘global’ (or ‘world’) city as usually conceptualized in the literature (1994, 
also see, Öncü, 1997; Keyder, 1993 and 1999). However, alternative readings 
of the global/world city could challenge this argument, such as the ones 
promised by Grosfoguel (1994, 1995) and Soysal (2011) among others. I 
also subscribe to the attempt to enlarging the concept accordingly to be 
able to accommodate new urban and global developments as well as new 
symbolic economy around leisure consumption and entertainment. 

In this sense, the fourth of the market dimensions, ‘institutionalization’ 
(Engelen, 2001) is helpful in comprehending the scene of non-
governmental actors in regulation. Engelen’s notion of institutionalization 
“refers to the more or less standardized patterns of actions and ideas with 
a normative validity in the context where they are rooted. The process of 
institutionalization is thus conceived in terms of transaction standardization 
rather than regulation per se, and is actually related to the culture of doing 
business” (Rath, 2002, emphasis added). Central and local government has 
also extended the subjects of trade (market dimension number 2) referring 
to the “legal entities that are allowed to enter the market. They can be 
individuals, households, families, professionals, co-operatives, incorporated 
firms, NGOs, quangos or public agencies” (Rath, 2002)

Central governmental regulation, especially the technical steps of the 
EU harmonization (AB Uyum) process, those legislative changes and 
administrative transformations have allowed for a larger array of legal 
entities who could become entrepreneurial actors in leisure consumption 
and entertainment. A case in point would be the second EU Harmonization 
Package dated March 2002 that was prepared in line with previous 
amendment in the Turkish constitution (in October 2001) and which 
incorporated alterations in the Law on Associations (Dernekler Kanunu – 
DK). The package did not only provide room for relatively more permissive 
administrative measures pertaining to the freedoms of the press, association 
and assembly (although some serious limitations remained in place) but also 
allowed associations, chambers and the like to launch and operate leisure 
consumption and entertainment lounges or other types of commercial 
enterprises both as part of their ‘social role’ and as mechanisms to bring in 
more funds to carry on their work.14 14 See, for example, URL: http://

www.havadis16.com/serbest-
piyasa-kanunu-tasarisi-11345.
html#.UxAtcPl_tW6
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Lokal technically meaning Club House are such civil societal ‘branches’ 
operating within the commercial market. Lokal also means the district level 
headquarters by trade unions or vocational organizations. Most such lokal 
are in fact meyhâne or içkili lokanta catering to more professional, sector-
populating technicians, practitioners or intellectuals. By fulfilling the need 
for lower-priced locations and vocational socialization, local should be 
noted among the civil societal field of institutional regulation.

Municipal food and leisure consumption establishments are certainly 
regulator-launched [publicly funded] corporate actors within this regulatory 
environment. Beltur had also conquered and transformed previously elite 
strongholds operated by [Automotive] Turing Club, where alcohol was 
available, into popular and affordable leisure consumption localities for the 
middle and lower classes. Ottoman-era Kiosks such as Sarı Köşk, Hidiv 
Kasrı, Küçük Çamlıca Köşkü were renovated, improved start servicing a far 
different and demographically large clientele. In this sense, Erdoğan in fact 
democratized access to such locations. However, his ‘moralizing’ agenda was 
behind his decision to forbid sale of alcohol on the basis that [primarily] 
‘families’ with çoluk çocuk [kids/homefolks] would be catered to at municipal 
tesis (leisure facility).  

Corporately institutionalized actors who were positively impacted by above 
regulatory changes were a number of previously established foundations. 
Mostly part of their decades-long ‘corporate responsibility’ projects and 
certainly in synergistic –even at times, symbiotic- interconnections with 
the consulates and cultural centers of foreign countries, they had a more 
permissive environment since the regulatory changes in mid-to-late 1990s. 
Major actors in this field are AkSanat funded by Akbank one of the most 
sizeable and important private banks controlled by Sabancı conglomerate 
(Holding known for its cult logo, SA); İKSV, İstanbul Culture and Arts 
Foundation that was initiated and funded by the Eczacıbaşı pharmaceutical 
corporation as well as SALT (formerly Garanti Platform) established by 
private Garanti Bank under the automotive-media magnate Doğuş Group. 

Yardımcı claims that all in all, they are the strongest and most visible 
actors in the ‘civil societal field’ of regulation and argue that their work 
could be classified as Festivalism (2009). She suggests that those corporate 
institutions are mostly ‘flirting’ with central governmental and municipal 
branding of the city and commodification of difference. However, such 
criticisms aside, they certainly are also vital in helping carve alternative, 
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15 Note the similarity of this 
vision voiced in this example by 
influntial liberal columnists such 
as Ertuğrul Özkök to the “anti-
federal, anti-Washington D.C.” 
anger expressed by neo-liberal 
and neo-conservative pundits in 
the U.S. such as Pat Buchanan, 
Newt Gingrich, Dinesh D’Souza 
and George F. Will. 

even at times subversive spaces of leisure consumption and allowing to get 
familiarized with the works of global artists, musicians and entertainment 
professionals. 

I should also note that corporate-induced cultural centers also created 
a secondary -and thus, dependent– circle of employment as more 
entrepreneurs moved in to fulfill diversifying demands of increasingly 
larger masses pouring into Beyoğlu. These activities were the fertile soil 
of the development of new middle classes’ cultural and symbolic habitus 
(Öğün, 2014) and got them connected to the expats living in Istanbul 
thus ‘internationalizing’ their lifestyle vocabulary (Behar, 2008). In a more 
celebratory take, Aksoy & Enlil connected such corporate institutions to 
the spaces and communities that they helped establish. They claim these are 
centrally connected to what they call “Istanbul’s cultural economy” (2011). 
However they fail to develop a particular perspective to analyze leisure 
consumption and entertainment.

Festivalism (Yardımcı, 2009) certainly is an ingenious concept that could 
certainly be connected to “mega-projects craze” (Özkan, 2008; 2009) of 
both Özal and Erdoğan as well as their shared attempts to make the city a 
“brand” (MarkaŞehir) on its own, combining global economic and cultural 
reach with local yet impressively “civilizational” log. Özal and Dalan had 
promoted Istanbul as a brand from within a more underlined ‘free’ market 
oriented phraseology, presenting it almost as a non-ideological necessity 
required by the [spirit of the] ‘times’ (zamanın ruhu), part of the city’s 
manifest destiny of sorts. In this vision Istanbul could “no longer settle 
for less”; as “a global metropolis” needs to “break the barriers of excessively 
centralist policies by the ‘lumpy’ bureaucrats15 of Ankara” (Özkök, 1990). 
In this new path, “Istanbul is already a star, shining not only with its 
world-class financial centers, business plazas and high-tech centers, but 
also with its huge events, such as concerts, congresses, conventions and 
sports tournaments” (Özkök, 1992). Özal and Dalan’s competitive new 
Istanbul does not seem to mind the sprouting of luxurious entertainment 
establishments. In some senses, central and local governmental regulation 
encouraged and took pride in this multiplication.

Erdoğan’s vision is similar in some senses but very different in some others. 
Istanbul as the Brand City mostly shares the pro-market zeal and actually 
was far more successful in delivering the concrete infrastructural bases for 
the development of Global Cityness of the city by speedily improving 
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transportation and erecting the emblematic cornerstones of neo-liberal 
urban entrepreneurialism, such as the high-tech financial centers (new 
building of the stock market BorsaIstanbul and the new financial center 
in Ataköy), large shopping centers (Alış Veriş Merkezi, AVM) and the like. 

Neo-Ottomanist (Yeni/Neo-Osmanlıcı) rhetoric of Erdoğan’s “New Turkey” 
(Yeni Türkiye) however, constantly stresses the role of Istanbul (Marka 
Şehir) as being the successor seat of the millenarian Islamic tradition and 
centuries-old Ottoman heritage who had “tolerated” the members of “all 
other faiths” (actually meaning only the two other Abrahamic cousins, 
Christianity and Judaism). Combining elements of neo-liberal competitive 
rhetoric housing all of the Özalian items above, Erdoğan’s rhetoric of global 
brand city of Istanbul also reaches out to an almost colonial tone of voice by 
stressing Istanbul being the leader of a new regional (or even civilizational) 
encapsulation of Pax Ottomana. Certainly, this pax ottoman coloniality is 
being used in the sense introduced by Quijano (1993).

Corporate, sectoral and civil societal actors in leisure consumption noted 
that while regulatory policies of standardization and harmonization may 
have been ‘technically’ in line with EU standards, the central government’s 
and municipality’s policy-formulation and policy-implementation stages 
lacked the necessary participatory mechanisms whereby non-governmental 
stakeholders could be added into the decision-making process (Interview 
with non-governmental actors 2 & 3). One of the most important 
deficiencies according to them was at once the formal rigidities and lack of 
transparency and accountability:

In our land, there isn’t even the letter [g] of [governance] as a word. 
You’d only be able to utter your take if they’d even condescend to 
consider calling you up for ‘consultation’ (istişare). Even then, whatever 
you tell them, they keep flattering themselves by listing their unrelated 
‘services’ (hizmetler) of theirs. It is almost as if they ask us to quickly 
agree with them on the basis of their certified past success. So that they 
could proceed with their own plans… They dance to their own tunes. 
They come up with decisions and use us up as decor… No Sire, they 
don’t want partners or stakeholders, they just want ‘yes men’ who’d nod 
their heads” (evet efendimciler) (Interview with NGO professional)
  

In the period of 1980s, “market, now freed from statist regulation, seemed 
to promise quick riches to the few who were lucky, and legalized speculative 
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gains to a broader segment” (Keyder & Öncü, 1993: 20, emphases added). 
Indeed, Özal’s anti-bureaucratic, anti-red tape and practical-minded 
attitudes as well as his notion of ‘getting things done’ (işbitiricilik) struck a 
chord with wider segments of the society, especially considering citizenry’s 
already informality-oriented and self-interest seeking relationships with 
the state as discussed in the previous chapter. This attitude was certainly 
crucial in the formation of a new “culture of doing business” (Rath, 2002) 
in the sense that previous, lower key mentalities were transformed to 
accommodate far more opportunistic, daring and calculating ways by the 
entrepreneurs.

The ruling party’s custom of allocating lucrative deals to politically favored 
businesspeople was certainly criticized and led to its eventual downfall. 
However, the “Özal revolution” as lauded by numerous liberal columnists 
(Özkök, 1987; 1993; 1998 & Bali, 2002) was very powerful in terms of 
changing the role of the state from a populist and administrative actor 
towards a managerial and entrepreneurial one. It also transformed the 
popular attitudes by promoting a new citizen as a profit-maximizing- and 
interest-seeking individual highly reminiscent of the ‘individual actor’ who 
seems to orient him/herself towards ‘possessive individualism’ of the liberal 
thinking (MacPherson, 1962) and the neoclassical economics. In the case 
of Turkey, this individual was also trying to what was popularly termed as 
‘making it’ (köşeyi dönmek16) by avoiding, ignoring or going around formal 
rules and regulations in the jungles of the pro-market, new economy. In the 
next quotation from the fieldwork semi structured interview, we witness the 
rise of the entertainment entrepreneur as such a touch, rugged individual 
on the lookout and fighting for his interests, a pioneer in the jungles of 
Istanbul’s entertainment heartland of the shady kind at that period:

One regulator argued that “serving the country also means making 
money for the country”. He said that the “real patriots are those 
entertainment establishment owners, who risked their lives by 
opening up the first non-mainstream bistros and clubs deep inside the 
dark part of Beyoğlu”. A noted case was PeriPeti Bistro, a street level 
establishment at Afrika Han (Africa Inn or more aptly, Africa Arcade) 
connecting three axial sub-streets near İstiklâl (Ayhan Işık, Büyük 
Parmakkapı and Küçük Parmakkapı streets) which was for a long time 
reportedly dominated by Mafioso-controlled gazino and pavyon, older 
pre-1980s originated forms. The regulator, after this rather elongated 
eulogy of the entertainment pioneer as a daring conquistador amidst 16 Which could also be translated 

literally as ‘turning the corner’.
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IV. 2. INTERPRETERS, INC.: RISE OF NEW MEDIATORS

Parallel to decreasing state regulation of the economy, pro-market managerial 
paternalism and the neo-liberal / conservative paternalism since the 1980s 
witnessed the growing ascendancy of market forces in the organization of 
the consumption sphere. As I have discussed above, the state eased its role 
in the sphere of the consumption. However this does not mean it no longer 
had a presence in the consumption sphere. On the one hand, it promoted 
market forces through the deregulation of the economy. On the other hand, 
consumerism as a way of life was promoted by political and social elites. 
In that sense, the public notoriety of, and conspicuous consumption by, 
politicians including Prime Minister Turgut Özal and his family during 
the 1980s stand out. “The depoliticization of the public sphere after the 
military coup of 1980 and the dismantling of the developmentalist project 
left an arena ready to be exploited by new social forces” (Yenal, 2000).

Into this field left out by the state, market institutions moved in to create 
new types of consumerism, introduce novel products and promote these 
as the symbols of cosmopolitan life styles to be adopted by urban middle 
classes. Thus in this period, we observe the increasing commodification of 
cultural practices, in contrast to the previous period when modern ways 
were promoted through education, that is, they were “learned” rather 

LeCool Istanbul (part of LeCool 
which is published at 11 other 
cities, including Barcelona, 
London, Rome and Bangkok) 
entertainment website & e-mail 
bulletin, 19-25 July 2013 
edition. 
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then bought (Yenal, 2000). As a result, the role of cultural specialists and 
intermediaries “who have the capacity to ransack various traditions and 
cultures in order to produce new symbolic goods, and in addition provide 
the necessary interpretations on their use” (Featherstone, 1991: 19) grew 
considerably in the consumption sphere.

The globalizing orientation of Istanbul was also mirrored in the changing 
population configuration, and the transformation of the urban space. 
Increasing deterioration of the income distribution in Istanbul18 provoked 
social polarization. Istanbul’s urban space became increasingly fragmented 
and was divided along new fault lines. Köksal argues that Istanbul is 
divided between formal and informal settlements occupied by diverse 
economic, social and cultural groups (1993). Residential patterning 
according to income groups, as well as in some cases according to ethnic 
and confessional background has become more underlined, and processes 
similar to suburbanization (Öncü, 1997) and gentrification (Uzun, 2001; 
İslam, 2002) started to surface and gain force. 

A new globalizing stratum of the population emerged in Istanbul (Aksoy, 
1996). Those employed in the globalizing sectors of the economy were 
moving towards “world class incomes” (Kandiyoti, 2002), while the 
poorest strata were increasingly marginalized, and left out of the process of 
articulation into the world economy (Ercan, 1996). Additionally, within the 
middle classes there occurred a growing fragmentation and polarization, 
with those employed in the public sector increasingly losing out (Kandiyoti, 
2002).

Due to political-economic changes that came with the adoption of neo-liberal 
reforms, the migrants of the 1980s and 1990s found themselves in a different 
environment in urban areas in general, and in Istanbul in particular.19 Rural 
to urban migration continued during those two decades20, and migrants 
were faced with decreasing employment opportunities, especially in the 
industrial sector (Ayata, 1997). With the continued increase in population, 
especially the share of the younger population (Tokatlı and Boyacı, 1997), 
this translated into growing problems of unemployment, and magnified 
effects of worsening income distribution (Özmucur, 1995; Şenses, 1990).

I have already discussed in the previous sub-sections of the chapter, 
market-oriented shift was also behind the emergence of a new type of 
entrepreneurialism in the business sector in general and in the leisure 

18 Quoted from the ‘Lifestyle’ 
column in daily Hürriyet, October 
13, 2003.
19 The city had the worse distri-
bution of income as of mid-1990s, 
with the richest 20 % controlling 
64% of the income, while the 
poorest 20% receiving a mere 
4.2% (Sönmez, 1996).
20 Those migrants themselves 
were different than those migrat-
ing prior to 1980s as well. As 
opposed to earlier voluntary 
migrants who had left their 
provinces mainly due to economic 
‘push’ and ‘pull’ factors, many new 
migrants were internally displaced 
people fleeing the environment of 
insecurity in Southeastern Anato-
lia due to the protracted fighting 
between the Turkish security 
forces and the separatist Kurdish 
rebels of the Marxist-Leninist PKK 
(Partiya Karkéren Kurdistan-
Kurdistan Workers’ Party) since 
1984 (Kirişçi, 1998; Çelik, 2002; 
for other aspects of out-migration 
in the southeast see, Akşit, et al 
1996). 
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consumption and entertainment laborscapes in particular. While in the 
sphere of the producers, initiative-taking entrepreneurialism was the 
result, in the sphere of the consumers, this pro-market ‘atmosphere’ –that 
some later called zamanın ruhu (spirit of the times or zeitgeist, see Özkök, 
1987; 1994; 2001; 2009; 2013) yielded into a new ethos of consumerism. 
Especially when the purchasing power for the bulk of the consumers 
increased (Gürsel, 2005), this new ethos was quite critical. 

This was certainly formative of the new individualistic, personal 
entrepreneurial stances that many citizens espoused in the new period of 

market-oriented growth, beyond the richer groups who were certainly the 
more direct and immediate beneficiaries of the new economy. While some 
continuities and commonalities certainly existed between the two, the older 
forms of ‘usurping state property’ (devletin malı deniz) by the citizenry was 
remarkably different from this new attitude of ‘making it’. 

As discussed in the previous chapter III, the ‘old school’ opportunistic 
mentality was centered on seeking somewhat ‘low key’ clientelistic favors 

Photo courtesy of Fatih Pınar
 2008
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ranging from trying to secure guaranteed yet modestly paid state jobs to 
having formal regulations (such as building codes, zoning or licensing rules) 
ignored for their private aims. State, in this case, implied a protective shield 
or a higher authority out of which action, or –in the case of the expectation 
of turning a blind eye to formal rules—inaction was sought. 

The newer type of mentality was going far beyond that. In this, the citizens 
no longer sought state jobs or such ‘petty’ favors, but instead, were aiming to 
become ‘micro-businesspeople’ or aspirant entrepreneurs on the lookout for 
grey zones or blind spots of regulatory mechanisms to allow them to make 
a bigger step in social ladder. The new pro-market rhetoric injected into the 
public a more grandiose aim of ‘jumping [to the upper] class’ (sınıf atlamak). 
Indeed Gürbilek claims that in this new period, “the old culture of saving 
money and postponing one’s desires in line with Puritan take of Kemalism 
was quickly yielding into a new culture of seeking to fulfill one’s desires and 
dreams here and now” (Gürbilek, 2001: 16).

I need to mention here the emergence of social strata that led the sprouting 
of a new group of mediators or what I call ‘Lifestyle Liberals’. The growth 
of such a segment of consumers is very much related to processes of 
globalization. Elites and new middle classes employed in transnationally-
connected business sectors develop tastes, lifestyles and practices that are 
similar across the world for similar social groups (Castells, 1996: 415). 
International travel, communications technologies and services (from 
five-star hotels to publications) that cater to this transnational stratum of 
managers and elites forge the formation of transnational cultures based on 
elite lifestyles, etc. (Yenal, 2000: 147).

More generally, the transnational connections of elite communities are 
expressed in cosmopolitanism. This involves “a willingness to engage with 
the Other, […] an intellectual and esthetic openness towards divergent 
cultural experiences” (Hannerz, 1996: 103, see also Appadurai, 1996). 
But cosmopolitanism is also reflexive. “Cosmopolitanism often had a 
narcissistic streak, the self is constructed in the space where cultures mirror 
one another” (Hannerz, 1996: 103). “During the past 20 years, a layer of 
consumers have come into being in Turkish metropolises among the middle 
classes who work in the globalized sectors of the urban economy. Lifestyle 
marketing and the growing ‘culinary press [media]’ target the cosmopolitan 
sensibilities of this stratum” (Yenal, 2000: 166).
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The alternative, ‘informal’ globalization of Istanbul as discussed by Keyder 
and Öncü (1994), not only had important repercussions for the changes 
in lifestyles, consumption patterns, and for urban/spatial transformation, 
but also provoked a mix-and-match kind of heterogeneity and diversity. I 
claim that this heterogeneity and diversity shaped the new Turkish urban 
consumerism, which helped highly upgrade the leisure consumption and 

entertainment sector in Istanbul. Although set in a socio-historical context 
different from the postindustrial turn as experienced in the west, Istanbul’s 
mainly upper and higher middle classes and class fractions increasingly 
socially and culturally position themselves vis-à-vis others through the 
media of consumption and appreciation.

Therefore in the post-1980 period we see the increasing number of 
magazines, radio and TV shows and books on fashion, food, leisure 
consumption, arts, etc. which are devoted to consumption and cultivation 
of certain lifestyles. “Parallel to this, the role of marketing and advertising in 
the organization of the consumption sphere has grown in an unprecedented 
fashion. In other words, the gradual withdrawal of the state from the cultural 
regulation of consumption went hand in hand with the increasing capacity 
of cultural intermediaries in these fields” (Yenal, 2000: 160). In my analysis 
of the fieldwork, mediators of post-1980 could be categorized under the 
media, both in conventional and new senses of the term, public intellectuals 
and opinion makers (İnce, 2000). 

“I have decoded the secret of 
Lucca,” Ezgi Başaran, the lifestyle 

columnist of daily Radikal, 23 
December 2010. 
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In one of the very few analyses of mediators of this sort, Şimşek (2006) 
employed a critical perspective which was occasionally crude but potentially 
interesting analyses. Accurately learning from Gramsci’s cultural hegemony 
(1971) as well as Althusser’s notions of ideological apparatus and 
interpellation (1971, also see, Sawyer, 2002). Paying homage Bourdieu (1977 
& 1984) but hardly fulfilling his promise, Şimşek resorts to an explanation 
of the new intermediaries as ‘cynical’(kinik, in his usage) translators of trends 
into popular attitudes on and psychologies of consumption (2006). This 
seems to be a rather facile way of explaining their changing role especially 
as it pertains to leisure consumption and entertainment. 

Instead, in a process somewhat reminiscent of Bauman’s discussion of the 
transformation of intellectuals from ‘legislators’ to ‘interpreters,’ the role 
of cultural intermediaries in Turkey have also changed: The previous era’s 
modernization-oriented or politically engaged intellectuals have either 
evolved into interpreters or promoters of various lifestyle choices or were 
dethroned by a new style of cultural mediation. Indeed numerous left wing 
or Kemalist intellectuals of the pre-1980 coup period, who were ousted 
from state offices or universities for political reasons, took up jobs in the 
newly flourishing advertising sector21. These intellectuals reportedly tapped 
into their creative and writing abilities to formulate attractive advertising 
campaigns, catchy slogans and branding strategies22. 

Bali argues that this new language of advertising was mainly geared 
towards the upper income social groups who got rich or richer after the 
September 12, 1980 military coup. He claims those new groups were 
urbanized, well educated and had distinctively ‘elite’ lifestyle choices (Bali, 
2002: 22). In the same period, consumer market research have become 
increasingly important for advertising sector and sub-groupings among the 
consumers were identified and such research was used to promote ‘elite’ and 
‘distinctive’ products for the upper sections of the consumers (Interview 
with Advertising Executive, 2009; also see, Pir, 1985). As seen in Picture 
IV.1, the media has simultaneously espoused a celebratory attitude of the 
advent of ‘branding’ of lifestyles. 

Daily newspapers’ lifestyle columnists, as well as weekly and monthly 
publications such as Time Out Istanbul, Istanbul Life, Taksimania, as well 
as websites such as <istanbul.com>, and e-mail list-serves such as <lecool.
com/cities/istanbul/> have been important in shaping leisure consumption 

21 Interview with Advertising 
Executive #3, 2009.
22 Interview with Advertising 
Executive #1, 2009.
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and entertainment choices of mainly upper middle and upper classes. In 
line with the advent of consumerism and lifestyle-based advertising, leisure 
consumption and entertainment patterns in Istanbul, the importance of the 
mediation has also increased. 

Since at least mid-1990s, ‘lifestyle’ and ‘gusto’ columnists at daily newspapers, 
weekly and monthly magazines and other publications, cultural leisure 
consumption experts, advertisement and culture industry professionals and 
others have taken on a bigger role in shaping the consumption choices 
of mainly middle and upper middle class citizens. They have been highly 
instrumental in defining what is –and what no longer is- “trendy,” “hip,” 
“exciting,” and “exotic”. Numerous periodicals have published “in” and 
“out” lists for various leisurely consumption and entertainment venues and 
establishments. 

Seen in Picture IV.2, above, the lifestyle columnist of liberal daily Radikal, 
Ezgi Başaran claims she has “decoded the secret of Lucca,” which is one of 
the high class café-restaurant-bar complexes in the upper income Bosphorus 
neighborhood of Bebek. She describes Lucca as well as her position within 
it: “I read on sociologist Gustave LeBon’s Psychology of the Masses and 
smirk to the ‘shaky’ position I am in, at Lucca […] The customers remind 
me of LeBon’s characters who are in search of a small ‘masses’ of sorts who 

 “DJ with a head-
scarve”

Fatma Civelek, a 
mother of two is the 

new sensation of the 
conservatives, daily 
Radikal, 15 August 

2012
in-istanbul/
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share their own opinion as well their choices in life” (Başaran, 2010).  As an 
opinion maker or in Bauman’s terms ‘interpreter’ Başaran claims to provide 
an intellectual analysis on Lucca. 
 
IV. 3. ENTREPRENEURS, ET AL

In the case of Istanbul, my argument is that above changes have 
created interesting constellations in terms of leisure consumption and 
entertainment employment, that would somewhat mirror, and also differ 
from patterns observed elsewhere. In order to study this, I have conducted 
participant observation at fifty leisure consumption and entertainment 
establishments at Beyoğlu, Beşiktaş, Fatih, Eyüp, Şişli, Gaziosmanpaşa, 
Zeytinburnu, Üsküdar, Kadıköy and Adalar (Prince’s Islands) districts. At 
the same fifty establishments in ten districts a total of ninety-six semi-
structured interviews were conducted during three temporally separate 
research sequences. 

The first one was conducted between 2002 and 2006, the second one 
was conducted between 2008 and 2010 and the final one between 2011 
and 2013. I have interviewed producers (entrepreneurs, employers and 
employees) and consumers as they will be discussed under sub-section 
IV.4. Since a great majority of respondents chose to remain anonymous 
out of fear of negative repercussions or retributions, or in order to more 
comfortably share their insights, no actual places or names were identified 
in the text. Those clearly identified at above introductory prologue are used 
only as ‘colorful’ examples of ‘typical’ forms of leisure consumption and 
entertainment and the use of their names does not necessarily mean any 
fieldwork was or was not conducted there.

During my fieldwork, I have asked the producers a set of questions about 
their socio-cultural background, political stances, and their personal history 
of their experience within the leisure consumption and/or consumption 
sectors. This way I was able to identify the main parameters of their position 
as producers (employees and / or entrepreneurs) and as consumers in those 
two sectors. I have also inquired about their relationship with the regulators 
and the mediators. 

In the interviews with the producers, the longitudinal historical demarcation 
placed to distinguish alaylı from mektepli was confirmed in the leisure 
consumption and entertainment. This separation was quite useful 
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to help differentiate among persons of varying levels of human capital 
and vocational itineraries: The epithet of alaylı literally means a ‘ranker’ or 
‘legionary’ in the sense of those belonging to a ‘legion’ (alay). It is attached 
to those persons who undergo the slow process of vocational socialization 
and professionalization as well as rank-climbing within a trade. 

Those persons usually enter the trade in their young ages, starting from the 
lowest rank of çırak (apprentice), and passing through the intermediary stage 
of kalfa (assistant master or journeyman usually in charge of a particular 
detachment of employees) eventually to climb up onto the highest place: 
usta (master). Mektepli, in turn, literally means the ‘pupil’ or the ‘educated 
one’ and is an epithet ascribed to those persons who have gone through the 
processes of formal education and vocational training of the trade. While 
the categorizations of çırak, kalfa and usta are sometimes used for the 
ranks that mektepli pass through, they are most immediately and closely 
associated with alaylı who slowly climb all those steps in time. 

Since a great majority 
of respondents chose 
to remain anonymous 
out of fear of negative 
repercussions or 
retributions, or 
in order to more 
comfortably share their 
insights and provide 
s t a n d a r d i z a t i o n 
through the text, no 
actual places or names 
were identified. Those 
leisure consumption 
or entertainment 
establishments that 
were identified with 
their brand names in 
the vignette section 
of the prologue in 
Chapter I are used only 
as ‘colorful’ examples 
of ‘typical’ forms of 

Map I.1. The districts studied 
in Istanbul, with the exception 

of Kağıthane and Bayrampaşa 
where no research was con-
ducted and Eyüp which was 

studied but –erroneously- not 
marked where it belonged, just 

to the west of Şişli. 
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leisure consumption and entertainment. The use of their names does not 
necessarily mean any fieldwork was –or was not— conducted there. The 
relative locations of the districts where the interviews and participant 
observation fieldwork was conducted could be seen at below map:

In this context, based on my research discussed above, I would claim that 
Istanbul’s new leisure consumption and entertainment setting created 
a new laborscape in the leisurely service sector. Here, I borrow from 
and extend Appadurai’s notion of various ‘-scapes’ (1996) to discuss the 
shifting and fluid laborscapes of leisure consumption and entertainment 
in Istanbul. In the construction and configuration of this new laborscape, 
a bifurcating stratification of ‘ethnicization’ is important and functional. In 
this new setting, Istanbul’s urban tourist-entertainment-leisure industry 
employs or incorporates increasingly diverse groups, many long-time or 
recent migrants, immigrants, expatriates, minorities, as well as ‘natives’. But 
in Istanbul, particular demographic conditions and the unstructured nature 
of the leisure consumption and entertainment setting prevent one-to-one 
correspondence with the general pattern discussed in the literature.

The concept of the ‘opportunity structure’ (Kloosterman & Rath, 2001:190) 
may be employed here to clarify the situation. The general shift towards 
market-oriented growth, the relaxation of state regulations on property 
ownership, licensing rules for establishments, and employment, the 
increasing share of consumer markets fueled by a rise of the well-to-do, 
‘globalizing’ urbanites, and the general cultural shift to globalization, 
diversification and hybridization, all add up to a time- and space-specific 
‘opportunity structure’ for entrepreneurs and employees in Istanbul.

This section aims to analyze the opportunity structure as it led to what I term 
bifurcation and ethnicization of the laborscape in Istanbul’s increasingly 
‘globalizing’ leisure consumption and entertainment setting. Learning 
at once from the literature on ‘leisure migration’ defined as “the type in 
which the consumer travels to the commodity, resulting in geographical 
movements of people for the purposes of consumption” (Böröcz, 1996: 24), 
I mainly attempt to understand the ‘other’ side of that migration. Instead 
of focusing on the experience of the international tourists visiting Istanbul, 
I try to learn from leisure migration to shed light on the complex interplay 
between leisure consumption and human mobility from the perspective 
of those employed in, and incorporated into the leisure consumption and 
entertainment. 
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In the fieldwork, I observed that leisure is part and parcel of a larger 
amalgamation of tourism-entertainment-leisure setting. In this larger 
context, I have identified a bifurcating stratification of “ethnicization” in 
Istanbul’s leisure consumption and entertainment laborscape. I claim that 
these phenomena are linked to the turn towards increasingly diversified 
consumerism in Turkish society, as well as to the transformation of Istanbul 
towards becoming a city of urban consumption, a ‘globalizing’ tourist 
/ entertainment city catering both to tourists and residents as discussed 
above. 

Here, different groups perceive and experience this opportunity structure 
differently. They mobilize their financial, human and cultural capital in 
myriad ways, and thus, diverse strategies of ethnicization are employed. In 
Istanbul, different groups of migrants, immigrants and local ‘ethnics’ are 
employed in different segments of leisure consumption and entertainment 
settings, because they adapt to the ‘diverse human capital requirements’ 
(Szivas, Riley and Airey, 2003) in different ways, in accordance with their 
social, educational and regional backgrounds, as well as their self-perception 
of their ‘worth’ in the setting. Put differently, I argue that different groups, 
due to their backgrounds, steer themselves towards particular segments of 

the setting they see most befitting to them, not 
necessarily the segments for which they would 
best qualify. Let me discuss each group below:
 
IV. 3. 1. Chic Ethnique: Accents à la 
Mode

In this sense, the search for new distinctions 
and diversities were to be launched after the 
1980s. I will also discuss this under the impacts 
on the consumer, at the sub-section IV.4. below. 

In line with Istanbul’s transformation towards 
becoming a ‘globalized’ city as mentioned above, 
world and/or ethnic cuisines, as well as world 
fashions, music and dances have become very 
much ‘in’. As noted before, this cultural shift to 
globalization is among major parameters of the 
‘opportunity structure’ for the employees and 

Picture IV.3: “From fabrics to 
private courses, from furniture to 

sauces, from restaurans to the 
persons, the ethnic face of Istan-
bul…” “The Ethnic City”Time Out 
Istanbul, April 2004 issue, cover.
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entrepreneurs of the leisure consumption and entertainment laborscape in 
Istanbul. 

In terms of the bifurcating stratification of ‘ethnicization,’ I would claim 
that those on the top of the bifurcated laborscape of leisure consumption 
and entertainment compose of a stratum of what I would call ‘chic 
ethnics,’ who are in the ‘front’ of the top ‘slice’ of the leisure consumption 
and entertainment laborscape in Istanbul. To comprehend this, I borrow 
Goffman (1995) typology of the front and the back. Chic ethnics are 
highly visible, and are consciously deployed there to form the façade of the 
enterprises by the entrepreneurs and owners. This is certainly in line of what 
Jones & Ram discuss for the case of eating out: “It is all about interactive 
theatre with diners as well as waiters, chef and maître d’ all active members 
of the cast and the kitchen porters presumably the stage hands who receive 
no curtain call and not that much” ( Jones & Ram, 2007). So the employees’ 
position and their level of ethnic visibility is a matter of there they stand in 
this ‘interactive theater’.

Catering mainly to the upper and upper middle class Istanbul residents, 
as well as those foreign citizens employed in Istanbul’s globalized sectors; 
upscale entertainment establishments now increasingly employ highly 
paid, high-skilled foreigners. Most of them are citizens of the advanced 
economies of the West. Given especially Turkish middle and upper classes’ 
deeply rooted disdain for the ‘Middle Easterners,’ (expressed most clearly 
in occasional anti-Arab sentiments and utterances, which should be seen 
as symptomatic of a strange sort of Turkish Orientalism, or even cultural 
schizophrenia) ‘Westernized,’ ‘modernized’ consumptive ethic, and lack of 
knowledge of the Asian countries, ‘Western’ ethnics seem to be the preferred 
group among the ‘chic ethnics’ in Istanbul’s entertainment industry. 

Istanbul’s five star hotels employ international chefs, as well business 
executives and ‘image consultants’. Larger leisure consumption companies 
employ foreign employees working to coordinate activities with Western-
based offices and other companies. Some upscale entertainment 
establishments employ occasional or part time foreign DJs, dance instructors 
and bartenders as well as design and image consultants. In some cases, 
those employed become attractive for the customers chiefly for the sake 
of them being foreigners. Indeed, an entertainment establishment owner 
interviewed said that he attracted more customers after he hired an English 
bartender: ‘Customers enjoy being served by someone speaking English 
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with an English accent. Well, who would have a more genuine English 
accent than an Englishman?’

Istanbul’s ‘night-out,’ high-society, and lifestyle magazines frequently feature 
stories about African-American blues and jazz musicians, American, Asian, 
European DJs, Latin dance instructors, British bartenders, international 
chefs, diet advisors and personal trainers working in that sector. Located on 
the top of the sector, they form the crème de la crème of Istanbul’s leisure 
consumption and entertainment establishments. What we could draw from 
is that Istanbul’s upper middle and upper classes increasingly value ‘chic 
ethnics’ in their consumption patterns especially when they consume the 
city’s urban, privatized spaces of entertainment.

This attitude is also in line with Istanbul customers’ increasing acceptance 
of, and even preference for foreign language brand names, creating 
interesting constellations of heterogeneity, diversity and hybridity. Apart 
from the rising popularity of American and European fast food, restaurant 
and café chains such as McDonald’s, Arby’s, Starbucks, Waffle House and 
Schlotzky’s Deli, some linguistically ‘hybrid’ food establishments, such as 
Emmim (My Uncle) Chicken & Kitchen, and Dilim (Slice) Sandwiches and 
Café proliferated in the recent years. One of the most expensive and upscale 
club in Istanbul was called Laila (which is the English transliteration of an 
Arab female first name, while a Turkish version, Leyla is a widely adopted 
first name).

Perhaps two of the most creative and humoristic cases deserve to be 
mentioned here: A Bağdat Avenue clothing store adopting the name, 
Nursace based on a twist on famous Versace, by substituting Nur- (Light) 
for Ver-, and a textile entrepreneur from Rize, a Black Sea coast town, 
launching a new line of clothing, Rizelli with an expressed aim of making 
his brand ‘Italian sounding’ (Eren, 2003).  Note that Rizeli means ‘from 
Rize,’ while the addition of another letter ‘l’ apparently makes the brand 
‘almost’ Italian!

In line with the rise of the ‘chic ethnics’ as employees, one also observes the 
emergence of foreign entrepreneurs increasingly peopling the entertainment 
(and to some extent, leisure consumption) sector. The valuing of ‘anything 
foreign’ seems to have led some British, Russian, Spanish, Latin American 
and Asian citizens to settle in this city to launch restaurants, cafés, and 
other entertainment establishments. What is also interesting to note in this 
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regard is the fact that a considerable number of those entrepreneurs had 
first arrived to Turkey as tourists, and had decided to stay or to come back 
after observing the suitability of the market for their prospective business 
ventures. 

Less than half of the foreign entrepreneurs had any prior training in or 
professional experience in the food or entertainment industries. In those 
cases, the national origin of the entrepreneur (them being ‘chic ethnics’) 
seem to be the main factor shadowing their educational background and 
professional skills. This seems to be in line with Hall and Williams’ argument 
that some immigrant entrepreneurs set up medium scale businesses catering 
to niche markets, and/or shaped by ‘lifestyle’ considerations (2002).

Apart from the socio-cultural parameters making the ‘opportunity structure’ 
increasingly suitable (such as Istanbul middle and upper classes’ increasing 
preference for ‘lifestyle’-based consumption patterns), we should note 
that the recent changes in Turkish legal code have provided an additional 
motivation for the ‘chic ethnic’ employees and entrepreneurs. Changing 
regulatory structures, such as the relaxation of legal barriers on property 
and employment rights for non-citizens (that are further being eased in 
preparation for Turkey’s European Union membership bid), as well as 
official ‘attitudes’ towards immigrant entrepreneurs and workers (within the 
context of marketization and privatization as briefly discussed above) seem 
to have an important positive impact.

In some cases, more ‘micro’ decisions by other, non-government actors 
provoke perceptions of new opportunities for businesses. After the United 
States Consulate was moved from Beyoğlu to Kaplıcalar Mevkii, near İstinye 
for ‘security reasons,’ a new leisurely and functional ‘periphery’ seems to have 
emerged in this low-income, migrant-dominated, and informally settled 
neighborhood as illustrated by the emergence of small businesses such as 
office supplies stores, visa advisors, one hour photo shops, cafés, a Pakistani 
restaurant, as well as a local Dunkin Donuts franchise. However, because of 
the ‘isolated self sustainability of the Consulate,’ and the unwillingness of 
the Consulate employees to leave the premises, many of the newly formed 
businesses had to close down, and the Pakistani restaurateur had to leave 
the neighborhood reportedly ‘without even paying his rent’ (Soykan, 2003).

Apart from the socio-cultural parameters making the ‘opportunity structure’ 
increasingly suitable (such as Istanbul middle and upper classes’ increasing 
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preference for ‘lifestyle’-based consumption patterns), we should note 
that the recent changes in Turkish legal code have provided an additional 
motivation for the ‘chic ethnic’ employees and entrepreneurs. Changing 
regulatory structures, such as the relaxation of legal barriers on property 
and employment rights for non-citizens (that are further being eased in 
preparation for Turkey’s European Union membership bid), as well as 
official ‘attitudes’ towards immigrant entrepreneurs and workers (within the 

context of marketization and privatization as briefly discussed above) seem 
to have an important positive impact.

IV.3.2. Cool Visionaries: Suitable Repertoires riding on the 
friendly waves 

Concurrently with the emergence and rise of ‘chic ethnics,’ ‘local’ individuals 
who are highly-educated, high-skilled, and/or of high social standing 
increasingly take part in Istanbul’s leisure consumption and entertainment 
laborscapes both as ‘front’ employees and entrepreneurs. Among those, 
Turkish citizens with some experience with living abroad constitute 
an important section. Many leisure consumption and entertainment 
establishments hire local ‘knowledge workers’ with necessary ‘vision’ and 
‘background’ to be successful. Also, many Turkish citizens of similar 
backgrounds launch businesses in leisure consumption and entertainment 
sectors.

Picture IV.4. “They don’t need 
anybody to get entertained” 

The visionary and star entrepre-
neurs of Istanbul depicted at daily 

Hürriyet, 16 May 2008 
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Few having educational backgrounds immediately relevant for leisure 
consumption and entertainment industries, new Turkish entrepreneurs 
increasingly shape the vision for their business ventures while living abroad, 
by forming a cultural repertoire of what is ‘trendy’ abroad and seek to 
adapt those after they come back to Istanbul. They also capitalize on their 
experience of having lived abroad. Among those entrepreneurs interviewed, 
some had come up with some interesting new ‘themes’ while living/studying 
abroad, and consequently launched businesses catering to new ‘lifestyle’ 
considerations. 

Istanbul’s leisure consumption and entertainment industries now 
increasingly face new businesses such as Bagel Cafés, ‘finger food’ and 
‘fusion cuisine’ restaurants, cultural /historic neighborhood tours led by 
archeologists and anthropologists, tourism companies, and others. It was 
increasing to note how frequently the notion of konsept (a Turkified version 
of the English word concept), was used by entrepreneurs interviewed when 
characterizing their businesses, while a Turkish language equivalent -and 
actually more appropriate- kavram was readily available but was not used 
at all.

Those individuals somewhat fit into the category of what some analysts 
call the ‘White Turks’ (Beyaz Türkler) denoting their supposed proclivity 
for an entrepreneurial, individualistic, neo-liberal, self-reflexive and 
consumerist ethic, as well as their more ‘privileged,’ upper class and urban 
social backgrounds. This implies a classification based on a social and 
cultural construction, rather than ‘biological’ difference (although ‘lighter 
skin’ seems to be preferred by some, and has been used as a further tool of 
stratification). 

In the popular iconography, as well as in the language of print and TV 
commercials, White Turks are usually pitted against the ‘uneducated,’ 
‘crude,’ and ‘darker’ Turks. Initially used in a pejorative sense by their 
critics, the notion of ‘White Turks’ has more recently been incorporated 
into a more celebratory discourse by some neo-liberal, western-oriented 
analysts and newspaper columnists. Note that some of the entrepreneurs 
interviewed also unapologetically and self-reflexively used the label to 
define themselves, and the ‘target audience,’ or ‘niche consumers’ for their 
businesses.
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This picture seems to conform to the general pattern of high qualification-
high pay correlation. What distinguishes Istanbul in this respect is that 
this correlation is observed between high social class background and high 
pay, as well as between high qualification and high pay. In other words, 
individuals from high social backgrounds, who may not be necessarily 
professionally qualified, occupy many of the high pay jobs. They most 

chiefly deploy their cultural / social capital to become and remain successful 
on the top echelons of the leisure consumption and entertainment setting 
in Istanbul.

IV.3.3. Eleman: Informalization & Ethnicization at the bottom 

The other tier of the bifurcating stratification has to do with real, imagined 
and / or constructed ‘ethnicization’ of the lower stratum of Istanbul’s leisure 
consumption and entertainment laborscape. Eleman (staff ) is a widely used 
nomenclature that bring together all migrants, legal and illegal immigrants, 
‘locals’ as well as longer-time ‘minority’ residents who are employed mainly in 
low-paid jobs within leisure consumption and entertainment. For instance, 
Turks, Kurds, those recently coming from former Socialist bloc, as well as 
the Roma (who historically were making up an informal entertainment 
labor force) are employed in establishments as caterers, entertainers, and 
as support staff. Although those jobs mostly require low qualification and 
human capital, this is not necessarily the case for all jobs concerned.

Photo courtesy of Gürcan Öztürk, 
Istanbul Journal of Urban Culture 

(2008)
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In terms of the ‘other’ side of the bifurcating stratification, one needs 
to identify three additional, more ‘micro’ sub-stratification strategies. 
The first has to do with the steering of individuals with lower-skills and 
lower education levels towards low-paying jobs. Mainly migrants from 
Anatolia, including ethnic Kurds people this sub-stratum. Those support 
staff members usually remain invisible and mutable, and are concentrated 
on the ‘back’ of the bottom ‘slice’ of Istanbul’s leisure consumption and 
entertainment laborscape. As dishwashers, somewhat ‘replaceable’ cooks, 
and cleaners, they constitute the silent labor force behind the visible scene. 
In this sense, ‘ethnicity’ is ‘functional’ as much as it facilitates them being 
steered to the bottom (especially in terms of their ‘shakier’ social roots), 
‘back’ regions of the laborscape, and is not mainly ‘for display’.

Although the ‘replaceability’ is very real, an interesting clustering and 
concentration seem to occur, especially in the case of cooks. Most cooks 
interviewed were recent migrants from Mengen, a small town near the 
city of Bolu, well known for the ‘culinary talents’ of its male population. 
Migrants from Mengen seem to almost universally dominate the ‘kitchen 
scene,’ and when a Mengen cook is fired, or resign, informal networking 
practices quickly help find another Mengen cook to replace him. Although 
Mengen’s cooks are known for their ‘skills’ in ‘local,’ Anatolian cuisine, 
some ‘international cuisine’ restaurants as well as Bagel cafés employ them. 
In those cases, the Mengen roots of their cooks are, unsurprisingly, not 
underlined in promotional literature. However, I need to note the fact that 
not all Mengen cooks are located on the bottom ‘slice,’ as many renowned 
and highly skilled Mengen ‘chefs’ (as opposed to, say, ‘mere’ cooks) earn 
high incomes at more established, expensive restaurants, and hotels.

Secondly, especially in leisure consumption, some employees are consciously 
‘ethnicized’ for the purposes of ‘display’. As highly displayed (thus, located 
in the ‘front’) ‘folkloric’ musicians and dancers, and as kebab restaurant 
employees wearing ‘traditional’ outfits, an image of the ‘exotic Other’ as 
service provider is constructed for the consumption by the tourists. Most 
Sultanahmet-based hotels and tour companies provide routine ‘visits’ to 
‘authentic’ restaurants and music and dance shows where the employees are 
required to wear ‘representatively authentic’ clothing items, including those 
seriously outdated, or even legally banned such as the fez and turban. Here, 
an almost generic and retroactive ‘ethnicity’ has been constructed, whereby 
local differences are further erased, and a blanket ‘Turkishness’ is displayed 
by muting especially problematic ethnic differences in Turkey. Note that 
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any reference to Kurds is carefully avoided, as well as the non-Turkish roots 
of the fes (fez).

 
Turn Up Your Ethnicity 

Thirdly, again in the ‘front,’ the ‘ethnic backgrounds’ of some employees 
are further emphasized. This is especially the case for the Roma, and 
those immigrants from the former Socialist bloc. Historically forming 
an ‘informal’ labor force in entertainment and leisure consumption, 
and employed as full time or occasional music performers and dancers, 
the Roma’s ‘ethnic’ roots have recently been more emphasized. Located 
near the bottom ‘slice’ of the stratum in the ‘front,’ Roma laborers are 
highly skilled, but earn low pay, mainly due to their prolonged ‘informal’ 
employment status, and ‘shaky’ legal state.

Popularly labeled as çingene (gypsy), or çingen (an even more pejorative 
use of the word, çingene), Roma have not only been popularly disdained 
and ridiculed, their Islamic self-identification highly doubted, but 
also since the Ottoman period had to endure a quite ‘shaky’ status as 
esmer vatandaş (swarthy citizens). In 1934, in line with global anti-
‘gypsy’ legal codes limiting Roma’s mobility, çingene were banned from 

entering the Turkish territory. Even a recent –and avowedly ‘liberal,’ pro-
European Union accession- law on naturalization of foreigners as Turkish 
citizens lists ‘unethical behavior’ as well as ‘working as çingene’ as factors 
‘making applicants ineligible’.

The reasons for the increasing visibility of their otherwise ridiculed and 
disdained ‘ethnicity’ has to do not only with the longitudinal struggle by 
Roma human and civil rights activists, but also with the recently increasing 
interest in ‘fusion’ as an ‘in,’ ‘trendy’ musical and cultural form. Roma 
musicians, who were not previously ‘taken seriously’ by the music and 
entertainment establishments beyond their role as occasional ‘informal’ 
performers mainly dependent on customers’ tips, were ‘rediscovered’. A new 
‘respectability’ was assigned to Roma musicians. 

Nowadays, it is quite customary to come across with albums or concerts 
bringing together Amsterdam Klezmer Band with the Galata Gypsy Band, 
or Brooklyn Funk Essentials with Laço Tayfa, especially in the city’s cutting 
edge, pioneering and experimental new clubs such as the Babylon. Some 
larger hotels in Sultanahmet helped release albums by Ahırkapı Roman 

Photo courtesy of Gürcan Öztürk, 
Istanbul Journal of Urban Culture 

(2008)
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Orkestrası and launch the orchestra as a ‘signature item’ during the hotel’s 
entertainment shows. A new ‘gaze’ towards Istanbul’s ‘own ethnicities’ as 
musical subjects may be said to have developed in this city’s new spaces of 
music and entertainment. Within this new atmosphere and gaze, Roma 
‘ethnicity’ is highly commodified while social and legal exclusionary 
practices as well as residential and occupational segregations of the Roma 
linger on.

Indeed, an important question remains as to whether these experimental, 
fusion-oriented musical efforts and the spaces of music they create 
substantively bridge the social distance between the entertainment 
economies of Beyoğlu and Maslak (where many crossover-promoting 
establishments are housed); and Tarlabaşı, or Ahırkapı (lower-income 
neighborhoods from out of many Roma musicians are recruited to play 
with western bands) or not. For example, Tarlabaşı is just a block off Beyoğlu 
and its mainly Roma and Kurdish residents are vitally yet quite informally 
connected to Beyoğlu’s entertainment economy as street sellers, street 
musicians, and fortune tellers. On the other hand, media descriptions and 
popular attitudes continue to blame both groups for constituting Beyoğlu’s 
criminal economy, such as drug dealing, car parking ‘mafia’ and street theft 
networks. Living under the shadow of criminalization, many Tarlabaşı 
residents may not be enjoying the fruits of the new musicscapes unlike 
their friends or relatives who were recruited to play at Babylon (Aytar and 
Keskin, 2003).
 
Eroticized ‘Others’ 

A final group, members of which 
effectively ‘ethnicized,’ constitute of 
those mostly illegal immigrants from 
the former Socialist bloc. Flooding to 
Turkey prior and since the break-up of 
the Soviet Union and other Socialist 
regimes, many immigrants deal with 
informal ‘suitcase’ trading whereby 
they bought consumer goods from 
local merchants and sold them with 
higher profits back home, opened up 
street bazaars in Turkish cities to sell 
Socialist-era paraphernalia, and other 

Photo courtesy of Timur Soykan, 
© 2008

Istanbul Journal of Urban Culture 
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cheap, ‘interesting’ and hard- to-find items. Peopling the lively transnational 
informal trading networks, and helping Istanbul’s Laleli neighborhood 
become a major ‘node’ of that trade, some illegal immigrants also were 
caught in the web of ‘sex trade’ (Yükseker, 2000).

Numerous Eastern and Central European, and Central Asian women 
constitute of illegal immigrants residing in Istanbul as informal sex workers 
as well as ‘female escorts’ at entertainment establishments such as the pavyon 
and taverna. Many of them may be highly qualified for other, more formal 
employment, highly educated with college, even post graduate degrees, and 
may indeed occupy higher positions as caterers and entertainers, but may not 
opt for high paid employment due to their legal status. They are effectively 
‘ethnicized,’ (as well as criminalized, and become subject to patriarchal and 
‘semi-official’ violence) because their ‘exotic’ and eroticized ‘Otherness’ is 
the main reason for their employment. Labeled under the pejoratively used 
blanket terms as the Rus (Russian) or Nataşa (Natasha), they constitute 
another ‘slice,’ (one that is in the ‘front,’ but not necessarily on the ‘top’) of 
the entertainment and leisure consumption laborscape in Istanbul.

III. 3. Conclusions: 
“From where to where?” (nereden nereye)

This chapter discussed the last three decades of Istanbul’s major 
transformations. I argued that they could be seen as having developed as a 
result or under the institutional wings of two successive types of regulation 
that I suggested to term: 1) Pro-Market and Managerial Paternalism 
launched in 1980 by two radical breaks; pro-market reform and coup 
d’état. This period continued until 2002.  2) Neo-Liberal and Conservative 
Paternalism that was initiated by AK Parti since 2002. In the first period, 
market liberalization helped further development of what Chatterton & 
Hollands call, ‘corporate institutionalization’ (2005) of the services sector in 
general and provoked the coming of a more diversified leisure consumption 
and entertainment setting in particular (Aytar, 2011). In the second, this 
scene became more cosmopolitan yet more authoritatively regulated.  

The general pro-market orientations as well as the particular regulatory 
policies were behind the sprouting of a more entrepreneurial and 
initiative-taking stance amongst the laborscapes of leisure consumption 
and entertainment. Regulation is also not only important to help bring 
into flourishing of this new ethos of production, but also in molding the 
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citizenry-as-consumers swimming amidst this new sea of diverse options  
provided by the producers:

(a) Consumers & Producers: 
In the period of 1980-2014, Istanbul has grown considerably in space and 
population. Increasingly more diverse groups from myriad geographical 
backgrounds poured into the city. The city map became a patchwork with 
numerous ethno-confessional, socio-economic and cultural concentrations 
of clustering with demographic and commercial functions, each scattered 
around this metropolis housing 29 districts scratched by thousands of 
streets whose total length is around a whopping 48.000 kilometers (Şengör, 
2014). All other 80 provinces have resident populations in Istanbul and 
over 100 different nationalities and / or ethnic and religious groups are 
present. Two of the most important transformations have been: (a) the 
Kurdish migration from the conflict-ravaged Southeast Anatolia, and (b) 
the increasing globalization / trans-nationalization of the demographic 
stock. 

In this diversity-laced environment, economic income levels, social status, 
cultural and economic capital, lifestyle considerations all play out in the 
diverse shaping up of consumers groupings and, in turn, providers who 
run to fulfill those demands. Infrastructural and transportation work by 
the central and municipal regulators and their global city branding policies 
have also radically transformed the map of leisure consumption and 
entertainment in Istanbul. 

Some historically anchored entertainment neighborhoods (such as 
Sulukule, for example) were liquidated and some others (like Aksaray) lost 
most of their past prominence due to spatial transformations. New foci of 
entertainment were established such as those around the Maslak-Büyükdere 
line, or on the Anatolian side’s Marmara seaboard. Most new focal points 
for leisure consumption and entertainment were designed to cater to the 
middle or higher income citizens with relatively more education and 
social capital. Some other but rather sporadic foci also appeared on more 
peripheral neighborhoods, catering to the lower income clientele. In this 
sense, consumers and producers lined up along spatial and income level 
divisions. 

(b) Regulation & Mediation:  
The two sub-periods, 1980-2002 and 2002-2014 were marked by Pro-
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Market and Managerial Paternalism and Neo-Liberal and Conservative 
Paternalism respectively. Both sub-periods transformed the role of the 
state in consumption, radically altering the model under the national 
developmental / populist paternalist period between 1950 and 1980. The 
transformation was in some senses a continuation of 1950-1980, in the 
sense that the ageing ideological orthodoxies of early republican Kemalism 
(1920-1950) were further relaxed. However, 1980-2002 was also a break in 
terms of the regulation, in the sense that Fordist, Keynesian and populist 
consumption policies were dethroned by the pro-market, managerial, neo-
liberal and conservative policies. Central and municipal regulatory policies 
critically re-shaped what Engelen calls the ‘structure of the market’, ‘locality 
of the market’ and ‘the mode, level and object of regulation’ (2001). 

Pro-market, managerial and neoliberal policies –as well as efforts to brand 
the city and promote it as a global city– opened up a new path. On this 
path, a new ‘coupling’ of the producers to the consumers emerged, who 
were on two sides of the supply and demand mechanism (Yalman, 2012). 
The globalizing stratum of consumers and the peripheralized, lower 
income consumers were pitted against one another and producers lined up 
accordingly, also in a spatially and socially dissipated manner.

Conditioned by policies to promote globality and ‘authentic’ locality of 
Istanbul, to upgrade the infrastructure for finance and service industries, 
both Özal/Dalan and Erdoğan/Topbaş were involved in such a radical re-
spatizalization of the “locality of the market” (Engelen, 2001). ‘The mode, 
level and object of regulation’ also were altered in this period. Unchaining 
the market from past étatiste rigidities, the regulatory packages were 
making what is ‘possible in the market’ to be situated on a considerably 
larger palette, with a far more extended array of alternatives that could be 
found in the leisure consumption and entertainment sectors. 

In these two periods, formerly homogenized forms supported by the state 
and promoted by the mediators were complemented with new and hybrid 
forms. Into this field left out by the state, market institutions moved in to 
create new types of consumerism, introduce novel products and promote 
these as the symbols of cosmopolitan life styles to be adopted by urban middle 
classes. Thus in this period, we observe the increasing commodification of 
cultural practices and the changing role of the mediators. post-1980 period 
we see the increasing number of magazines, radio and TV shows and 
books on fashion, food, leisure consumption, arts, etc. which are devoted 
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to consumption and cultivation of certain lifestyles. Different than in the 
previous period of 1950-1980, whereby various stripes of mediators were 
situated along political or ideological divisions but who all still agreed on 
“preaching” what the society “should be doing”, the new mediators were 
promoters of new “trends” and did quickly launch new ones one after the 
other. Lifestyle liberals, reflexive progressives and engagé nostalgics as main 
groups of mediators were not so much split on the basis of ideologies, but 
on the basis of lifestyles and associated ethics of leisure and entertainment 
consumption. 

(c) Dynamics of Diversity:  
Processes of diversity and ethnicity at play were largely underwritten by 
two key societal dynamics that had jointly stamped the period between 
1980 and 1980 were; the increasing share in Istanbul of Kurds who were 
displaced from out of Southeastern Anatolia, fleeing the conflict between 
the state and PKK; and the rising globalization and transnationalization 
of the population in the city. These two major transformations shaped 
new diversities –including ethnic diversity- which contoured the scenes of 
leisure consumption and entertainment to a considerable extent. 

Kurds and other provincial newcomers colored both the consumer base 
and the laborscape of leisure consumption and entertainment in the city. 
They most constituted the ‘invisible’ workforce and those consumers whose 
voices were not so much heard of or uttered at mainstream media or by 
other mediators. While their ethnicity was mostly ‘functional’ in terms 
of their steering to the ‘back’ and ‘bottom’ of the laborscapes, a new type 
of ethnicization was at play at the ‘front’ and ‘top’ parts. In terms of the 
bifurcating stratification of ‘ethnicization,’ I would claim that those on the 
top of the bifurcated laborscape of leisure consumption and entertainment 
compose of a stratum of what I would call ‘chic ethnics,’ who are in the ‘front’ 
of the top ‘slice’ of the leisure consumption and entertainment laborscape 
in Istanbul. Chic ethnics are highly visible, and are consciously deployed 
there to form the façade of the enterprises by the entrepreneurs and owners. 

Roma, as an ethnicized group depended on their historically longitudinal 
role as key producers of leisure consumption and entertainment. However, 
escapist and alternative spaces they had created on the face of social 
conservatism and republican fiat that were quite functional in the previous 
period, 1920-1950, were demolished due to neo-liberal urban policies. 
Lacking such a pivotal spatial fix, Roma are in this new period, mostly 
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informally employed and spatially dissipated along the leisure consumption 
and entertainment map of Istanbul. 

A final group, members of which are ‘ethnicized,’ constitute of those mostly 
illegal immigrants from the former Socialist bloc. Numerous Eastern 
and Central European, and Central Asian women are part of illegal 
immigrants residing in Istanbul as informal sex workers as well as ‘female 
escorts’ at entertainment establishments such as the pavyon and taverna. 
They are effectively ‘ethnicized,’ and criminalized and their ‘exotic’ and 
eroticized ‘Otherness’ is significantly usurped by the formal and informal 
entrepreneurs. 
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CHAPTER

5
“SO DO WE SPLIT OR KEEP ON 

GOING?”
MAKING SENSE OF ISTANBUL’S 

LEISURE CONSUMPTION & 
ENTERTAINMENT
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V. 1. SO, WHAT DO WE DO NOW?

One Saturday night, as I sat to wrap up this concluding chapter, I was 
suddenly distracted by a series of blasts coming from outside. I was studying 
at my apartment on Yeni Çarşı Caddesi or literally, New Market [or Bazaar] 
Avenue, that hardly qualifies as an ‘avenue’, but which is instead a thin, 
one-way street climbing from the conservative Tophâne neighborhood in 
the south to the northern Galatasaray Meydanı-Square on the axial İstiklâl 
Avenue. One of the only five streets where vehicular traffic is allowed to 
intersect with İstiklâl Avenue, Yeni Çarşı is usually swarmed by nightgoers 
climbing up the slope to reach the entertainment heartland of Istanbul. 

But the noises that distracted me did not belong to those pedestrians who 
may have had a bit too much to drink, or taxis and other vehicles honking 
impatiently and angrily –since Yeni Çarşı is constantly congested at nights. 
And no, the noise was not emanating from the neighboring Eski 45’lik, the 
former seedy rock bar with a cult following which was recently ‘upgraded’ 
by the same management, into a bouncer-gated music club for richer folks, 
repetitively playing 1960s, 1970s and 1980s Turkish pop nostalgia. The 
source of the noise was not the neighboring Zoe Teras either, the roof-top 
restaurant with an excellent view of the historical peninsula and parts of 
Bosphorus, which later re-styles itself into a night club with ‘Eurotrash’ 
dance music blasting until the first light of the morning.

The noise rather belonged to a large group of protesters who were fleeing 
from Galatasaray square and the stones and bottles they were hurling 
towards Çevik Kuvvet, the aptly labeled ‘Agile Force’ special riot police 
unit. As I carefully looked down, I saw the police firing rubber bullets and 
tear gas canisters on the large group dispersed all around Yeni Çarşı. The 
protesters temporarily managed to set up a barricade made up of large 
municipal garbage cans, fortified with pieces of steel, wood and pieces of 
concrete. They then ripped off the promotional banner displaying Beyoğlu 
district’s mayor (from the ruling AK Parti) Ahmet Misbah Demircan’s 
smiling face and set the whole barricade on fire using the banner as their 
torch.

“SO DO WE SPLIT OR KEEP ON GOING?”
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Police first contained themselves by only keeping firmly on their ground, 
firing rubber bullets and tear gas canisters and using their shields to protect 
themselves from the hurled stones and bottles… But when the TOMA 
(Toplumsal Olaylara Müdahale Aracı, [Armored] Intervention Vehicle 
to Social Events) showed up, slowly creeping down from Galatasaray 
square, the ‘balance of power’ clearly shifted to the advantage of the police. 
TOMA quickly put the fire down by spraying pressure water and then 
easily demolished the barricade. Çevik Kuvvet police officers initially 
hiding behind the TOMA suddenly started to run after the protesters 
who tried to find their way out of the thin avenue. Most protesters ran 
towards Tophâne one of the only two available directions and I wondered 
if that was indeed a ‘smart’ choice or not. I remembered that during Gezi 
Park protests months ago conservative pro-AK Parti residents of Tophâne 
had severely beaten up anti-government protesters, easily identifying them 
by their gas masks or helmets. Ten minutes later, police slowly started to 
climb back up towards the square, putting their truncheons away. 

I resumed working on my chapter, but about an hour later, I was distracted 
again by the sudden onset of blasting noises down below. This time over, 
I saw two entirely different groups of people, both made up of what 
apparently looked like civilians, clashing with one another. One group was 
indeed made up of mainly Tophâne youngsters and older guys with wooden 
sticks in their hands. I even identified one of the older men as a small 
shopkeeper a devout Muslim whom I knew from years ago. They were 
ferociously attacking the other group by loudly yelling “Allah! Allah!” the 
highly motivational ‘attack hymn’ dating back to the Ottoman army and 
also currently in use by the Turkish Armed Forces, TSK. 

They were clashing with youngsters who had covered up their faces with 
red pieces of cloth. Those masked in red were ‘armed’ by wooden and metal 
sticks as well as pieces of stones and bottles. I was under the impression 
that the more numerous Tophâne guys would be the clear winners, but I 
was surprised to see that the masked youngsters finally managed to push 
them all away, deep down towards the southern neighborhood and severely 
beaten up some among them who could not escape as quickly. Moments 
later, I then saw the red-masked youngsters, climbing back up, with 
victorious gestures, yelling slogans sympathizing with the Revolutionary 
People’s Liberation Party-Front (Devrimci Halk Kurtuluş Partisi-Cephesi, 
DHKP-C) the clandestine radical left wing organization whose history 
dates back to late 1970s. Some of those radical leftists smashed the 
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advertising billboards as they climbed up towards İstiklâl and yelled highly 
‘sacrilegious’ slogans such as: “Fuck Tekbir!”1. This was indeed a highly 
‘controversial’ slogan even for a Marxist-Leninist group aiming to gain 
popularity among the urban poor. 

In order to understand and contextualize what had happened, I turned on 
my internet connection and I learned from facebook that all those clashes 
were part of the protests against AK Parti government’s recent legislative 
move to seriously limit internet access by the citizens. One particular post 
drew my attention. It was written by a Turkish-Jewish student of mine 
who recently graduated. He is a very talented House music DJ who had 
earlier invited me to a Beyoğlu club where he was doing a DJ Set that 
same night. Regarding what had transpired, he wrote in his facebook page 
that, although he “took part in the Gezi Park protests in June 2013”, he 
thinks that “[…] now in 2014, organizing a protest march on Saturday is 
‘idiotic’ or ‘counterproductive’ to say the least”. He argued that “Beyoğlu’s 
entertainment establishments depend predominantly on the sales during 
Friday and Saturday nights, the two peak nights of the entire week”. He 
then added below sentences: 

“[Prime Minister] Tayyip [Erdoğan] is already against ‘us’, we fellas 
who drink and dance and party… [a]nd thus ‘his’ police is very eager to 
usurp the occasion in order to scare away simple folks who are just on 
the lookout for some fun and relaxation around the avenue […] Listen 
up, man! I am not for street fighting anymore… We already made our 
point and that should suffice. We should now look for smarter ways to 
fight against ‘this dictatorship’ rather than ‘stab’ the entertainment life 
of Beyoğlu. Come on people, thousands of hard-working, decent and 
honest folks make their living out of this avenue… Do you think it 
makes sense to clash with the police now? Let’s not do this anymore, 
and certainly not on Saturday nights… Some of my friends posted 
stupid things like: ‘Arrrgh, I missed the smell of that tear gas… Gosh, 
my muscles atrophied ’cuz I haven’t been clashing with the Pigs for 
months (…) Yeah, I’m now howling, ‘Cheers to you, Tayyip!’ [Şerefine 
Tayyip!], sitting atop a barricade! Whooo-hoo!’ Well fellas, if you are 
doing this clash thing as some sort of pre-clubbing fun, a kinda ‘warm 
up’ before you head later past midnight to your favorite joints, let me 
tell you that they would either be shut down entirely or be totally 
deserted by then… You shoot yourself in the foot, and hurt others 
while doing it… ‘They’ are being smart: ‘They’ chase ‘us’ away, what 

1 Takbir is the Arab-language 
term for the full phrase; “Allāhu 

Akbar”. It is usually translated as 
“God is [the] greatest,” or “God 

is great.
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2 Orantısız zekâ as a notion was 
coined and gained widespread 
usage during and after Gezi Park 
protests. For example, one of 
the hastily assembled hagi-
ographic Gezi books bears the 
name, Gezi’den Orantısız Zekâ 
(Disproportional Wit by Gezi, 
Serkan Akkuş (ed) Sınırsız Kitap, 
Istanbul, 2013.
3 H.B. allowed me to quote his 
facebook posting but kindly asked 
me to refrain from giving a direct 
reference to his profile page. I 
made a loose translation of his 
original, Turkish-language posting 
in March 2014. 

‘they’ see as ‘rowdy alcoholics’… Dudes, we also need to be smart, real 
smart!... Fun is our source, our fountain… Gezi was all about fun… It 
was fun and also disproportionally witty [orantısız zekâ,2 a reference 
to the purportedly disproportional use of force by the police during 
the protests] … Let’s keep the fun and wit going, people… Protecting 
‘our’ fun, though, is no laughing matter, it is serious business. Let me 
tell y’all that much…”3

What he wrote certainly seemed to make a lot of sense and I was convinced 
even more when I decided to take a quick stroll outside. İstiklâl did not 
look anything like its usual Saturday-night self. The avenue where normally 
“you almost literally ‘swim’ amidst the sea of night-goers and are struck 
by the diversity and multiplicity of the scenes and personalities” as I had 
described in Chapter I, looked more like a ‘war zone’, with scattered debris, 
hastily sprayed graffiti, smashed shop windows all around. Ripped posters 
and placards were swimming amidst the dregs of the tons of water that 
were sprayed by the TOMA of the riot police. Internet connection on my 
cell phone informed me that numerous Beyoğlu visitors, sadly including a 
six month old baby, were hospitalized because of the excessive tear gas used 
by the police. I was happy to learn later that the baby was doing fine, but 
İstiklal Avenue, usually colored by street musicians and happy party-goers 
was almost fully deserted, looking like an unusually ‘wet’ ghost town. 

What I have witnessed over the course of a few hours totally altered the 
image I had painted at the beginning of this book, on Chapter I. İstiklâl 
Caddesi the axial pedestrian thoroughfare in Beyoğlu district, the current 
and historical entertainment heartland of not only Istanbul, but also entire 
Turkey -if not the geographical region of the country looked ‘reconquered’ 
by the riot police and night-goers were nowhere in sight. It was lacking all 
the street musicians, dancers and puppeteers performing on this glittering 
avenue, connecting the central Taksim square to Tünel circle, each of which 
are transportation hubs and social meeting points on their own. 

So this whole sad scene made me wonder: “Where do we go from here?” It 
brought to mind the common, almost reflexive comment one would utter 
around this time. Towards the later hours of the night or even in early 
morning, when groups of friends, now very tired after hours of banqueting, 
dining, chatting, dancing and listening to music ask one another: “So, do we 
split, or keep on going?” Mostly, at least some members split, taking taxis or 
walking away to call it a night… Some make one final stop at Bambi, the 
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legendary fast-food place on Taksim square. Some others proceed to after-
hours clubs and establishments dotting the side streets. Those too tired or 
lazy for the after-hours places still find it difficult to split completely and 
walk to nearby friends’ houses for a few more glasses and laughs. They burn 
the midnight oil by ‘domesticating’ their hitherto commercially catered 
entertainment. I believe at the beginning of 2014 when I am writing the 
closing sentences of this book, this is the type of the question one needs to 
ask: “So, do we split, or keep on going?” 

This dilemmatic question actually works in a number of levels and 
layers that could all be connected to the main arguments of this book. 
The question could be read from a whole array of tones, ranging from 
the literal to the metaphorical. Is Istanbul’s entertainment (already 
feeling threatened by the creeping and lurking ‘threats’ of excessive 
corporatization, commercialization, touristification and family-oriented 
hygienization) now facing the heavy-handed regulation by an increasingly 
conservative and authoritarian government and municipality? Are 
international and national commentators right? Especially when they 
claim Istanbul’s modern lifestyles, and thus at least most visible forms of 
leisure consumption and entertainment are being threatened by the Islamic 
conservatism of Erdoğan? Does the ruling party have a secret agenda that 
is being quickly translated into actual, selective and punitive regulation 
over leisure consumption and entertainment, especially those viewed as 
sinful, rowdy and out of the middle-class family mainstream? 

Is Turkey becoming more like Iran? Once securing enough electoral 
support, will Erdoğan turn Istanbul and Turkey into a stronghold of 
Islamic heritage tourism and a brand-city (Marka Şehir), a global city 
based firmly on neoliberal industries and services, minus the drinking 
and partying components? Is there some truth to the notion that, instead, 
Dubaization is the new, dominant trend? Will Beyoğlu and Istanbul be 
further gentrified and touristified, whereby only the educated, rich elites 
and international tourists will afford to be admitted into and consume 
at overly priced establishments that are at once ghettoized and spatially 
clustered at some earmarked neighborhoods? 

And, at the more metaphorical level, should I keep on continuing to 
analyze this further? Or should I say the final word, or at least place the 
theoretical ‘comma’ which is explanatory enough and analytically sound? 
I decided with all the above complexities, I should ‘split’ and give the 
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picture as of 2014. In order to answer all the above questions and provide 
a sufficient analysis, I need to note that although all of them are certainly 
legitimate, they could not possibly be answered only by looking at the 
here and now. All above developments and trends are actually frozen 
circumstances in time that can only be made sense of once the melody 
of time will be sung at them. In this sense, the two seemingly contrasting 
vignettes at the beginning and at the end of this book, that of the shining 
and diverse İstiklâl, and that of the beaten up, tired and soaking wet ghost 
town smelling of tear gas are part and parcel of the same longue durée 
historical sociology of Istanbul’s leisure consumption and entertainment. 
Certainly, they are not meaningless or insignificant, but as Braudel would 
remind us, should be seen as poussière de l ’histoire, the ‘dust of time’ that 
should eventually settle and form a symptomatic sediment of sorts that 
could be read in more meaningful, comprehensible and lively ways. If 
seen from this vantage point, as I tried to develop in this book, they could 
whistle, or sing to us so that we can do the analytical dance as we split. 

V. 2. GOING AROUND THE SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL 
LIMITATIONS 

From a distance, all the above scenes and complexities certainly appear 
striking. Indeed, Istanbul has definitely deserved that all the stage lights 
would turn towards her. Both as the ‘Cool Metropolis’ (Newsweek, 2000) 
or the embattled city claimed by Erdoğan and Gezi Park protesters alike, 
Istanbul made the headlines and initiated numerous academic evaluations. 
However, if one were to look more closely and identify individual sub-
processes within this whole transformation, the colorful variety of 
persons and institutions; the entanglement of consumers and producers 
of leisure and entertainment; global cityness as discursive practice as well 
as legislative and managerial practice are nothing new and similar cases 
could be seen elsewhere in the globe.  Neither are the renovation and 
upgrading of the run-down inner city sections into magnets of investment 
and attraction; and speedily commercializing and corporatizing of such 
hitherto marginalized urban spaces (Habraken, 2004; Schmidt, 2004) are 
nothing new. 

I had also noted in the Chapter I, that comparable- changes and routines 
were also observed  in numerous other cities including New York, London, 
Vancouver, Amsterdam, Berlin, Melbourne, Hong Kong (Mee Kam Ng, 
2002; Fainstein, 2008; Novy, 2012) among many others. In most such 
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metropolitan settings, or global cities to be more exact, dilapidated and 
central parts of town are fast becoming –again– centers of attraction, as 
nodal points or strips housing; retail trade, dining, entertainment, leisure 
consumption and a whole array of diverse assortments of establishments. 
Prior, during and after such trends of renewal of centrally located towns, 
buildings, streets and city furniture were being renovated and upgraded, 
the mainstream current within them increasingly securitized, privatized 
and corporatized.

Viewed from this global comparative lens, Istanbul’s leisure consumption 
and entertainment could be conceptualized as local reflections of global 
trends. However, conceived as such, this narrative does not do justice to the 
historical specificity and experiential heritage of Istanbul as a metropolis 
of leisure consumption and entertainment. What I have thus proposed, 
instead, was to conduct a longue durée reading of Istanbul which would 
allow one to clearly note the context of its numerous breaks and continuities. 
In such a depiction, global processes and locally concrete forms are highly 
entangled and depend on another. 

V. 3. REVISITING THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS

In this context, my key research questions were as follows: (a) How could 
we to comprehend and contextualize the demands by various types of 
consumers? How were such demands fulfilled by various types of producers 
who supplied such entertainment and leisure consumption-oriented 
services? In short, I try to look at the dynamics of supply and demand in 
entertainment and leisure. (b) How did the state and other actors regulate 
and mediate between leisure consumption and entertainment supply and 
demand? How did regulation and mediation mechanisms provide the 
broad contours within which such activities were operating? How were 
the mechanisms such as; support and promotion, provision of employment 
opportunities, assignment of different levels of respect and prestige, 
taxation, deciding on legal and/or informal frames of employment and 
entrepreneurship, limitation, banning and penalizing deployed variously 
by governmental and non-governmental forces? (c) How were ‘ethnic’ 
difference and diversity functionalized, and then later on, commodified? 
How was this functionalization taking place in terms of consuming the 
‘Other’ as an object of interest? How various ethno-religious groups 
were socially, economically and culturally channeled to distinct leisure 
consumption and entertainment-oriented vocations and market niches? 
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V. 4. EMBEDDEDNESS, TEMPORALITY & SPATIALITY 
TO THE RESCUE 

In order to answer above questions, I argued that leisure consumption 
and entertainment are shaped by the interaction among the consumers 
and producers. I learned from Kloosterman and Rath (2001; Rath, 2007) 
that this interaction is always embedded in wider structures, and always 
mediated. That’s why I also focus on regulators and mediators and why I 
address the wider social, cultural, political and economic structures that 
shape leisure and entertainment. In this sense leisure consumption and 
entertainment could be fruitfully deployed to contextualize the political 
and socio-cultural processes that make entertainment a site for the 
proliferation of leisure and entertainment and the articulation of ethnic 
and class relations and of nation-state building. In this sense, leisure and 
entertainment are a reflection of a particular set of social relations within 
which the state and other actors intervene. What is to be added is that 
especially in the Reform Ottoman and Republican periods, leisure and 
entertainment assumed an “instrumental role in structuring people’s 
overall experience of modernity” (Miles, 1998:19). They provided a 
launching pad of particularized identity and an individually customized 
way of experiencing a macro-historical process of monetarization (or 
commodification) that are otherwise de-personifying. 

I have espoused a historical approach, learned from Braudel’s longue 
durée and mobilized the analytical dynamism and interpretative power of 
numerous other approaches that one could loosely classify under ‘history 
movements’. By ‘new history movements’ I place those approaches as diverse 
as history from below, history of everyday life (Alltagsgeschichte) and women’s 
history. Those movements could be seen, as I also noted in Chapter I, as 
the ensemble of numerous followers of Le Goff ’s battle cry to establish a 
‘new history’ (nouvelle histoire) who want to go beyond the orthodoxies of 
a Rankean account of history ‘as it is’ or as a constellation of supposedly 
objectively reflected events (Le Goff 1978; Le Goff & Nora 1974). 

This is why I have not followed an approach that would limit itself with 
a non-analytical recounting of ‘events’ expressing either sparks or darker 
moments of Istanbul’s leisure consumption and entertainment scene. On 
their own and taken out of their temporal and spatial dynamics, these up
and down points would only be interesting in the sense of an assembly of 
trivia. Most studies on leisure consumption and entertainment in Istanbul 
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unfortunately relied on such narrowly defined lines of reasoning sprinkled 
with descriptive statements. Events placed within such a-historical and 
socially un-anchored, almost reified narrative of unconnectedness would be 
misleading to be used as demonstrators of the ‘history as it is’. Although 
I certainly do not want to go into the complex corridors of a far general 
discussion on the ontology and epistemology of knowledge, one should 
certainly also problematize the very possibility and desirability of developing 
an ‘objective’ reflection of history as it is. 

I refrain from such larger and grand debates and propose instead, that 
events should be seen as ‘dusts of history’ as Braudel (1958) would have 
called them, in their unreliable oscillations. When the focus is fixed 
upon individual events, the complexity and diversity of factors that shape 
up their emergence are overshadowed.  Instead, I have focused on key 
transformations and longitudinal sediments left behind those events and 
sought to provide a meaningful reading of Istanbul’s historical sociology 
of leisure consumption and entertainment. Certainly, when trying to steer 
away from histoire événementielle (history of events, or the courte durée, short 
span, the hitherto dominant archenemy of longue durée) I also tried to 
watch out for the trap of over-theorizing some supposedly trans-historical 
constants. Such naturalized constants such as an ‘age-old’ tension between 
conservatism and modernity shaping up the ebbs and flows of restraining 
and relaxation of leisure consumption and entertainment are easy to take 
for granted especially from within an Orientalist reading of the Ottoman 
Empire and the Republic of Turkey.

In this sense, numerous events could be portrayed as symptomatic of the 
ebbs and flows of a ‘macro-historical’ scene dominated by the pains of 
oscillating between the polarized political, social and cultural forces of the 
traditional and the modern. Facing up all these challenges, what I proposed 
and attempted to develop was a multi-layered perspective à la Hopkins that 
hopes to speak not only to the concentrations and clustering of leisure and 
entertainment establishments in Istanbul’s space, but also to the continuities 
and breaks in Byzantine, Ottoman and Republican leisure and entertainment. 

V. 5. PERIODS, ACTORS & PROCESSES:

The approach I have developed in this book, provide more comprehensive 
analytical tools that acknowledge both the historical trends as they are 
solidified into social mentalités and group identities pertaining both to 
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consumers and producers, administrative practices by the central and local 
state as well as numerous other regulatory agents and the ever-changing 
role of the mediators of different stripes. In developing my periodization, 
I relied on the complex and dynamic interconnections among the active 
forces such as consumers and producers as well as mediators and regulators 
by contextualizing them in their spatial and historical axes. Below, I provide 
a quick recapping of the major temporal periods I have identified and the 
findings that are gathered in my study. I classified under each period, the 
findings associated with my research questions. 

V. 5. 1. Byzantine and Classical Ottoman Istanbul until the 19th 
Century: 

In these two periods, the state made its regulatory role felt quite actively 
on the leisure consumption and entertainment. The imperial authorities 
and administrators helped directly establish the hierarchical stratification 
of the clusters of the human resources in leisure consumption and 
entertainment. The state took this role quite seriously since the showing off 
of the imperial strength sustain socio-cultural boundaries and promoting 
subjects’ allegiance all depended on such a regulatory role. Apart from the 
state, religious authorities had additional regulatory and mediating roles. 
Not only because of the close linkages between the imperial administration 
and the clergy, religious authorities were active in allowing or condemning 
and penalizing diverse forms and actors of leisure consumption and 
entertainment. 

During the Byzantine and Classical Ottoman periods, mediating role 
of the religious authorities were complemented by what I called ‘softer’ 
mediators. Intellectuals and chroniclers had key impacts on shaping and 
influencing taste choices of consumers who were socio-culturally residing 
on the upper, middle and lower levels of the society. There were clusters of 
producers who were lined up to cater to higher and middle/lower levels of 
consumers, respectively.  The lower brow consumers were made up of lower 
echelons of the middle classes as well as the lower classes. 

From the Byzantine to the Classical Ottoman periods, the management 
of diversity worked along the ‘ethnic’ lines mostly as an administratively 
(regulatorily) and socio-culturally sustained boundaries. The vocational 
organization of entertainers under various categories was implemented by 
taking ethno-religious clusters as the basis, and as such this was the element 
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unfortunately relied on such narrowly defined lines of reasoning sprinkled 
with descriptive statements. Events placed within such a-historical and 
socially un-anchored, almost reified narrative of unconnectedness would be 
misleading to be used as demonstrators of the ‘history as it is’. Although 
I certainly do not want to go into the complex corridors of a far general 
discussion on the ontology and epistemology of knowledge, one should 
certainly also problematize the very possibility and desirability of developing 
an ‘objective’ reflection of history as it is. 

I refrain from such larger and grand debates and propose instead, that 
events should be seen as ‘dusts of history’ as Braudel (1958) would have 
called them, in their unreliable oscillations. When the focus is fixed 
upon individual events, the complexity and diversity of factors that shape 
up their emergence are overshadowed.  Instead, I have focused on key 
transformations and longitudinal sediments left behind those events and 
sought to provide a meaningful reading of Istanbul’s historical sociology 
of leisure consumption and entertainment. Certainly, when trying to steer 
away from histoire événementielle (history of events, or the courte durée, short 
span, the hitherto dominant archenemy of longue durée) I also tried to 
watch out for the trap of over-theorizing some supposedly trans-historical 
constants. Such naturalized constants such as an ‘age-old’ tension between 
conservatism and modernity shaping up the ebbs and flows of restraining 
and relaxation of leisure consumption and entertainment are easy to take 
for granted especially from within an Orientalist reading of the Ottoman 
Empire and the Republic of Turkey.

In this sense, numerous events could be portrayed as symptomatic of the 
ebbs and flows of a ‘macro-historical’ scene dominated by the pains of 
oscillating between the polarized political, social and cultural forces of the 
traditional and the modern. Facing up all these challenges, what I proposed 
and attempted to develop was a multi-layered perspective à la Hopkins that 
hopes to speak not only to the concentrations and clustering of leisure and 
entertainment establishments in Istanbul’s space, but also to the continuities 
and breaks in Byzantine, Ottoman and Republican leisure and entertainment. 

V. 5. PERIODS, ACTORS & PROCESSES:

The approach I have developed in this book, provide more comprehensive 
analytical tools that acknowledge both the historical trends as they are 
solidified into social mentalités and group identities pertaining both to 
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consumers and producers, administrative practices by the central and local 
state as well as numerous other regulatory agents and the ever-changing 
role of the mediators of different stripes. In developing my periodization, 
I relied on the complex and dynamic interconnections among the active 
forces such as consumers and producers as well as mediators and regulators 
by contextualizing them in their spatial and historical axes. Below, I provide 
a quick recapping of the major temporal periods I have identified and the 
findings that are gathered in my study. I classified under each period, the 
findings associated with my research questions. 

V. 5. 1. Byzantine and Classical Ottoman Istanbul until the 19th 
Century: 

In these two periods, the state made its regulatory role felt quite actively 
on the leisure consumption and entertainment. The imperial authorities 
and administrators helped directly establish the hierarchical stratification 
of the clusters of the human resources in leisure consumption and 
entertainment. The state took this role quite seriously since the showing off 
of the imperial strength sustain socio-cultural boundaries and promoting 
subjects’ allegiance all depended on such a regulatory role. Apart from the 
state, religious authorities had additional regulatory and mediating roles. 
Not only because of the close linkages between the imperial administration 
and the clergy, religious authorities were active in allowing or condemning 
and penalizing diverse forms and actors of leisure consumption and 
entertainment. 

During the Byzantine and Classical Ottoman periods, mediating role 
of the religious authorities were complemented by what I called ‘softer’ 
mediators. Intellectuals and chroniclers had key impacts on shaping and 
influencing taste choices of consumers who were socio-culturally residing 
on the upper, middle and lower levels of the society. There were clusters of 
producers who were lined up to cater to higher and middle/lower levels of 
consumers, respectively.  The lower brow consumers were made up of lower 
echelons of the middle classes as well as the lower classes. 

From the Byzantine to the Classical Ottoman periods, the management 
of diversity worked along the ‘ethnic’ lines mostly as an administratively 
(regulatorily) and socio-culturally sustained boundaries. The vocational 
organization of entertainers under various categories was implemented by 
taking ethno-religious clusters as the basis, and as such this was the element 
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of continuity in both periods. In the Byzantine period, ‘ethnic’ Greeks were 
mostly residing on the top slice of entertainers, while ‘ethnically different’ 
Roma were either placed on top (‘higher-brow’) as skilled ‘exotics’ or at the 
bottom as slapstick (‘lower-brow’) entertainers. There was an increasing 
weight of ‘ethnic’ diversity during the Classical Ottoman period, most chiefly 
because of Ottoman millet system, the administrative ethno-confessional 
clustering of groups within the empire.  This type of ethnic division of labor 
became more complex and was also entangled with lonca (trade guilds) 
system. With the continued impact of the Byzantine regulatory practices 
and the additional impacts of Ottoman millet and lonca systems, leisure 
consumption and entertainment were social arenas whereby different 
‘ethnic’ or ‘ethno-religious’ groups were channeled to specific vocations and 
provisions of various leisure and entertainment services. 

V. 5. 2. Reform Ottoman Istanbul, 19th Century-1920: 

In this period, the regulatory role of the state in leisure consumption and 
entertainment continued on. While previous, state-centered concerns such 
as exhibiting imperial prestige and wealth, sustaining social boundaries and 
promoting allegiance in the populace dragged on, an important novelty was 
the introduction of administrative, regulatory as well as cultural policies 
of westernization, modernization and rationalization. The reformist state 
administrators used up central as well as modern municipal practices, in 
order to underwrite the leisure and entertainment as social arenas where 
such grand transformations were concretely implemented.

Religious authorities as well as mediators also played important roles in 
bridging supply of and demand for leisure and entertainment. With their 
direct regulatory impact receding due to westernization and modernization, 
the religious authorities instead clung on their social role as mediators, 
morally approving or disapproving new, modern leisure consumption 
and entertainment trends. The reform period’s intellectuals as well as the 
modernizing media took on new roles as part of a harder mediation, by 
promoting the acceptable cultural forms of consumption and fortifying 
the grand split between alafranga and alaturka stripes, the sides along the 
symbolic rift separating those endorsing western styles (alafranga) and the 
native, traditional, local ones. Intellectuals, various publications including 
books and the press, in this sense, were critically important in trying to 
dictate what the society should do in terms of modernizing itself. Theirs 
stands as a mix of success and failure.
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In the Reform period, groups of consumers were diversified further and 
other dynamics of symbolic/cultural rifts, as illustrated by the supposed 
opposition between alaturka and alafranga forms, started to underwrite 
such added divisions. With the advent of ‘cosmopolitans’ as producers 
and consumers alike (cosmopolitans certainly fortified the ranks of the 
alafranga, but they are a tad different from them in their more immediately 
direct acculturation within the western styles), the already diverse human 
scene of leisure consumption and entertainment got more complex. In this 
period, among the producers, modern forms of entrepreneurship emerged 
and became stronger. Those new forms of modern entrepreneurship 
started to replace older forms of artisanal or state-led production of leisure 
consumption and entertainment. 

During the Reform Ottoman period, with the introduction of territorial, 
constitutional citizenship and –formal- equality between the Muslims 
and non-Muslims, previous lonca and millet-based stratifications as well 
as state and religious regulatory bans and limitations were eased. Reform 
legislation and more permissive societal attitudes allowed Muslims to 
become more active in entertainment sector and this situation and helped 
flourishing of more flexibility in crossing over among different groups 
of entertainers. The management of diversity as such, kept the historical 
role of the Roma and the non-Muslims as key groups as producers. Roma 
and the non-Muslims were functionally exocitized, but different than the 
previous classical period, they started to be commodified in the modern 
sense of the term. 

The grand split between the alafranga and alaturka signified the 
gaining of power by ‘Occidentalism’ within which especially Western 
leisure consumption and entertainment forms were seen as expressing 
distinguishing and prestige-assigning functions. In this new cultural 
environment, non-Muslims were transformed into a different sort of 
‘Other’ and were thus assigned to one side of a supposedly civilizational 
rift. 

V. 5. 3. Republican Istanbul, 1920-1980:

In the early Republican period between 1920 and 1950, thus after the 
establishment of the Turkish Republic under the leadership of Mustafa 
Kemal Atatürk, the state’s role shifted from mere reformism to a radical 
implementation of westernizing, modernizing and rationalizing policies. 
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The new, Turkified nation and its masses were to be trained to find their own 
dormant, almost naturalized potentials. They were also to be trained in order 
to teach them to appreciate the high cultural taste of western forms of leisure 
consumption and entertainment. The period opened up with the multi-
party democracy in 1950 and continuing on until 1980 that was marked by 
the rise of peripheral Fordism and international Keynesianism, promotion 
of mass consumption in Turkey- implied a transformation of the role of the 
regulation. In this second period when rural to urban migration speeded 
up, regulators moved away from unbending ideological enforcers of top-
down cultural policies, towards more ‘technical bureaucrats’ conditioned by 
populist policies in line with multi-party parliamentary democracy. While 
the central regulators clung on to their formal, authoritarian façade, they 
developed a more relaxed attitude letting various informalities sprout in 
actual practices.

The mediators initially mostly followed through the heritage of Reform 
Ottoman period in terms of assigning westernization as the most important 
tendency, but also by transforming this tendency into a mandatory program 
of top-down cultural modernization. The mediators in this period were thus 
‘harder’ in their zeal as well as their powers aided by their monopoly over 
the society, sustained by the Kemalist fiat. In the period between 1950 and 
1980, the role of the mediators was to be altered significantly. The mediators 
were fragmented along political lines and socio-cultural attitudes they were 
promoting. This fragmentation was at once done alongside various lifestyles 
targeted by the mediators or caterers of the very same lifestyles. This period 
was also marked by the democratization of access to alternative forms of 
information, beyond those official publications; development of media, in 
term of spreading of mass circulation daily newspapers as well as specialized 
magazines.

In this period, Turkey witnessed the radical transformation from a multi-
ethnic, multi-confessional empire to a homogenized nation-state. In this 
new environment, the sheer demographic weight, social visibility and 
cultural participation by the non-Muslims took a dive. Now, both as 
consumers and producers their situation receded. They were to be replaced 
by their Muslim or Turkish kalfa (journeymen) or çırak (apprentice) who 
bought off their establishments at significantly reduced rates. This radical 
transfer of human, economic, cultural and social capital empowered the 
increasingly critical status of not only Muslims or Turks, but also the Roma, 
who have capitalized upon their longitudinal presence within the sectors. 
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Processes of diversity and ethnicity at play were almost entirely shaped by 
two key societal dynamics: The dramatic decimation of the non-Muslim 
ethnic minorities; and the rural to urban migration and the out-migration 
to Germany and other European destinations. While the non-Muslim 
minorities were being erased physically, the professional and cultural 
standards they had set up within the leisure consumption and entertainment 
trades were still firmly in place. This was certainly a continuation of the 
previous assignment of the alafranga format in leisure consumption and 
entertainment and non-Muslims as ‘model communities’. However, they 
were at once targeted due to their purported moral degeneration and 
excessive cosmopolitanism The Roma, on the other hand, continued to be 
socially judged by inner-Orientalism aided by their mainstream portrayal 
as timeless, fun-loving, highly talented entertainers with supposedly 
‘natural’ proclivities.

V. 5. 4. The Global City: 1980s-2010s

The period opened up in 1980, thus in the aftermath of the military coup 
d’état, radically transformed the role of the state regulation in consumption, 
significantly altering the parameters of the previous national developmental 
and populist paternalist period of 1950-1980. The speedily disintegrating 
ideological orthodoxies of Kemalism were relaxed even further. Pro-
market, managerial, neo-liberal and conservative policies put their heavy 
stamp on the regulation of leisure consumption and entertainment. Those 
policies were complemented by efforts to promote Istanbul as a global city, 
which is also a brand on its own. 

Within this new neoliberal, global environment, the globalizing slices 
within consumer groups; the middle class and mainstream consumers as 
well as marginalized and peripheralized lower income consumers were 
catered to by producers lined up accordingly. The policies to promote 
Istanbul—the global city of Turkey of perhaps of the entire region—
with simultaneously available ‘authentic’ local characteristics, helped 
significantly upgrade the infrastructure for finance and service industries 
and leisure consumption and entertainment sectors alike. 

After 1980, the hitherto homogenizing leisure consumption and 
entertainment forms supported by the state and promoted by the mediators 
were facing up to the rise of new and hybrid forms. This has significantly 
elevated the role of global and cosmopolitan lifestyles 
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speedily adopted mainly by the urban middle classes. In this sense, the 
increasing commodification of cultural practices and the changing role 
of the mediators stamped the post-1980 period. The new mediators 
were promoters of new trend lifestyle liberals, reflexive progressives and 
engagé nostalgics as main groups of mediators were no longer located 
alongside various political ideologies. They were instead, flag-bearers of 
new and cross-cutting lifestyles and ethics of leisure consumption and 
entertainment. 

Processes of diversity and ethnicity of the post-1980 period were largely 
determined by two key societal dynamics: the Kurdish migration from the 
Southeast Anatolia, and the increasing globalization / trans-nationalization 
of the population. Those new cosmopolitans and their highly educated, 
‘white Turk’ allies (those upper-class, educated citizens symbolically pitting 
themselves against the poorer, less educated ‘black Turks’ as discussed at 
Chapter IV) were the main groups peopling the upper echelons of the 
laborscape that was at once at the forefront and thus on display. Kurds 
and other provincial migrants significantly altered the consumer base 
and the laborscape of leisure consumption and entertainment in Istanbul. 
The ‘ethnicity’ of Kurds and migrants were mostly ‘functional’ in terms of 
placing them on the ‘back’ and ‘bottom’ of the laborscapes. Roma, as an 
ethnicized group depended on their prolonged role as key producers of 
leisure consumption and entertainment. However, escapist and alternative 
spaces they had created and the spatial clustering they had established were 
destroyed by the neo-liberal and conservative urban policies. Immigrant 
women from the former Socialist bloc, eastern / central Europe and Central 
Asian countries were brutally ‘ethnicized’ and criminalized within leisure 
consumption and entertainment. The ‘Other’ as the erotic exotic was to 
be hired by the entrepreneurs in the sector. Such transformations went 
hand in hand with the rise to power of Recep Tayyip Erdoğan’s AK Parti 
with a neo-liberal / conservative agenda that moralized, stigmatized and 
criminalized a large array of leisure consumption and entertainment forms. 
This is certainly in line with the longitudinal tensions residing within the 
Ottoman-Republican scene of leisure consumption and entertainment. 

V. 6. ENTERTAINING THE PUBLIC, MOLDING THE 
CITIZENRY AND MANAGING DIVERSITY:

Beyond the above findings underlined at each historical period, I would 
now like to shift the emphasis towards larger theoretical conclusions 
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that could be drawn from my study. Those could at once be charted by 
revisiting some key notions identified at Chapter I. There, following Elias 
and Dunning I had identified leisure consumption and entertainment as 
part and parcel of a wider set of human activities and practices that provide 
publicly expressed forms of “pleasurable excitement” (1986:63). Those 
forms, as my study confirm, not only provide individual self-expression, 
but also work as vehicles of sociability as well as opening up paths for a 
‘healthier’ way of venting social energies. 

Leisure consumption and entertainment in this sense appear as fulfilling 
the social need for establishing a reliable basis of ‘routines’. Such symbolic 
and ceremonial practices of leisure consumption and entertainment in my 
case work as conduits of joining and participating in the ‘social’ as a general 
category and into more particularized, group-based identifications. Certainly, 
leisure and entertainment also appear as de-routinizing enclaves, serving 
as conduits for relaxation and carnivalesque transgression of otherwise 
suffocating norms, conventional rules and pressures of the political order 
and conservative social dynamics. 

In these senses, the historical case of Istanbul confirms all the main 
characteristics of the ‘spare time-leisure-entertainment continuum’: 
The representational dimension of mimesis in leisure consumption and 
entertainment allowed Istanbulites to mimic otherwise harder forms of 
social mixing as well as boundary setting in ‘real’ life. Istanbul’s residents both 
mixed with one another, transgressed boundaries, but also kept symbolic 
boundaries intact or even made those even more steep. The hedonic dimension 
of enthusiasm prevalent in entertainment served escapism by allowing city 
dwellers to enjoy being lured towards the different, the exciting, or the 
exotic. All those are certainly part and parcel of inventing and sustaining 
‘Otherness’. Finally, the cathartic, or the therapeutic dimension allowed 
the citizens to express their otherwise suppressed feelings of emotion or 
disgruntlement. 

In terms of the important historical continuities underlined in my 
study, in each period leisure and entertainment worked as sites of 
molding the imperial populace and later, modern citizenry. As such, 
leisure consumption and entertainment were very critical sites for ‘social 
engineering’ whereby allegiance to the state was molded. In numerous 
cases, leisure consumption and entertainment functioned as ways to 
promote –and even dictate- cultural homogeneity but also at other 
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occasions, fortify heterogeneity and forms of symbolic distinction. My 
study seems to have pointed out to the historic continuity between 
traditional forces (religious, conservative, restrained etc) versus 
modernization-oriented forces (cosmopolitan, hedonistic, ‘naughty’ 
pleasures, use of substances and the like).

Beyond such intricate workings, in each period, leisure consumption and 
entertainment have shown their longitudinal impact over mediation and 
regulation. Struggles with and negotiations over what the regulators –
with the help of mediators- were willing to allow versus what they aimed 
to constrain, were experienced on the social sites of leisure consumption 
and entertainment. They then, appear as key sites –not only reflecting 
but also actively helping construct power relations. Regulation and 
mediation also shaped the basic parameters of what is decommodified 
or commodified in terms of leisure and entertainment. While in some 
cases, the imperial and nation-state based central state provided such 
goods and services ‘for free’ (decommodification) to –as pointed above- 
shape/educate the populace/citizenry; in more market-oriented periods, 
commodification of leisure consumption and entertainment were part 
and parcel of larger, pro-market policies of promotion or revitalization 

Finally, I should note that the study of each period demonstrates that 
diversity is among the indispensable building blocks of the social 
‘tenement’ where leisure consumption and entertainment resided 
throughout the historical time I have covered. As such a key element, 
diversity appeared under various layers of clothing, either with 
confessional, ethno-religious, class or status-group based textures. 
Leisure consumption and entertainment took on the role of providing 
for the consumers various types of ‘others’ with whom they could pair 
up on their journey. Consumers in this sense were on the look out for 
the entertaining others to consume, or with whom to consume. Within 
the spaces of leisure consumption and entertainment, they certainly 
found such persons. Those types of otherness supplied the feelings of 
the cathartic or carnivalesque relaxation. Also, as conduits of purgative 
self-expression, entertainment establishments were the very locations to 
get to know, socialize with the authentic, exotic and the erotic others. 
These types of socializations and regulatory make ups within which they 
are embedded are at once the occasions and places to fortify, underline, 
challenge or even transgress boundaries between many forms of the 
‘self ’ or ‘us’ and ‘others’ or them.. 
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 V.7. SERIOUSLY, THOUGH… WHERE TO, NOW?

As I sat down to write this concluding page, I am once again haunted by 
the same question the nightgoers ask one another after an entertaining yet 
tiring session of sociability: “Ok dudes, what do we do now? Do we split 
or keep on going? If we keep on going, where to, now?” The moment I am 
putting down these lines, is not the exactly time period of the day I had 
guessed it would be. I thought I would write the final page as the first  rays 
of the day would blissfully emerge in the horizon, after an entertaining 
yet tiring all-nighter of writing… As a former consumer and now a non-
drinker of alcohol, I certainly knew the joys of all-nighters as both social 
outings and solitary insulations yielding into intellectual production. Yet, 
instead of the early morning, I am writing this final page in one fine Sunday 
afternoon. The afternoon on March 30th, 2014 to be exact... 

In one of the most divisive elections in Ottoman-Republican history, we 
have cast our votes in municipal balloting. Painted usually as a critical 
election separating Islam-inspired conservatives and those opposing them, 
I am certainly worried for a number of reasons, political causes being the 
determining ones. Yet, I am also hopeful. Both my worries and hopes 
are also anchored in the leisure consumption and entertainment scene I 
attempted to analyze in this book. And as I write this concluding page, I 
do not yet know if my worries or hopes will be seconded. In this sense, the 
question “do we split or keep on going?” is again, an apt one for me, in this 
instance… We can “call it a night”, in the literal and metaphorical senses 
alike. Or we can “keep on going”… But if so, “where to?” 

First of all, from the longue durée perspective that I have mobilized to 
comprehend the continuities and breaks in Istanbul’s leisure consumption 
and entertainment, I now know enough to argue that you can never call it 
a night, in the definitive, more morbid sense of the term. Certainly, you can 
call it a night, on that particular night, but you always go back out. Calling 
a night on that night is, in the Braudelian usage of the term, is merely 
one tiny poussiere de l’historie, one singular speck of  history. Municipal 
balloting on this fine lazy Sunday afternoon may result in numerous 
endings, but that would not change the fact it is after all just one dust out 
of the countless other dusts of historical time. Whatever the result might 
be, the answer to the first part of the question cannot be to call it a night for 
good. No form of conservative, moralistic and heavy handed suppression 
of the leisure consumption and entertainment would suffice to kill of those 
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nights forever… As sociologically meaningful social formations, leisure 
consumption and entertainment will exist forever, under various formal or 
informal forms, no question about that… 

But the second part of the question, “if we keep on going, where to now?” 
is indeed “a whole different question”… To answer that, let me tie this 
back again to the autobiographical instance of me, writing this final page 
on that fine Sunday afternoon. Not the least because this book has been 
autobiographical in many senses, covering last decade and a half of my life. 
I can even underline the fact that, with regards to that elongated section of 
my life journey, I am definitely calling it a night. 

But less metaphorically and literally, as I am writing down this page, we are 
getting ready to go over to my cousin’s place to watch the election results. 
There, there will be friends ranging from medical doctors, tango instructors, 
TV series and theater actors, university professors, musicians, engineers, 
businesspeople and others. Some friends who confirmed their participation 
would be citizens of Turkey, both native and naturalized; some others 
would be shorter-term international visitors as well as expats. On our way 
there, some will take taxis while some others will use public transport and 
meddle with Istanbulites of various other socio-cultural stripes, beyond 
our perhaps professionally and ethnically variegated background which is 
still socio-economically limited to an upper-bracketed coalition of “white 
Turks,” “cosmopolitans” and chic ethniques. However, in one way or the 
other, all these people, including those we crosscut with, will all “keep 
on going” in various other directions. They will continue to have fun, to 
entertain themselves and others, listen to music, consume alcohol or have 
fun without it… They will all go to different directions and places, but all 
of them will consume leisure and have entertainment... 

So, no, we don’t split, we keep on going… “Where to?...” Well, to be 
perfectly honest, that depends entirely on “where you have been, earlier…” 
So, I guess “I’ll catch you down the road”, as the narrator in the movie, Big 
Lebowski said before the final credits rolled up…  “I’ll catch you up down 
the road…”      
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Periods
Actors&
Dynamics

Byzantine
4th Century - 1453

Classical Ottoman
1453 - 19th Century

Reform Ottoman
19th Century - 1920s

Pr
od

uc
er

s
C

on
su

m
er

s
R

eg
ul

at
io

n

Elite entertainers: High-
skilled and/or high educated 

Popular entertainers: 
Slapstick comicalities

Organized under groups of 
entertainers 

Palace
Aristocrats/bureaucrats
Richer circles

Middle and lower classes

Traditional paternalism
Palace: 
Promotion, support, hosting 
of events, stratification 
of groups of entertainers, 
putting limitations, banning, 
criminalization

Church: 
Support, putting limitations, 
banning, criminalization

Continuities:
Elite entertainers: High-
skilled and/or highly 
educated 

Popular entertainers: 
Slapstick comicalities

Organized under groups of 
entertainers 

Change & Transformation:
Ethnicity as a clearer 
and stronger dynamic in 
organization and clustering 
of entertainers and their 
work (also see below, under 
“Dynamics of Ethnicity”) 

Palace
Aristocrats/bureaucrats
Richer circles

Middle and lower classes

‘Ethnic’ groups and Muslims

Communitarian traditional 
paternalism
Palace:
Promotion, support, hosting 
of events, stratification 
of groups of entertainers, 
putting limitations, banning, 
criminalization

Islamic clergy:
Support, putting limitations, 
banning, criminalization
(official ‘palace’ clergy and 
‘volk’ [folk] clergy have 
sometimes different roles)

Continuities:
Elite entertainers: High-
skilled and/or high educated 

Popular entertainers: 
Slapstick comicalities

Organized under groups of 
entertainers 

Change & Transformation:
More flexibility in crossing 
over among different groups 
of entertainers (also see 
below, under “Dynamics of 
Ethnicity”)

Modern forms of 
entrepreneurship emerging 
and becoming stronger

“Cosmopolitans” 

Palace
Aristocrats/bureaucrats
Richer circles

Middle and lower classes

‘Ethnic’ groups and Muslims

Reformist paternalism
Palace:
Promotion, support, hosting 
of events, stratification 
of groups of entertainers, 
putting limitations, banning,  
criminalization

Islamic clergy:
Support, putting limitations, 
banning, criminalization

Foreign Embassies:
Promotion, support, hosting 
of events

Annex I: Periods, Actors and Dynamics
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Periods
Actors&
Dynamics

Byzantine
4th Century - 1453

Classical Ottoman
1453 - 19th Century

Reform Ottoman
19th Century - 1920s

M
ed

ia
to

rs
D

yn
am

ic
s o

f D
iv

er
sit

y

Regulation-based ‘Othering’:

Ethnic stratification and 
functionalization of diversity
Ethnic division of labor 
through ethnic boundaries

Ethnic Greeks as a 
privileged and elite group of 
entertainers

Roma either as 
administratively clustered, 
ethnicized, and skilled 
exotics, or as slapstick 
entertainers.

Moralizers, Legislators & 
Aesthetes

Similar to the previous, 
period, moralizer and 
legislators still exist, as well 
as cultural specialists. 

Religious authorities: armed 
with legislative powers, they 
are at once moralizers

Intellectuals:
Approving, disapproving 
consumption and 
entertainment trends

Chroniclers: 
to document, underline or 
omit

Moralizers, Legislators & 
Aesthetes

Cultural Mediators à la 
Bourdieu with Moralizing 
Legislators (religious 
authorities and personalities) 
and Cultural Specialists à la 
Featherstone (Intellectuals, 
artists, chroniclers)

Religious authorities: armed 
with legislative powers, they 
are at once moralizers

Intellectuals:
Approving, disapproving 
consumption and 
entertainment trends

Chroniclers: 
to document, underline or 
omit

Regulation-based ‘Othering’ & 
Exocitizing the Familiar  

Ethnic stratification and 
functionalization of diversity
Ethnic division of labor 
through ethnic boundaries

Only ‘ethnic’ groups (non-
Muslims and the Roma) 
are allowed to operate in 
alcohol sector and in most 
performative entertainment 
forms

Muslims in more local/
traditional forms

Moralizers, Legislators & 
Promoters

Similar to the previous, 
period, moralizer and 
legislators still exist, as well as 
cultural specialists. 

Emergence of modern 
mediation (newspapers, 
magazines, annals, 
guidebooks, and other media)

Promoters emerge as various 
cultural and consumption 
tendencies are colliding  

Cultural specialists and 
“Cosmopolitans” who 
promote new, modern 
tendencies and styles, 
while competing with 
other specialists who 
provide criticisms and offer 
alternatives to modern ones. 

Regulation-based ‘Othering’; 
Orientalism, Inner-
Orientalism & Occidentalism

Reform laws (especially 
new regulations on equality 
of different millet with 
Muslims) and changing 
societal attitudes allow 
Muslims to become more 
active in entertainment 
sector. More flexibility in 
crossing over among different 
groups of entertainers. 

Inner-Orientalism emerges 
as Roma have been 
administratively and mentally 
earmarked as ‘the Other’ 
within the Otherized self.

Occidentalism as an 
important dynamic.
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Periods
Actors&
Dynamics

Early Republican
1920- 1950

National Developmentalist
1950 - 1980

Pr
od

uc
er

s
C

on
su

m
er

s
R

eg
ul

at
io

n
M

ed
ia

to
rs

D
yn

am
ic

s o
f D

iv
er

sit
y

Decimation of non-Muslims. 

Their replacement by Turks or other Turkified 
group of producers. 

The state and bureaucrats

Newly Turkified bourgeoisie 

Middle and lower classes

Rich Provincial Migrants 

Radical Modernist Paternalism

Steering the society towards top-down 
cultural modernization society, training the 
masses.

Forging the Turkish Volk

Promotion, support, hosting of events, 
putting limitations, banning, criminalization

Moralizers, Legislators & Aesthetes

Cultural Mediators and Cultural Specialists 
Intellectuals and artists armed with legislative 
powers

Monopoly of access to the society when the 
opposition and alternatives were muted

The continuing and dramatically speeding 
decimation of the non-Muslim ethnic 
minorities

Othering of the Roma and the rich provincial 
migrants

Decimation of non-Muslims and their 
replacement by Turkified group of producers.

Informalities providing new chances for 
entrepreneurs.

The state and bureaucrats

Newly Turkified bourgeoisie 

Middle and lower classes

Rural to Urban Migrants 

Populist, Relaxed Paternalism

Less ideological, more practical attitude
 
Acknowledging the uncontrollability of 
informalities.

Turning informalities into chances by 
developing clientelistic networks.

Moralizers, Legislators & Aesthetes

Cultural Mediators and Cultural Specialists 
Decreasing legislative powers of intellectuals 
and artists

No monopoly of access to the society 
whereby more opposition and alternatives 
were voiced.

Fragmentation of the mediators along 
political and ideological divisions.

Rural to urban migration and out-migration 
to Germany and other foreign destinations   

Othering of the Roma and new rural to 
urban migrants
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Annex III A & B: Geneaology of leisure consumption & entertainment forms
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ENGLISH SUMMARY

The current study aims to comprehend the basic parameters of the 
historical development of leisure consumption and entertainment. My 
key research questions are as follows: 

(a) How could we comprehend and contextualize the demands of various 
types of consumers? How were such demands fulfilled by various types 
of producers who supplied such entertainment and leisure consumption-
oriented services? In short, I try to look at the dynamics of supply and 
demand in entertainment and leisure.

(b) How did the state and other actors regulate and mediate between 
leisure consumption and entertainment supply and demand? How did 
regulation and mediation mechanisms provide the broad contours within 
which such activities were operating? How were the mechanisms such 
as; support and promotion, provision of employment opportunities, 
assignment of different levels of respect and prestige, taxation, deciding 
on legal and/or informal frames of employment and entrepreneurship, 
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limitation, banning and penalizing deployed variously by governmental 
and non-governmental forces? 

(c) How were ‘ethnic’ difference and diversity functionalized, and then later 
on, commodified? How was this functionalization taking place in terms 
of consuming the ‘Other’ as an object of interest? How various ethno-
religious groups were socially, economically and culturally channeled to 
distinct leisure consumption and entertainment-oriented vocations and 
market niches? 

Leisure and entertainment landscapes encompass individuals, groups or 
institutions that offer leisure and entertainment. On the one hand: there 
are producers, that is, entrepreneurs and larger entertainment corporations 
including their employees. On the other hand, there are consumers, that 
is, individuals and groups who are interested in enjoying these activities. 
They are in a chicken and egg relationship, they influence each other, 
and their interaction drives the development of these leisure consumption 
and entertainment landscapes. But, as elsewhere, this interaction does not 
take place in a vacuum. Following Kloosterman and Rath, I am sensitive 
to the fact that the interaction of supply and demand, of production and 
consumption, is on the one hand always embedded in wider structures, 
and on the other hand is always mediated (Kloosterman & Rath, 2001; 
Rath, 2007). That’s why I am interested in the wider social, cultural, 
political and economic structures that shape leisure and entertainment. 
In this sense, I am also interested in: 

1) The role of the state and its allies in regulating the social, cultural, 
political and economic life of Turkey and, in so doing, regulating the 
leisure and entertainment landscape. 
2) The set of mediators and the process of mediation that affect taste, 
preferences and choices of leisure and entertainment seekers on the one 
hand, and the strategic choices and style preferences of entertainment 
entrepreneurs on the other hand. 
3) Finally, I am interested in how social and cultural diversities (in plural, 
thus ethnic, religious, class and lifestyle, etc.) interfere in these processes. 

In order to analytically organize the book, I have espoused a chronological 
approach whereby I have assigned chapters to different historical 
periods that I claim could be categorized together: Chapter II charts 
the story from the Byzantine Empire, via the Classical period of the 
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Ottoman Empire that lasted until the Reform Ottoman period covering 
the nineteenth century until 1920s. Chapter III concentrates on early 
Republican (single-party) period of modern Turkey (1920s-1950) and the 
multi-party, Populist-Developmentalist period of 1950-1980. Chapter 
IV brings the story until today by analyzing the Neoliberal-Conservative 
period since 1980. Chapter V is the concluding section that wraps up the 
historical and analytical discussion. At each chapter, I tried to address 
the research questions, identify the continuities and transformations by 
connecting the historical itinerary to the complex interplays of among 
producers, consumers, mediators and regulators and chart the workings 
of the processes of diversity as summarized categorically.  

As discussed in the Chapter II, leisure consumption and entertainment 
under the Byzantine, Classical and Reform Ottoman periods of 
Istanbul are certainly instructive in the sense that they help us better 
understand the developments and transformations during the Republican 
period. 

(a) Consumers and Producers: In terms of understanding dynamics 
of supply and demand in entertainment and leisure, consumers and 
producers were positioned differently under different periods. Between 
the Byzantine and Classical Ottoman periods, there exist important 
continuities: In both periods, there was a hierarchical stratification 
consisting of elite entertainers on the top, who were seen as high-skilled 
and/or highly educated and popular entertainers on the bottom who were 
seen as lower-skilled and/or lower-educated. I claim that they catered to 
‘high-brow’ (i.e. consumers in Crown/Palace, aristocrat or richer circles) 
and ‘low-brow’ (lower class of consumers) forms of leisure consumption 
and entertainment, respectively. Another dimension of continuity had 
to do with the organization of entertainers under various vocational 
categories. However, what has changed during the Classical Ottoman 
period has to do with the impact of ‘ethnicity’ that became a clearer and 
stronger dynamic in organization and clustering of entertainers and their 
work. 

(b) Regulation and Mediation: In all three periods, states and other 
actors developed various ways to regulate and mediate between leisure 
consumption and entertainment supply and demand. In the Byzantine 
and Classical period Ottoman Empires, leisure consumption and 
entertainment were important for the state in terms of prestige and 
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showing off Imperial wealth and power. The states were also not only 
active in terms of provision of public entertainment, but also in terms of 
directly helping form and hierarchically clustering organized groups of 
entertainers. Also under the Byzantine and Classical Ottoman periods, 
religious authorities had important roles of regulating leisure consumption 
and entertainment in terms of morally allowing or condemning and 
penalizing various forms and actors. 

(c) Dynamics of Diversity and ‘Ethnicity’: In the Byzantine, Classical 
and Reform Ottoman periods’ leisure consumption and entertainment, 
‘ethnic’ difference and diversity were variously functionalized, and then 
later on, commodified. Byzantine and later, Classical Ottoman leisure 
consumption and entertainment were characterized by important levels 
of ‘ethnicity’-based vocational specialization, maintained not only by 
regulatory policies and categories, but perceptions of ‘ethnic’ difference 
prevalent in the larger public. However, those two classificatory 
mechanisms operated under stricter rules during the Byzantine and 
Classical Ottoman periods than during the Reform Ottoman period.

In Chapter III, I argue that the establishment of the Republic of Turkey 
in 1923 signified, among many other things, a deep transformation in 
leisure consumption and entertainment. This transformation implied 
a radical break from the previous Reform Ottoman period. It at once 
incorporated some important continuity with it. 

(a) Consumers & Producers: In the period of 1920-1980, Turkey has 
witnessed the pains associated with a transformation from a multi-ethnic, 
multi-confessional empire to a homogenized nation-state. The numbers, 
social visibility and cultural participation of Non-Muslims in Turkey 
were decreasing progressively. With such larger impacts, in general and 
the anti-minority legislation concerning those employees of the leisure 
consumption and entertainment sectors, specifically, Jews became the 
first group to evacuate those sectors, followed at a slower pace by Greeks 
and Armenians, respectively. Their positions within those trades, their 
capital and establishments were started to be replaced by their Muslim 
or Turkish kalfa (journeymen) or çırak (apprentice) who bought off their 
establishments at significantly reduced rates. 

(b) Regulation & Mediation: In the early Republican period between 
1920 and 1950, the state’s role shifted from reformist paternalism towards 
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radical modernist paternalism. While in the previous period westernization 
was a powerful line of reform, it had not yet attained the early republican 
period’s programmatic, decidedly radical and top-down modernization 
character. Atatürk’s macro-civilizational target of overall westernization 
incorporated a careful yet fragile recasting of both alafranga and alaturka 
by harmonizing them with the requirements of cultural modernization 
and westernization. Radical modernist paternalism also involved a 
reconstruction of the Turkish Volk whereby the masses who were to be 
adequately trained were expected to find their own dormant potentials 
as well as to appreciate the high cultural taste of western forms of leisure 
consumption and entertainment. They were also to steer away from the 
dangers of excessive alafranga. This double-strategy has underwritten the 
coming-of-age of the new, republican consumers.

(c) Dynamics of Diversity: Processes of diversity and ethnicity at play 
were largely underwritten by two key societal dynamics that had jointly 
stamped the period between 1920 and 1980 were: (1) the continuing 
and dramatically speeding-up decimation of the non-Muslim ethnic 
minorities, that was also discussed above, under consumers and producers; 
and (2) the rural to urban migration and the out-migration to Germany 
and other foreign destinations. These two major transformations shaped 
new diversities –including ethnic diversity- which contoured the scenes 
of leisure consumption and entertainment to a considerable extent. 

Chapter IV discusses the last three decades of Istanbul’s major 
transformations. I argued that they could be seen as having developed 
as a result or under the institutional wings of two successive types of 
regulation that I suggested to term: 1) Pro-Market and Managerial 
Paternalism launched in 1980 by two radical breaks; pro-market reform 
and coup d’état. This period continued until 2002.  2) Neo-Liberal and 
Conservative Paternalism that was initiated by AK Parti since 2002.

(a) Consumers & Producers: 
In the period of 1980-2014, Istanbul has grown considerably in space and 
population. Increasingly more diverse groups from myriad geographical 
backgrounds poured into the city. The city map became a patchwork 
with numerous ethno-confessional, socio-economic and cultural 
concentrations of clusterings with demographic and commercial functions.  
In this diversity-laced environment, economic income levels, social status, 
cultural and economic capital, lifestyle considerations all play out in the 
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diverse shaping up of consumers groupings and, in turn, providers who 
run to fulfill those demands. Infrastructural and transportation work 
by the central and municipal regulators and their global city branding 
policies have also radically transformed the map of leisure consumption 
and entertainment in Istanbul. 

(b) Regulation & Mediation:  
The two sub-periods, 1980-2002 and 2002-2014 were marked by Pro-
Market and Managerial Paternalism and Neo-Liberal and Conservative 
Paternalism respectively. Both sub-periods transformed the role of the 
state in consumption, radically altering the model under the national 
developmental / populist paternalist period between 1950 and 1980. 
The transformation was in some senses a continuation of 1950-1980, 
in the sense that the ageing ideological orthodoxies of early republican 
Kemalism (1920-1950) were further relaxed. However, 1980-2002 was 
also a break in terms of the regulation, in the sense that Fordist, Keynesian 
and populist consumption policies were dethroned by the pro-market, 
managerial, neo-liberal and conservative policies. Central and municipal 
regulatory policies critically re-shaped what Engelen calls the ‘structure 
of the market’, ‘locality of the market’ and ‘the mode, level and object of 
regulation’ (2001). 

(c) Dynamics of Diversity:  
Processes of diversity and ethnicity at play were largely underwritten by 
two key societal dynamics that had jointly stamped the period between 
1980 and 1980 were; the increasing share in Istanbul of Kurds who were 
displaced from out of Southeastern Anatolia, fleeing the conflict between 
the state and PKK; and the rising globalization and transnationalization 
of the population in the city. These two major transformations shaped 
new diversities –including ethnic diversity- which contoured the scenes 
of leisure consumption and entertainment to a considerable extent. 
 
Kurds and other provincial newcomers colored both the consumer base 
and the laborscape of leisure consumption and entertainment in the city. 
They most constituted the ‘invisible’ workforce and those consumers 
whose voices were not so much heard of or uttered at mainstream media 
or by other mediators. While their ethnicity was mostly ‘functional’ in 
terms of their steering to the ‘back’ and ‘bottom’ of the laborscapes, a new 
type of ethnicization was at play at the ‘front’ and ‘top’ parts. In terms 
of the bifurcating stratification of ‘ethnicization,’ I would claim that 
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those on the top of the bifurcated laborscape of leisure consumption and 
entertainment compose of a stratum of what I would call ‘chic ethnics,’ 
who are in the ‘front’ of the top ‘slice’ of the leisure consumption and 
entertainment laborscape in Istanbul. Chic ethnics are highly visible, and 
are consciously deployed there to form the façade of the enterprises by the 
entrepreneurs and owners.
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NEDERLANDSTALIGE SAMENVATTING

Voorliggend onderzoek heeft tot doel de basisparameters te bevatten van 
de historische ontwikkeling van recreatieconsumptie en entertainment. 
De hoofdvragen van mijn onderzoek zijn de volgende: (a) Hoe kunnen we 
de eisen van verschillende soorten consumenten begrijpen en inkaderen? 
Hoe werden dergelijke eisen door de verschillende producenten die 
dergelijk entertainment en op recreatieconsumptie gerichte diensten 
aanboden, beantwoord? Kortom, ik probeer de dynamiek van vraag en 
aanbod op het gebied van entertainment en recreatie te onderzoeken. (b)  
Hoe reguleren en bemiddelen de staat en andere actoren tussen vraag 
en aanbod op het gebied van entertainment en recreatie? Hoe hebben 
regelings- en bemiddelingsmechanismen de brede lijnen getrokken 
binnen dewelke dergelijke activiteiten georganiseerd worden? Hoe 
werden mechanismen zoals ondersteuning en promotie, het scheppen 
van arbeidsgelegenheid, het toekennen van verschillende niveaus van 
waardering en aanzien, belastingheffing, het bepalen van wettelijke en/of 
informele kaders voor tewerkstelling en ondernemerschap, beperkingen, 
het verbieden en bestraffen verschillend aangewend door gouvernementele 
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en niet-gouvernementele drijfkrachten? (c) Hoe werden “etnische” 
verschillen en diversiteit gefunctionaliseerd en dan later vermarkt? Hoe 
gebeurde dit functionaliseren met betrekking tot het consumeren van de 
“Andere” als belangstellingsobject? Hoe werden de verschillende etnisch-
religieuze groepen sociaal, economisch en cultureel gekanaliseerd naar 
typerende recreatieconsumptie en entertainment georiënteerde beroepen 
en marktsegmenten?       

Recreatie- en entertainmentlandschappen omvatten individuen, groepen 
of instellingen die recreatie en entertainment aanbieden. 

Aan de ene zijde zijn er de producenten, namelijk de ondernemers en 
grotere bedrijven met hun medewerkers. Aan de andere zijde hebben we 
de consumenten, met name individuen en groepen die geïnteresseerd zijn 
om van deze activiteiten te genieten. Zij bevinden zich in een soort kip en 
ei relatie, beïnvloeden elkaar en hun interactie is de drijfkracht achter de 
ontwikkeling van die recreatieconsumptie- en entertainmentlandschappen.  

Maar zoals ook ergens anders het geval is, vindt deze interactie niet in 
een vacuüm plaats. Net zoals Kloosterman en Rath, ben ook ik daarvoor 
te vinden dat de interactie van vraag en toelevering of van productie en 
consumptie aan de ene zijde steeds deel uitmaakt van bredere structuren 
en aan de andere zijde steeds bemiddeld wordt (Kloosterman & Rath, 
2001; Rath, 2007). Dat is de reden waarom ik geïnteresseerd ben in de 
bredere sociale, culturele, politieke en economische structuren die de 
recreatie en entertainment vorm geven. 

Vanuit dit opzicht gaat mijn aandacht eveneens uit naar het volgende: 

1) De rol van de staat en haar geallieerden met betrekking tot de regulering 
van het sociale, culturele, politieke en economische leven in Turkije en 
zodoende de regulering van het recreatie- en entertainmentlandschap.  
2) Aan de ene zijde de samenstelling van mediatoren en het proces van 
bemiddeling dat de smaak, de preferenties en keuzes van de personen die 
recreatie en entertainment zoeken beïnvloeden en aan de andere zijde de 
strategische keuzes en stijlpreferenties van entertainmentondernemers.
3) Tenslotte interesseert het mij hoe sociale en culturele diversiteiten (in 
het meervoud en dus etnisch, religieus, klasse en levensstijl, enz.) bij deze 
processen interfereren.
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Om het boek op een analytische manier te kunnen organiseren, heb ik voor 
een chronologische benadering geopteerd, waarin ik aan verschillende 
historische periodes hoofdstukken heb toegekend, waarvan ik denk 
dat deze samen in één zelfde categorie ondergebracht kunnen worden: 
Hoofdstuk II brengt de geschiedenis in kaart vanaf het Byzantijnse 
Rijk, via de Klassieke Periode van het Ottomaanse Rijk dat tot aan de 
periode van het Hervormde Ottomaanse Rijk loopt, dat zich doorheen de 
negentiende eeuw heen tot aan 1920 strekte. Hoofdstuk III concentreert 
zich op de vroeg-republikeinse periode (één-partij-stelsel) van het 
moderne Turkije (1920-1950) en de Populistische Ontwikkelingsperiode 
met zijn meerpartijensysteem tussen de jaren 1950-1980. Hoofdstuk IV 
heeft het over de geschiedenis tot heden, met een analyse van de Neo-
liberale Conservatieve periode sinds 1980. Hoofdstuk V is het afsluitend 
gedeelte, dat de historische en analytische bespreking samenbundelt. Bij 
elk hoofdstuk heb ik geprobeerd de onderzoeksvragen te behandelen, 
de continuïteit en de veranderingen te identificeren door de historische 
reisroute te verbinden met de complexe wisselwerking tussen producenten, 
consumenten, mediatoren en regelgevers, en de werking van de in 
categorieën ondergebrachte diversiteitsprocessen in kaart te brengen. 

Zoals in Hoofdstuk II besproken wordt, is recreatieconsumptie en 
entertainment in Istanbul tijdens het Byzantijnse Rijk, de Klassieke 
en de Hervormde Ottomaanse periode, zeer instructief, in zo verre dat 
zij ons de ontwikkelingen en de veranderingen tijdens de republikeinse 
periode beter doen begrijpen.

(a) Consumenten en Producenten: om de dynamieken van vraag en 
aanbod voor entertainment en recreatie te kunnen begrijpen, werden 
de consumenten en de producenten in de diverse periodes verschillend 
gerangschikt. Tussen de Byzantijnse en de Klassieke Ottomaanse periode 
is er sprake van een belangrijke continuïteit: in beide perioden bestond 
er een hiërarchische stratificatie, samengesteld uit elite artiesten, die zich 
aan de top bevonden en die als hoogbegaafde en/of zeer goed opgeleid 
beschouwd werden, en uit volksartiesten, die voor minder bekwaam en /
of minder goed opgeleid gehouden werden. Ik ben van mening dat zij 
respectievelijk “hogere” klassen (d.w.z. consumenten aan het koningshof/
paleis, aristocraten of rijkere kringen) en “lagere” klassen (consumenten 
uit de lagere milieus) verzorgden met van vormen van recreatie en 
entertainment.  Een andere vorm van continuïteit heeft te maken met de 
organisatie van entertainers binnen de verschillende beroepscategorieën. 
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Maar wat zich tijdens de Klassieke Ottomaanse periode verandert, heeft 
te maken met de invloed van “etniciteit”, dat zich tot een duidelijker en 
sterkere dynamiek ontwikkelde in de organisatie en het zich groeperen 
van de entertainers en hun werk.

(b) Regulering en Bemiddeling: in alle drie periodes ontwikkelden 
de staat en andere actoren verschillende manieren van regulering en 
bemiddeling voor de recreatieconsumptie en vraag en aanbod van 
entertainment. In het Byzantijnse en het Klassieke Ottomaanse Rijk 
waren recreatieconsumptie en entertainment voor de staat van belang 
omdat het een uiting was van haar prestige, keizerlijke rijkdom en 
macht. De staten waren niet alleen op het gebied van het verschaffen van 
openbaar entertainment actief, maar ze hielpen ook direct mee aan het 
opzetten en het hiërarchisch groeperen van georganiseerde groepen van 
entertainers. Tijdens de Byzantijnse en de Klassieke Ottomaanse periodes 
speelden de religieuze overheid een belangrijke rol in de regulering van 
recreatieconsumptie en entertainment, in zover dat verschillende vormen 
en artiesten moreel toegelaten, verboden of bestraft werden.

(c) Dynamieken van Diversiteit en “Etniciteit”: bij de recreatieconsumptie 
en entertainment in de Byzantijnse en de Klassieke Ottomaanse periodes, 
werden “etnische” verschillen en diversiteit verschillend gefunctionaliseerd 
en later vermarkt. In de Byzantijnse en later ook in de Klassieke Ottomaanse 
periode werden recreatieconsumptie en entertainment gekenmerkt door 
een hoge graad van op “etniciteit” gebaseerde beroepsspecialisaties, die 
niet alleen door de reguleringspolitiek en categorieën, maar ook door de 
bij het bredere publiek heersende perceptie van “etnische” verschillen in 
stand gehouden werden. Maar deze twee classificerende mechanismen 
waren tijdens de Byzantijnse en de Klassieke Ottomaanse periodes aan 
strengere regels gebonden dan tijdens de Hervormde Ottomaanse periode. 

In Hoofdstuk III argumenteer ik dat de oprichting van de Turkse 
Republiek in 1923, naast vele andere zaken, een diepgaande verandering 
van de recreatieconsumptie en entertainment met zich meegebracht 
heeft. Deze verandering betekende een radicale breuk met de vorige 
Hervormde Ottomaanse periode. Meteen werd een belangrijke 
continuïteit geïntegreerd.  

(a) Consumenten & Producenten: in de periode tussen 1920 en 1980 
is Turkije getuige geweest van het leed waarmee een multi-etnische 
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en multi-confessioneel rijk zich omgevormd heeft tot een homogene 
natiestaat. In Turkije verminderde het aantal niet-moslims, hun sociale 
zichtbaarheid en culturele participatie gestaag. Onder dergelijke algemene 
invloed en meer bepaald door de anti-minoriteiten wetgeving betreffende 
de tewerkgestelden in de recreatieconsumptie- en entertainmentsectoren, 
waren het de Joden die als eersten die sectoren moesten verlaten, 
gevolgd op een minder vlugge manier door respectievelijk de Grieken 
en de Armeniërs. Hun posities in deze handelssectoren, hun kapitaal en 
inrichtingen werden één voor één vervangen door hun Mohammedaanse 
of Turkse kalfa (vakmannen in opleiding) of çırak (leerjongens) die hun 
inrichtingen afkochten tegen beduidend lagere prijzen.   

(b) Regulering & Bemiddeling: In de vroeg republikeinse periode, 
tussen 1920 en 1950, verschoof de rol van de staat van een reformerend 
paternalisme naar een radicaal modernistisch paternalisme. Ofschoon 
in de vorige periode verwestering een sterke hervormingsmotor was, 
had het nog niet de pragmatische, uiterst radicale en van boven naar 
beneden opgelegde moderniseringseigenschappen bereikt. Het macro-
beschavingsdoel van Ataturk van een algehele verwestering, hield een 
nauwkeurige maar tevens ook delicate omvorming van zowel alafranga 
(op Europese wijze) als alaturka (op Turkse wijze) in, en meer bepaald 
door deze te harmoniëren met de vereisten van culturele modernisatie 
en verwestering. Het radicaal modernistisch paternalisme hield ook een 
herstructurering van het Turkse Volk in, waarbij van de massa’s die naar 
behoren moesten voorgelicht worden, verwacht werd dat zij hun eigen 
sluimerende capaciteiten zouden kunnen ontdekken en dat zij eveneens 
de verheven culturele smaak van westerse vormen van recreatieconsumptie 
en entertainment zouden te pakken krijgen. Ze moesten echter ook 
behoed worden voor de gevaren van over-verwestering. Deze dubbele 
strategie heeft garant gestaan voor de volwassenwording van de nieuwe, 
republikeinse consumenten.       

(c) Dynamieken van Diversiteit: de betreffende processen van diversiteit 
en etniciteit werden in hoge mate gesteund door twee belangrijke 
maatschappelijke dynamieken, die samen de periode tussen 1920 en 1980 
gekenmerkt hadden, nl.

(1) de voortdurende en dramatisch versnellende uitdunning van de niet-
moslim minderheden bij de consumenten en de producenten – iets waar 
we het eerder reeds over hadden-; en (2) de emigratie van het platteland 
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naar de steden en de emigratie naar Duitsland en andere vreemde landen. 
Deze twee beduidende veranderingen schiepen diversiteit – met inbegrip 
van etnische diversiteit – die het toneel van recreatieconsumptie en 
entertainment verregaand profileerden.

Hoofdstuk IV bespreekt de laatste drie decennia van de grote veranderingen 
in Istanbul. Hier argumenteer ik dat kan gezegd worden dat ze ontstaan 
zijn uit het resultaat van of onder de institutionele vleugels van twee 
achtereenvolgende soorten van regulering, die ik als volgt wil noemen: 
1) het Marktgerichte en Bestuurlijk Paternalisme dat in 1980 door twee 
radicale breuken gelanceerd werd: marktgerichte hervormingen en de 
staatsgreep. Deze veranderingen duurden tot 2002. 2) het Neo-liberaal 
en Conservatief Paternalisme dat sinds 2002 door de AK Partij ingevoerd 
werd. 

(a) Consumenten & Producenten: In de periode tussen 1980 en 2014 is 
Istanbul zowel wat haar oppervlakte als haar bevolking betreft beduidend 
gegroeid. De stad werd meer en meer overspoeld door verschillende 
groepen van ontelbare verschillende geografische achtergronden. Het 
stadsplan werd omgevormd tot een patchwork van talloze etnisch-
confessionele, socio-economische en culturele concentraties van 
groeperingen met demografische en commerciële functies. In deze van 
diversiteit doorsponnen omgeving spelen economische inkomensniveaus, 
sociale status, cultureel en economisch kapitaal en levensstijlonderwerpen 
allemaal een rol bij het vormen van consumentengroepen en ook van de 
aanbieders die aan deze vragen moetenen tegemoetkomen. De werken 
van de centrale en gemeentelijke regelgevers met betrekking tot de 
infrastructuur en het vervoer en hun globale stadsbrandingsbeleid hebben 
in Istanbul eveneens de kaart van recreatieconsumptie en entertainment 
drastisch veranderd. 

(b) Regulering & Bemiddeling:  de twee deelperiodes, nl. 1980-
2002 en 2002-2014 werden respectievelijk door Marktgerichte 
en Bestuurlijk Paternalisme en door Neo-liberaal en Conservatief 
Paternalisme gekenmerkt. Beide deelperiodes veranderden de rol van 
de staat in de consumptie, waarbij het model dat gangbaar was tijdens 
de nationale ontwikkelings- / populistische periode tussen 1950 en 
1980 radicaal omgevormd werd. Deze transformatie was in een zekere 
zin de voortzetting van de periode tussen 1950 en 1980, in zover dat 
de verouderde ideologische rechtzinnigheden van het vroeg republikeinse 
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Kemalisme (1920-1950) verder versoepeld werden. Maar de periode 
tussen 1980 en 2002 was ook een breuk wat betreft de regulering, gezien 
fordistisch, keynesiaans en populistisch consumptiebeleid onttroont 
werden door een markt gericht, bestuurlijk, neo-liberaal en conservatief 
beleid. Het centrale en gemeentelijk regelgevend beleid wijzigde op een 
ingrijpende wijze dat wat Engelen “de structuur van de markt”, “de plaats 
van de markt” en “de manier, het niveau en het object van de regulering” 
noemt (2001). 

(c) Dynamieken van Diversiteit:  de betreffende processen van diversiteit 
en etniciteit werden in hoge mate gesteund door twee belangrijke 
maatschappelijke dynamieken, die samen de periode tussen 1920 en 1980 
gekenmerkt hebben, nl. het toenemend aantal Koerden in Istanbul, die uit 
Zuidoost Anatolië vertrokken waren om het conflict tussen de staat en de 
PKK te ontvluchten; en de stijgende globalisering en transnationalisering 
van de bevolking in de stad. Deze twee beduidende veranderingen schiepen 
nieuwe diversiteiten – met inbegrip van etnische diversiteit – die het 
toneel van recreatieconsumptie en entertainment verregaand profileerden. 
De Koerden en andere nieuwkomers uit de provincies kleurden zowel 
de consumentenbasis alsook de “laborscape” van de recreatieconsumptie 
en het entertainment van de stad. Zij vormden vooral de “onzichtbare” 
werkkracht en die consumenten van wie de stemmen voorheen niet zo 
zeer gehoord of geuit waren in de mainstream media of door andere 
bemiddelaars. Terwijl hun etniciteit vooral “functioneel” was met 
betrekking tot het afsturen op de “achterste” en “laagste” segmenten van 
de “laborscape, kwam een nieuw type etnisering aan bod in de  “voorste” 
en “bovenste” segmenten. Wat de gesplitste stratificatie van “etnisering” 
betreft, zou ik willen stellen dat die, die aan de top van de gesplitste 
“laborscape” voor recreatieconsumptie en entertainment staan, uit een 
laag bestaat die ik als “sjieke etniciteit” zou willen bestempelen en die 
vooraan en meteen ook in de bovenste moot van het recreatieconsumptie 
en entertainment “laborscape” van Istanbul staan. Sjieke etniciteit is 
uiterst zichtbaar en wordt door de ondernemers en eigenaars doelbewust 
tentoongespreid als vitrines van hun bedrijven.     


